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Preface

We are happy to introduce the proceedings of the 10th European Workshop
on Natural Language Generation (ENLG-05). This workshop is the tenth
in a biennial series of workshops on natural language generation that has
been running since 1987. Previous European workshops have been held at
Royaumont, Edinburgh, Judenstein, Pisa, Leiden, Duisburg, Toulouse and
Budapest. The series provides a regular forum both for NLG specialists
and for researchers who may not think of themselves as part of the NLG
community.

The 2005 workshop, immediately following IJCAI-2005 in Edinburgh,
spans the interest areas of natural language generation and artificial intel-
ligence. We have selected 16 full papers and 12 poster papers covering a
wide range of topics, including research that integrates NLG with AI, with
ontologies, and with spoken and multimodal dialogue systems, in addition
to new research on mainstream NLG issues.

We would like to thank the members of the program committee for their
timely reviews of the exceptionally large number of submitted papers. In
particular, we thank Kevin Knight, our invited speaker. We also thank
SIGGEN for endorsing the workshop, and both EPSRC and the University
of Aberdeen for their support.
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Graham Wilcock
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Tree Transducers for
Machine Translation and
Generation

Kevin Knight
Information Sciences Institute, University of Southern California

Abstract: Probabilistic finite-state methods have been very successful
for natural language processing (NLP) problems like tagging, entity iden-
tification, and transliteration. These methods have also been packaged in
very useful software toolkits. However, they are not so good for attacking
problems with large-scale reordering (translation, generation, paraphrasing,
question answering, etc.) and sensitivity to syntax. Over the past three
years, new probabilistic tree-based models have been built and tested for a
variety of NLP applications. Many of these models turn out to be instances
of tree transducers, a formal automata model first described by W. Rounds
and J. Thatcher in 1970. This opens up new opportunities for us to marry
deeper representations, automata theory, and machine learning, and to cre-
ate general-purpose tools that can be applied to many NLP problems. This
talk will cover new learning algorithms for tree automata, and large-scale
natural language experiments.

Note: In addition to the invited talk at ENLG-05, Kevin Knight will
give a tutorial on Statistical Machine Translation and Generation the day
after the workshop.
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Statistical Generation: Three Methods Compared and Evaluated

Anja Belz
ITRI, University of Brighton

Lewes Road, Brighton BN2 4GJ, UK
Anja.Belz@itri.brighton.ac.uk

Abstract

Statistical NLG has largely meantn-gram mod-
elling which has the considerable advantages of
lending robustness toNLG systems, and of making
automatic adaptation to new domains from raw cor-
pora possible. On the downside,n-gram models are
expensive to use as selection mechanisms and have
a built-in bias towards shorter realisations. This pa-
per looks at treebank-training of generators, an al-
ternative method for building statistical models for
NLG from raw corpora, and two different ways of
using treebank-trained models during generation.
Results show that the treebank-trained generators
achieve improvements similar to a 2-gram gener-
ator over a baseline of random selection. How-
ever, the treebank-trained generators achieve this
at a much lower cost than the 2-gram generator,
and without its strong preference for shorter real-
isations.

1 Introduction
Traditionally, NLG systems have been built as deterministic
decision-makers, that is to say, they generate one string of
words for any given input, in a sequence of decisions that in-
creasingly specify the word string. In practice, this has meant
carefully handcrafting generators to make decisions locally,
at each step in the generation process. Such generators tend
to be specialised and domain-specific, are hard to adapt to
new domains, or even subdomains, and have no way of deal-
ing with incomplete or incorrect input. Wide-coverage tools
only exist for surface realisation, and tend to require highly
specific and often idiosyncratic inputs. The rest ofNLP has
reached a stage where state-of-the-art tools are expected to
begeneric: wide-coverage, reusable and robust.NLG is lag-
ging behind the field on all three counts.

The last decade has seen a new generation ofNLG method-
ologies that are characterised by a separation between the def-
inition of the generation space (all possible generation pro-
cesses from inputs to outputs) on the one hand, and control
over the decisions that lead to a (set of) output realisation(s),
on the other.

In making this separation,generate-and-selectNLG takes
several crucial steps towards genericity: reusing systemsbe-

comes easier if the selection mechanism can be adjusted or
replaced separately, without changing the definition of the
generation space; coverage can be increased more easily if
every expansion of the generation space does not have to be
accompanied by handcrafted rules controlling the resulting
increase in nondeterminism; and certain types of selection
methods can provide robustness, for example through prob-
abilistic choice.

Statistical generation has aroused by far the most interest
among these methods, and it has mostly meantn-gram se-
lection: a packed representation of all alternative (partial)
realisations is produced, and ann-gram language model is
applied to select the most likely realisation.N -gram meth-
ods have several desirable properties: they offer a fully auto-
matic method for building and adapting control mechanisms
for generate-and-selectNLG from raw corpora (reusability);
they base selections on statistical models (robustness); and
they can potentially be used for deep as well as surface gen-
eration.

However,n-gram models are expensive to apply: in order
to select the most likely realisation according to ann-gram
model, all alternative realisations have to be generated and
the probability of each realisation according to the model has
to be calculated. This can get very expensive (even if packed
representations of the set of alternatives are used), especially
when the system accepts incompletely specified input, be-
cause the number of alternatives can be vast. In Halogen,
Langkilde[2000] deals with trillions of alternatives, and the
generator used in the experiments reported in this paper has
up to1040 alternative realisations (see Section 4.3 for empir-
ical evidence of the relative inefficiency ofn-gram genera-
tion).

Furthermore,n-gram models have a built-in bias towards
shorter strings. This is because they calculate the likelihood
of a string of words as the joint probability of the words, or,
more precisely, as the product of the probabilities of each
word given then− 1 preceding words. The likelihood of any
string will therefore generally be lower than that of any of
its substrings (see Section 4.3 for empirical evidence of this
bias). This is wholly inappropriate forNLG where equally
good realisations can vary greatly in length (see Section 5
for discussion of normalisation for length in statistical mod-
elling).

The research reported in this paper is part of an ongoing
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research project1 the purpose of which is to investigate issues
in genericNLG. The experiments (Section 4.3) were carried
out to evaluate and compare different methods for exploiting
the frequencies of word sequences and word sequence cooc-
currences in raw text corpora to build models forNL gener-
ation, and different ways of using such models during gen-
eration. One of the methods uses a standard 2-gram model
for selection among all realisations (with a new selection al-
gorithm, see Section 4.3). The other two use atreebank-
trainedmodel of the generation space (Section 3). The basic
idea behind treebank-training of generators is simple: deter-
mine for the strings and substrings in the corpus the different
ways in which the generator could have generated them, i.e.
the different sequences of decisions that lead to them, then
collect frequency counts for individual decisions, and deter-
mine a probability distribution over decisions on this basis.
In the experiments, treebank-trained generation models are
combined with two different ways of using them during gen-
eration, one locally and one globally optimal (Section 3.1).
All three methods are evaluated on a corpus of weather fore-
casts (Section 4.1).

2 Generate-and-select NLG
Generate-and-selectNLG separates the definition of the space
of all possible generation processes (the generation space)
from the mechanism that controls which (set of) realisation(s)
is selected as the output. Generate-and-select methods vary
primarily along three dimensions:

(i) Number of (partial) solutions generated at each step:
some methods generate all possibilities, then select;
some select a subset of partial solutions at each step;
some use an automatically adaptable decision module
to select the (single) next partial solution.

(ii) Type of decision-making module and method of
construction/adaptation: statistical models, various
machine learning techniques or manual construc-
tion/adaptation.

(iii) Size of subtask of the generation process that the
method is applied to: from the entire generation process
e.g. in text summarisation, to all of surface realisation
for domain-independent generation.

Methods that can in principle be used to stochastically gen-
erate text have existed for a long time, but statistical genera-
tion from specified inputs started with Japan-Gloss[Knightet
al., 1994; 1995] (which replacedPENMAN’s defaults with sta-
tistical decisions), while comprehensive statistical generation
started with Nitrogen[Knight and Langkilde, 1998] (which
represented the set of alternative realisations as a word lattice
and selected the best with a 2-gram model) and its succes-
sor Halogen[Langkilde, 2000] (where the word lattice was
replaced by a more efficientAND /OR-tree representation).

Since then, a steady stream of publications has reported
work on statisticalNLG. In FERGUS, Bangaloreet al. used
an XTAG grammar to generate a word lattice representation

1Controlled Generation of Text (CoGenT)http://www.
itri.brighton.ac.uk/projects/cogent.

of a small number of alternative realisations, and a 3-gram
model to select the best[Bangalore and Rambow, 2000b].
Humphreyset al. [2001] reused aPCFG trained forNL pars-
ing to build syntactic generation trees from candidate syntac-
tic nodes.

Recently, Habash[2004] reported work using structural 2-
grams for lexical/syntactic selection tasks (using joint prob-
ability of word and parent word in dependency structures,
instead of probability of word given preceding word), as
well as conventionaln-grams for selection among surface
strings. Velldalet al. [2004] compared the performance of
a 4-gram model trained on theBNC2 with a Maximum En-
tropy model reused from a parsing application and trained
on the small, domain-specificLOGON corpus, finding that
the domain-specificME model performs better on theLOGON
corpus, but a combined model performs best.

Some statisticalNLG research has looked at subproblems
of language generation, such as ordering ofNP premodifiers
[Shaw and Hatzivassiloglou, 1999; Malouf, 2000], attribute
selection in content planning[Oh and Rudnicky, 2000], NP
type determination[Poesioet al., 1999], pronominalisation
[Strube and Wolters, 2000], and lexical choice[Bangalore
and Rambow, 2000a].

In hybrid symbolic-statistical approaches, White[2004]
prunes edges in chart realisation usingn-gram models, and
Varges uses quantitative methods for determining the weights
on instance features in instance-based generation[Varges and
Mellish, 2001].

The likelihood of realisations given concepts or semantic
representations has been modeled directly, but is probably
limited to small-scale and specialised applications: summari-
sation construed as term selection and ordering[Witbrock
and Mittal, 1999], grammar-free stochastic surface realisation
[Oh and Rudnicky, 2000], and surface realisation construed
as attribute selection and lexical choice[Ratnaparkhi, 2000].

Some of the above papers compare the purely statisti-
cal methods to other machine learning methods such as
memory-based learning and reinforcement learning. Some
other research has focussed on machine learning methods,
e.g. Walkeret al. [2001] look at using a boosting algorithm to
train a sentence plan ranker on a corpus of labelled examples,
and Marciniak & Strube[2004] construe the entire genera-
tion process as a sequence of classification problems, solved
by corpus-trained feature-vector classifiers.

Generate-and-selectNLG has been applied either to all of
surface realisation, or to a small subproblem in deep or sur-
face realisation (not to the entire generation process); itis
either very expensive or not guaranteed to find the optimal
solution; and the models it has used are either shallow and
unstructured, or require manual corpus annotation.

3 Treebank-Training of Generators
Treebank-training of generators is a method for modelling
likelihoods of realisations in generation. It is introduced
in this section first in terms of the general idea behind it
(which could be implemented with various formalisms, train-
ing methods and generation algorithms), and then in Sec-

2British National Corpus.
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Figure 1: Generation space as decision tree.

tion 3.1 by a description of the actual technique that was used
in the experiments reported below.

The generation space of a generator can be seen as a set of
decision trees, where the root nodes correspond to the inputs,
and the paths down the trees are all possible generation pro-
cesses in the generator that lead to a realisation (leaf) node (a
view discussed in more detail in[Belz, 2004]).

Consider the diagrammatic generation space representation
in Figure 1. It shows examples of three realisations and the
sequences of generator decisions that generate them, repre-
sented as paths connecting decision nodes and leading to re-
alisation nodes. In this view of the generation space, usingan
n-gram model is equivalent to following all paths (from the
given input node) down to the realisations, and then applying
the model to select the most likely realisation.

An alternative is to estimate the likelihood of a realisation
in terms of the likelihoods of the generator decisions that give
rise to it, looking at the possible sequences of decisions that
generate the realisation (its ‘derivations’). One way of doing
this is to say the likelihood of a string is the sum of the like-
lihoods of its derivations. To train such a model on a corpus
of raw text, the set of derivations for each sentence is deter-
mined, frequencies for individual decisions are added up, and
a probability distribution over sets of alternative decisions is
estimated.

If a sentence has more than one derivation, as in the exam-
ple on the right of Figure 1, there are two possibilities: either
the frequency counts are evenly divided between them, or dis-
ambiguation is carried out to determine the correct derivation.
The former uses the surface frequencies of word strings re-
gardless of their meaning and structure, as don-gram models.
The latter is complicated by the fact that there is not always
a single ‘correct’ derivation in generation (e.g. an expression
may end up being passivised in more than one way).

There are at least three strategies for using a treebank-
trained model during generation: (i) select the most likely
decision at each choice point; (ii) select the most likely gener-
ation process (joint probability of all decisions); or (iii) select
the most likely string of words (summed probabilities of all
generation processes that generate the string). The first would
always make the same decision given the same alternatives,

whereas for (ii) and (iii) it would depend also on the other
decisions in the derivation(s). On the other hand, the com-
plexity of (iii) is much greater than that of (ii) which in turn
is greater than that of (i).

3.1 Context-free Generator Treebank-Training
without Disambiguation

There are many different ways of representing generator
decisions and annotating sentences with derivations, and
treebank-training is clearly not equally suitable for all types
of generators. In the current version of the method, gen-
eration rules must be context-free with atomic arguments.
Derivations for sentences in the corpus are then standard
context-free derivations, and corpora are annotated in the
standard context-free way with brackets and labels.

No disambiguation is performed, the assumption being that
all derivations are equally good for a sentence. If a sentence
has more than one derivation, frequency counts are divided
equally between them.

The three basic steps in context-free generator treebank-
training are:

1. For each sentence in the corpus, find allgeneration pro-
cessesthat generate it, that is, all the ways in which the
generator could have generated it. For each generation
process, note the sequences of generator decisions in-
volved in it (thederivationsfor the sentence). If there is
no complete derivation, maximal partial derivations are
used instead.

2. Annotate the (sub)strings in the sentence with the deriva-
tion, resulting in ageneration treefor the sentence. If
there is more than one derivation for the sentence, create
a set of annotated trees. The resulting annotated corpus
is ageneration treebank.

3. Obtain frequency counts for each individual decision
from the annotations, adding1/n to the count for every
decision, wheren is the number of alternative deriva-
tions; convert counts into probability distributions over
alternative decisions, smoothing for unseen decisions.

The probability distribution is currently smoothed with the
simple add-1 method3. This is equivalent to Bayesian estima-
tion with a uniform prior probability on all decisions, and is
entirely sufficient for present purposes given the very small
vocabulary and the good coverage of the data. A standard
maximum likelihood estimation is performed: the total num-
ber of occurrences of a decision (e.g. passive) is divided by
the total number of occurrences of all alternatives (e.g. pas-
sive + active). In the context-free setting, a decision typecor-
responds to a nonterminalN , and decisions correspond to
expansion rulesN → α. Given a functionc(x) which re-
turns the frequency count for a decisionx, normalising each
occurrence by the number of derivations for the sentence, the
probability of a decision is obtained in the standard way (R is
the set of all decisions):

p(N → α) =
c(N → α)

∑
i:N→αi∈R

c(N → αi)
(1)

3Also known as applying Laplace’s law.
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Greedy generation
One way of using a treebank-trained generator is to make the
single most likely decision at each choice point in a genera-
tion process. This is not guaranteed to result in the most likely
generationprocess, but the computational cost in application
is exceedingly low.

Viterbi generation
The alternative is to do a Viterbi search of the generation
forest for a given input, which maximises the joint likeli-
hood of all decisions taken in the generation process. This
is guaranteed to select the most likely generation process,
but is considerably more expensive. The efficiency of greedy
probabilistic generation, Viterbi generation and 2-gram post-
selection is compared in Section 4.3 below.

A possible alternative to greedy search is to use a non-
uniform random distribution proportional to the likelihoods
of alternatives. E.g. if there are two alternative decisionsD1
andD2, with the model givingp(D1) = .8 andp(D2) = .2,
then the generator would decideD1 with probability .8, and
D2 with a probability of.2 for an arbitrary input (instead of
always decidingD1 as does the greedy generator). However,
such a strategy, while increasing variation, would come at the
price of lowering the overall likelihood of making the right
decision. With the strategy of always going for the most fre-
quent alternative, the overall likelihood of making the right
decision when faced with the choiceD1 or D2 is simply
.8 in the current example (1 for D1, 0 for D2). With the
likelihood-proportional random strategy, however, the overall
likelihood of making the right decision is only.68 (.64 for
D1, .04 for D2). Variation can alternatively be increased by
making the model more fine-grained.

4 Evaluation on Weather Forecast Generation
4.1 Domain and Data: Weather Forecasting
The corpus used in the experiments reported below is the
SUMTIME-METEO corpus created by the SUMTIME project
team in collaboration withWNI Oceanroutes[Sripadaet al.,
2002]. The corpus was collected byWNI Oceanroutes from
the commercial output of five different (human) forecasters,
and each instance in the corpus consists of three numerical
data files (output by three different weather simulators) and
the weather forecast file written by the forecaster on the evi-
dence of the data files (and sometimes additional resources).
Following the SUMTIME work, the experiments reported be-
low focussed on the part of the forecasts that predicts wind
characteristics for the next 15 hours. Such ‘wind statements’
look as follows (for 10-08-01):

---------------------------------------------
2.FORECAST 1500 GMT FRI 10-Aug,TO 0600GMT SAT
11-Aug 2001
=====WARNINGS: NIL =======
WIND(KTS) CONFIDENCE: HIGH

10M: WNW-NW 12-15 BACKING W’LY 05-10 BY
MIDNIGHT, THEN SW-SSW BY MORNING

50M: WNW-NW 15-18 BACKING W’LY 06-12 BY
MIDNIGHT, THEN SW-SSW BY MORNING

---------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------
O1, O2 AND O3 OIL FIELDS (EAST OF SHETLAND)
10-08-01

10/18 WNW 11 13 17 1.7 2.7 NW 1.5 7
10/21 W 8 10 12 1.5 2.4 NW 1.4 7
11/00 W 7 8 10 1.4 2.2 NW 1.4 7
11/03 SW 7 8 10 1.4 2.2 NW 1.3 7
11/06 SW 7 8 10 1.3 2.1 NW 1.3 7
11/09 SSW 10 12 15 1.3 2.1 NW 1.2 7
11/12 S 14 17 21 1.5 2.4 NW 1.2 7
11/15 S 20 25 31 1.8 2.9 WNW 1.3 7
11/18 S 22 27 34 1.9 3.0 SW 1.5 8
11/21 S 24 30 37 2.3 3.7 S 1.7 8
12/00 S 28 35 43 3.0 4.8 S 1.9 8
12/03 S 28 35 43 3.0 4.8 S 1.9 8
12/06 SW 27 33 41 3.0 4.8 S 2.0 8
12/09 WSW 26 32 40 2.9 4.6 SSW 2.0 8
12/12 WSW 25 31 39 2.9 4.6 SW 2.0 8
12/15 WSW 25 31 39 2.9 4.6 WSW 2.0 8
12/18 WSW 24 30 37 3.1 5.0 WSW 2.1 8
12/21 SW 23 28 35 2.9 4.6 WSW 2.2 9
13/00 SW 21 26 32 2.8 4.5 WSW 2.3 9
13/03 SW 19 23 29 2.4 3.8 WSW 2.1 8
13/06 SSW 19 23 29 2.2 3.5 SW 2.0 8
13/09 SSW 20 25 31 2.2 3.5 SSW 1.9 8
13/12 SSW 21 26 32 2.4 3.8 SSW 1.8 8
---------------------------------------------

Figure 2: Metereological data file for 10-08-01.

To keep things simple, only the data file type that contains
(virtually all) the information about wind parameters (the.tab
file type) was used. Figure 2 is the .tab file corresponding
to the above forecast. The first column is the day/hour time
stamp, the second the wind direction predicted for the corre-
sponding time period; the third the wind speed at 10m above
the ground; the fourth the gust speed at 10m; and the fifth
the gust speed at 50m. The remaining columns contain wave
data.

The mapping from time series data to forecast is not
straightforward (even when all three data files are taken into
account). An example here is that while the wind direction
in the first part of the wind statement is given asWNW-NW,
NW does not appear as a wind speed anywhere in the data
file. Nor is it obvious why the wind speeds 11, 12 and 7 are
mapped to the two ranges 12-15 and 5-10.

The SUMTIME Project construed the mapping from time
series data to weather forecasts as two tasks[Sripadaet al.,
2003]: selecting a subset of the time series data to be in-
cluded in the forecast, and expressing this subset of numbers
as anNL forecast. The focus of the research reported here
is not the numerical summarisation of time series data, but
NLG techniques. Therefore, the SUMTIME-METEO corpus
was converted into a parallel corpus of wind statements and
the wind data included in each statement. The wind data is a
vector of time stamps and wind parameters, and was ‘reverse-
engineered’, by automatically aligning wind speeds and wind
directions in the forecasts with time-stamps in the data file.
In order to do this, wind speed and directions in the data file
have to be matched with those in the forecast. This was not
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straightforward either, because more often than not, thereis
no exact match in the data file for the wind speeds and di-
rections in the forecast. The strategy adopted in the work
reported here was to select the time stamp beside the first ex-
act match, and to leave time undefined if there was no exact
match. The instances in the final training corpus look as fol-
lows (same example, 10-08-01, resulting in two instances):

---------------------------------------------
WNW-NW 12 15 - - - W 05 10 - - 21 SW-SSW - -
- - 03
WNW-NW 12-15 BACKING W’LY 05-10 BY MIDNIGHT
THEN SW-SSW BY MORNING

SSW 05 10 - - - S - - - - - - 26 30 38 38 -1
SSW 05-10 BACKING S’LY AND INCREASING 26-30
GUSTS 38 BY END OF PERIOD
---------------------------------------------

4.2 Automatic Generation of Weather Forecasts
The three generation methods compared below are all
generate-and-select methods. The idea was to build a basic
generator that for any given input generates a set of alterna-
tives that reflectsall the variation found in the corpus (rather
than deciding which alternative to select in which context),
and then to create statistical decision makers trained on the
corpus to select (a subset of) alternatives. The rest of thissec-
tion describes the basic generator, and the following section
describes the experiments that were carried out.

The basic generator was written semi-automatically as a
set of generation rules with atomic arguments that convert
an input vector of numbers in steps to a set ofNL forecasts.
The automatic part was analysing the entire corpus with a
set of simple chunking rules that split wind statements into
wind direction, wind speed, gust speed, gust statements, time
expressions, transition phrases (such asand increasing), pre-
modifiers (such asless thanfor numbers, andmainlyfor wind
direction), and post-modifiers (e.g.in or near the low centre).
The manual part was to write the chunking rules themselves,
and higher-level rules that combine different sequences of
chunks into larger components.

The higher-level generation rules were based on an inter-
pretation of wind statements as sequences of fairly indepen-
dent units of information, each containing as a minimum a
wind direction or wind speed range, and as a maximum all
the chunks listed above. The only context encoded in the
rules was whether a unit of information was the first in a wind
statement, and whether a wind statement contained wind di-
rection (only), wind speed (only), or both. The final genera-
tor takes as inputs number vectors of length 6 to 36, and has
a large amount of non-determinism. For the simplest input
(one number), it generates 8 alternative realisations. Forthe
most complex input (36 numbers), it generates4.96 × 1040

alternatives (as a tightly packedAND /OR-tree).

4.3 Experiments and Results
The converted corpus (as described in Section 4.1 above) con-
sisted of 2,123 instances, corresponding to a total of 22,985
words. This may not sound like much, but considering that
the entire corpus only has a vocabulary of about 90 words

(not counting wind directions), and uses only a handful of
different syntactic structures, the corpus provides extremely
good coverage (an initial impression confirmed by the small
differences between training and testing data results below).

The corpus was divided at random into training and testing
data at a ratio of 9:1. The training set was used to treebank-
train the weather forecast generation grammar (as described
in Section 3.1) and a back-off 2-gram model (using theSRILM
toolkit, [Stolcke, 2002]). The treebank-trained generation
grammar was used in conjunction with a greedy and a Viterbi
generation method. The 2-gram model was used in more or
less exactly the way reported in the Halogen papers[Langk-
ilde, 2000]. That is to say, the packedAND /OR-tree represen-
tation of all alternatives is generated in full, then the 2-gram
model is applied to select the single best one.

One small difference to Halogen is that a Viterbi algo-
rithm was used to identify the single most likely string. This
is achieved as follows. TheAND /OR-tree is interpreted di-
rectly as a finite-state automaton where the states correspond
to words as well as to the nodes in theAND /OR-tree. The
transitions are assigned probabilities according to the 2-gram
model, and then a straightforward single-best Viterbi algo-
rithm is applied to find the best path through the automaton.

Random selection among all alternatives was used as a
baseline. All results were evaluated against the gold standard
(the human written forecasts) of the test set. Results were
validated with 5-fold cross-validation.

In the following overview of the results4, the similarity be-
tween automatically generated forecasts and gold standard
was measured by conventional string-edit (SE) distance with
substitution at cost 2, and deletion and insertion at cost 1.
Baseline results are given as absoluteSE scores, results for
the non-random generators in terms of improvement over the
baseline (reduction in string-edit distance, withSE score in
brackets)5.

Training set Test set
Random 14.92 14.37
TT/Greedy -50.64% (7.36) -50.30% (7.41)
TT/Viterbi -52.32% (7.11) -52.11% (7.14)
2-gram -58.44% (6.20) -57.91% (6.27)

The SE scores show that, as expected, the improvements
for the training set are slightly larger in all cases. The greedy
generator achieves a significant improvement over random se-
lection, but is outperformed by the Viterbi generator, with2-
gram selection the clear overall winner.

The generated strings were also evaluated using theBLEU
metric[Papineniet al., 2001] which is ultimately based onn-
gram agreement between generated and gold standard strings.
In simple terms, the more 1-grams, 2-grams, ... andn-grams
are the same between two strings, the higher theirBLEU
score. This implies thatBLEU with n = 1 is the most closely
related toSE scoring (which can also be seen from the simi-
larity between the relative scores assigned byBLEU1 andSE

4All numbers in this paper are either given in their entirety or
truncated (not rounded).

5Percentage reductions were calculated on the non-truncated
string-edit distances.
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BLEU1 BLEU2 BLEU3 BLEU4

Train Test Train Test Train Test Train Test
Random 0.479 0.485 0.390 0.382 0.310 0.301 0.225 0.215
TT/Greedy 0.678 0.671 0.598 0.591 0.521 0.514 0.437 0.429
TT/Viterbi 0.674 0.668 0.595 0.589 0.518 0.512 0.434 0.427
2-gram 0.708 0.704 0.620 0.614 0.542 0.536 0.460 0.453

Table 1:BLEUn scores for training and test sets,1 ≤ n ≤ 4.

to the generators). Table 1 givesBLEUn scores for the 4 gen-
erators, for1 ≤ n ≤ 4. These scores give a different im-
pression of the results.BLEU consistently scores the Viterbi
generatorlower than the greedy generator, although the dif-
ference between them is only0.003 on average, less than the
average mean deviation for the two generators across the five
runs (0.005). The difference between the random generator
and the other methods increases significantly with increasing
n. Forn = 2 andn = 3, the differences between the 2-gram
generator and the two treebank-trained generators drops no-
ticeably.

Results were stable over the five runs of the cross-
validation. For the test set, the mean deviation inSE scores
was between0.13 and 0.35, and in BLEU scores between
0.0034 and0.0065. The margins by which the 2-gram gener-
ator outperformed the other two were nearly identical across
the five runs. TheSE score of the greedy generator was lower
(by nearly identical margins) than that of the Viterbi genera-
tor in all runs. All fourBLEU scores of the greedy generator,
however, were slightly higher than those of the Viterbi gen-
erator in four out of five runs, and slightly lower in one run.
Small mean deviation figures and consistency of results con-
firm the significance of the differences between the scores in
theSE andBLEU evaluations to some extent.

There is a debate over the degree to which an evaluation
metric for NLG should be sensitive to word order and word
adjacency. The appropriate degree of word-order sensitivity
may vary from one evaluation task to the next, but for the
task of evaluating weather forecasts it certainly is important.
A clear example is time expressions. A forecast can contain
up to five different time expressions, which have to observe
the correct chronological order. It is not appropriate to re-
ward the mere presence (regardless of place in the string) of,
say,by midnight(which is what some evaluation metrics are
specifically designed to do, e.g.[Bangaloreet al., 2000]). SE
scoring has a tendency to reward proximity to the intended
place (although not in a very straightforward way), andBLEU
is increasingly strict about place with increasingn.

The SE score gives an intuitive, initial impression of how
much the three methods have learned in comparison to the
baseline: it is easy to conceptualise how different one string
is from another if you know there are two insert and delete
operations between them (not so easy with theBLEU scores).
However, by far the more complete picture (and the most ap-
propriate to this evaluation task) is given byBLEU. It shows
that the 2-gram generator does better than the other two, but
not by a very large margin. The margin is important con-
sidering the far greater expense ofn-gram generation. The
following table shows the total amount of time it took to test

the training and test sets with the different methods in one
(controlled) run.

Total time (minutes) Training set Test set
TT/greedy 23m52s 2m06s
TT/Viterbi 3h22m33s 27m05s
2-gram 24h04m05s 3h35m06s

Testing the training set took all methods about 7 times as
long as the test set. The Viterbi generator took about 13 times
longer than the greedy generator for the test set, and about 9
times longer for the training set. The 2-gram generator took
6.5 times longer than the Viterbi generator on the test set, and
7.5 times longer on the training set.

To make the comparison fair, the Viterbi and the 2-gram
generator were implemented identically as far as possible.
Both start by generating the packedAND /OR-tree of all alter-
natives. During this process, the former makes a note of the
rule probabilities (at theAND andOR nodes) along with the
rules, and then directly identifies the most likely realisation
by a Viterbi method. The 2-gram generator first has to anno-
tate theAND /OR-tree with 2-gram probabilities looked up in
the 2-gram model before using the same Viterbi method. The
overhead of looking up the 2-gram model to score the packed
representation is the only difference between the two methods
and multiplies out into a large overhead in computing time
for the 2-gram generator6, which would make it unsuitable
for use in practical applications.

The random generator has no preference for shorter strings
at all, and has an average string length almost twice that of the
other generators. The 2-gram generator has an almost abso-
lute preference of shorter over longer strings, and so produces
the shortest strings. The Viterbi generator does not prefer
shorter strings, but does prefer shorter derivations, and there
is a correlation between string length and derivation length.
The greedy generator does not have a built-in preference for
shorter strings or derivations, but it reflects the fact thatshort
(sub)strings were more frequent in the training corpus:

gold: 10.8 greedy: 9.3 2-gram: 8.7
random: 17.2 Viterbi: 9.0

In some application domains, then-gram model’s prefer-
ence for shorter strings is irrelevant: e.g. in speech recogni-
tion (wheren-gram models are used widely) the alternatives
among which the model must choose are always of the same
length. In language generation, where equally good alterna-

6Even if the lookup can be implemented more efficiently there
will always be some overhead multiplied by the total number of 2-
grams in the packed representation.
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tives can vary greatly in length, this preference is positively
harmful (see following section for discussion of methods to
counteract this bias).

5 Discussion and Further Research
Then-gram model’s bias towards shorter strings is an exam-
ple of a general case: whenever the likelihood of a larger unit
that can vary in length (e.g. sentence) is modelled in terms of
the joint probability of length-invariant smaller units, larger
units that are composed of fewer smaller units are more likely.
The possibility of counteracting this bias has been investi-
gated. In parsing, Magerman & Marcus[1991] and Briscoe
& Carroll [1993] used the geometric mean of probabilities
instead of the product of probabilities. In later work, Briscoe
& Carroll [1992] use a normalisation approach, the equiva-
lent of which forn-gram selection would be to ‘pad’ shorter
alternatives with extra ‘dummy’ words up to the length of
the longest alternative, and to use the geometric mean of
the probabilities assigned by then-gram model to the non-
dummy words as the probability of any dummy word. It
has been observed that such methods turn a principled proba-
bilistic model into anad hocscoring function[Manning and
Schuetze, 1999, p. 443]. It certainly means getting rid of the
n-gram model’s particular independence assumptions, with-
out replacing them with a principled alternative.

The NLG community is traditionally wary of using evalu-
ation metrics like the ones used here.NLU, and in particu-
lar the numbers-driven parsing community, has not tended to
worry about the fact that the gold standard parse is usually
not the only correct one. It is accepted that it is an imperfect
way of evaluating results, albeit the only realistic possibility,
especially for large amounts of data. Furthermore, where a
parser or generator has been trained directly on a corpus, itis
a fair way of estimating how well a method has succeeded in
its aim, namely to learn from the corpus.

Some typical example outputs from all generators are
shown in an appendix to this paper. The greedy and Viterbi
generators tend to have very similar output. Both rely on a
small number of short, high-frequency phrases, e.g.SOON,
VEERING, INCREASING, andLATER. The 2-gram generator
has a similar tendency, but with a larger number of phrases
and more variation. If the generation rules allow it, the greedy
generator always prefixesSOON (all three examples), whereas
the Viterbi generator can avoid it (third example).

The quality of the 2-gram generator’s output is indepen-
dent of the quality of the weather forecast generation rules, as
long as they reflect all the variation in the corpus. However,
the other two generators are entirely dependent on the quality
of the generation rules, in particular on whether enough infor-
mation is incorporated in the rules to base decisions on. The
only room for improving the 2-gram generator is in using al-
ternative statistical estimation techniques, but there isa lot of
potential for improving the probabilistic-rule-driven genera-
tors, by (i) improving the quality of the generation rules (e.g.
by incorporating more contextual information in the genera-
tion rules, in particular always including a time stamp); (ii)
using alternative methods for building treebank models (e.g.
extending the local context of rules has proved useful in pars-

ing); and (iii) using alternative methods for exploiting tree-
bank models during generation, e.g. it would be good to have
a generation strategy that has (some of) the vastly superior
efficiency of the greedy generator without its repetitiveness,
while not sacrificing (too much of) the overall likelihood of
making the right decision (unlike the non-uniform random
strategy discussed in Section 3.1). Future research will look
at all three areas, using for evaluation a larger and more var-
ied corpus from a different domain as well as the SUMTIME
corpus.

The three statistical generation methods evaluated in this
paper all work with raw corpora, but vary hugely in efficiency.
Generation speed and the ability to adapt generators to new
domains with no annotation bottleneck are crucial for the de-
velopment of practical, genericNLG tools. The work pre-
sented in this paper is intended to be a step in this direction.
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A Example output

10Jul2001 03/3:

Gold ENE SOON 20-24 BACKING NE 08-12 BY LATE AFTERNOON
Random ENE VERY SOON 20-24 AHEAD OF THE FRONT AT FIRST EASING AND BACKING NE’LY 8-12 BY THE

AFTERNOON
Greedy SOON ENE INCREASING 20-24 VEERING NE 8-12 LATER
Viterbi SOON ENE INCREASING 20-24 VEERING NE 8-12 LATER
2-gram ENE AND 20-24 BACKING NE 8-12 LATER

10Nov2000 16/1:

Gold N 10 OR LESS VEERING SE AND RISING 20-24 LATE IN THE PERIOD
Random N 10 OR LESS THEN LATE IN PERIOD BACKING SE STEADILY INCREASING TO 20-24 IN FRONTAL

ZONE FOR A TIME EARLY EVENING
Greedy SOON N 10 OR LESS VEERING SE INCREASING 20-24 LATER
Viterbi SOON N 10 OR LESS VEERING SE INCREASING 20-24 LATER
2-gram N 10 OR LESS BACKING SE AND 20-24 BY EVENING

10Feb2002 04/1:

Gold WNW 22-28 GUSTS 38 VEERING NW BY MIDDAY THEN BACKING AND DECREASING W’LY 18-22 BY
MID EVENING

Random WNW 22-28 GUSTS 38 IN ANY SHOWERS THEN SLOWLY BACKING TO NW BY MID MORNING WEST
18-22 LATER

Greedy SOON WNW 22-28 GUSTS 38-38 VEERING NW LATER VEERING W 18-22 LATER
Viterbi WNW 22-28 GUSTS 38-38 VEERING NW LATER W 18-22 LATER
2-gram WNW 22-28 GUSTS 38 LATER NW LATER W 18-22 LATER
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Abstract

We present an authoring system for logical forms
encoded as conceptual graphs (CG). The system
belongs to the family of WYSIWYM (What You
See Is What You Mean) text generation systems:
logical forms are entered interactively and the cor-
responding linguistic realization of the expressions
is generated in several languages. The system
maintains a model of the discourse context corre-
sponding to the authored documents.
The system helps users author documents formu-
lated in the CG format. In a first stage, a domain-
specific ontology is acquired by learning from ex-
ample texts in the domain. The ontology acquisi-
tion module builds a typed hierarchy of concepts
and relations derived from the WordNet and Verb-
net.
The user can then edit a specific document, by en-
tering utterances in sequence, and maintaining a
representation of the context. While the user en-
ters data, the system performs the standard steps
of text generation on the basis of the authored log-
ical forms: reference planning, aggregation, lexi-
cal choice and syntactic realization – in several lan-
guages (we have implemented English and Hebrew
- and are exploring an implementation using the
Bliss graphical language). The feedback in natural
language is produced in real-time for every single
modification performed by the author.
We perform a cost-benefit analysis of the applica-
tion of NLG techniques in the context of authoring
cooking recipes in English and Hebrew. By com-
bining existing large-scale knowledge resources
(WordNet, Verbnet, the SURGE and HUGG real-
ization grammars) and techniques from modern in-
tegrated software development environment (such
as the Eclipse IDE), we obtain an efficient tool for
the generation of logical forms, in domains where
content is not available in the form of databases.

∗Research supported by the Israel Ministry of Science - Knowl-
edge Center for Hebrew Computational Linguistics and by the
Frankel Fund

1 Introduction
Natural language generation techniques can be applied to
practical systems when the “input” data to be rendered in text
can be obtained in a cost-effective manner, and when the “out-
put” requires such variability (multiple styles or languages,
or customization to specific users or classes) that producing
documents manually becomes prohibitively expensive.

The input data can be either derived from an existing appli-
cation database or it can be authored specifically to produce
documents. Applications where the data is available in a data-
base include report generators (e.g., ANA[Kukich, 1983],
PlanDoc[Shawet al., 1994], Multimeteo[Coch, 1998], FOG
[Goldberget al., 1994]). In other cases, researchers identi-
fied application domains where some of the data is available,
but not in sufficient detail to produce full documents. The
”WYSIWYM” approach was proposed ([Power and Scott,
1998], [Paris and Vander Linden, 1996]) as a system design
methodology where users author and manipulate an underly-
ing logical form through a user interface that provides feed-
back in natural language text.

The effort invested in authoring logical forms – either from
scratch or from a partial application ontology – is justified
when the logical form can be reused. This is the case when
documents must be generated in several languages. The field
of multilingual generation (MLG) has addressed this need
([Bateman, 1997], [Stede, 1996]). When documents must be
produced in several versions, adapted to various contexts or
users, the flexibility resulting from generation from logical
forms is also valuable. Another motivation for authoring logi-
cal forms (as opposed to textual documents) is that the logical
form can be used for other applicative requirements: search,
summarization of multiple documents, inference. This con-
cern underlies the research programme of the Semantic Web,
which promotes the encoding in standardized forms of on-
tological knowledge such as KIF[Berners-Leeet al., 2001],
[Genesereth and Fikes, 1992].

In this paper, we analyze an application of the WYSIWYM
method to author logical forms encoded in Sowa’s Concep-
tual Graphs (CG) format[Sowa, 1987]. In a first stage, users
submit sample texts in a domain to the system. The system
learns from the samples a hierarchy of concepts and relations.
Given this ontology, the author then enters expressions using
a simple variant of the CG Interchange Format (CGIF) which
we have designed to speed editing operations. The system
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provides realtime feedback to the author in English and He-
brew.

We evaluate the specific features of such a system which
make it cost-effective as a tool to author logical forms. We
select the CG formalism as one of the representatives of
the family of knowledge encoding formalisms, which bene-
fits from well-established inference and quantification mech-
anisms and standard syntax encodings in graphical and linear
formats.

The editing system we developed can be seen as CG ed-
itor motivated and expanded by natural language generation
(NLG) techniques. The mixing of a practical ontology edit-
ing perspective with NLG techniques yielded the following
benefits:

• Generation tasks such as aggregation and reference plan-
ning are easily expressed as operations upon CGs.

• The construction and maintenance of context according
to models of text planning[Reiter and Dale, 1992], allow
the author to break a complex CG into a manageable
collection of small utterances. Each utterance links to a
global context in a natural manner.

• We designed a compact form to edit a textual encoding
of CGs taking into account defaults, knowledge of types
of concepts, sets and individual instances and context.
This format syntactically looks like a simple object-
oriented programming language with objects, methods
and attributes. We use an editing environment similar to
a modern programming language development environ-
ment – with a browser of types and instances, intelligent
typing completion based on type analysis, and context-
specific tooltip assistance.

• The simultaneous generation of text in two languages
(Hebrew and English) is important to distinguish be-
tween un-analyzed terms in the ontology and their lin-
guistic counterpart.

We evaluate the overall effectiveness of the authoring en-
vironment in the specific domain of cooking recipes (inspired
by [Dale, 1990]). We perform various usability studies to
evaluate the overall cost of authoring cooking recipes as log-
ical forms and evaluate the relative contribution of each com-
ponent of the system: ontology, natural language feedback,
user interface. We conclude that the combination of these
three factors results in an effective environment for authoring
logical forms.

In the paper, we first review the starting points upon which
this study builds in generation and knowledge editing. We
then present the tool we have implemented – its architecture,
the knowledge acquisition module and the editor, we finally
present the evaluation experiments and their results, and con-
clude with their analysis.

2 Related Work
Our work starts from several related research traditions: mul-
tilingual generation systems; WYSIWYM systems; knowl-
edge and ontology editors. We review these in this section in
turn.

2.1 Multilingual Generation
Multilingual texts generation (MLG) is a well motivated
method for the automatic production of technical documents
in multiple languages. The benefits of MLG over translation
from single language source were documented in the past and
include the high cost of human translation and the inaccu-
racy of automatic machine translation[Stede, 1996], [Coch,
1998], [Bateman, 1997]. In an MLG system, users enter data
in an interlingua, from which the target languages are gener-
ated.

MLG Systems aim to be as domain independent as pos-
sible (since development is expensive) but usually refer to a
narrow domain, since the design of the interlingua refers to
domain information. MLG systems share a common archi-
tecture consisting of the following modules:

• A language-independent underlying knowledge repre-
sentation: knowledge represented as AI plans[Rösner
and Stede, 1994] [Delin et al., 1994], [Paris and Van-
der Linden, 1996], knowledge bases (or ontologies)
such as LOOM, the Penman Upper-model and other
(domain-specific) concepts and instances[Rösner and
Stede, 1994].

• Micro-structure planning (rhetorical structure) - lan-
guage independent - this is usually done by the human
writers using the MLG application GUI.

• Sentence planning - different languages can express the
same content in various rhetorical structures, and plan-
ning must take it into consideration: either by avoiding
the tailoring of structure to a specific language[Rösner
and Stede, 1994] or by taking advantage of knowledge
on different realizations of rhetorical structures in differ-
ent languages at the underlying representation[Delin et
al., 1994].

• Lexical and syntactic realization resources (e.g., Eng-
lish PENMAN/German NIGEL in[Rösner and Stede,
1994])

As an MLG system, our system also includes similar mod-
ules. We have chosen to use Conceptual Graphs as an inter-
lingua for encoding document data[Sowa, 1987]. We use ex-
isting generation resources for English – SURGE[Elhadad,
1992] for syntactic realization and the lexical chooser de-
scribed in[Jing et al., 2000] and the HUGG grammar for
syntactic realization in Hebrew[Netzer, 1997]. For micro-
planning, we have implemented the algorithm for reference
planning described in[Reiter and Dale, 1992] and the ag-
gregation algorithm described in[Shaw, 1995]. The NLG
components rely on the C-FUF implementation of the FUF
language[Kharitonov, 1999] [Elhadad, 1991] – which is fast
enough to be used interactively in realtime for every single
editing modification of the semantic input.

2.2 WYSIWYM
In an influential series of papers[Power and Scott, 1998],
WYSIWYM (What You See Is What You Mean) was pro-
posed as a method for the authoring of semantic information
through direct manipulation of structures rendered in natural
language text. A WYSIWYM editor enables the user to edit
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information at the semantic level. The semantic level is a di-
rect controlled feature, and all lower levels which are derived
from it, are considered as presentational features. While edit-
ing content, the user gets a feedback text and a graphical rep-
resentation of the semantic network. These representations
can be interactively edited, as the visible data is linked back
to the underlying knowledge representation.

Using this method, a domain expert produces data by edit-
ing the data itself in a formal way, using a tool that requires
only knowledge of the writer’s natural language. Knowledge
editing requires less training, and the natural language feed-
back strengthens the confidence of users in the validity of the
documents they prepare.

The system we have developed belongs to the WYSIWYM
family. The key aspects of the WYSIWYM method we in-
vestigate are the editing of the semantic information. Text
is generated as a feedback for every single editing operation.
Specifically, we evaluate how ontological information helps
speed up semantic data editing.

2.3 Controlled Languages
A way to ensure that natural language text is unambiguous
and “easy to process” is to constrain its linguistic form. Re-
searchers have designed “controlled languages” to ensure that
words in a limited vocabulary and simple syntactic struc-
tures are used (see for example[Pulman, 1996]). This notion
is related to that ofsublanguage[Kittredge and Lehrberger,
1982], which has been used to analyze and generate text in
specific domains such as weather reports.

With advances in robust methods for text analysis, it is be-
coming possible to parse text with high accuracy and recover
partial semantic information. For example, the DIRT system
[Lin and Pantel, 2001] recovers thematic structures from free
text in specific domains. Combined with lexical resources
(WordNet[Miller, 1995] and Verbnet[Kipper et al., 2000]),
it is now possible to confirm the thesis that controlled lan-
guages are easy to process automatically.

Complete semantic interpretation of text remains however
too difficult for current systems. In our system, we rely on
automatic interpretation of text samples in a specific sublan-
guage to assist in the acquisition of a domain-specific ontol-
ogy, as described below.

2.4 Graphical Editors for Logical Forms
Since many semantic encodings are described as graphs,
knowledge editing tools have traditionally been proposed as
graphical editors – where concepts are represented as nodes
and relations as edges. Such a “generic graphical editor” is
presented for example in[Paleyet al., 1997].

Conceptual graphs have also been traditionally represented
graphically, and there is a standard graphical encoding for
CGs. Graphical editors for CGs are available (e.g.,[Delu-
gach, 2001]).

While graphical editors are attractive, they suffer from
known problems of visual languages: they do not scale well
(large networks are particularly difficult to edit and under-
stand). Editing graphical representations is often slower than
editing textual representations. Finally, graphical representa-
tions convey too much information, as non-meaningful data

may be inferred from graphical features such as layout of
font, which is not constrained by the underlying visual lan-
guage.

2.5 Generation from CG
CGs have been used as an input to text generation in a variety
of systems in the past[Cote and Moulin, 1990], [Bontcheva,
1995] and others.

In our work, we do not view the CG level as a direct in-
put to a generation system. Instead, we view the CG level
as an ontological representation, lacking communicative in-
tention levels, and not linked directly to linguistic considera-
tions. The CG level is justified by its inferencing and query
retrieval capabilities, while taking into account sets, quantifi-
cation and nested contexts.

Processing is required to link the CG representation level
(see Fig. 1) to linguistically motivated rhetorical structures,
sentence planning and lexical choice. In our work, CGs are
formally converted to an input to a generation system by a
text planner and a lexical chooser, as described below. Ex-
isting generation components for lexical choice and syntac-
tic realization based on functional unification are used on the
output of the text planner.

Figure 1: Conceptual Graph in a linear representation.

3 Method and Architecture
We now present the system we have implemented, which we
have called SAUT (Semantic AUthoring Tool). Our objective
is to perform usability studies to evaluate:

• How ontological knowledge in the form of concept and
relation hierarchies is useful for semantic authoring;

• How natural language feedback improves the authoring
– and how feedback in two languages modifies the au-
thoring process;

• How user interface functionality improves the speed and
accuracy of the authoring.

The architecture of the system is depicted in Fig. 2.
The two key components of the system are the knowledge

acquisition system and the editing component. The knowl-
edge acquisition system is used to derive an ontology from
sample texts in a specific domain. In the editing component,
users enter logical expressions on the basis of the ontology.

3.1 Knowledge Acquisition
For the acquisition of the concepts/relations database, we use
two main sources: Verbnet[Kipperet al., 2000] and WordNet
[Miller, 1995].

We use the information for bootstrapping concept and rela-
tion hierarchies. Given sample texts in the target domain, we
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Figure 2: Architecture of the SAUT system

perform shallow syntactic analysis and extract nouns, verbs
and adjectives from the text. Dependency structures for verbs
and nouns are also extracted. We currently perform manually
anaphora resolution and word sense disambiguation, since
automatic methods do not produce accurate enough results.

Given the set of nouns and adjectives, we induce the hyper-
nym hierarchy from WordNet, resulting in a tree of concepts
– one for each synset appearing in the list of words in the
sample texts.1

In addition to the concept hierarchy, we derive relations
among the concepts and predicates by using the Verbnet lexi-
cal database[Kipper et al., 2000]. Verbnet supplies informa-
tion on the conceptual level, in the form of selectional restric-
tions for the thematic roles.

These relations allow us to connect the concepts and rela-
tions in the derived ontology to nouns, verbs and adjectives.
The selectional restrictions in Verbnet refer to the WordNet
conceptual hierarchy. In Verbnet, verbs are classified fol-
lowing Levin’s classes[Levin, 1993] and thus its represen-
tation is easily adjustable with our verb lexicon[Jing et al.,
2000], which combined information on argument structure of
verbs from Levin, Comlex[Macleod and Grishman, 1995]
and WordNet. The rich information on argument structure
and selectional restrictions can be automatically adopted to
the domain concepts database. Thus, by connecting a con-
cept to a verb, given all the concepts that stand in relation to
it in a specific CG (the verb’s arguments and circumstantials)
– our lexical chooser finds the suitable structure (alternation)
to map the CG to a syntactic structure.

The outcome of this process is useful in the lexical and syn-
tactic module of the system due to the flexibility it offers to
the lexical chooser (a general word can be used instead of a

1Although hypernym relations in WordNet define a forest of
trees, we connect all trees with a general node.

specific word i.e.vehiclesinstead ofcars, and for the gener-
ality of selectional restrictions on verb/adjective arguments.

Since there are no Hebrew parallels to WordNet/verbnet,
we use a “naive” scheme of translating the English LC to He-
brew, with manual corrections of specific structures when er-
rors are found.

Once the knowledge is acquired, we automatically updated
a lexical chooser adopted to the domain. The lexical chooser
maps the ontological concepts and relations to nouns, verbs
and adjectives in the domain.

3.2 The SAUT Editor
To describe the SAUT editor, we detail the process of author-
ing a document using the tool. When the authoring tool is
initiated, the next windows are presented (see Fig. 3):

• Input window

• Global context viewer

• Local context viewer

• CG feedback viewer

• Feedback text viewer

• Generated document viewer.

The user operates in the input window. This window in-
cludes three panels:

• Defaults: rules that are enforced by default on the rest of
the document. The defaults can be changed while edit-
ing. Defaults specify attribute values which are auto-
matically copied to the authored CGs according to their
type.

• Participants: a list of objects to which the document
refers. Each participant is described by an instance (or a
generic) CG, and is given an alias. The system provides
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Figure 3: Snapshot of editing state in the SAUT system

an automatic identifier for participants, but these can be
changed by the user to a meaningful identifier.

• Utterances: editing information proposition by proposi-
tion.

The system provides suggestions to complete expressions
according to the context in the form of popup windows. In
these suggestion windows, the user can either scroll or choose
with the mouse or by entering the first letters of the desired
word, when the right word is marked by the system, the user
can continue, and the word will be automatically completed
by the system. For example, when creating a new participant,
the editor presents a selection window with all concepts in
the ontology that can be instantiated. If the user chooses the
concept type”Dog” the system creates a new object of type
dog, with the given identifier. The user can further enrich this
object with different properties. This is performed using the
”.” notation to modify a concept with an attribute. While the
user enters the instance specification and its initial properties,
a feedback text and a conceptual graph in linear form are gen-
erated simultaneously. When the user moves to the next line,
the new object is updated on the global context view. Each
object is placed in a folder corresponding to its concept type,
and will include its instance name and its description in CG
linear form.

In the Utterances panel, the author enters propositions in-
volving the objects he declared in the participants section. To
create an utterance, the user first specifies the object which is
the topic of the utterance. The user can choose one of the par-
ticipants declared earlier from an identifiers list, or by choos-

ing a concept type from a list. Choosing a concept type will
result in creating a new instance of this concept type. Every
instance created in the system will be viewed in the context
viewer. After choosing an initial object, the user can add ex-
pressions in order to add information concerning this object.
After entering the initial object in an utterance, the user can
press the dot key which indicates that he wants to enrich this
object with information. The system will show the user list
of expressions that can add information on this object. In CG
terms, the system will fill the list with items which fall in one
of the following three categories:

• Relationsthat can be created by the system and their se-
lectional restrictions are such that they allow the modi-
fied object as a source for the relation.

• Propertiesthat can be added to the concept object such
as name and quantity.

• Concept typesthat expect relations, the first of whom
can connect to the new concept. For example the con-
cept type”Eat” expects a relation ”Agent” and a relation
”Patient.” The selectional restriction on the destination
of ”Agent” will be for example ”Animate”. Therefore
the concept”Eat” will appear on the list of an object of
type”Dog” .

The author can modify and add information to the active
object by pressing the dot key. An object which itself mod-
ifies an object previously entered, can be modified with new
relations, properties and concepts in the same manner. The
global context is updated whenever a new instance is created
in the utterances. When the author has finished composing
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the utterance, the system will update the local context and
will add this information to the generated natural language
document.

The comma operator (“,”) is used to define sets in exten-
sion. For example, in Fig.3, the set”salt and pepper” is
created by entering the expression#sa,#pe. The set itself be-
comes an object in the context and is assigned its own identi-
fier.

The dot notation combined with named variables allows
for easy and intuitive editing of the CG data. In addition,
the organization of the document as defaults, participants and
context (local and global) – provides an intuitive manner to
organize documents.

Propositions, after they are entered as utterances, can also
be named, and therefore can become arguments for further
propositions. This provides a natural way to cluster large con-
ceptual graphs into smaller chunks.

The text generation component proceeds from this infor-
mation, according to the following steps:

• Pronouns are generated when possible using the local
and global context information.

• Referring expression are planned using the competing
expressions from the context information, excluding and
including information and features of the object in the
generated text, so the object identity can be resolved by
the reader, but without adding unnecessary information.

• Aggregation of utterances which share certain features
using the aggregation algorithm described in[Shaw,
1995].

Consider the example cooking recipe in Fig.3. The author
uses the participants section in order to introduce the ingre-
dients needed for this recipe. One of the ingredients is”six
large eggs”. The author first chooses an identifier name for
the eggs, for example”eg” . From the initial list of concepts
types proposed by the system, we choose the concept type
”egg” . Pressing the dot key will indicate we want to pro-
vide the system with further information about the newly cre-
ated object. We choose”quantity” from a given list by typ-
ing ”qu” . seeing that the word ”quantity” was automatically
marked in the list. Pressing the space key will automatically
open brackets, which indicates we have to provide the system
with an argument. A tool tip text will pop to explain the user
what is the function of the required argument. After entering
number, we will hit the space bar to indicate we have no more
information to supply about the”quantity” ; the brackets will
be automatically closed. After the system has been told no
more modification will be made on the quantity, the”egg”
object is back to be the active one. The system marks the ac-
tive object in any given time by underline the related word in
the input text.

Pressing the dot will pop the list box with the possible mod-
ifications for the object. We will now choose”attribute” .
Again the system will open brackets, and a list of possible
concepts will appear. The current active node in the graph is
”attribute” . Among the possible concepts we will choose the
”big” concept, and continue by clicking the enter key (the
lexical chooser will map the “big” concept to the collocation
”large” appropriate for”eggs” ). A new folder in the global

context view will be added with the title of”egg” and will
contain the new instance with its identifier and description as
a CG in linear form.

Each time a dot or an identifier is entered, the system con-
verts the current expression to a CG, maps the CG to a FUF
Functional Description which serves as input to the lexical
chooser; lexical choice and syntactic realization is performed,
and feedback is provided in both English and Hebrew.

The same generated sentence is shown without context (in
the left part of the screen), and in context (after reference
planning and aggregation).

When generating utterances, the author can refer to an ob-
ject from the context by clicking on the context view. This
enters the corresponding identifier in the utterance graph.

4 Evaluation
The objectives of the SAUT authoring system are to pro-
vide the user with a fast, intuitive and accurate way to com-
pose semantic structures that represent meaning s/he wants to
convey, then presenting the meaning in various natural lan-
guages. Therefore, an evaluation of these aspects (speed, in-
tuitiveness, accuracy and coverage) is required, and we have
conducted an experiment with human subjects to measure
them. The experiment measures a snapshot of these parame-
ters at a given state of the implementation. In the error analy-
sis we have isolated parameters which depend on specifics
of the implementation and those which require essential revi-
sions to the approach followed by SAUT.

4.1 User Experiment
We have conducted a user experiment, in which ten subjects
were given three to four recipes in English (all taken from
the Internet) from a total pool of ten. The subjects had to
compose semantic documents for these recipes using SAUT
2. The ontology and lexicon for the specific domain of cook-
ing recipes were prepared in advance, and we have tested the
tool by composing these recipes with the system. The docu-
ments the authors prepared are later used as a ’gold standard’
(we refer to them as”reference documents”). The experi-
ment was managed as follows: first, a short presentation of
the tool (20 minutes) was given. Then, each subject recieved
a written interactive tutorial which took approximately half
an hour to process. Finally, each subject composed a set of 3
to 4 documents. The overall time taken for each subject was
2.5 hours.

4.2 Evaluation
We have measured the following aspects of the system during
the experiment.

Coverage- answers the questions”can I say everything I
mean” and”how much of the possible meanings that can be
expressed in natural language can be expressed using the in-
put language”. In order to check the coverage of the tool,
we examined the reference documents. We compared the
text generated from the reference documents with the orig-
inal recipes and checked which parts of the information were

2All subjects were computer science students.
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included, excluded or expressed in a partial way with respect
to the original. We counted each of these in number of words
in the original text, and expressed these 3 counts as a per-
centage of the words in the original recipe. We summed up
the result as a coverage index which combined the 3 counts
(correct, missing, partial) with a factor of 70% for the partial
count.

The results were checked by two authors independently
and we report here the average of these two verifications. On
a total of 10 recipes, containing 1024 words overall, the cov-
erage of the system is 91%. Coverage was uniform across
recipes and judges. We performed error analysis for the re-
maining 9% of the un-covered material below.

Intuitiveness - to assess the ease of use of the tool,
we measured the ”learning curve” for users first using the
system, and measuring the time it takes to author a recipe for
each successive document (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th). For 10 users
first facing the tool, the time it took to author the documents
is as follows:

Document # Average Time to author
1st 36 mn
2nd 28 mn
3rd 22 mn
4th 14 mn

The time distribution among 10 users was extremely uni-
form. We did not find variation in the quality of the authored
documents across users and across number of document.
The tool is mastered quickly, by users with no prior train-
ing in knowledge representation or natural language process-
ing. Composing thereference documents(approximately
100-words recipes) by the authors took an average of 12
minutes.

Speed- we measured the time required to compose a docu-
ment as a semantic representation, and compare it to the time
taken to translate the same document in a different language.
We compare the average time for trained users to author a
recipe (14 minutes) with that taken by 2 trained translators to
translate 4 recipes (from English to Hebrew).

Semantic Authoring Time Translation Time
14 (minutes) 6 (minutes)

The comparison is encouraging - it indicates that a tool for
semantic authoring could become cost-effective if it is used
to generate in 2 or 3 languages.

Accuracy - We analyzed the errors in the documents pre-
pared by the 10 users according to the following breakup:

• Words in the source document not present in the seman-
tic form

• Words in the source document presented inaccurately in
the semantic form

• Users’ errors in semantic form that are not included in
the former two parameters.

We calculated the accuracy for each document produced
by the subjects during the experiment. Then we compared
each document with the correspondingreference document
(used here as a gold standard). Relative accuracy of this
form estimates a form of confidence – ”how sure can the
user be that s/he wrote what s/he meant”? This measurement

depends on the preliminary assumption that for a given
recipe, any two readers (in the experiment environment –
including the authors), will extract similar information. This
assumption is warranted for cooking recipes. This measure
takes into account the limitations of the tool and reflects the
success of users to express all that the tool can express:

Document # Accuracy
1st 93%
2nd 92%
3rd 95%
4th 90%

Accuracy is quite consistent during the experiment ses-
sions,i.e., it does not change as practice increases. The aver-
age 92.5% accuracy is quite high.

We have categorized the errors found in subjects’ docu-
ments in the following manner:

• Content can be accurately expressed with SAUT (user
error)

• Content will be accurately expressed with changes in the
SAUT’s lexicon and ontology (ontology deficit)

• Content cannot be expressed in the current implemen-
tation, and requires further investigation of the concept
(implementation and conceptual limitations)

Document # Accuracy
User error 44%

Ontology deficit 23%
Tool limitations 33%

This breakdown indicates that the tool can be improved by
investing more time in the GUI and feedback quality and by
extending the ontology. The difficult conceptual issues (those
which will require major design modifications, or put in ques-
tion our choice of formalism for knowledge encoding) repre-
sent 33% of the errors – overall accounting for 2.5% of the
words in the word count of the generated text.

5 Analysis
The current prototype of SAUT proves the feasibility of se-
mantic authoring combined with natural language generation.
The system includes a lexical chooser of several hundred
verbs and nouns derived from WordNet in a specific domain.

The system is easy to use and requires training of less than
one hour. User interface features make it very fast to enter
CGs of the type required for a recipe. If the documents are
generated in more than 2 languages, the tool can even become
cost effective at its current level of ergonomy.

The current prototype indicates that combining techniques
from NLG with User Interfaces techniques from program-
ming languages editors results in an efficient knowledge edi-
tor. In future work, we intend to evaluate how to use semantic
forms for summarization and inferencing. We also will evalu-
ate how rhetorical information can be managed in the system,
by applying the tool to different domains.
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Abstract

Since its first implementation in 1995, the shallow
NLG system TG/2 has been used as a component in
many NLG applications that range from very shal-
low template systems to in-depth realization en-
gines. TG/2 has continuously been refined, the Java
brother implementation XtraGen has become avail-
able, and the grammar development environment
eGram today allows for designing grammars on a
more abstract level. Besides a better understanding
of the usability of shallow systems like TG/2 has
emerged. Time has come to summarize the devel-
opments and look forward to new borders.

1 Introduction
Shallow NLG is known as “quick and dirty” on the one hand,
and as a practical approach to implementing real-world ap-
plications on the other. Its legitimization stems from practi-
cal success rather than from theoretical advantages. As with
shallow analysis, methods have become acceptable that had
been rejected twentyfive years ago as linguistically unjusti-
fied. For instance, template-based NLG systems were known
to be unscalable and unflexible. Besides they were quite triv-
ial and did not contribute to solving any research questions
in the field. However, it became evident that many practical
applications involving NLG required limited linguistic cov-
erage, used canned text and/or templates, and badly needed
improvements to make the NLG systems more flexible. A
revival of template-based systems followed, and subsequent
scientific discussions clarified the relation to more advanced
NLG research themes. The papers in [Becker and Buse-
mann, 1999] nicely show a continuum between template- and
“plan”-based systems.

Since its first implementation in 1995, the shallow NLG
system TG/2 [Busemann, 1996] has been used as a compo-
nent in several diverse applications involving NLG. Imple-
mented in Common Lisp, TG/2 has continuously been re-
fined over the years; a Java brother implementation, called
XtraGen, has eventually become available, and the grammar
development environment eGram eventually allows the gram-
mar writer to design large-scale grammars.

Among the attractive properties of TG/2 is the quick de-
velopment of new NLG applications with limited require-

ments on linguistic expressiveness. Numerous implementa-
tions show that TG/2 is well suited for simple dialogues, re-
port generation (from database content), and even as a real-
izer for complex surface-semantic sentence representations.
Besides a better understanding of the pros and cons of TG/2
has emerged.

Time has come to summarize these developments and,
more generally, reassess the value of TG/2 as a framework
to specify generation systems.

In the following section, TG/2 is localized on the NLG
map, clarifying a few common misconceptions on what it can
be used for. In Section 3 we sketch major use cases involving
TG/2 that exhibit different degrees of “shallowness”. Sec-
tion 4 summarizes the major extensions and refinements that
have been implemented over the last decade, taking into ac-
count some critical comments from the literature. We then
describe in Section 5 the need for, and the benefits of, the ded-
icated grammar development environment eGram that sup-
ports the fast developments of large rule sets. The paper con-
cludes with an outlook to upcoming work.

2 What TG/2 is and What it isn’t
TG/2 has been described originally in [Busemann, 1996;
Busemann and Horacek, 1998] as a template-based gener-
ator. To remind the reader of the main points, TG/2 is a
flexible production system [Davis and King, 1977] that pro-
vides a generic interpreter to a separate set of user-defined
condition-action rules representing the generation grammar.
The generic task is to map a content representation, which
must be encoded as a feature structure1, onto a chain of ter-
minal elements as defined by the rule set. The rules have a
context-free categorial backbone used for standard top-down
derivation guided by the input representation. The rules spec-
ify conditions on the input – the so-called test predicates –
that determine their applicability. Due to the context-free
backbone each subtree of depth 1 in a derivation tree cor-
responds to the application of one rule. TG/2 is equipped
with a constraint propagation mechanism that supports the es-
tablishment of agreement relations across the derivation tree.
Figure 1 shows a sample rule.

1A feature structure is either an atomic value, or a pair
[feature-name feature-value], where feature-name
is a string and feature-value a feature structure.
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Figure 2: TG/2-based NLG applications Arranged on a Scale
From Shallow to In-Depth Generation.

TG/2 production rules has a simple interpretation proce-
dure that corresponds to the classical three-step evaluation
cycle in production systems (matching, conflict resolution,
firing) [Davis and King, 1977]. The algorithm starts from
a (piece of the) input structure and a category.

1. Matching: Select all rules carrying the current category.
Execute the tests for each of these rules on the input
structure and add those passing their test to the conflict
set.

2. Conflict resolution: Select an element from the conflict
set, e.g. on the basis of some conflict resolution mecha-
nism.

3. Firing: Evaluate its constraints (if any). For each right-
hand side element, read the category, determine the sub-
structure of the input, and goto step 1.

The processing strategy is top-down and depth-first. The set
of actions is fired from left to right. Failure of executing some
action causes the rule to be backtracked.

The right-hand side of a rule can consist of any mixture of
terminal elements (canned text) and non-terminal categories,
as in Figure 1. The presence of canned text is useful if the
input does not express explicitly everything that should be
generated. The grammar thus adds text to the output that does
not have an explicit semantic basis in the input. With very
detailed input and hence less “implicit” semantics, only little
canned text will be needed in the grammar, and the terminal
elements of the grammar usually are word stems.

Canned parts of the grammar are “invented”. This gives
rise to the notion of “shallow generation”, as opposed to shal-
low analysis, where parts of the input text are ignored. TG/2
leaves complete freedom to using canned text, mixing it with
context free rules, or sticking to the more traditional distinc-
tion between (context-free) rules and the lexicon. [Busemann
and Horacek, 1998] refer to the former kind as shallow and to
the latter as in-depth generation. One may thus identify TG/2
applications on a scale ranging from more shallow to more
in-depth systems. Figure 2 attempts to compare some TG/2-
based NLG applications along this dimension. They will be
discussed in Section 3.

As mentioned above, there is no strict borderline between
template-based and plan-based generation systems. While
this insight resulted from comparing different systems, TG/2
implements this claim by forming a single framework that
may host any approach ranging from pure canned text to com-
pletely lexicon-based. As Section 3 demonstrates, TG/2 can
implement template-based systems and full-fledged realizers.

In an attempt to relate existing NLG systems to the RAGS
framework [Mellish et al., 2000], TG/2 was among the sys-
tems to look at. It turned out that TG/2 differs from the prin-
ciples underlying RAGS in that it does not support any of the
levels of conceptual, semantic, rhetoric, document or syntac-
tic representation, which were abstractly defined to capture
many (most) NLG approaches. Rather TG/2 entails a single
mapping from input to output, and any tasks generally as-
cribed to components delivering the above intermediate rep-
resentations must be encoded by one or several production
rules. There is no pipeline of modules with intermediate rep-
resentations, as ideally assumed in RAGS. Rather all tasks
need to be encoded within the production rules. During this
experiment it actually became evident that TG/2 isn’t a clas-
sical generation system at all.

In non-trivial NLG applications, TG/2 is complemented by
other components. On the output side it can be hooked up
to morphological inflection components using a shared rep-
resentation of word stems and morpho-syntactic features. On
the input side TG/2 has been combined with a text structuring
component in the TEMSIS application, with a context man-
agement system in COMET, and with a lexical choice com-
ponent in the MUSI system.

3 Major Use Cases
3.1 Template generation in the appointment

scheduling domain
Software agents communicated with human agents in order
to schedule appointments on behalf of their owners. Com-
municative goals to be verbalized as dialogue steps in the
COSMA system [Busemann et al., 1994] include just a few
speech acts for proposing, accepting, modifying, rejecting, or
confirming dates or date intervals. See [Busemann, 1996] for
a discussion and examples.

The event-oriented input is created by a non-linguistic
component, the scheduling agent system, and converted into a
surface-semantic representation, referred to as GIL in [Buse-
mann, 1996], which is verbalized by TG/2.

GIL was defined since the necessary distinctions at the lin-
guistic level are often based on information distributed all
over the input structure. For instance, the choice of prepo-
sitions depends on the choice of verbs, which is based on the
speech act. TG/2 can only access part of the input at a given
moment. Yet generating directly from event-oriented input
would have been possible at the cost of complex tests or con-
straints – thereby affecting the transparency of the grammar
– or of more backtracking.

The necessary restructuring was implemented by simply
exploiting the expressive power of the directed acyclic graphs
used for feature structure input representation in TG/2. Using
co-references, relations between the event-based IN and the
language-oriented OUT feature of a set of semantic templates
covering all possible inputs were defined. An input is unified
with the IN feature, and TG/2 generates from the associated
OUT value.

An additional, practical reason for adopting an “internal”
OUT representation is to encapsulate the generation gram-
mar, rendering it independent of external changes of the input
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(defproduction "s2 top-subj.1"
(:PRECOND (:CAT DECL

:TEST ((sbp ’s2) (top-deep-subj ’y) (vc-voice ’active)))
:ACTIONS (:TEMPLATE (X1 :RULE ARG ’deep-subj)

(X2 :RULE FIN ’vc)
(X3 :RULE ARG ’deep-obj)
(X4 :OPTRULE INF ’verb-complex)

:CONSTRAINTS ( X1.CASE := ’nom
X3.CASE := ’acc
X1.NUMBER = X2.NUMBER = X4.NUMBER
X1.PERSON = X2.PERSON = X4.PERSON ))))

Figure 1: A rule for the German transitive main clause in the MUSI grammar in the format processed by TG/2. Tests specify
that this rule is applicable if the input suggests a certain syntactic structure called “s2”, the subject should be in topic position,
and active voice is called for. The context-free rule underlying the rule is DECL→ ARG FIN ARG {INF}. Path expressions
following the category such as deep-subj refer to substructures of the input, cf. Figure 3. Feature constraints assign nomina-
tive case to the first ARG and accusative case to the second; number and person are set to be equal on the first ARG and the verb
complex, thus establishing subject verb agreement. Notation: Constraint variables refer to right-hand side elements by virtue
of the indices Xi. The reserved index for the left-hand side is X0.

language, which are accommodated by the feature structure
mappings.

As was to be expected it turned out that GIL, as it stood,
was never reused. Instead other internal encodings were re-
quired, which could, however, be implemented straightfor-
wardly using the technique mentioned above.

3.2 Shallow multilingual generation from
non-linguistic input

Later projects required the verbalization of non-linguistic
domain-specific representations in multiple languages. In
Mietta, database content is verbalized in German, Finnish,
Italian and English as part of cross-language information re-
trieval [Xu et al., 2000]. A useful input representation is cre-
ated by applying a similar mechanism as in COSMA.

In COMET, TG/2 is used to generate personalized activity
recommendations in a conference scenario that differ with the
context consisting of interest and focus values, which form
part of the input [Geldof, 1999]. This application uses the
possibility of creating side-effects from applying a rule to
update a discourse memory whenever a discourse referent
is mentioned. It is indeed possible to create arbitrary side-
effects by function calls, but care has to be taken that these
functions can be called a second time during backtracking to
undo the side effects. As side-effects are rarely required, its
backtrack functionality is currently not supported and thus re-
quires explicit Lisp (and Java) programming.

In TEMSIS, air quality reports reports are generated from
a database containing measurement data [Busemann and Ho-
racek, 1998]. The communicative goal is interactively spec-
ified by the user: the type of report (time series, threshold
passing, etc.), the measuring station, the pollutant, a time in-
terval of interest, and some further options relating to con-
tent selection. The generated texts can include confirmations
about the user’s choices as well as canned paragraphs inform-
ing about the measuring station or the pollutant in question.
Corresponding views on previous periods are generated for
comparison. If the report is composed of multiple elements,
it is concluded by a summary that answers the key question

again.
A separate, language-independent component for text

structuring, accessing the database and calculating further
values (e.g., average values) was implemented. It produces
the actual inputs for TG/2, each corresponding to one para-
graph. All language-specific issues remained within the TG/2
grammar.

The TEMSIS project was designed to be used in a border
region of Germany and France. Thus the application initially
generated German and French texts. The grammars com-
prised about 120 and 100 rules, respectively. In order to find
out more details about the speed of grammar development
for such an application, and in particular the time it takes to
transport the application to a new language, native speakers
of English, Chinese, Japanese and Portuguese were asked to
produce a TG/2 grammar with the same coverage. Depending
on programming skills, it took between two and four person-
weeks to get acquainted with the system and to complete the
final tests set up. While this result was very encouraging, the
grammar writers stated that larger grammars would be less
easily developed and maintained.2

As [Busemann and Horacek, 1998] show, the input struc-
tures are non-linguistic, i.e., they do not uniquely deter-
mine the content-bearing linguistic elements and the sen-
tential structure to be used. These matters were defined in
co-operation with the users (cf. [Reiter et al., 1997]). The
agreed-upon pieces of text were entered as canned parts into
the grammar.

The grammars of Mietta, COMRIS and TEMSIS contain
much more canned parts than the COSMA grammar. This is
in direct correspondence to the nature of the respective input
representations (see Figure 2).

3.3 In-depth realization of surface-semantic
sentence representations

A much more in-depth use case for TG/2 is the generation
of German sentences that form part of cross-lingual sum-

2A demonstrator of the resulting multilingual system is online at
http://www.dfki.de/service/nlg-demo.
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maries of scientific medical papers written in Italian or En-
glish (MUSI project, [Lenci et al., 2002]). The sentences ex-
hibit quite a complicated structure and much medical termi-
nology. Their average length in a sample corpus is 22 words.
The input structures (cf. Figure 3 for an example) are the re-
sults of a lexical and syntactic choice component [Busemann,
2002] that feeds TG/2. The structures contain specific refer-
ences to syntactic “plans” (features SBP and NR). Test pred-
icates in the rules check for these features, thus realizing the
corresponding structure (cf. Figure 1). The morpho-syntacic
features for inflecting the lexical stems are collected through
the constraint mechanism and made available to the separate
word inflection components MORPHIX-3 [Finkler and Neu-
mann, 1988].

The input is a rather typical for linguistic realization, a task
initially not deemed suitable for systems like TG/2. Previous
applications show that TG/2 grammars are domain-dependent
and must be replaced when a new task is at at stake. [Buse-
mann and Horacek, 1998] consider this lack of reuse a dis-
advantage, but state that it is nevertheless acceptable since
new grammars can be developed very quickly. For realiza-
tion, however, a linguistically justified, domain-independent
grammar is needed that is expensive to develop but can be
reused across applications.

The parts of a grammar rule depending on input elements
can be isolated and treated as an interface between the gram-
mar and any input language. If an input language changes, the
test predicates and the access to input substructures need to be
recoded.3 This interface allows us to develop generic gram-
mar knowledge that abstracts from specific semantics of test
predicates and access details. We call such a generic grammar
a protogrammar, as it is supposed to form the reusable basis
for different instances geared towards different applications.
Technically, a protogrammar can be instantiated by defining
the test predicates and access methods needed for the input
language in question.

The protogrammar developed covers the main types of sen-
tential structures, as specified by the Duden grammar [Du-
denredaktion, 1998]. The NP syntax comprises prenomi-
nal APs (on the basis of adjective subcategorization frames),
generic possessive constructions, a temporal, a locative and
an adverbial modifier and a relative clause. In addition, nouns
and adjectives can subcategorize for specific arguments.

How could a protogrammar be developed independently
of a particular input language, as it needs testing? An in-
tuitive, minimal input representation would need to deter-
mine the depth of the nesting of constituents (as to avoid
endless recursion), specify morpho-syntactic features such as
case, number, tense etc., indicate the prepositions and distin-
guish the syntactic adjuncts at the sentence and NP level. Af-
ter defining a corresponding language, grammar development
could proceed in a way independent of the MUSI application.
When the other parts of the MUSI system became stable and
well-defined, the necessary adaptation of the input language
and the grammar were made. It goes without saying that the

3Changes may include restructuring and recoding of information.
Obviously if the input language encodes different kinds of informa-
tion, the grammar possibly cannot be reused.

(defproduction "parser-grammar"
(:PRECOND (:CAT ANALYSIS

:TEST ((always-true))
:ACTIONS (

:TEMPLATE (X1 :RULE PARSER ’self)
(X2 :RULE GRAMMAR ’self)

:CONSTRAINTS ( X0.LANG = X2.LANG
X1.API = X2.API ))))

Figure 4: A rule linking a parser and a grammar with com-
patible interfaces. The parser is language-independent, the
grammar is not. The LANG feature is specified in the input,
whereas the API feature is specified in the rules representing
the individual grammars.

grammar had to be extended to cover linguistic structures not
foreseen explicitly in [Dudenredaktion, 1998], but the addi-
tional effort was surprisingly small.4

The MUSI grammar comprises about 950 rules with 135
categories, and 14 features for constraints. A sample rule
is shown in Figure 1. During the development of this large
grammar the use of standard text editors became a nuisance.
A grammar development environment was designed and im-
plemented that supports multi-format development of large
grammars (see Section 5). With this system, all practical
needs arising from using TG/2 as a syntactic realizer could
be fulfilled.

3.4 Other usage
TG/2 is general enough to be usable for other tasks than NLG.
A sample grammar for software configuration has been writ-
ten using the constraint mechanism to define API properties
of software components (the “lexicon”) and matching con-
ditions for components to be integrated into a larger piece
of software (the “grammar”). The input is a specification of
the desired system (e.g., machine translation from Spanish to
English), and the system would enumerate the possible spec-
ifications it can derive. A sample rule is shown in Figure 4.

4 Modifications and Extensions
The experience gained from the various applications sug-
gested some modifications and extensions to the system. Also
a closer look at comparable systems, most importantly YAG
[McRoy et al., 2003], revealed opportunities for improve-
ment. YAG differs from TG/2 in that it is deterministic and
thus does not search. Every next rule to be chosen is depicted
in the input or identified by a preceding table lookup. There-
fore YAG is probably faster than TG/2 since TG/2 lets the
interpreter select the next rule. On the other hand, as we will
see in Section 4.2, this gives TG/2 some flexibility YAG does
not exhibit: TG/2 output can vary according to non-linguistic
parameters.

The need for backtracking associated with search can be
kept small in practice. Moreover the costs are small since
TG/2 reuses previously generated substrings during back-
tracking, as described in [Busemann, 1996]. In practice an-

4The author’s guess is that adaptation work required about 20%
of the overall effort; unfortunately no reliable figures are available.
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[(SENTENCE DECL)
(VC [(SBP S2) ;;name of sentence plan

(G AKTIV) ;;active voice
(STEM "verursach")])

(DEEP-OBJ [(DET DEMONST) (STEM "wirkung")])
(DEEP-SUBJ [(TOP Y) ;;this constituent to the fore-field

(DET INDEF) ;;indefinite article
(NR V2) ;;name of nominal plan
(STEM "antagonismus")
(PP-ATR [(MODALITY

[(PP-OBJ
[(TERM [(DET DEF) ;;definite article

(STEM "bindungsstelle")
(ADJ [(STEM "muskarinisch") (DEG POS)])
(TERM [(DET DEMONST1) ;;demonstrative

(STEM "substanz")])])
(STEM "Niveau") (DET DEF)
(PREP AUF-DAT)])]) ;;P governs dative NP here

(STEM "acetylcholin")
(DET WITHOUT) ;;no article
(PREP ZU)]) ;;this P always governs dative NP

(ADJ [(STEM "kompetitiv") (DEG POS)])])]

Figure 3: A TG/2 MUSI input for “Ein kompetitiver Antagonismus zu Acetylcholin auf dem Niveau der muskarinischen
Bindungsstellen dieser Substanzen verursacht diese Wirkungen.” [“These effects are caused by a competitive antagonism with
acetylcholine on the level of the muscarinic sights of these substances.”]. Comments are separated by semicolons. The structure
is simplified by omitting gender, number, mood and phrase type information.

other cost factor turned out to be sensible, namely the number
of rules to be checked in each cycle. In experiments with au-
tomatic rule generation using meta-rules in eGram, [Rinck,
2003] showed a linear increase of TG/2 runtime with the
number of rules per left-hand side category.

With large grammars such as in MUSI, which has about
950 rules, it is important to reduce the number of alterna-
tive rules. This can be achieved by using optional right-hand
side elements, thus covering many possible verbalizations by
a single rule. The semantics of optional right-hand side ele-
ments has been refined to capture this idea fully; they must be
verbalized if and only if there is input for them. A right-hand
side element failing on non-empty input causes the parent rule
to fail.

4.1 Reducing the need for programming
In comparing YAG and TG/2, [McRoy et al., 2003, p. 417]
observe that “YAGs template language is also more declara-
tive, yielding higher maintainability and comprehensibility”.
While they do not point out details, it is true that defining
TG/2 rules requires some Lisp programming. The test predi-
cates have to be defined and the defined ones have to be called
properly, and, in the version reviewed, the access functions to
relevant parts of the input have to be specified. Calling an
access function such as (theme) should return some part
of the input structure that is accessible at the current state of
processing. The function would encapsulate the way this is
achieved. Access functions may fail, in which case the parent
rule may fail.

A number of frequently used general test predicates such
as testing the presence of a feature at a certain location in the
input structure, equality of some feature value with a given

object, or a list element being the but last one in a list, can
be held on offer for grammar developers. Usually most tests
can be carried out using one of these, but new demands need
programming. Since the structure of the Boolean test predi-
cates is simple, such tasks are not difficult to solve. eGram
offers support as for Java all the embedding code such as ex-
ception handling is provided and only the core condition must
be written.

Access functions were met with some disgust by grammar
writers as new ones are required with the change of the input
language, i.e. with any new generation task. It turned out that
the advantage of having the access to input material encapsu-
lated did not pay off. The implied possibility of reorganizing
or renaming input was never used, as other ways to do this
were preferred (cf. [Busemann, 1999]). Instead just relative
path descriptions were implemented. The need to provide ac-
cess functions in both Lisp and Java eventually gave rise to
a uniform solution: now a single format for relative path de-
scriptions is used in eGram as a source code that is compiled
into Lisp and Java expressions to serve the runtime systems.
Hence the rule in Figure 1 now has a feature path on each
right-hand side element instead of function calls, as in [Buse-
mann, 1996].

4.2 Generating Personalized Text

Given a certain input, different outputs may well desirable for
different users. Some examples:

• A user may be an expert or a novice in the topic at stake.
Expert users will read terminology whereas novices
need explanations or circumscriptions.

• Depending on whether a user is interested in receiving
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background information, relevant hyperlinks may be in-
serted into the text.

• When text is generated for display on a hand-held de-
vice, it must be organized and presented differently.

Sometimes the components producing input for the generator
are not capable of accounting for the respective linguistic dif-
ferences since they don’t have a model of the grammar at their
disposal. A mechanism is needed to feed the system with pa-
rameters corresponding to such distinctions and to translate
the parameter settings into appropriate decisions in the gen-
eration process. For this purpose the approach to parameteri-
zation introduced in [Busemann, 1996] has been refined.

First and foremost, all variations that could be generated
for a given input must be covered by the grammar. Then the
system would produce the complete set, one by one. The
grammar writer defines, in cooperation with the application
developer, parameters such as expertise, background, and de-
vice with appropriate values. She tags all rules that exhibit
properties of some parameter value. Then the system can se-
lect a rule according to a single parameter. But parameters
may be in conflict as well. TG/2 offers a linear preference
scheme for the defined parameters implemented in step 2 of
the basic algorithm. The grammar writer defines, in coopera-
tion with the application developer, a partial order describing
the relative importance of the parameters. With this scheme
the system can produce a text that conforms best to the user’s
preferences.

The scheme is best explained using an example of two
parameters. Let us assume that the user chooses “non-
expert” text with background information. Assume that
a conflict set contains the following tagged rules: {R1-
[expertise: expert, background: -], R2-
[expertise: non-expert, background: -],
R3-[expertise: expert, background: +]}.
None of the tags matches exactly the specifications. If the
parameter expertise is defined to be more important than
background, R2 will be selected. If, however, background is
preferred over expertise, R3 is applied. [Busemann, 1998]
has a more detailed description of this idea.

While subsequent experiments seem to show the viability
of this simple approach to let other components (or the user,
via a task interface) influence the system behavior5, a real
test will probably consist in its envisaged usage for answer
presentation in Semantic Web contexts.

5 Grammar Development
The development of small grammars with 100 to 200 rules
such as the ones underlying COSMA, TEMSIS, Mietta or
COMET could safely be developed with standard text edi-
tors using the syntax exemplified in Figure 1. However even
in this work, the difficulty of maintenance and a considerable
error-proneness were observed. With the MUSI grammar, a
dimension was reached that made a dedicated grammar devel-
opment environment necessary. While some abstraction from

5Parameters should not depend on each other to guarantee that
the best version is generated first, cf. the discussion in[Busemann,
1996, Section 5].

the Lisp-like rule format was desirable, the Java implemen-
tation XtraGen [Stenzhorn, 2002] required a different format
anyway, as it is consistently using XML to encode all objects.

eGram [Busemann, 2004] was hence designed to develop-
ing grammars without bothering about their syntax or size or
interpreting NLG system. Major benefits of eGram include
• a developer-friendly grammar format,

• syntactic and semantic checks of grammar knowledge,

• the option to derive additional grammar rules by meta-
rules, and

• integration with grammar testing in generation systems.
A major difficulty in the course of developing the MUSI

grammar was to maintain consistency. Features used are
sometimes not defined, values are not sufficiently restricted,
or certain categories do not occur in any other rule. When
such grammars are interpreted, errors occur that can be dif-
ficult and time-consuming to trace. eGram verifies that ev-
ery new piece of grammar knowledge is fully consistent with
what already exists, thus eliminating many obvious sources
of mistake.

eGram allows the definition of complex objects only after
all their elements are defined. Before a rule may be entered,
the categories, test predicates, access paths and constraints
used must be defined. The eGram GUI offers dynamically
generated menus for more complex elements in addition to
textual input windows, where these remain necessary. For the
definition of e.g. a constraint, a menu would offer all defined
features, and for the selected feature, all defined values.

Different working styles are supported: either the grammar
writer pro-actively plans her work by first defining all low-
level elements and then proceeding to higher-level ones, or
she prefers to add missing elements “on the fly”, i.e. when
eGram complains.

eGram’s main pane contains a set of tabs corresponding to
the different elements. Clicking on a tab opens a new screen
with all the tabs remaining available at any moment (see Fig-
ure 5). A set of tabs opens separate sub-panes allowing for
the definition of the tests, RHS elements, and constraints of
rules.

In MUSI the major disadvantage of context-free grammars
posed a problem. The rules cannot easily express certain lin-
guistic phenomena, such as word order variation, pronom-
inalization, voice, the relation between sentential structures
and relative clauses, or verb positions. To cover these phe-
nomena, several hundreds, if not thousands, of different rules
must be defined. Every-day practice involved copy-and-paste
approaches that are error-prone. Moreover such phenomena
are often captured only partially, leaving unknown gaps in the
coverage of the grammar.

eGram is equipped with a meta-rule mechanism that is
technically similar to that of Generalized Phrase Structure
Grammars [Gazdar et al., 1985]. Meta-rule expansion starts
with a set of base rules and then applies to the set of base
rules and derived rules. Meta-rules serve as an abbreviation
technique and do not affect the expressive power of the sys-
tem. The basic meta-rule mechanisms and their integration
into eGram are described in detail in [Rinck, 2003]. A re-
design of the MUSI grammar led to a reduction to 452 base
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Figure 5: A Screenshot of eGram with the Rule Pane Active. It displays a simple NP rule for German. The feature constraints
express various agreement relations. The rule window can be dragged to some other location on the screen, allowing to view
multiple objects at the same time. The rules names shown on the left-hand side can be filtered by the elements contained in the
rules. For instance by selecting category NP, only the rules with NP as their LHS category are shown.

rules. Applying to these base rules 19 meta-rules modeling
the above phenomena resulted in 2.488 derived rules, demon-
strating that the original grammar did in fact not systemati-
cally cover all the phenomena represented by the meta-rules.

Integrating grammar development and grammar testing is
crucial to verify the effects of modifying a grammar. eGram
is implemented in Java and integrated with TG/2 via a client-
server interface. The integration with XtraGen is achieved via
a Java API. eGram provides suitable export formats for both.
Calls to the generators can be issued from within eGram. A
call to a running generation system consists of an input struc-
ture that can be defined within eGram, and the modifications
of the grammar since the last call. The generator either re-
turns the generated string or an error message.

6 Conclusions and Outlook
TG/2 has been used continuously for more than ten years.
From its first appearance as a “template generator” it has
evolved into a framework that accommodates both shallow
template-based generation and in-depth realization tasks. In
combination with the grammar development environment
eGram, large grammars can be developed and maintained.
They can be used by both TG/2 in Lisp and XtraGen in Java.

To take up the comparison with YAG again, the most im-
portant difference is perhaps the way the rules are defined.
YAG uses complex nested conditionals covering alternative
verbalizations, whereas TG/2 sticks to production rules based
on a context-free backbone that license local trees in a deriva-
tion.

The RAGS experiment showed that comparing TG/2 with
in-depth NLG systems proves difficult. TG/2 remains shal-
low in that it does not support complex interrelated NLG tasks
such as lexical choice, aggregation, or the generation of refer-
ring expressions.

Future applications of TG/2 are geared towards presenting
personalized summaries about multilingual results of ques-
tion answering, generating meaningful and consistent anno-
tations of objects in the process of modeling software, and
producing user manuals for technical devices in multiple lan-
guages.

Though (or because) it has matured for more than a decade,
TG/2 is alive and kicking.6
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Abstract

This paper describes Acorn, a sentence planner and
surface realizer for dialogue systems. Improve-
ments to previous stochastic word-forest based ap-
proaches are described, countering recent criticism
of this class of algorithms for their slow speed.
An evaluation of the approach with semantic in-
put shows runtimes of a fraction of a second and
presents results that suggest it is also portable
across domains.

1 Introduction
This paper describes Acorn, a real-time sentence planner and
surface realizer for dialogue systems that is independent of
a specific domain. Acorn is based on a two-phased gram-
mar and stochastic approach, such as the HALogen system
[Langkilde-Geary, 2002], but offers several improvements to
make it more realistic for dialogue use. The first is to offer
an algorithm fortrickle-down featuresthat passes head/foot
features through the grammar as the initial word forest is cre-
ated, allowing the grammar to broadly represent phenomena
such as wh-movement. The second is to more tightly link the
grammar to a lexicon and represent syntactic properties such
as number, person, and tense to constrain the over-generation
process. Lastly, efficiency improvements are described which
further decrease the runtime of the system, allowing Acorn to
be used in a real-time dialogue context. It is named Acorn,
based on the wordforeststhat are created and searched.

The task of Natural Language Generation is frequently
split into three somewhat disjoint steps: document planning,
microplanning (reference and sentence planning) and surface
realization. Document planning is a more reduced task in di-
alogue, mainly involvingcontent determinationsince there is
no need for a document. Since the system follows a notion
of discourse, content determination is typically performed by
some reasoner external to generation, such as a Task Man-
ager. This paper addresses the sentence planning and sur-
face realization steps, assuming that content determination
and referential generation has already occurred and is rep-
resented in a high-level semantics.

This stochastic approach involves two phases; the first uses
a grammar to over-generate the possible realizations of an

input form into a word forest, and the second uses a lan-
guage model to choose the preferred path through the forest.
This approach is attractive to dialogue systems because it of-
fers flexibility and adaptivity that cannot be achieved through
most symbolic systems. By over-generating possible utter-
ances, the (sometimes dynamic) language models can decide
which is more natural in the current context. Other advan-
tages include domain independence and an under-specified
input. The main disadvantages most often cited include a
very slow runtime and the inability to capture complex lin-
guistic constraints, such as wh-movement. The latter is a side
effect of the word-forest creation algorithm and a solution to
broaden the coverage of language is presented in this paper.
The issue of runtime is critical to dialogue.

Slow runtime is a two-fold problem: the word-forest that
is generated is extremely large and often not linguistically
constrained, and second, the algorithm has not been effi-
ciently implemented. These issues must be addressed be-
fore stochastic approaches can be suited for dialogue. Langk-
ilde [Langkilde, 2000] provides an evaluation of coverage of
HALogen and shows runtimes around 28 seconds for sen-
tences with average lengths of 22 words. Callaway[Call-
away, 2003] later commented on the runtime thatHALogen is
anywhere from 6.5 to 16 times slowerthan the symbolic real-
izer FUF/SURGE (which may also be too slow for dialogue).
This paper shows that more work can be done in stochastic
generation to reduce the runtime by constraining the gram-
mar and making simple algorithm improvements. Runtimes
of only a fraction of one second are presented.

The next section provides a brief background on stochas-
tic generation, followed by a description of Acorn in section
3. The description presents several new grammar additions to
broaden language coverage, including a mechanism, called
trickle-down features, for representing head and foot features
in the grammar. Section 4 describes the evaluation of Acorn,
as well as the results concerning domain independence and
the overall runtime. A brief discussion and related work fol-
lows the evaluation.

2 Background
The task of Content Determination is typically relegated to a
module outside of the Generation component, such as with
a Task Manager or other reasoning components. This leaves
the tasks of Sentence Planning and Surface Realization as the
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main steps in dialogue generation, and this paper is describing
a module that performs both. The task of referential genera-
tion is not addressed, and it is assumed that each logical input
is a single utterance, thus removing the need for multiple sen-
tence generation.

Traditionally, surface realization has been performed
through templates or more complex syntactic grammars, such
as the FUF/SURGE system[Elhadad and Robin, 1996].
Template-based approaches produce inflexible output that
must be changed in every new domain to which the system is
ported. Symbolic approaches produce linguistically correct
utterances, but require a syntactic input and typically have
runtimes that are impractical for dialogue. Requiring word
choice to be finished beforehand, including most syntactic de-
cisions, puts a heavy burden on dialogue system designers.

Stochastic approaches have recently provided a new
method of reducing the need for syntactic input and produce
flexible generation in dialogue. HALogen[Langkilde-Geary,
2002] was one of the first stochastic generation systems, pro-
viding a two-phased approach that allowed the system de-
signer to use an under-specified input. The first phase uses
a hand written grammar that over-generates possible word
orderings into a word forest. The second phase uses an n-
gram language model to choose the highest probability path
through the forest, returning this path as the generated sen-
tence. This approach was first used in a dialogue system in
[Chambers and Allen, 2004] as an attempt to create a domain
independent surface realizer. A human evaluation showed a
slight decline in naturalness when moved to a new domain.
The stochastic approach was shown in[Langkilde, 2000] to
produce good coverage of the Penn Treebank, but its runtime
was significantly slow and others have suggested the stochas-
tic approach is not feasible for dialogue.

3 Acorn: System Description
3.1 Input Form
The input to Acorn is a semantic feature-value form rooted on
thetypeof speech act. On the top level, the :speechact feature
gives the type (i.e. satell, sayn-question, saaccept, etc.),
the :terms feature gives the list of semantic, content bear-
ing terms, and the :root feature gives the variable of the root
term in the utterance. Other features are allowed and often
required, such as a :focus for wh-questions. Each term in the
:terms list is a feature-value structure based on thematic roles,
as used in many other representations (e.g. Verbnet[Kipper
et al., 2000]). This utterance input is a syntactically modified
version of the domain independent Logical Form described in
[Dzikovskaet al., 2003].

Each term is specified by the features::indicator, :class,
optional :lex, and any other relevant thematic roles (e.g.
:agent, :theme, etc.). The:indicator indicates the type or
function of the term and takes the values THE, A, F, PRO, and
QUANTITY-TERM. THE represents a grounded object in the
discourse, A represents an abstract object, F is a functional
operator, PRO is used for references, and QUANTITY-TERM
represents quantities expressed in various scales. There are
other indicators, but the details are beyond the scope of this
paper. The:classspecifies the semantic class of the term, and

<UTTERANCE> ::=
(utt :speechact <act> :root <variable>

<FEATURE-VALUE>*
:terms (<TERM> * ))

<TERM> ::=
(<variable> :indicator <indicator>

:class <class> <FEATURE-VALUE> * )

<FEATURE-VALUE> ::=
<keyword> <value>

Figure 1: BNF for the input to Acorn. A keyword is a symbol
preceded by a colon, and a value is any valid symbol, variable,
or list.

(utt :speechact satell :root v8069 :terms
((v8324 :indicator speechact :class satell :content v8069)
(v8069 :indicator f :class want :lex want :theme v8173

:experiencer v7970 :tense present)
(v7970 :indicator pro :class person :lex i :context-rel i)
(v8173 :indicator a :class computer :lex computer

:assoc-with v8161)
(v8161 :indicator quantity-term :class speed-unit

:lex gigahertz :quantity v8225)
(v8225 :indicator quantity-term :class number :value 2.4)))

Figure 2: Input to Acorn for the utterance, ’I want a 2.4 ghz
computer.’ This input provides the lexical items for the utter-
ance, but these are typically absent in most cases.

the:lex is the root lexical item for the term. Lex is an optional
feature and is created from the:classif it is not present in the
input. Figure 1 gives the specification of the input, and fig-
ure 2 shows an example input to Acorn for the utterance,’I
want a 2.4 gigahertz computer’. Appendix A provides further
examples of both semantic and lexical inputs.

3.2 Grammar Rules
The grammar rules in Acorn convert the input utterance into
word orderings by matching keywords (features) in each
term. A unique aspect of Acorn is that the utterance level
features can also be matched at any time. It is often neces-
sary to write a rule based on the current speech act type. The
left-hand side (LHS) of a rule showing both options is given
here:

(grule focus
(:subject ?s)
:g (:speechact ?act sa_tell)

>>
...)

Each rule matches keywords in its LHS to the currentterm
and binds the values of the keywords in theterm to the vari-
ables in the LHS. In the above example, the variable?swould
be bound to the subject of the term, and the variable?act is
bound to the top-level :speechact value. A LHS element that
is preceded by the:g symbol indicates a top-level (global)
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feature. In this example, the value satell is also specified as
a requirement before the rule can match.

When matched, the right-hand side (RHS) offers several
different options of processing. As in HALogen, the recast-
ing (changing a keyword to a new keyword, such as convert-
ing a semantic role into a syntactic one), substitution (remov-
ing a keyword and its value, or just changing its value), and
ordering rules (specifying phrasal and word-level ordering in
the word forest) are supported. Two additional rules are sup-
ported in Acorn that are able to handle wh-movement and
other head features. The first is calledempty-creationand its
complement isfilling. In order to effectively use these rules,
a method of passing head and/or foot features is needed. The
following describes trickle-down features, followed by a de-
scription of the empty-creation and filling rules.

Trickle-Down Features
A drawback of the grammar phase is that all features in the
terms must be explicitly coded in the rules, otherwise they are
discarded when ordering rules are applied. Using a simple
example of subject-object placement, the followingordering
rule places the subject in front of the verb, and the object
behind.

(grule subject
(:subject ?s)
(:object ?o)

>>
(-> (?s) (?rest) (?o)))

Three new branches are created in the forest, one each for
(?s), (?rest), and (?o). This rule creates a branch in the word
forest that is a conjunct of three non-terminal nodes:

N3 -> N4 N5 N6

Processing of the (?s) and (?o) branches is restarted at the top
of the grammar, but they do not contain any features (the ?rest
variable is a catch-all variable that represents all features not
matched in the LHS). Indeed, it is possible to write rules with
a list of optional features, and include them in the RHS:

(grule subject
(:subject ?s)
(:object ?o)

&keep &optional
(:gap ?g)

>>
(-> (?s :gap ?g) (?rest) (?o :gap ?g)))

However, this quickly leads to bloated rules and can slow
the matching procedure considerably. It is very intuitive to
keep features like head and foot features hidden from the
grammar writer as much as possible. This is accomplished
through what we are callingtrickle-down features. The syn-
tax for these special case features includes an asterisk before
the name, as in:*gap. The result of using these features is to
get the effect of the latter rule with the ease of use in the for-
mer rule. It essentially trickles down the features until their
appropriate place in the input utterance is found. Figure 3
shows the feature ’searching’ for its correct path. One use of
this is shown in the following examples of theempty-creation
andfilling rules.

G4

*gap G4

*gap G4
*gap G4

*gap G4

"now""did" "buy""they" "what"

*gap G4
*gap G4

*gap G4

1

2

3 4 5 6 8

7

Figure 3: A graphical representation of trickle down features.
The gap head feature can be seen percolating to each node,
finding its true path (1->2->6) to the wh-termwhat, and link-
ing the filler with the gap (6->G4).

Empty-Creation
When building the word forest, we often need to create a
gap node that will be filled later by movement phenomena,
such as in wh-questions. The content of the node may not
be known, but throughempty-creation, we can instantiate a
variable and link it to the current location in the word forest.
This variable can then be attached to a specialtrickle-down
featurewhich is implicitly passed through the grammar. The
following is an example of an empty-creation rule:

(grule wh-question
(:root ?r +) ;; root term
:g (:speechact ?s sa_wh-question)
((gentemp "?GAP") ?wh-gap)

>>
(g-> ?wh-gap)
(-> ?wh-gap (?rest : * gap ?wh-gap)))

The first half of the RHS (the g-> rule) creates a global
variable and binds a new word forest node label to it. This
label is then used in the second half of the RHS where the
node is inserted into the word forest, and as of now, is empty.
The variable is then passed as a trickle-down feature :*gap to
the current term using the ?rest catch-all variable. This rule
is applied to node 1 in figure 3, creating gap node G4 and the
?rest node 2, passing the :*gap through the forest.

Filling
Filling rules perform the wh-movement needed in wh-
questions and many complement structures. Filling in the
context of Acorn can be seen as binding a gap variable that
has already been created through an empty-creation rule. The
following is an example filling rule that completes the above
wh-gap example.

(grule gap-fill
(:indicator ?i wh-term)
(: * gap ?gap)

>>
(b-> ?gap (?rest)))
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This rule checks that the current term is awh-termthat has
a gap head feature. The RHS (the b-> rule) binds the current
term to the gap that has already been created, filling the empty
node in the word forest. The Filling rule essentially grafts a
branch onto a location in the word forest that has previously
been created by an Empty-Creation rule. The dotted line in
figure 3 is created by such a Filling rule.

3.3 Grammar Over-Generation
One of the main attractions of the two-phased approach is
that the grammar in the first phase can be left linguistically
unconstrained and over-generates many possibilities for an
input utterance. However, the statistical second phase may
then be over-burdened with the task of searching it. The con-
verse problem arises when the first stage is too constrained
and does not produce enough realizations to be natural and
flexible, perhaps removing the need for a stochastic phase en-
tirely. There needs to be a balance between the two stages.
The processing time is also critical in that over-generation
can take too much time to be useful for dialogue.

The grammar used in HALogen largely relied on the over-
generation first phase to ensure full coverage of the output.
It also reduced the number of rules in the grammar. Subject-
verb agreement was loosely enforced, particularly with sub-
ject number. Also, singular and plural nouns were both gener-
ated when the input was unspecified, doubling the size of the
noun phrase possibilities. One of the biggest over-generations
was in morphology. HALogen has its own morphology gen-
erator that relies on over-generating algorithms rather than
a lexicon to morph words. The typical word forest then
contains many unknown words that are ignored during the
stochastic search, but which explode the size of the word for-
est. Lastly, modifiers are over-generated to appear both in
front of and behind the head words.

Our approach removes the above over-generation and links
a lexicon to the grammar for morphology. Subject-verb
agreement is enforced where possible without dramatically
increasing the grammar size, nouns are only made plural
when the input specifies so (under the assumption that the
input would contain such semantically critical information),
and modifiers are placed in specific locations on certain
phrases (i.e. adjectives are always premodifiers for nouns,
complements of infinitive verbs are postmodifiers, etc.).

These changes greatly reduce the runtime of the first phase
and directly affect the runtime of the second phase by creating
smaller word forests.

3.4 Algorithm
Forest Creation
Word forest creation begins with the input utterance, such as
the one in figure 2. The top level utterance features are stored
in a global feature list, easily accessed by the grammar rules
if need be. The:root feature points to the root semantic term
given in the list of:terms. This root term is then processed,
beginning at the top of the grammar.

The grammar is pre-processed and each rule is indexed in
a hash table of features according to the least popular feature
in the rule. For example, if a rule has two features,:theme
and :agent, and:agentonly appears in 8 rules while:theme

(v87 :indicator f :class purchase
        :subject v91 :object v93)

(v91 ... :position subject) (v87 :indicator f :class purchase) (v93 ... :position object)

"she" "bought" "computer""a"

Figure 4: A word forest created from the Acorn grammar.

appears in 14, the rule will be added to the list of rules in
the :agent bin. During processing of an input term, all of
the term’s features are extracted and the rules under each fea-
ture in the hash table are merged into an ordered subset of
the full grammar. This process differs from HALogen and
its successors by vastly limiting the number of rules that are
checked against each input. Instead of checking 250 rules, we
may only check the relevant 20 rules. After a grammar rule
matches, the index is queried again with the new term(s) from
the RHS of the rule. A new subset of the grammar is created
and used to continue processing through the grammar.

RHS expansions create (1) ordering constraints, (2) new
branches, and (3) feature modifications to the current term.
Options (1) and (2) are typically done with ordering rules
such as the following RHS:

(-> (?s :position subject)
(?rest) (?o :position object))

The variables are either bound from the LHS conditions, or
are unbound (conditions that follow the&optional indicator
in the LHS) and ignored during RHS expansion. The?rest
variable is a special case variable which refers to the current
term and its features that do not appear in the LHS (by default,
features in the LHS that are matched are removed from the
term, unless they follow a&keep indicator). In the above
example, there will be a new conjunction branch with three
child nodes in the word forest, as shown in figure 4.

When this rule is matched, the ?s node will bind its vari-
able that must point to one of the terms in the input utterance’s
:termslist. Processing will now begin with that term, attach-
ing any features in the RHS to it (in this example, :position
subject), at the top of the grammar. Once completed, pro-
cessing will continue with the current term (?rest) until the
grammar is exhausted. Finally, the third term (?o ...) will be-
gin at the top of the grammar. As discussed in section 3.2,
any trickle-down features in the current term are appended to
the three terms when processing begins/continues on each of
them.

A term attempts to match each rule in the grammar until
a RHS creates a leaf node. This is accomplished by a RHS
expansion into an initial atom that is a string. Finally, inline
functions are allowed to be used in the grammar. The follow-
ing example calls the functionstringifyand its returned value
is bound to the?str variable. These calls are typically used to
access the lexicon.
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(grule stringify
(:lex ?lex)
;; convert lexical item to string
((stringify ?lex) ?str)

&optional
(:cat ?cat)

>>
(-> (?str :cat ?cat)))

PathFinder

The PathFinder module of Acorn is the second stage, respon-
sible for determining the most likely path through the forest.
In this stage, the hypotheses from the grammar are analyzed
and the top word ordering is chosen based on n-gram stochas-
tic models derived from corpora.

The algorithm we implemented in PathFinder is largely the
same as the one described in[Langkilde, 2000]. It is a dy-
namic programming algorithm that stores the topm phrases
at each decision point based on the leading and trailing words
in the phrase. When dealing with n-grams, we only need
to keep track of the firstn − 1 and the lastn − 1 words in
each phrase. Our approach not only tracks thesefeaturesas
Langkilde calls them, but PathFinder also sorts the topm
phrases and prunes any duplicates. Pruning duplicates of-
fers an advantage in runtime when the phrases are merged
with neighboring phrases. The complexity analysis is still
O(m∗m) = O(m2), but in practice, pruning phrases reduces
the number of phrases to some number less thanm.

The largest change to the algorithm is that we added dy-
namic interpolation of language models. PathFinder can load
any number of models and interpolate them together during
n-gram analysis using an input set of weights. PathFinder
also has the capability to use feature-based models and word
history models.

Feature models, such as part of speech n-grams, model the
features1 of forest leaves instead of the lexical items. The
Forest Creation stage is able to output features in addition to
lexical items, as seen in the RHS of this forest leaf:

N6 :POS NN :BASE COMPUTER -> "COMPUTERS"

There are two ’features’ on this leaf,posandbase. Parame-
ters can be passed to PathFinder that command it to use the
features instead of the RHS string when applying a language
model to the forest. This option is not evaluated in this paper,
but is a promising option for future work.

Word history models keep track of the current discourse
and monitor word usage, providing a history of word choice
and calculating a unigram probability for each word. The
PathFinder is updated on each utterance in the dialogue and
applies a decaying word history approach, similar to the work
in [Clarkson and Robinson, 1997]. This model is not evalu-
ated in this paper, but is useful in portraying the breadth of
coverage that a stochastic phase can provide to dialogue.

1Here we refer to features in the grammar phase, as in feature-
values. These are not to be confused with the features of Langkilde
in the forest search phase.

:action :co-theme :property
:addressee :cognizer :purpose
:affected :compared-to :rank
:agent :cost :result
:along-with :effect :sit-val
:associated :entity :state
:attribute :event-relative :theme
:beneficiary :experiencer :time-duration-rel
:cause :of :value
:center :patient

Figure 5: The main semantic features in Acorn’s grammar.

4 Evaluation
The three factors that are most important in evaluating dia-
logue generation is portability, coverage, and speed. Other
factors include naturalness, flexibility, and many more, but
the above three are evaluated in this paper to address con-
cerns of domain independent generation and real-time dia-
logue. During one’s efforts to address the latter concern by
constraining the size of the word forest, it is very easy to lose
the former.

4.1 The Grammar
Acorn’s grammar contains 189 rules and is heavily seman-
tic based, although the semantic features and concepts are
transformed into syntactic features before word ordering is
decided. It is possible to input a syntactic utterance, but this
evaluation is only concerned with semantic input. The gram-
mar was created within the context of a computer purchasing
domain in which the dialogue system is a collaborative assis-
tant that helps the user define and purchase a computer. We
had a corpus of 216 utterances from developers of the system
who created their own mock dialogues. The grammar was
constructed mainly based on these parsed utterances. Other
domains such as an underwater robotic mine search and a
database query interface were used to represent as many se-
mantic roles as possible. The list of the main semantic fea-
tures in Acorn’s grammar is provided in figure 5.

4.2 Evaluation Methodology
Each utterance that was able to be parsed in our target dia-
logues was automatically transformed into the input syntax of
Acorn. These inputs were pushed through Acorn, resulting in
a single, top ranked utterance. This utterance was compared
to the target utterance using the Generation String Accuracy
metric. This metric compares a target string to the generated
string and counts the number of word movements (M), sub-
stitutions (S), deletions (D), and insertions (I) (not counting
deletions and insertions implicitly included in movements).
The metric is given below (L is the number of tokens in the
target string):

1− M + I + D + S

L
(1)

Before comparison, all contractions were split into single
lexical items to prevent the metric from penalizing seman-
tically similar phrases (e.g.aren’t to are not). The Simple
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Utterance Lengths
number of words 1-2 3-5 6-9 10-

Number of utterances 661 177 109 39

Figure 6: Number of utterances of each word length. The ma-
jority are grounding/acknowledgements (661 utterances out
of 986). We only evaluated those of length 3 or more, 325
utterances.

String Accuracy metric was also applied to provide compar-
ison against studies that may not use the Generation Metric;
however, the Generation Metric intuitivelyrepairs some of
the former’s failings, namely double penalization for word
movement. More on these and other metrics can be found in
[Bangaloreet al., 2000].

4.3 Domain Independent Evaluation

Acorn was evaluated using the Monroe Corpus[Stent, 2000],
a collection of 20 dialogues. Each dialogue is a conversation
between two English speakers who were given a map of Mon-
roe County, NY and a description of a task that needed to be
solved. There were eight different disaster scenarios ranging
from a bomb attack to a broken leg, and the participants were
to act as emergency dispatchers. It is a significantly different
domain from computer purchasing and was chosen because
it offers a corpus that has been parsed by our parser and thus
has readily available logical forms for input to Acorn. The
length of utterances are shown in figure 6.

The four dialogues that had most recently been updated
to our logical form definitions were chosen for the evalua-
tion. The remaining sixteen are used by PathFinder as a bi-
gram language model of the domain’s dialogue. Two series
of tests were run. The first includes the lexical items as input
to Acorn and the second only includes the ontology concepts.
Generation String Accuracy is used to judge the output of
the system against the original utterances in the Monroe dia-
logues. While there have been other generation metrics that
have been proposed, such as the Bleu Metric[Papineniet al.,
2001], the Generation String Accuracy metric still provides
a measure of system improvement and a comparison against
other systems. Bleu requires more than one correct output
option to be of worthwhile (’quantity leads to quality’), so is
not as applicable with only one target utterance.

4.4 Domain Specific Evaluation

In order to compare the domain independent evaluation with
a domain specific evaluation, the same evaluation described
in 4.2 was used on the computer purchasing corpus that in-
cludes the logical forms on which Acorn’s grammar is based.
As described in 4.1, the domain is an assistant that collabora-
tively purchases computers online for the user. There are 132
utterances of length three or more in this corpus. The n-gram
models were automatically generated using a hand formed
word grammar of sample sentences. Both Simple and Gen-
eration String Accuracy were used to compare the output of
Acorn to the target utterances in the corpus.

Domain Independent: Monroe Rescue

Simple String Accuracy
Baseline Random Path Final

Lexical Items 0.28 0.55 0.67
Semantic Concepts N/A 0.38 0.59

Generation String Accuracy
Baseline Random Path Final

Lexical Items 0.28 0.59 0.70
Semantic Concepts N/A 0.40 0.62

Figure 7: The Simple and Generation String Accuracy results
of Acorn in the Monroe domain. The two baseline metrics
and the final Acorn scores are given.

4.5 Baselines
Two baselines were included in the evaluation as compara-
tive measures. The first is named simply,baseline, and is a
random ordering of the lexical inputs to Acorn. Instead of
using a grammar to choose the ordering of the input lexical
items, thebaselineis a simple procedure which traverses the
input terms, outputting each lexical item as it comes across
them. When there are multiple modifiers on a term, the order
of which to follow first is randomly chosen. This baseline is
only run when lexical items are provided in the input.

The second baseline is calledRandom Pathand serves as
a baseline before the second phase of Acorn. A random path
through the resulting word forest of the first phase of Acorn
is extracted and compared against the target utterance. This
allows us to evaluate the usefulness of the second stochas-
tic phase. Both these baselines are included in the following
results.

4.6 Results
Two different tests were performed. The first included lexical
choice in the input utterances and the second included only
the ontology concepts. The accuracy scores for the Monroe
domain are shown in figure 7. A semantic input with all lex-
ical items specified scored an average of 0.70 (or 70%) on
325 input utterances. A purely semantic input with just the
ontology classes scored 0.62 (or 62%).

The results from Acorn in the Computer Purchasing Do-
main are shown in figure 8. Both the semantic and lexical
evaluations were run, resulting in an average score of 0.85
(85%) and 0.69 (69%) respectively.

In order to judge usefulness for a real-time dialogue sys-
tem, the runtime for both phases of Acorn was recorded for
each utterance. We also ran HALogen for comparison. Since
its grammar is significantly different from Acorn’s, the out-
put from HALogen is not relevant since little time was spent
in conforming its grammar to our logical form; however, the
runtimes are useful for comparison. The times for both Acorn
and HALogen are shown in figure 9. With a purely seman-
tic input, Acorn took 0.16 seconds to build a forest and 0.21
seconds to rank it for a total time of 0.37 seconds. HALogen
took a total time of 19.29 seconds. HALogen runs quicker
when lexical choice is performed ahead of time, finishing in
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Domain Specific: Computer Purchasing

Simple String Accuracy
Baseline Random Path Final

Lexical Items 0.28 0.66 0.82
Semantic Concepts N/A 0.47 0.67

Generation String Accuracy
Baseline Random Path Final

Lexical Items 0.28 0.69 0.85
Semantic Concepts N/A 0.49 0.69

Figure 8: The Simple and Generation String Accuracy results
of Acorn in the Monroe domain. The two baseline metrics
and the final Acorn scores are given.

System Runtime
Build Rank Total Runtime

Acorn Lexical 0.06s 0.00s 0.06s
Acorn Semantic 0.16s 0.21s 0.37s
HALogen Lexical 2.26s 0.47s 2.73s
HALogen Semantic 11.51s 7.78s 19.29s

Figure 9: A comparison of runtimes (in seconds) between
Acorn and HALogen. Both the lexical item and the semantic
concept input are shown.

2.73 seconds. The reason is mainly due to its over-generation
of noun plurals, verb person and number, and morphology.

Finally, the runtime improvement of using the grammar
rule indexing algorithm was analyzed. All utterances of word
length five or more with correct parses were chosen from the
dialogues to create forests of sufficient size, resulting in 192
tests. Figure 10 shows the average forest building time with
the indexing algorithm versus the old approach of checking
each grammar rule individually. A 30% improvement was
achieved.

5 Discussion
While it is difficult to quantify, the implementation of trickle-
down features and Empty-Creation and Filling rules accom-
modate well the construction of a grammar that can capture
head/foot features. The forest creation algorithm of HALo-
gen and others is much too cumbersome to implement within,
and representing lexical movement is impossible without it.
The above result of 62% coverage in a new domain is com-

Build Forest Runtime
Normal Grammar 0.30s
Indexed Grammar 0.21s
% Improvement 30%

Figure 10: Runtimes of a sequential grammar rule search for
matching rules versus the rule indexing approach described
in this paper. The average runtime for 192 word forests is
shown.

parable, and arguably better than those given in Langkilde
[Langkilde-Geary, 2002]. This paper uses a semantic ut-
terance input which is most similar to theMin spectest of
Langkilde. TheMin specactually included both the lexical
choice and the surface syntactic roles (such as logical-subject,
instead of theme or agent), resulting in a Simple String Ac-
curacy of 55.3%. Acorn’s input is even more abstract by only
including the semantic roles. Its lexical input, most similar
to theMin spec, but still more abstract with thematic roles,
received 70%. This comparison should only be taken at face
value since dialogue utterances are shorter than the WSJ, but
it provides assurance that a constrained grammar can produce
good output even with a more abstract input. It must also be
noted that the String Accuracy approaches do not take into ac-
count synonyms and paraphrases that are semantically equiv-
alent.

These results also evaluate the amount of effect the
stochastic phase of this approach has on the overall results.
Figure 7 shows that the average random path through the
word forest (the result of the first grammar-based phase) was
only 0.40 (40%). After PathFinder chooses the most prob-
able path, the average is 0.62 (62%). We can conclude that
the grammar is still over-generating possible realizations and
that this approach does require the second stochastic phase to
choose a realization based on previously seen corpora.

The difference between the results in the known domain
(computer purchasing) and the new domain (monroe rescue)
is 85% to 70% (69% to 62% without lexical items). While
the difference is too great to claim domain independence on
a semantic input, one of the main advantages of the over-
generation grammar is that it requires less work to construct a
new grammar when domains are switched. Here we see 70%
achieved for zero invested time. A study that analyzes the
time it takes a programmer to reach 85% has yet to be done.

The runtime improvement of our approach is more drastic
than originally thought possible. An average runtime of 0.37
seconds is decidedly within the time constraints of an effec-
tive dialogue system. While the 30% improvement in gram-
mar indexing is also significant, the larger gains appear to
be results of finer morphology and person/number agreement
between verbs and their subjects. Compared with 19.29 sec-
onds of the previous implementation, it shows that a middle
ground between over-generation and statistical determination
is a viable solution.

Finally, more work is needed to produce better output. The
majority of errors in this approach are modifier placement
choices. Without a formal grammar, the final placement de-
cisions are ultimately decided by an n-gram language model,
resulting in short-sighted decisions. Even though 85% from
a semantic input is a good result, modifiers tend to be the one
area that falls behind. Several examples of this can be seen in
Appendix B where some poor generations are shown.

6 Related Work
Stochastic work on the FERGUS system[Chenet al., 2002]
uses a TAG grammar to produce a word lattice of possible
realizations. The lattice is traversed to find the most likely
path. The work in[Chenet al., 2002] generated sentences in
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0.28 seconds for an Air-Travel Domain. This paper differs
in that the input to FERGUS is a shallow syntactic tree, con-
taining all lexemes and function words. In addition, surface
syntax trees were mapped one-to-one with each template in
the Air-Travel domain. There was little, if any, flexibility in
the semantic input. This paper presents a result of 0.37 sec-
onds that includes both the sentence planner, surface realizer,
and a grammar that generates multiple realizations based on
both syntaxandsemantics.

Work was done on the Oxygen system[Habash, 2000] to
improve the speed of the two-phased Nitrogen generator, a
predecessor to HALogen. The work pre-compiled a declar-
ative grammar into a functional program, thus removing the
need to match rules during forest creation. This paper differs
in that similar performance was achieved without the need
for pre-compiling nor a more complex grammar syntax. This
paper also described lexical movement and trickle down fea-
tures not supported in Oxygen.

Chambers[Chambers and Allen, 2004] used HALogen in
a dialogue system and performed a human evaluation of the
mixed syntax/semantic input. Their input converted their do-
main independent logical form into the HALogen input. This
work differs in that we obviously did not use the HALo-
gen system, but implemented a more efficient two-phased ap-
proach. The work by Chambers and Allen did not analyze
runtime, perform sentence planning (not a full semantic in-
put), nor provide results from the common String Accuracy
metrics for comparison to other approaches.

7 Conclusion
Stochastic approaches to natural language processing are of-
ten criticized for being too slow, particularly in recent at-
tempts in language generation. This paper describes Acorn,
a system that generates dialogue utterances in an average
of 0.37 seconds. The approach and its additional advances
in word forest creation were described, such as a technique
called trickle-down features that allow a grammar to pass
head/foot features through a generation input, enabling lan-
guage phenomena such as wh-movement to be represented.
The grammar syntax and an evaluation of the coverage in an
unknown domain were presented. The coverage is compa-
rable and the runtime drastically out-performs previous ap-
proaches.

A Example Semantic and Lexical Input
Below is an example utterance from the Monroe corpus and
its purely semantic and lexical input to Acorn. In this exam-
ple, only the wordshave, helicopter, andStrong Memorialare
absent in the semantic input. The resulting generation output
from Acorn is also shown.

Original utterance:
’and i also have a helicopter at strong memorial’

Semantic Input to Acorn:
((utt :speechact satell :mods v05 :saterm v88 :terms

((v88 :indicator speechact :class satell :content v27
:mods v05)

(v05 :indicator f :class conjunct :lex and :of v88)
(v27 :indicator f :class have :co-theme v63 :theme v09

:mods v64 :mods v23 :tense present)
(v09 :indicator pro :class person :context-rel i)
(v23 :indicator f :class additive :lex also :of v27)
(v63 :indicator a :class air-vehicle)
(v64 :indicator f :class spatial-loc :lex at :of v27 :val v75)
(v75 :indicator the :class facility

:name-of (strong memorial)))))

Lexical Input to Acorn:
((utt :speechact satell :mods v05 :saterm v88 :terms

((v88 :indicator speechact :class satell :content v27
:mods v05)
(v05 :indicator f :class conjunct :lex and :of v88)
(v27 :indicator f :class have :lex have :co-theme v63

:theme v09 :mods v64 :mods v23 :tense present)
(v09 :indicator pro :class person :lex i :context-rel i)
(v23 :indicator f :class additive :lex also :of v27)
(v63 :indicator a :class air-vehicle :lex helicopter)
(v64 :indicator f :class spatial-loc :lex at :of v27 :val v75)
(v75 :indicator the :class facility :lex strong-memorial

:name-of (strong memorial)))))

Acorn Generation:
’and i have a helicopter also at strong memorial’

B Example Poor Output
Below are some target and generated utterances from Acorn,
illustrating several common errors, and are not examples of
success. The first utterance is the real target one, and the
second is the Acorn generated utterance.

1. ”i think i have a disability with maps”
”i think i have disability with maps”

2. ”they should have stayed in front of the tv”
”in a front of the tv should stay they”

3. ”and i also have a helicopter at strong memorial”
”and i have a helicopter also at strong memorial”

4. ”i can’t see it on the map”
”i can not on the map see it”

5. ”probably all of them are hospitals”
”probably hospitals are all them”

6. ”are you talking to me”
”are you talking me”

7. ”and there are three people on a stretcher at the airport ”
”and three people on a stretcher are at the airport”

8. ”then there’s one stretcher patient at the mall”
”then stretcher one patient is at the mall”

9. ”so that guy should just walk to the hospital”
”so that guy should walk to the hospital just”

10. ”i think that’s a very good plan”
”i think that is very good plan”
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C Example Good Output
Below are a list of target utterances that Acorn matched ex-
actly, word for word. It is obviously not a complete list.

1. ”i’m not doing this on purpose”

2. ”we can bring it to strong memorial”

3. ”it’s on elmwood and mount hope ”

4. ”so the heart attack person can’t go there”

5. ”and bring them to saint mary’s”

6. ”do you have any suggestions?”

7. ”we can put him in one ambulance”

8. ”because we have only six wounded”

9. ”i think that’s a good idea”

10. ”and the other one is at the airport”

11. ”what can i say?”
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Abstract

Natural language has a high paraphrastic power yet
not all paraphrases are appropriate for all contexts.
In this paper, we present a TAG based surface re-
aliser which supports both the generation and the
selection of paraphrases. To deal with the combi-
natorial explosion typical of such an NP-complete
task, we introduce a number of new optimisations
in a tabular, bottom-up surface realisation algo-
rithm. We then show that one of these optimisations
supports paraphrase selection.

1 Introduction
As is well known, natural language has a very high paraphras-
tic power so that the same core meaning can be expressed in
many different ways[Gross, 1975; Mel’čuk, 1988]. Yet not
all paraphrases are appropriate for all contexts. So for in-
stance, a sentence and its converse (1a) express the same core
meaning and so can be considered paraphrases of each other.
Yet as example (1b) illustrates, they are not interchangeable
in the context of a control verb:

(1) a. John borrowed a book from Mary.
≡Mary lent a book to John

b. Peter persuaded John to borrow a book from Mary.
6≡ Peter persuaded Mary to lend a book to John

Similarly, a canonical and a cleft sentence (2a) communi-
cate the same core meaning yet a contrastive context (2b) only
admits the cleft version.

(2) a. John looks at Mary.
≡ It is Mary that John looks at

b. * It is not Sarah, John looks at Mary.
It is not Sarah, it is Mary that John looks at

More generally, the anaphoric potential (that is, the dis-
course status of the entities being talked about) of the pre-
ceding discourse, its structure, the presence of an embedding
verb or of a given subordinating or coordinating conjunction
are all factors which may restrict the use of paraphrases. To
preserve completeness, it is therefore important that a gener-
ator be able to produce paraphrases in a systematic fashion.

On the other hand, it is also well known that surface real-
isation (the task of producing the set of sentences associated
by a grammar with a given semantic representation) is NP-
complete[Brew, 1992].

In this paper, we present a TAG based surface realiser
which supports both the generation and the selection ofgram-
matical paraphrases (section 2 and 3). To deal with the re-
sulting combinatorics, we introduce a number of new opti-
misations (section 4). We then show how one of these op-
timisations can be used to support the selection of contextu-
ally appropriate paraphrases (section 5). Finally, we relate
our approach to similar proposals and show that it compares
favourably in terms of efficiency (section 6 and 7).

2 The grammar

The grammar used by the surface realiser is Feature-based
TAG, a unification based version of Tree Adjoining Gram-
mar. Briefly1, a Feature-based TAG consists of a set of (aux-
iliary or initial) elementary trees and of two tree composition
operations: substitution and adjunction. Substitution inserts a
tree onto a leaf node of another tree2 while adjunction inserts
an auxiliary tree into a derived tree (i.e., either an elementary
tree or a tree resulting from the combination of two trees). In
an FTAG, each tree node which is not a substitution node is
associated with two feature structures calledtop andbottom
and during derivation, the following unifications take place.

• The adjunction at some node X withtop featurestX
andbottom featuresbX , of an auxiliary tree with root
top featuresr and footbottom featuresf entails the
unification oftX with r and ofbX with f .

• The substitution at some node X withtop featurestX
of a tree with roottop featurest entails the unification
of tX with t.

• At the end of a derivation, thetop andbottom features
of all nodes in the derived tree are unified.

1For more details on FTAG see[Vijay-Shanker and Joshi, 1988].
2Leaf nodes where substitution can take place are graphically

distinguished by a down arrow.
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In the FTAG used by the surface realisation algorithm, lin-
guistic expressions are associated with semantic representa-
tions as advocated in[Gardent and Kallmeyer, 2003]. The se-
mantic representations used are flat semantic representations
in the sense of[Copestakeet al., 2001] and thesemantic pa-
rameters(that is, the semantic indices representing the miss-
ing arguments of the semantic functors) are represented by
unification variables.

Further, each elementary tree is associated with a semantic
representation of the type just described and the appropriate
nodes of the elementary trees are decorated with semantic in-
dices or parameters.

More precisely, the substitution nodes of the tree associated
with a semantic functor will be associated with semantic pa-
rameters whilst root nodes and certain adjunction nodes will
be labelled with semantic indices. As trees are combined,
semantic parameters and semantic indices are unified by the
FTAG unification mechanism thus specifying which semantic
index provides the value for which semantic parameter.

Generally, the idea is that the association between tree
nodes and unification variables encodes the syntax/seman-
tics interface: it specifies which node in the tree provides the
value for which semantic parameter in the semantic represen-
tation of a semantic functor. So for instance, the trees for
John, lovesandMary will be as given in Figure 1. The tree for
loves is associated with a semantic representation including
the two semantic parametersx andy. These parameters also
label the subject and the object substitution nodes of this tree.
Conversely, the root node of the tree forJohn is labelled with
the semantic indexj. If the string parsed isJohn loves Mary,
this tree will be substituted at the subject substitution node of
the lovestree thus instantiating the semantic parameterx to j.
And similarly, for theMary tree.

S

NP↓x VP

NPj V NP↓y NPm

John loves Mary

name(j,john) love(x,y) name(m,mary)

⇒ love(j,m),name(j,john),name(m,mary)

Figure 1:John loves Mary

Coverage. The grammar used describes a core fragment for
French and contains around 4 000 trees. It covers some 35
basic subcategorisation frames and for each of these frames,
the set of argument redistributions (active, passive, middle,
reflexivisation, impersonal, passive impersonal) and of argu-
ment realisations (cliticisation, extraction, omission,permu-
tations, etc.) possible for this frame. As a result, it captures
most grammatical paraphrases that is, paraphrases due to di-
verging argument realisations or to different meaning pre-
serving alternation (e.g., active/passive or clefted/nonclefted
sentence).

3 The basic algorithm
The basic surface realisation algorithm used is summarisedin
Figure 1 (appendix). It is a bottom up, tabular algorithm[Kay,
1996] optimised for TAGs. Its workings can be illustrated by
the following example. Suppose that the input semantics is
the following :

{camp(s,j),john(j),in(s,l),paris(l)}

Then the algorithm proceeds as follows. In a first step (lex-
ical selection), the elementary trees whose semantics sub-
sumes3 part of the input semantics are retrieved and added
to the agenda. In our simple example, the selected trees are
the trees forJean, campe, dansandparis.

The second step (thesubstitution phase) consists in sys-
tematically exploring the possibility of combining two trees
by substitution. It is summarised for our example by the ta-
ble in figure 2 where each line corresponds to a processing
step. The words in each column indicate the trees present at
each step in the chart, the agenda and the agenda for auxiliary
trees (AgendaA). The combination column indicates which
tree combines with which tree by means of which operation
(↓ indicates a substitution,⋆ an adjunction). The trees result-
ing from such a combination are represented using the con-
catenation of the names of the combined trees (jeanCampe is
the tree resulting from the combination of the tree anchored
by Jeanwith that anchored bycampe). Thus, the first line in-
dicates that the trees anchored byJean, campe, dansandParis
are in the agenda and that the chart is empty. The second line
shows that the next state is a state where the tree anchored
by Jeanhas been retrieved from the agenda and added to the
chart. The third line indicates that when the trees anchoredby
campeandJeanare in the chart, they can be combined using
substitution. The result is added to the agenda etc.

More generally, the items are retrieved one by one from
the agenda to be added either to the chart or to the auxiliary
agenda (in the case of an auxiliary tree devoid of substitution
node). For each item added to the chart, all possible substitu-
tions are carried out and the resulting derived trees are added
to the agenda. The loop ends when the agenda is empty.

At this stage, all the items containing an empty substitution
node are erased from the chart (here, the trees anchored by
campeanddansare erased). The agenda is then reinitialised to
the content of the chart and the chart to the content of the aux-
iliary agenda. The third step (theadjunction phase) occurs
then in which all possible adjunctions are performed (figure
3). Finally (retrieval phase), the strings labelling the items in
the chart whose semantics is the input semantics are printed

3Subsumption is here taken to denote term unification. Hence
lexical selection is done on a very “syntactic” basis: only these lexi-
cal entries whose semantics representation matches part ofthe input
semantics are selected. This is partly alleviated by takinglexical
synonymy into account while developing the grammar so that two
(intra- or inter-categorical) synonyms are assigned the same seman-
tic representation. A more complete treatment would require the in-
tegration either of a richer lexical semantics or of a lexical selection
module permitting inference so that for instance “adult(x)male(x)
human(x)” can be inferred to be denoted by the word “man”.
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Agenda Chart Combination AgendaA
Jean,campe,dans,Paris
campe,dans,Paris Jean
dans,Paris campe,Jean ↓(campe,Jean)
Paris,JeanCampe campe,Jean,dans
JeanCampe campe,Jean,dans,Paris ↓(dans,Paris)
dansParis campe,Jean,dans,Paris,JeanCampe

campe,Jean,dans,Paris,JeanCampe dansParis

Figure 2: Sample run of the substitution phase

out, which in this case yields the sentenceJean campe dans
Paris.

4 Optimisations
Surface realisation is NP complete[Brew, 1992]. More-
over the paraphrastic power of natural language is enormous
[Gross, 1975; Mel’čuk, 1988]. Hence optimisation is a key
issue and so is the possibility to select a given paraphrase
on demand. We now present a number of optimisations we
added to the algorithm just described in order to reduce the
combinatorics.

4.1 Tabulation and ordered combinations
Tabulation serves to avoid redundant computations. In analy-
sis, the use of the chart to store intermediate constituentsand
avoid multiple computation of the same structure renders an
exponential task polynomial. In generation however, tabula-
tion increases efficiency by avoiding duplicate computations
but the complexity remains exponential because in particular
of multiple modifiers[Brew, 1992]. Suppose for instance
that the input semantic representation is the following:

fierce(x),little(x),cat(x),black(x)

For this input, a naive bottom-up realisation algorithm will
generate all intermediate structures that is,n! intermediate
structures withn the number of modifiers. Thesen! struc-
tures will furthermore be multiplied by the context so that for
instance given the input forthe fierce little black cat runs, the
following structures will all be generated.

(3) a. fierce cat, fierce black cat, little cat,little black cat, fierce
little cat, black cat
b. the fierce cat, the fierce black cat, the little cat, the little
black cat, the fierce little cat, the black cat
c. the fierce catruns, the fierce black cat runs, the little cat
runs, the little black cat runs, the fierce little cat runs, the black
cat runs

To minimise the impact of multiple modifiers, the algo-
rithm presented here performs all substitutions before con-
sidering adjunctions. In effect, this means that adjunction
only applies to syntactically complete trees and so that the
many intermediate structures induced by the modifiers do not
multiply out with other incomplete structures. In the above
example for instance, (3c) will be computed but neither (3a)
nor (3b).

4.2 Avoiding spurious derivations

Categorical grammars often allow so called spurious deriva-
tions in that one and the same syntactic structure can be
derived in several different ways[Hepple, 1991]. TAGs also
induce spurious derivations due to the fact that substitutions
and adjunctions on different nodes of the same tree can be
carried out in different relative orders all of which resultin
one and the same structure. Thus for instance, given the
trees np(Marie), np(Jean), s(np↓, v(aime), np↓)
and the semanticaime(j,m),jean(j), marie(m), two
derivations are possibles, one wherenp(Jean) is first
substituted ins(np↓, v(aime), np↓) before the tree for
np(Marie) is ; and the other wherenp(Marie) is first
substituted beforenp(Jean) is added. More generally, for a
tree containingn substitution nodes, there will ben! possible
derivations. For instance given the sentence

(4) Jean persuade Marie de promettre à Claire de donner un
livre à Marie.
Jean persuades Mary to promise Claire to give Mary a
book

there will be3! × 2! × 2! = 24 possible derivations all
of them produce the same syntactic tree and hence the same
sentence.

Adjunction suffers from the same shortcoming. Given a
TAG tree andn auxiliary trees that can adjoin to different
nodes of that tree, there aren! possible ways of deriving the
tree resulting from thesen adjunctions.

To avoid these spurious derivations, we impose a unique
order (from left to right) on the sequences of substitutions
and adjunctions done within a given tree. Because the al-
gorithm systematically examines all pairs of items, this re-
striction does not affect completeness : the unique derivation
supported by the imposed constraints will be taken into con-
sideration by the algorithm and will therefore be produced.

A third source of spurious derivations come from the pos-
sibility of having multiple adjunctions on the same node of a
given tree for instance in the case of thelittle black cat. The
auxiliary trees anchored bylittle andblack can adjoin in two
different orders on the tree anchored bycat: eitherlittle is ad-
joined tocat andblack to the foot node oflittle in the resulting
tree orblack is adjoined tocat and little to the root node of
the resulting derived tree. To eliminate this type of spurious
derivations, adjunction on a foot node is ruled out – which is
usual in TAG parsers.
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Agenda Chart Combination AgendaA
Jean,Paris,JeanCampedansParis
Paris,JeanCampe dansParis,Jean
JeanCampe dansParis,Jean,Paris

dansParis,Jean,Paris,JeanCampe⋆(JeanCampe,dansParis)
JeanCampeDansParis dansParis,Jean,Paris,JeanCampe

dansParis,Jean,Paris,JeanCampe,
JeanCampeDansParis

Figure 3: Sample run of the adjunction phase

4.3 Filtering of valid lexical sequences

The most efficient optimisation takes place between the lex-
ical selection phase and that of combination by substitution
and adjunction. At this stage, the number of combinations
that area priori possible is

∏
1≤i≤n

ai with ai the degree of
lexical ambiguity of thei-th literal andn, the number of lit-
erals in the input semantic. That is, the search space is expo-
nential in the number of literals. To reduce the combinatorics,
we use a technique introduced for parsing by[Perrier, 2003]
calledpolarity based filtering.

Polarity based filtering is based on the observation that
many of the combinations of lexical items which cover the in-
put semantics are in fact syntactically invalid either because
a syntactic requirement is not fulfilled or because a syntac-
tic resource is not used. Accordingly, polarity based filtering
detects and eliminates such combinations by:

1. assigning each lexical item a polarity signature reflecting
its syntactic requirements and resources

2. computing for each possible combination of lexical
items the net sum of its syntactic requirements and re-
sources and

3. eliminating all combinations of lexical items that do not
have a net sum of zero (because such combinations can-
not possibly lead to a syntactically valid sentence)

As we shall see below, polarity based filtering is imple-
mented using finite state techniques.

Let us see how this works by running through a simple
example. Suppose that the input semantic representation is:

(5) buy(e,t,j), annoying(e), field(t),john(j)

and that the TAG trees selected for this input are the ones
given in Figure 8 (appendix).

In this figure, the literals following the tree name give the
polarities that are automatically assigned to each of these
trees on the basis of their root and substitution nodes (for in-
stance, thev achetehas polarity(+p − 2n) meaning that it
provides a sentence and requires two NPs). Since in a TAG,
substitution nodes indicates syntactic requirements whilst an
initial tree permits fulfilling a syntactic requirement, polarity
signatures can be automatically computed as follows:

• a polarity of the form+C is added to the tree polarity
signature of each initial tree with root node categoryC.

• a polarity of the form−S is added to the tree polarity
signature of each initial tree for each substitution node
with categoryS in that tree.

Now we need to compute the polarity of all possible com-
binations of lexical items. This is done by:

1. building a polarity automaton for each polarity category
occurring in the set of possible combinations (in this
case,n ands),

2. computing the intersection of these automata and

3. minimising the resulting automaton.

In the final automaton, only the combinations that have a
null polarity are represented. These will be the combinations
actually explored by the realiser.

For the above example, the final automaton is that given in
figure 9 where each state is labelled with the cumulated polar-
ity of the path(s) leading to that state and where the transitions
are labelled with the lexical item covered. As can be seen, the
combinations that are syntactically invalid (in grey in theau-
tomaton) have been eliminated. Thus in particular, the com-
bination of the predicative treen0Vadjwith the verbach̀ete
and its two complements is ruled out (as then requirement of
n0Vadjcannot be satisfied) and conversely, the combination
of the predicative treep0Vadjwith the relational nounachat
(because thep requirement ofp0Vadjcannot be satisfied)4 .

4.4 Combining polarity based filtering and
tabulation

To preserve the factorisation supported by the use of a chart,
polarity filtering must furthermore be integrated with the re-
alisation algorithm. Indeed, each path through a polarity au-
tomaton represents a combination of lexical items whose total
semantics is the input semantics and which may lead to a syn-
tactically valid expression. But some of these paths may share
some subpath(s). To avoid computing these shared subpaths
several times, each selected elementary tree is annotated with

4For lack of space, we ignore here functional words (determiners,
prepositions). In the full algorithm, their treatment is implemented
either by means of co-anchors (a verb whose complément requires a
given preposition for instance, will be assigned a tree withmultiple
anchors, one for the verb, the other for the preposition) or by means
of a richer semantic (contrary to what is shown here, a quantifier will
have a non nul semantics). Note further that lexical items with multi-
literal semantics are also handled as well as items whose semantics
is reduced to an index (pronouns, control verb subject, modifiers,
etc.).
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the set of automaton paths it occurs in. During realisation,
two items will be compared only if the intersection of their
path sets is not empty (they appear in the same automaton
path). The result of a combination is labelled with the in-
tersection of the labels of the combined constituents. In this
way, the elementary items appearing in several paths of the
automaton are only introduced once in the chart and the fac-
torisation of both elementary and derived items that are com-
mon to several automaton path is ensured.

5 Paraphrase selection
As pointed out in the introduction, not all paraphrases are ap-
propriate in all contexts. To test the ability to generate contex-
tually appropriate sentences, we augmented the realiser with
a paraphrase selection mechanism based on the polarity fil-
tering system described in section (4.3). For instance, it is
possible to select from among the possible realisations for
regarde(j,m), jean(j), marie(m), the variant where
jean is verbalised as a cleft subject namely,C’est Jean qui re-
garde Marie (It is John who is looking at Mary).

More generally, the selection constraints allowed are
syntactico-semantic constraints of the formSynt:SemIndex
whereSynt is a morpho-syntactic feature (declarative, inter-
rogative, cleft, pronoun, etc.) andSemIndex is an index oc-
curring in the input semantics.

Intuitively, a selection constraint supports the selection,
for a given semantic index, of the variant(s) obeying the
syntactico-semantic constraint set by the selection constraint
for that index.

Formally, these constraints are imposed during the polarity
filtering phase as follows. The syntacticpropertiessupported
by the selection constraints are automatically associateddur-
ing grammar compilation to the elementary trees of the gram-
mar by means of so-called hypertags[Kinyon, 2000]. This is
made possible by the fact that the TAG used is derived from
a metagrammar[Crabbé and Duchier, 2004] that is, from a
highly factorised way of representing the linguistic concepts
encoded in the TAG trees. Roughly, the metagrammar for-
malism is used (i) to define abstractions over these concepts
and (ii) to combine these abstractions so as to produce the el-
ementary trees of a TAG. During the metagrammar compila-
tion process, a so-calledhypertagis built for each tree which
records the abstractions used to produce that tree. Thus hy-
pertags contain detailed information about the linguisticcon-
tent of the TAG elementary trees. In particular, the hypertag
of the tree with clefted subject of the n0vn1 family (i.e., the
set of verbs taking two nominal arguments) will contain the
property+cleft:X whereX is the semantic index associated
with the subject node.

During lexical selection, this index is instantiated by unifi-
cation with the input so that the selected elementary tree for
regardewill have the property+cleft:j.

Conversely, arestrictor is a property that a lexical item in-
tervening in the production of the generated paraphrasesmust
have. In the above example, the restrictor is-cleft:jmean-
ing that thej index must be realised by a clefted structure.

Paraphrase selection is implemented by parameterising the
realiser with a restrictor (for instance,-cleft:j). This re-

strictor is then used to initialise the polarity automaton and
eliminate (by polarity filtering) all these combinations which
do not contain the+cleft:j charge (since the negative
charge introduced during initialisation must be cancelled). As
a result, the realiser will only produce the variant:

(6) C’est Jean qui regarde Marie.

More generally, the polarity mechanism permits selecting
paraphrases on the basis of the information contained in the
grammar hypertags or in the TAG tree features. This infor-
mation, which is decided upon by the grammar writer, can be
both fine grained and of different natures.

Feature values can be used to control the feature values
associated with the root node of the constructed tree, typically
requiring that it is of interrogative, declarative or imperative
mood.

Hypertags can be used more generally to control the selec-
tion of the lexical items entering in the generated construct.
Importantly, the information they contain can be specified
both at the grammar and at the lexical level so that para-
phrase selection can then operate both on features determined
by syntax and on lexically determined characteristics (level
of speech, modality, type of semantic relation, thematic and
fore/backgrounding structure, etc;).

6 Implementation and Experimentation
The realiser described here has been implemented in Haskell.
It includes a graphical interface as well as a debugger so that
the user can inspect the content of the chart and of the agenda
at each step of the algorithm. It also supports batch process-
ing thus permitting a systematic evaluation of the impact of
various optimisations combinations. In what follows, we dis-
cuss the effect of polarity filtering and of paraphrase selection
in that system.

6.1 The effect of polarity filtering
To get an estimate of how our realiser compares with exist-
ing published results, we revisited the test cases discussed
in [Carroll et al., 1999] and[Koller and Striegnitz, 2002] by
producing similar sentences in French namely (7a) and (7b).

(7) a. Le directeur de ce bureau auditionne un nouveau consul-
tant d’Allemagne (The manager in that office interviews a
new consultant from Germany)

b. Le directeur organise un nouveau seminaire d’equipe heb-
domadaire special (The manager organises an unusual ad-
ditional weekly departmental conference).

The grammar used contains 2063 trees. In this grammar,
the verborganiseris associated with 107 trees and adjectives
with 8 trees. For the purpose of efficiency testing, we fur-
thermore treated the PPd’équipeas an adjective. As a result,
there are107 × 8 (856) combinations of lexical items cover-
ing the input semantics for example (7a) while for example
(7b), this number is107 × 84. The effect of polarity filtering
for these two examples is summarised in the following table.

That is, polarity filtering reduces the number of lexical
items combinations actually explored from 856 to 55 in the
first case and from 438 272 to 232 in the second.
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Example 7a Example 7b
Possible combinations 856 438 272

Combinations explored 55 232
Sentences (w/o selection) 9 216

Figure 4: Filtering out combinations

Note furthermore that despite the overhead introduced by
the construction of the polarity automaton, polarity filtering
reduces overall processing times (cf. Figure 5).

Optimisations Example 7a Example 7b
none 14.8 s 93.8 s

pol 0.8 s 14.7 s
Carroll 1.8 s 4.3 s
Koller 1.4 s 0.8 s

Figure 5: Processing times

Thus, for the examples considered, processing times are
reduced by 95% and 84% respectively. The processing times
for (7a) compares favourably with those published for both
the Carroll et al. and the Koller and Striegnitz realisers. This
comparison is not all that meaningful, however, since we are
using different grammars and significantly faster computers,
a 3 Ghz Pentium IV to the 700 Mhz Pentium III in[Koller
and Striegnitz, 2002].

Indeed, the poor performance of our surface realiser in ex-
ample (7b) is directly related to the degree of lexical ambi-
guity in our grammar. As illustrated in section 4.1, input se-
mantics with multiple modifiers pose a problem for surface
realisers. Although performing adjunction separately from
substitution prevents this problem from spilling over intoin-
complete structures, the fact remains thatn translate ton!
structures. Further aggravating the situation is that our gram-
mar provides 8 trees for every adjective, leading to85×5!, or
3.9 million possible structures. When we modified our gram-
mar to only have one tree per adjective, our realisation times
dropped to 9s without filtering and 2.7s with. This exam-
ple calls to attention the fact that polarity filtering does not
account for lexical ambiguity in modifiers. In section 7, we
suggest some potential mechanisms for dealing with modi-
fiers, which we expect to be complementary to the filtering
technique.

6.2 Paraphrase selection
Paraphrase selection permits reducing the combinatorics one
step further. Thus introducing a cleft restrictor for examples
(7a) and (7b), causes the generator to produce fewer results,
2 sentences instead of 9 in the first example, and 18 instead
of 54 in the second.

These figures can be explained as follows. The grammar
allows 9 syntactic structures for the input considered namely:

(8) a. C’est par le directeur de ce bureau qu’un nouveau
consultant d’Allemagne est auditionné
b. C’est le directeur de ce bureau qui auditionne un
nouveau consultant d’Allemagne
c. C’est un nouveau consultant d’Allemagne

qu’auditionne le directeur de ce bureau
d. C’est un nouveau consultant d’Allemagne que le
directeur de ce bureau auditionne
e. C’est un nouveau consultant d’Allemagne qui est
auditionné par le directeur de ce bureau
f. Le directeur de ce bureau auditionne un nouveau
consultant d’Allemagne
g. Un nouveau consultant d’Allemagne est auditionné
par le directeur de ce bureau

Since for the moment the grammar places no constraints on
the respective order of modifiers, there are 9 possible realisa-
tions for example (7a) and9 × 3! for example (7b). With the
object cleft restrictions on “consultant”, these numbers drop
to 2 for the first example and to2 × 3! for the second.

Example 7a Example 7b
Sentences (w/o selection) 9 54

Sentences (with selection) 2 18

Figure 6: Selection

Accordingly, the processing time drops by 63% and 88%
with respect to simple polarities (cf. Figure 7).

Optimisations Example 7a Example 7b
none 14.8 s 93.8 s

pol 0.8 s 14.7 s
pol + select 0.3 s 1.8 s

Figure 7: Polarity + Selection

7 Related approaches
Several recent papers focus on improving the efficiency of
surface realisation. In this section, we relate our approach to
the HPSG based approach presented in[Carroll et al., 1999],
to the statistical and semi-statistical strategies used in[Ban-
galore and Rambow, 2000] and in[White, 2004] and to the
constraint based approach described in[Koller and Striegnitz,
2002]. We also briefly relate it to the greedy strategy used in
[Stoneet al., 2003].

7.1 Copestake et al.’s HPSG approach
As mentioned in section 4.1, multiple modifiers may trig-
ger an exponential number of intermediate structures. The
“adjunction after substitution” idea is inspired from the pro-
posal made in[Carroll et al., 1999] that a complete syntactic
skeleton be built before modifiers be inserted into that tree.
Because the Carroll et al. proposal is set within the HPSG
framework however, extracted modifiers as inWhich office
did John work in? need specific treatment. In contrast, in
TAG, all modifiers are treated using adjunction so that no spe-
cific treatment is required. All that is needed is that adjunc-
tion only be applied after all possible substitutions have been
carried out. A second, more meaningful difference is that no
suchglobal optimisation as polarity filtering is proposed to
filter out on the basis of global information about the sets of
possible combinations, a priori invalid ones.
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7.2 Statistical approaches
Interestingly,[White, 2004] proposes a treatment of modifiers
which is in some sense the converse of the “adjunction after
substitution” treatment and where complete NPs are first built
before they are combined with the verb. This second option is
also feasible in TAG (adjunction would then apply on specific
sets of lexical entries and the results combined with the verb)
and it would be interesting to experiment and compare the
relative efficiency of both approaches within the TAG frame-
work.

Both approaches isolate the addition of modifiers to a con-
stituent, thereby avoiding spurious combinations with unre-
lated constituents; but neither directly address the fact that are
still an exponentialn! ways to combine anyn modifiers for
a single constituent.[White, 2004] and[Bangalore and Ram-
bow, 2000] propose statistical solutions to this problem based
on a linear n-gram language model. In White’s approach the
statistical knowledge is used to prune the chart of identical
edges representing different modifier permutations, e.g.,to
choose betweenfierce black catandblack fierce cat. Bangalore
assumes a single derivation tree that encodes a word lattice(a
{fierce black, black fierce} cat), and uses statistical knowledge
to select the best linearilisation. Our framework does not cur-
rently implement either approach, but we hope to adopt an ap-
proach similar to Bangalore’s. Rather than directly perform-
ing adjunction, we associate each node with the set of auxil-
iary trees (modifiers) that are to be adjoined to that node. The
order in which these modifiers are adjoined can be decided
through statistical methods.

There are three other uses for probabilistic techniques: for
lexical selection, optimisation and ranking. Such techniques
are useful for guiding the surface realiser towards a single
best result (or a relatively small number thereof). On the
other hand, we aim to produceall possible paraphrases, that
is explore the entire search space of syntactic variants, and
so with the exception of modifier ordering, we eschew the
use of probabilities in favour of an “exact method”[G. Bon-
fante, 2004]. While Bangalore uses a tree model to produce
a single most probable lexical selection, we use polaritiesto
filter out all the definitely impossible ones. While in White’s
system, the best paraphrase is determined on the basis of n-
gram scores that is, on the basis of frequency, in our approach
“best” means “most contextually appropriate”. Indeed, the
restrictors we use to select a paraphrase, although they are
here given by hand, could equally be set by the context and
so permit modelling the effect of contextual constraints on
paraphrases. We believe that our approach, modulo statis-
tical handling of modifiers, would be roughly equivalent to
White’s with anytime-searching disabled.

7.3 Koller et al.’s constraint-based approach
Finally, our approach has interesting connections to the
constraint-based approach proposed by[Koller and Strieg-
nitz, 2002]. In this approach, the subset of the TAG grammar
which is used for a given realisation task is translated intoa
set of lexical entries in a dependency grammar defining well
formed TAG derivation trees. This set of entries is then parsed
by an efficient constraint-based dependency parser thus pro-
ducing the derivation trees associated by the grammar with

the set of input lexical entries. A post processing phase pro-
duces the derived trees on the basis of the derivation trees
output by the first step.

The main similarity between this and our approach is that
they both use aglobal mechanism for filtering out combina-
tions of lexical entries that cannot possibly lead to a syntac-
tically valid sequences. In the Koller et al. approach, this
filtering is based on well formed derivation trees (only these
combinations of lexical entries that form a valid derivation
tree are considered) whereas in ours, it is based on polarities
and on the cancelling out of syntactic resources and require-
ments. As a preliminary evaluation shows, such a global op-
timisation is very efficient in pruning the search space.

There are differences though. In particular, while Koller et
al. explicitly ignores feature information, our algorithmhan-
dles a TAG with fully specified feature structures. Further
while in our approach, the processing of the valid combina-
tions is done using a tabular algorithm optimised to avoid spu-
rious derivations, the postprocessing step producing derived
trees from derivation trees is left undefined in the Koller etal.
approach. Finally, while the Koller et al. approach is based
on constraint propagation, ours is based on finite state tech-
niques. These differences open up the door for interesting
comparisons and combinations. It would be interesting for
instance to combine the Koller et al approach with the tab-
ular surface realisation algorithm presented in this paper, or
to compare run times once feature structures are taken into
account.

7.4 Stone’s greedy approach

[Stoneet al., 2003] presents a greedy approach to TAG based
surface realisation. The greedy search applies iteratively to
update asinglestate in the search space. On each iteration,
all neighbours of the current state are produced but only one
state is chosen at the next current state, based on a heuristic
evaluation.

[Stoneet al., 2003]’s search strategy is therefore markedly
different from ours. While we explore the entire search
space and use polarities to control the combinatorics, Stone’s
greedy strategy is a best first strategy which incrementally
trims the search space using heuristics. In terms of efficiency,
the greedy strategy is of course better. The goals behind the
two approaches are distinct however. Thus while Stone’s ap-
proach aims at modelling the interaction of the various mech-
anisms involved in microplanning, the present proposal is di-
rected towards generating and selecting paraphrases. In par-
ticular, we are interested in using the realiser to debug a para-
phrastic grammar that is, a grammar which alleviates the in-
ference task by assigning paraphrases the same semantics –
this can only be done by adopting an exhaustive search strat-
egy. More generally, “exhaustive surface realisation” pro-
vides a natural way to debug grammars and reduce their de-
gree of overgeneration. Since the combinatorics is not only
theoretically (worse case analysis) but also practically very
high, it is worth investigating ways of optimising surface re-
alisers which perform an exhaustive search.
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8 Conclusion
We have presented a surface realiser for TAG which is opti-
mised to support the generation of grammatical paraphrases
while also permitting the selection, on the basis of syntactico
semantic constraints, of a particular paraphrase. The most
efficient optimisation proposed concerns polarity filtering, a
global technique that permits the elimination of combinations
of lexical items which cannot possibly lead to a syntactically
valid sentence. While used here for generating with TAG, the
technique is fully general and can be used for parsing[Perrier,
2003] but also for generating with other grammatical frame-
works.

Future work will concentrate on extending the grammar
and the lexicon to other types of paraphrases (in particu-
lar, morphoderivational or cross categorical paraphrases), on
providing a systematic evaluation of the paraphrase selection
mechanism and on using the realiser for the debugging of an
existing TAG for French.
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A Appendix

Algorithm 1 The GenI algorithm
1: procedure GENERATE(Gram,Sem)
2: AgendaA← ∅; Agenda← ∅; Chart← ∅
3: for all treest ∈ Gram such thatt’s semantics subsumes

Sem do
4: Agenda← Agenda + t
5: end for
6: while Agenda 6= ∅ do
7: t← any tree∈ Agenda
8: deletet from Agenda
9: if t has a foot node and no substitution nodesthen

10: AgendaA← AgendaA + t
11: else
12: for all treesc ∈ Chart which can combine witht

via substitution into a new treect do
13: Agenda← Agenda + ct
14: end for
15: Chart← Chart + t
16: end if
17: end while
18: delete fromChart any tree with a substitution node
19: Agenda← Chart
20: Chart← AgendaA
21: while Agenda 6= ∅ do
22: t← any tree∈ Agenda
23: deletet from Agenda
24: if t’s semantics isSem then
25: return the string corresponding tot
26: else
27: for all treesc ∈ Chart which can combine witht

via adjunction into a new treect do
28: Agenda← Agenda + ct
29: end for
30: end if
31: end while
32: end procedure
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buy(e,j,f) annoying(e) field(f)

v achète (+p -2n) n0Vadj ennuyeux (+p -n) nfield (+n)
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N↓j Ve N↓f
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est ennuyeux
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john(j)
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N GP GP
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Figure 8: Grammar for example 5

Figure 9: A minimised polarity automaton
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Abstract
Algorithms for generating referring expressions 
typically assume that an object in a scenary can be 
identified through a set of commonly agreed 
properties. This is a strong assumption, since in 
reality properties of objects may be perceived differ-
ently among people, due to a number of factors 
including vagueness, knowledge discrepancies, and 
limited perception capabilities. Taking these discre-
pancies into account, we reinterpret concepts of 
algorithms generating referring expressions in view 
of uncertainties about the appearance of objects. Our 
model includes two complementary measures of 
likelihood in object identification, and adapted 
property selection and termination criteria. The 
approach is relevant for situations with potential 
perception problems and for scenarios with knowl-
edge discrepancies between conversants.

1 Introduction
Generating referring expressions is a traditional, standard 
task in natural language generation. Over the past two 
decades, a number of algorithms have been proposed which 
differ among each other in terms of efficiency and coverage. 
To the best of our knowledge, all algorithms share the 
assumption that objects can be identified by a description 
consisting of attribute values ascribed to these objects. 
Moreover, the results are specified in a way that implicitly 
assumes complete agreement about these properties, 
provided they are known to the audience. We feel that this 
assumption may be too strong in reality so that, for 
instance, a dialog system in which the reference generation 
algorithm is embedded is unlikely to behave adequately when 
a misunderstanding occurs due to a perception mismatch.

In this paper, we address this problem by incorporating 
measures to deal with uncertainties into a standard algorithm 
that generates referring expressions. In order to represent 
uncertainties, we propose two complementary measures 
expressing the likelihood of object identification. We define 
computation schemes for combining descriptions with 
boolean combinations of  attribute values, and we extend the 
incremental standard reference generation algorithm by 
adapting property selection and termination criteria.

This paper is organized as follows. First, we motivate our 
approach in more detail. Then we introduce our method for 
representing aspects of uncertainty. We follow by illustrating 
the propagation of uncertainty assessments for several attri-
bute values, including boolean combinations, and we give 
examples of the effects. Then we describe extensions to the 
incremental algorithm, and we discuss their impact.

2 Motivation
In the scope of this paper, we adopt the terminology origin-
ally formulated in [Dale 1988] and later used by several 
others. A referential description [Donellan 1966] serves the 
purpose of letting the hearer or reader identify a particular 
object or set of objects in a given situation. The referring 
expression to be generated is required to be a distinguishing 
description, that is a description of the enitties being referred 
to, but not to any other object in the context set. A context 
set is defined as the set of the entities the addressee is 
currently assumed to be attending to – this is similar to the 
set of entities in the focus spaces of the discourse focus stack 
in Grosz' and Sidner's [1986] theory of discourse structure. 
Moreover, the contrast set (or the set of potential 
distractors [McDonald 1981]) is defined to entail all 
elements of the context set except the intended referents.

Generating referring expressions is pursued since the 
eighties [Appelt 1985, Kronfeld 1986, Appelt and Kronfeld 
1987]. Subsequent years were characterized by a debate about 
computational efficiency versus minimality of the elements 
appearing in the resulting referring expression [Dale 1988, 
Reiter 1990, Reiter and Dale 1992]. In the mid-nineties, this 
debate seemed to be settled in favor of the incremental 
approach [Dale and Reiter 1995] – motivated by results of 
psychological experiments [Levelt 1989, Pechmann 1989], 
certain non-minimal expressions are tolerated in favor of 
adopting the fast strategy of incrementally selecting ambi-
guity-reducing attributes from a domain-dependent preference 
list. Recently, algorithms have been applied to the identifi-
cation of sets of objects rather than individuals [Bateman 
1999, Stone 2000, Krahmer, v. Erk, and Verweg 2001], and 
the repertoire of descriptions has been extended to boolean 
combinations of attributes, including negations [van Deemter 
2002]. To avoid the generation of redundant descriptions that 
is typical for incremental approaches, Gardent [2002] and 
Horacek [2003] proposed exhaustive resp. best-first searches.
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All these procedures more or less share the design of the 
underlying knowledge base. Objects are conceived in terms 
of sets of attributes, each with an atomic value as its filler. 
Some models distinguish specializations of these values 
according to a taxonomic hierarchy, so that the most accu-
rate value can be replaced by one of its generalizations if 
there are reasons to assume this alternative is preferable – 
due to insufficient knowledge attributed to the audience, or 
to prevent unintended implications. A few approaches also 
deal with relations to other objects, whose representation 
differs from that of attributes only by the reference to the 
related object. Typically, a user model is assumed to guide 
the choice among available descriptors; the user model 
expresses taxonomic knowledge attributed to the user,  indic-
ating for a descriptor whether it is known to the user or not.

While a knowledge base developed and interpreted in this 
manner is adequate for generating referring expressions in 
most application-relevant settings, there may be circum-
stances in which uncertainties are prominent, so that the 
simple boolean attribution of properties to objects becomes 
problematic and may prove insufficient. Uncertainties may 
manifest themselves in at least the following three factors:

• Uncertainty about knowledge
There may not be sufficient evidence to assume that 
the user is or is not acquainted with a specific term. In 
fact, most of today's user model components assign 
some probability to statements about a user's knowl-
edge or capabilities, for example on the basis of infer-
ences obtained through a belief network [Pearl 1988].

• Uncertainty about perception capabilities
There is an increasing number of applications with 
natural language interaction where the objects of the 
discourse do not appear on the computer screen (e.g., 
ubiquitous tools guiding a user in environments such 
as airports and tourist attraction areas, e.g., [Wahlster 
2004]). In such situations, perception and recognition 
of object properties is much harder to assess; for 
example, the visibility of some object or of one of its 
parts may not be derivable with complete certainty.

• Uncertainty about conceptual agreement
While ascribing a value to an attribute is straightfor-
ward for certain categories of attributes, problems may 
occur, e.g., in connection with vagueness. This 
concept may be relevant for a number of commonly 
used properties such as size and shape, and even with 
colors, transitions between adjacent color tones may 
not be firmly categorized as one of the two candidates.

To illustrate these manifestations of uncertainty, let us 
consider a scenario with three similar dogs, one of which is 
a bassett, which is also the intended referent. In addition, 
the bassett is brownish and has a long tail. The other two 
dogs have shorter tails and their skin is also brown, but 
with some white resp. black portions. Furthermore, we 
assume that the audience has little knowledge about dog 
specifics, that is, it is not very likely that they may recog-
nize the intended referent as a bassett. We also assume that 
the tails of the dogs cannot be observed easily by the 
audience under the given local circumstances.

Hence, the three attributes “category”, “color”, and “tail 
length” each fall into one of the categories of uncertainty 
introduced above: the categorization of the intended referent 
as a bassett is associated with uncertainty about knowledge, 
the limited visibility which may not enable the spectators 
to see the tails of the dogs in each moment constitutes an 
uncertainty about perception capabilities, and the similarity 
of the dogs' colors may yield uncertainty about conceptual 
agreement, that is, it is doubtfull whether the descriptor   
“brownish” is attributed only to the intended referent or also 
to some of the other dogs in the given situation.

Apparently, these uncertainties have consequences on 
building human-adequate referring expressions, especially in 
contexts where most of the descriptors available are asso-
ciated with some kind of uncertainty. Intuitively, we would 
expect people to produce referring expressions with several 
of these descriptors, being redundant in case they are all 
recognized, but also hoping that the identification will 
succeed if the audience can identify only some part of the 
overall description in the given situation. Moreover, we 
would expect people only to use descriptors that have some 
reasonable chance of being understood.

Unfortunately, traditional generation algorithms do not 
enable us to model such a behavior, since none of the 
options available does justice to the uncertainty involved. If 
a descriptor is modeled as applying to all entities (e.g., for 
“brownish”), it will never be chosen since it yields no 
discrimination. A similar consequence is obtained when the 
capabilities of the audience are interpreted pessimistically. 
Finally, if a descriptor is assumed to be understood, it 
might be chosen without considering any of the other candi-
dates associated with uncertainty. Thus, modeling in the 
existing algorithms forces us to make crisp decisions, with 
strong impacts on the result of the algorithm. Redundant 
expressions motivated by uncertainties about recognition 
cannot be generated under any modeling alternative.

There are only a few computational approaches which 
address the problem of uncertainty about the recognition of 
referring expressions. For example, [Edmonds 1994] and 
[Heeman and Hirst 1995] describe both plan-based methods, 
where a vague and partial description is produced initially, 
which is narrowed and ultimately confirmed in the subse-
quent discourse. However, the documented examples do only 
emphasize incomplete, but never incorrect interpretations. 
An approach that fits better to our intentions is the work  
by Goodman [1987], which emphasizes reference identi-
fication and associated failures in task-oriented dialogs 
[Goodman 1986]. This case study demonstrates various 
impacts of limitations and discrepancies of expertise on 
referential identification: subjects exhibit uncertainty in 
identification, which manifests itself in tentative actions and 
changes of mind, they misinterpret descriptions (e.g., 
'outlet' interpreted as 'hole'), and they may find no 
appropriate referent at all. In the latter case, subject even 
undertake attempts to repair an otherwise uninterpretable 
description by relaxing descriptors. In the following, we 
interpret some of these findings for our model of uncer-
tainty, including a model of a repair mechanism.
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3 Representing Uncertainties
Basically, our model of uncertainty combines the three kinds 
of uncertainty described in the previous section. Each of 
them is expressed in terms of a probability, associated with 
a triple consisting of an object, an attribute applicable to 
that object, and the value ascribed to this pair. The follow-
ing probabilities each express the likelihood that the user 
recognizes a description correctly from the perspectives of: 

pK The user is acquainted with the terms mentioned

pP The user can perceive the properties uttered

pA The user agrees to the applicability of the terms used 

In order to identify an intended referent successfully, all 
three factors must be assessed positively, so that the 
probability of recognition p becomes the product of these 
three probabilities. Since the individual properties refer to 
factors outside the scope of proper generation, we only deal 
with p in the scope of this paper, although it is clear that 
this assessment requires contributions from several sources.

The concept of using individual probabilities to represent 
manifestations of uncertainty is not only simple, it also fits 
to knowledge sources where data about these probabilities 
could be found. For example, user models, the potential 
sources for assessing pK, typically assign assessments to 
user capabilities on the basis of belief networks. Similar 
considerations hold for representations of vague properties, 
which fall under the concept of term agreement. These 
properties can be modeled by fuzzy logic systems [Zadeh 
1984, 1996], which allow for an interpretation in terms of a 
single probability value, representing the likelihood that a 
precise value is perceived as a given vague term. 

The association of a probability with the applicability of  
a descriptor to an object not only expresses the somehow 
direct likelihood of success of this task, but the application 
of this likelihood to several candidate objects also gives an 
indication of the likelihood of success of the overall identi-
fication goal. If a descriptor is assumed to be associated with 
several candidate objects by the audience, with certain 
degrees typically different among these objects, several cases 
can be distinguished: (1) correct identification, where the 
audience relates the description only to those objects to 
which this descriptor indeed applies, (2) misinterpretation, 
where none of these objects, but others are associated with 
the descriptor by the audience, (3) ambiguity, which is a 
combination of (1) and (2), and, finally, (4) the case of an 
uninterpretable description, where the audience does not 
relate the descriptor to any of the candidate objects. In the 
last case, people are known to make an attempt to repair 
their unsuccessful interpretation, since they assume that the 
expression communicated is indeed intended to refer to some 
object or objects in the domain of discourse, according to the 
work by Goodman. In order to simulate the effect of this 
behavior, we compute the probability of the occurrence of an 
uninterpretable description, which we call the repair 
factor, and we increase the probability of identification of 
the candidate objects (which we call our repair mechanism), 
based on the amount of the repair factor and the context of 
these objects in the overall identification task. 
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Figure 1. Repair factor for insufficient recognition of k objects

In concrete terms, if we have n objects for which a descriptor 
is recognized with probability pi for object i, the probability 
that none of the objects is recognized by a referring 
expression built from that descriptor is Π(1-pi), (1 ≤ i ≤ n). 
Although this number tends to be small if there are several 
objects to which the description matches with some reason-
able degree of confidence, the associated need for invoking a 
repair mechanism becomes increasingly urgent when further 
descriptors are added to the description built so far, as well as 
when the task is to identify multiple referents rather than a 
single one. For the case of 2 objects, the need for invoking a 
repair mechanism can be quantified by the repair factor 
2Π i=1,n(1-pi)+Σi=1,n(piΠ j=1,n(j≠i)(1-pj)). The general case, if 
needed, gets increasingly complex, as illustrated in Figure 1, 
for k objects to be identified, out of n candidates (k ≤ n). 

Thus, for the likelihood of recognition failure, a  
mechanism is required that simulates identification repair 
under these conditions. Apart from the likelihood of failure, 
repair should be guided by potential confusability of objects 
in view of some given descriptor. Hence, while we think it 
is virtually impossible to confuse an animal and a piece of 
equipment, at least under any reasonable conditions of visibi-
lity, we assume that objects of some degree of appearance 
similarity (size and shape) may potentially be confused with 
each other. Hence, we consider a potentially confusable 
object a candidate for being interpreted as an intended referent 
in case a repair of a reference failure is required. Confusion in 
this sense may be interpreted in two ways: from the 
perspective of the speaker, those objects are candidates which 
the speaker thinks the hearer could confuse. From the hearers 
perspective, those objects are candidates which the hearer 
thinks the speaker might have confused in producing a badly 
interpretable description. Since the latter constellation 
corresponds to the situation present for repair attempts, we 
model potential candidates quasi “objectively” by incorpor-
ating annotations in the knowledge base. The dependency of 
user capabilities as assessed by a user model influences these 
assessments indirectly through the probability of recognition 
attributed to the user for each descriptor-object pair.
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Determine probability of identification (D, k, O1, …, On)

O1, …, Om Objects to which descriptor D applies
Om+1, …, On Objects to which repair with D is applicable
pi, …, pm Probability that D is recognized for Oi

Objects ordered along degrees of recognition confidence:
 ∀i,j(1 ≤ i, j ≤ m): (pi > pj) → (i > j)

Rprop ← R(k, p1, …, pm), i ← 1
1. if  (i≤m) 

then Rc ← Min(Rprop/n, 1-pi), p-idi ← pi+Rc

else Rc ← Rprop/n, p-idi ← Rc 
endif
if  (i<n) 

then i ← i+1, Rprop ← Rprop - Rc, goto 1 
endif

                                                                                                                           

Figure 2. Assessing identification probabilities including repair

In order to keep the repair mechanism simple, we approxi-
mate confusability of an object by augmenting its represen-
tation with annotations of all property-value combinations 
that do not apply to it, but which could somehow be 
perceived as holding for this object. The potentially large 
amount of data created this way can be significantly reduced 
by making use of inheritance. For example, one can state 
that blue and purple (physical) objects can be confused, by 
making annotations about confusability with blue for purple 
objects, and vice-versa. This annotation is then inherited to 
all entities that are specializations of (physical) objects.

The proper repair is then simulated by collecting all 
candidates to which the descriptor in question could arguably 
apply, and by assigning these candidates a probability of 
identification through repair, according to the repair factor, 
as assessed above. There are two kinds of candidates: (1) 
those to which the descriptor is recognized with some  
probability, and (2) those to which it could apply with some 
relaxation, that is, which contains a suitable confusability 
annotation. The repair factor, which is computed according 
to the schema in Figure 1, is then evenly distributed among 
these two sets of candidates, provided the added probabilities 
of recognition and repair do not get greater than 1 for some 
object; this can only be the case if the number of  objects to 
identify is close to the number of candidates. In such a case, 
the extra amount is distributed recursively among the 
remaining candidates, always respecting the upper limit of 1. 
If the number of objects to identify even exceeds the number 
of candidates, the effect of the repair mechanism results in a 
modification of the number of objects to identify, reducing it 
to the number of available candidates. The computation of 
the probability of identification through repair is illustrated 
in Figure 2.  Three examples in Figure 3 illustrate the effect 
of the repair mechanism in quantitative terms. They empha-
size the relation between expectations about the number of 
objects to be identified and probabilities of identification. 

                                                                                                                          

For k objects to be identified out of n, judging identifi-
cation by descriptor D, which may involve repair measures
(D applies to m out of these n with probabilities pi,…,pm)

1. k=1, n=4, m=2 (p1 =0.8, p2 =0.4): Rprop = 0.12
p-id1 = 0.83, p-id2 = 0.43, p-id3 = p-id4 = 0.03

2. k=2, n=4, m=2 (p1 =0.8, p2 =0.4): Rprop = 0.96
p-id1 = 1, p-id2 = 0.6533, p-id3 = p-id4 = 0.2533

3. k=3, n=4, m=2 (p1 =0.8, p2 =0.4): Rprop = 2.1
p-id1 = 1, p-id2 = 1, p-id3 = p-id4 = 0.65

                                                                                                                           

Figure 3. Examples of assessing identification probabilities

Specifically, the increasing contributions of the repair 
facility are shown, which will be even more pronounced with 
several attributes associated with limited recognition expect-
ations. We will see this effect in context with building 
descriptor combination in the next section, as well as in the 
detailed exposition of an example in Appendix II.

4 Identifiability of Descriptor Compositions
Since a single descriptor is rarely sufficient for identifying 
one or several objects in scenarios of interesting complexity, 
boolean compositions of descriptors are generated for this 
purpose, conjunctions being required for building identifying 
expressions for single objects. Their probability of recog-
nition is a simple extension of the case of single descriptors. 
If pi is the probability of recognition of descriptor D i for 
some object O, an expression consisting of several D i  
(i=1,pn) is identified with O through recognition if all Di  are 
attributed to O. The probability of this coincidence amounts 
to the product of all probabilities Πpi (i=1,pn).  

The probability of identification through repair is 
computed by distributing the repair factor R(k,P1,…,Pm), 
where each Pj=Πpji (j=1,m;i=1,pn), among all objects quali-
fying for the repair measure. While this distribution is an 
equal one for the case of a single descriptor, apart from using 
the upper limit of 1 for the total probability, such an even 
distribution would not do full justice here. We propose to 
distribute the likelihood proportionally to the probabilities of 
recognition for each descriptor, which makes repair more 
likely applicable to those objects which are also more likely 
to be identified anyway. In order to perform this operation 
properly, “average” probabilities (ap) for only reparable 
descriptors must be estimated. Moreover, we want to favor 
repairs for objects which require fewer “average” probabilities 
for this computation, by incorporating a "scale-down factor” 
(sdf) for each additional repair. The computation schema is 
given in Figure 4. For concrete computations, we choose 0.5 
for both factors ap and sdf – see the examples in Figure 5. 
The first one demonstrates the partitioning of the repair 
factor according to the number of attributes which require 
repair. Specifically, the first three objects get the same share 
of the repair factor, while the fourth object gets only half of 
it,  since  its identification  is  the  only one  which  requires  
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Compute identification probability (D1,…,Dnp,k,O1,…,On)

O1,…,Om Objects to which all D1,…,np are applicable
Om+1,…,On Objects with repair possible for all D1,…,np

pi1,…,pinp Probability that D1,…,np is attributed to Oi

Objects ordered along degrees of identification confidence:
 ∀i,j(1≤i,j≤m): (Πl=1,nppil  > Πl=1,nppjl) → (i > j)

for i from 1 to n do 
Pi ← 1, sdfi ← 1/sdf
for j from 1 to np do

if   pij  > 0 
then Pi ← Pipij

else Pi ← Piap, sdfi ← sdfisdf 
endif

endfor
endfor
Rprop ← R(k,Pi,…,Pm), i ← 1, P ← Σi=1,nPi 

1. if  (i≤m) 
then Rc ← Min(Rprop(Pi/P),1-Pi), p-idi ← Pi+Rc

else Rc ← Rprop(Pisdfi/P), p-idi ← Rc 
endif
if  (i<n) 

then i ← i+1, Rprop ← Rprop - Rc, goto 1 
endif

                                                                                                                           

Figure 4. Identification probabilities for several descriptors

repair regarding two descriptors. The second example features 
the impact of multiple intended referents on the repair factor, 
which increases the probabilities of identification substan-
tially. The last example illustrates the compensative effect 
between comparably low probabilities of recognition and 
higher ones in connection with the requirement of using the 
repair facility. Specifically, this example demonstrates that 
the probability of identification for an object (the second 
one) that is only identifiable through the repair mechanism 
can even become higher than the probability of identification 
for an object (the second one) that does not require repair for 
being identified. However, such an effect is only possible in 
the context of descriptors applicable with some degree of 
confidence to both candidates, but strongly favoring the 
object whose identification relies on the repair mechanism 
due to mismatch with another descriptor. This is the most 
critical effect in choosing descriptors.

The incorproation of disjunctions and negations is more 
local, since this extension only generalizes the probability 
of recognition of a single property. This is because these 
operators appear only in embedded boolean combinations 
[van Deemter 2002], which are the basis for building larger 
varieties of expressions [Horacek 2004]. For disjunctions of 
two descriptors with associated probabilities p1 and p2, the 
joint probability amounts to p1+p2-p1p2, assuming indepen-
dence, which is quite normal for descriptors originating from  

                                                                                  

For k objects to be identified out of n, judging identifi-
cation by np descriptors D, at least repair possible for all
(Dj applies to object i with probability pji , ∀i≤m: pji  > 0)

1.  k=1, n=4, m=1, np=2 (p11 =0.5, p21 =0.5, p12 =0.5,
p22 =0, p13 =0, p23 =0.5, p14 =0, p24 =0): Rprop = 0.75
p-id1 = 0.464, p-id2 = 0.214, p-id3 = 0.214, p-id4 = 0.107

2. k=2, n=3, m=1, np=2 (p11 =0.5, p21 =0.6, p12 =0.6,
p22 =0.5, p13 =0, p23 =0.55): Rprop = 1.4
p-id1 = p-id2 = 0.766, p-id3 = 0.466

3. k=1, n=2, m=1, np=3 (p11 =0.5, p21 =0.5, p31 =0.5,
p12 =0.9, p22 =0.9, p32 =0): Rprop = 0.875
p-id1 = 0.331, p-id2 = 0.668

                                                                                                                          

Figure 5. Examples of assessing identification probabilities

distinct properties. For some properties, prominently those 
associated with vagueness, building disjunctions of 
descriptors originating from the same property may be 
beneficial. For example, disjunctions of similar colors or 
shapes may reduce the uncertainty through combining the 
identifiability of both. A simple way to model this constel-
lation is by assigning probabilities to the set of applicable 
values so that their sum does not exceed 1, thereby modeling 
exclusion of the co-occurrence of more than one value. 
Consequently, the associated probabilities can simply be 
added. Propagation of the “confusable” annotation is treated 
similarly – if at least one of the descriptors is marked as 
“confusable”, this also holds for the disjunction. For dealing 
with negation, the probability of identification is simply 
inverted (1-p). The treatment of the “confusable” annotation, 
however, is a bit problematic. The invertion operation needs 
modification through anticipating the amount of the repair 
factor, but this cannot be done locally. Therefore, this factor, 
rf, must be estimated in advance. For concrete computations 
we use a value of 0.1, so that ¬p for a “confusable” p 
amounts to 0.9.

5 An Algorithm Incorporating Uncertainties
In this section, we describe extensions to the algorithm by 
Dale and Reiter [1995] that take into account the measures 
addressing uncertainty introduced in previous sections. This 
reference algorithm takes an intended referent r (the generali-
zation to several referents is straightforward), the attributes P 
that describe r, and a contrast set C, and incrementally builds 
an identifying description L, if possible. The algorithm 
assumes an environment with three interface functions: 
BasicLevelValue, accessing basic level categories of objects 
[Rosch 1978], MoreSpecificValue for accessing incremen-
tally specialized values of an attribute according to a taxo-
nomic hierarchy, and UserKnows for judging whether the 
user is familiar with the attribute value of an object.

The algorithm basically iterates over the attributes P, 
according to some predetermined ordering which reflects 
preferences in the domain of application. For each attribute 
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in P, a value assumed to be known to the user is determined, 
so that this value describes the intended referent and rules out 
at least one potential distractor which is still in the contrast 
set C in the iteration step considered. If such a value can be 
found, a pair consisting of the attribute and this value is 
included in the identifying description L . This step is 
repeated until the list P is exhausted or a distinguishing 
description is found, that is, the contrast set C is empty. 
Unless the distinguishing description L does not contain a 
descriptor expressible as a head noun, such a descriptor is 
added. Choosing the value of an attribute is done by an 
embedded iteration. It starts with the basic level value  attri-
buted to r, after which more specific values also attributed to 
r and assumed to be known to the user are tested for their 
discriminatory power. Finally, the least specific value that 
excludes the largest number of potential distractors and is 
known to the user is chosen. The schema of this procedure 
is given in Appendix I. The only modification we have done 
to the original version is the result of L as a non-distin-
guishing description in case of identification failure.

The algorithm by Dale and Reiter contains the principal 
operations that also other algorithms for generating referring 
expressions apply. The extension to boolean combinations 
of descriptors by van Deemter is essentially realized as an 
iteration around the Dale and Reiter algorithm, through 
building increasingly complex combinations, which other 
control regimes generate and maintain more effectively.

In order to control effects of facilities dealing with uncer-
tainty, the extended algorithm has four control parameters: 

• pmin, the minimal probability of recognition required 
for an attribute-value pair applicable to the intended 
referent, to justify its inclusion in the description, 

• ∆p1, the minimal improvement in terms of probabi-
lity of identification of the intended referent over a 
potential distractor obtained through an additional 
attribute-value pair,

• ∆p2, the minimal preference in terms of probability 
of identification of the intended referent over all poten-
tial distractors obtained through a description, and

• Complexity-limit, an upper bound on the number of 
descriptors collected in the distinguishing description.

In order to incorporate our concepts of representing 
uncertainty in this algorithm, we have to replace the inter-
face functions which access crisp data and we must modify 
yes-no decisions. These enhancements concern:

• the decision about whether a descriptor excludes a 
potential distractor (in the function RulesOut), 

• the choice of a value for an attribute (in the function 
FindBestvalue), and

• the termination of the overall procedure (in the 
function MakeReferringExpression)

Modifications of the reference algorithm are given in 
detail in the extended version in Appendix I – some lines are 
marked by labels [Ni] for references from the text. 
Expressions of the form pr(r,L) compute the probability of 
identification of referent r  through the description L , 
according to the schema described in the previous sections.

Under conditions of uncertainty, determining whether a 
descriptor excludes a potential distractor may become a 
proper decision rather than a mere computation. A clear-cut 
case is only present if the repair facility is not applicable to 
one of the members of the contrast set, so that its associated 
probability of identification amounts to 0. This condition 
replaces the criterion that the user must know that this 
descriptor does not apply to some potential distractor in the 
function RulesOut [N7]. However, it would be a rather 
restrictive strategy to accept only those descriptors which 
definitely exclude a potential distractor. In fact, none of the 
descriptors that make up the example in Appendix II yield 
such a crisp discrimination. In addition to that, a descriptor is 
also valuable if it contributes to a better identification of the 
intended referent by increasing the difference to a potential 
distractor in the associated probabilities of identification by a 
significant margin (∆p1). This criterion is added to the crisp 
criterion described above, encapsulated in the function Domi-
nate [N8], which is used for this decision instead of the 
function RulesOut [N2]. The idea is that subsequently chosen 
descriptors have comparable effects on the identification of 
some of the other potential distractors, so that the intended 
referent ultimately gains over all of them. The significance 
of this margin must be tuned in such a way that the gain 
over some potential distractors is not outweighted by a loss 
over some other potential distractors.

The suitability of a value for an attribute depends on two 
factors associated with uncertainty: the probability of recog-
nition associated with that value for the present user, and the 
effect of this value on excluding elements from the set of 
potential distractors. These two factors have adverse effects: 
while a more specific value has the potential of excluding an 
increasing number of potential distractors, its probability of 
recognition when applied to the intended referent may be 
lower than that of a less specific value. Consequently, it is 
not necessarily the case that an improved discriminatory 
power leads to a better overall effect. Hence, the choice of a 
value requires a minimal probability of recognition (pmin, 
[N6]), and calls to Dominate replace calls to RulesOut. Addi-
tional variants of descriptors can be generated by enhancing 
the interface function MoreSpecificValue, also building 
disjunctions of values excluding each other, to cover cases 
described at the end of Section 4, that is, building 
disjunctions of descriptors by composing descriptors 
(possibly vague ones) that cover adjacent value ranges. 

The third factor, the termination criterion, is adapted to 
uncertainties by enhancing it in two ways: (1) a complexity 
limit  is applied to the specifications in the description L 
[N3]; while this cut-off may serve practical considerations 
also without conditions of uncertainty (for a partitioning into 
sequences of descriptions [Horacek 2004]), it gains on rele-
vance in uncertain environments. (2) a certain degree of being 
Dominant in the probability of identification over all 
potential distractors is considered sufficient (∆p2, [N4]) rather 
than requiring the ultimate exclusion of all potential 
distractors. Finally, the conditions under which descriptors 
are selected, give rise to an optional optimization step. The 
prerequisite for this step is the distinction between 
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descriptors which definitively exclude at least one potential 
distractor (Lro in the extended algorithm, [N1]) and others 
which only affect their associated probabilities of identifi-
cation, but do not make them 0. Then all subsets of the 
description built which contain at least Lro are examined 
[N5] whether they yield a better preference over all potential 
distractors in terms of their probabilities of identification 
[N9]. Through this measure, an early chosen descriptor with 
a probability of identification lower for the intended referent 
than for some potential distractors can finally be discarded, 
provided the discriminating effect on other potential 
distractors is also achieved by later chosen descriptors. In the 
example in Appendix II, all descriptors are categorized as 
optional ones, but for the one expressing the head noun – 
which is precisely the reason why it is not optional.

Altogether, the algorithm selects descriptors which either 
exclude some potential distractors definitively, makes some 
of them rely on the repair mechanism, or simply increases 
the probability of identification of the intended referent 
considerably in comparison to elements of the contrast set. 
While this selection process works reasonably in most 
cases, it may turn out as problematic when several of the 
descriptors chosen are associated with limited probabilities 
of recognition for the intended referent in comparison to 
potential distractors not completely excluded. As a conse-
quence, these potential distractors may be judged superior in 
terms of the probability of identification even though they 
rely on the repair mechanism (see example 3 in Figure 5). 
This risk can be circumvented by using a relatively high 
pmin parameter, but this measure may easily lead to the 
exclusion of an otherwise beneficial descriptor under normal 
conditions. An improvement can be obtained by the call to 
the procedure Optimize. If one of the first two descriptors 
used in example 3 in Figure 5 does not definitively exclude a 
potential distractor, the procedure Optimize tests descriptor 
combinations without it, and one of those may yield a better 
result – see also the example in Appendix II. A possible 
variations would be to allow just a single violation of the 
pmin restriction, for a descriptor with very good discrimi-
natory power.

So far, we have only elaborated changes for incorpo-
rating uncertainty concepts to the reference algorithm per se. 
Handling boolean combinations of descriptors through 
applying the reference algorithm to increasingly complex 
combinations also works with uncertainties, since all 
computations required are defined. More difficulties arise 
with ambitious control regimes, which rely on cut-off 
techniques, in addition to the complexity cut-off, such as 
dominance and value cut-offs, as introduced in [Horacek 
2004]. A complexity cut-off is already included in the 
extended reference algorithm. The two other cut-offs can be 
generalized, but this is likely to be associated with a 
significant loss of efficiency. In order for a descriptor to 
dominate another one, the dominating one must not only 
exclude all potential distractors that its competitor does, but 
it must also favor the intended referents over all potential 
distractors in terms of the associated  probabilities of identi-
fication – this requirement reduces the application frequency 

of this cut-off considerably. A value cut-off, in turn, is 
applicable to a partial solution if a solution has already been 
found, and there are no descriptor combinations untested for 
the partial solution which may yield a solution with less 
complex specifications. This condition can also be met in 
the environment associated with uncertainties. In this 
environment, however, there is another factor that has an 
impact on the quality of the solution, that is the probability 
of identification, which cannot be assessed prior to actually 
choosing a descriptor and testing its effects. 

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented an approach for generating 
referential descriptions under conditions of uncertainty. The 
approach combines a proper recognition of objects associated 
with some degree of uncertainty, as well as identification 
through a repair mechanism, motivated by the need to 
identify objects even for descriptions that originally appear 
uninterpretable. On these lines, we have reinterpreted 
concepts of algorithms generating referring expressions in 
view of uncertainties about the appearance of objects. 
Incorporating measures of uncertainty in such an algorithm 
attacks strong assumptions and effects underlying most of 
the existing algorithms:

• They typically require crisp specifications concerning 
attribution of descriptors to referents and knowledge of 
the audience. Especially the connection to modern user 
models may require coarse-grained interpretations here.

• A single result is produced even if several reasonable 
variants exist, and this choice is implicitly determined 
by the preference ordering imposed on the descriptors.

• The interaction with other components of an NL gener-
ation system and an embedding dialog system is rather 
limited. Reference generation is typically conceived as 
a pure functional service, with no feedback, taking into 
account syntactic constraints, at best (e.g., [Horacek 
1997]). An embedding dialog system has no chance to 
find out possible sources for an identification failure. 

The algorithm incorporating measures to deal with uncer-
tainties provides facilities to improve this situation:

• Specifications concerning attribution of descriptors to 
referents and knowledge of the audience can be done in 
a direct fashion, requiring no interpretations.

• There are some parameters to control the choice of 
descriptors, the conciseness and expected effectiveness 
of the result, including an afterwards optimization 
which only requires re-calculation of probabilities.

• The probabilities of identification associated with the 
intended referents and those potential distractors that 
fall under the repair facility give an indication about 
the likelihood of success of the identification task and 
also about potential sources for a failure. Moreover, 
the situation about probabilities and descriptors may 
suggest variants in building surface expressions, such 
as putting emphasis on a critical descriptor.
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Appendix I: Reference Algorithm ([Dale and Reiter 1995], left) and Extended Algorithm (right)

                                                                                                                           

MakeReferringExpression (r,C,P)
L ← {} 
for each member Ai of list P do

V = FindBestValue(r,Ai,BasicLevelValue(r,Ai))
if  RulesOut(<Ai,V>) ≠ nil

then L ← L ∪ {<Ai,V>}
C ← C - RulesOut(<Ai,V>)

endif
if  C = {} then

if  <type,X> ∈ L for some X
then return L (an identifying description)
else return L ∪ {<type,BasicLevelValue(r,type)>}

endif
endif

return L (a non-identifying description)

FindBestValue (r,A,initial-value)
if  UserKnows(r,<A,initial-value>) = true

then value ←  initial-value 
else value ← no-value 

endif
if  (spec-value ←  MoreSpecificValue(r,A,value)) ≠ nil ^

(new-value ←  FindBestValue(r,A,spec-value)) ≠ nil ^
(|RulesOut(<A,new-value>)| > |RulesOut(<A,value>)|)
then value ←  new-value 

endif
return value

RulesOut (A,V)
if  V = no-value

then return nil
else return {x: x ∈ C ^ UserKnows(x,<A,V>) = false}

endif 
                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                           

MakeReferringExpression (r,C,P)
L ← {}, Lro ← {} [N1]
for each member Ai of list P do

V = FindBestValue(r,Ai,BasicLevelValue(r,Ai))
if  Dominate(Ai,V) ≠ nil [N2]

then L ← L ∪ {<Ai,V>}
C ← C - RulesOut(<Ai,V>)
if  RulesOut(<Ai,V>) ≠ nil

then Lro ← Lro ∪ {<Ai,V>}
endif  endif
if  (C = {}) ∨ (|L| > Complexity-limit) ∨ [N3]

(∀x ∈ C: (pr(r,L) - pr(x,L)) > ∆p2) then [N4]
L ← Optimize(L,Lro) (optional) [N5]
if  <type,X> ∈ L for some X

then return L (a likely identifying description)
else return L ∪ {<type,BasicLevelValue(r,type)>}

endif  endif
return L (an unlikely identifying description)

FindBestValue (r,A,initial-value)
if  pr(r,{<A,initial-value>}) > pmin [N6]

then value ←  initial-value 
else value ← no-value 

endif
if  (spec-value ←  MoreSpecificValue(r,A,value)) ≠ nil ^

(new-value ←  FindBestValue(r,A,spec-value)) ≠ nil ^
(|Dominate(A,new-value)| > |Dominate(A,value)|)
then value ←  new-value 

endif
return value

RulesOut (A,V)
if  V = no-value then return nil

else return {x: x ∈ C ^ (pr(x,L ∪ {<A,V>}) = 0)} [N7]
endif 

Dominate (A,V)
if  V = no-value then return nil
else return {x: x ∈ C ^ ((pr(x,L ∪ {<A,V>}) = 0) ∨ 

((pr(r,L ∪ {<A,V>}) - pr(x,L ∪ {<A,V>})) - [N8]
(pr(r,L) - pr(x,L))) > ∆p1)}

endif 
Optimize (L1,L2)

Lopt ← L1, ppopt ← Min∀x ∈ C(pr(r,L1) - pr(x,L1)) [N9]
forall L (L1 ⊇ L ⊇ L2) do

pp ← Min∀x ∈ C(pr(r,L) - pr(x,L))
if  ppopt < pp then Lopt ← L, ppopt ← pp endif

endforall
return Lopt
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Appendix II: An Example of the Extended Algorithm at Work

In this section, we demonstrate the functionality of the 
extended algorithm by an example that illustrates several 
features of this algorithm. As in the discussion in Section 
2, the scenario consists of three similar dogs, one of which 
is a bassett, which is also the intended referent. In addition, 
the bassett is brownish and has a long tail. The other two 
dogs have shorter tails and their skin is also brownish, but 
with some white resp. black portions, which makes the 
descriptor 'brownish' less appropriate than for the bassett. 

To make the example suitable for our purposes, the 
audience is assumed to have little knowledge about dog 
specifics, that is, they may recognize the intended referent 
as a bassett, but this is not very likely (we assume the 
category identification has a likelihood of 30%). In 
addition, it is assumed that the tails of the dogs, specific-
ally the one of the bassett, cannot be observed easily by the 
audience (again, we assume the recognition has a likelihood 
of 30%). Both, dog category and tail length are potentially 
confusable for all dogs.  These properties and associated 
probabilities of identification as listed below.
                                                                                                                           

Objects Attributes
category color tail-length

                                                                                                                           

dog1 bassett brownish long
dog2 dog brown-white short
dog3 dog brown-black short

                                                                                                                           

Probabilities of identification (per attribute-value and object)

bassett: p(dog1) = 0.3, p(dog2) = 0.0, p(dog3) = 0.0

brownish:p(dog1) = 0.9, p(dog2) = 0.8, p(dog3) = 0.8

long-tail: p(dog1) = 0.3, p(dog2) = 0.0, p(dog3) = 0.0
                                                                                                                           

Hence, the intended referent r is {dog1}, and the contrast set 
C is {dog2, dog3}. For demonstration purposes, we choose 
the following parameterizations:

• The attributes are considered according to the ordered 
preference list P = (color, category, tail-length), which 
in some sense reflects the ease of perception of color

• We choose 5% (0.05) for ∆p1, which indicates suffi-
cient dominance, and 30% (0.3) for ∆pmin, which 
indicates sufficient identification potenial (it always 
succeeds in the example); similarly, we choose 50% 
(0.5) for ∆p2 which indicates sufficient discrimination 
(it never succeeds here, hence all descriptors are tried)

• We allow a maximum complexity of 3 descriptors, so 
that this cut-off criterion does not apply in our simple 
example, and we use the optional optimization step

• In order to compute probabilities of identification, we 
need to choose a values for the ”scale-down factor”, 
which will be 0.5, as mentioned in Section 4. Since 
no disjunctions and negations of descriptors are needed 
for our example, no further parameters are required.

We now illustrate the generation process step by step.
In the first step, “brownish” is chosen as the value of the 

attribute “color” of dog1, and its contribution to discriminate 
the intended referent from the elements of the contrast set is 
checked. To start with, its  identification potential, 0.9, is far 
higher than pmin (0.25).Since this descriptor is also applic-
able to both other dogs, dog2 and dog3, but with lower 
probability, these two objects still remain in the contrast set. 
Despite this limited discrimination, the attribute is chosen 
because it achieves more than the minimal dominance 
required: 0.9 - 0.8 equals 0.1, which is higher than ∆ p2 
(0.05). Thus, the situation after step 1 is as follows (we 
neglect the repair factor, which is as low as 0.1 x 0.2 x 0.2):

pr(dog1) = 0.9, pr(dog2) = pr(dog3) = 0.8 
∆pr = pr(dog1) - Max(pr(dog2), pr(dog3)) = 0.1 > ∆p1

In the next step, “bassett” is chosen as the value of the 
attribute “category” of dog1, and again its contribution to 
discriminate the intended referent from the elements of the 
contrast set is checked. Its  identification potential, 0.3, is 
sufficient, since it is higher than pmin (0.25). This descriptor 
is not applicable to the other dogs, dog2 and dog3. Never-
theless, they still remain in the contrast set since they poten-
tially are subject to the repair mechanism. The probabilities 
of identification are computed according to the schema in 
Figure 4: the product of the probabilities of "bassett" and 
"brownish" associated with dog1 yields 0.27. The repair 
factor, the complementing 0.73, is distributed evenly among 
all three dogs. Hence, the degree of dominance of this 
descriptor amounts to 0.27, which is higher than ∆p2 (0.05).  
Thus, the situation after step 2 is as follows:

pr(dog1) = 0.513, pr(dog2) = pr(dog3) = 0.243 
∆pr = pr(dog1) - Max(pr(dog2), pr(dog3)) = 0.27 > ∆p1

In the last step, “long” is chosen as the value of the attri-
bute “tail-length”.  Again, its  identification potential, 0.3, 
is sufficient, since it is higher than pmin (0.25). As in the 
previous step, dog2 and dog3 still remain in the contrast set 
since they potentially are subject to the repair mechanism. 
The product of the probabilities for dog1 results from the 
previous one, multiplied by 0.3, which yields 0.081. The 
repair factor, the complementing 0.919, is distributed by 
giving two parts to dog1 (the scale-down factor applies) and 
one part to each of the other dogs. Hence, the degree of 
dominance of this descriptor amounts to 0.31075, which is 
higher than ∆p2 (0.05), which gives the final situation:

pr(dog1) = 0.5405, pr(dog2) = pr(dog3) = 0.22975 
∆pr = pr(dog1) - Max(pr(dog2), pr(dog3)) = 0.31075 > ∆p1

Optimization attempts show that “bassett” only is slightly 
inferior (pr(dog1) = 0.53, pr(dog2) = pr(dog3) = 0.23, ∆pr = 
0.3), while “bassett” together with “long-tailed” is slightly 
superior (pr(dog1) = 0.545, pr(dog2) = pr(dog3) = 0.225, ∆pr 
= 0.32) to the combination of all descriptors. Hence, the 
example demonstrates benefits and risks are comparable when 
only limited discrimination is possible by each descriptor.
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Abstract

This paper presents a framework for generating
locative expressions. The framework addresses
the issue of combinatorial explosion inherent in
the construction of relational context models by:
(a) contextually defining the set of objects in the
context that may function as a landmark, and (b)
sequencing the order in which spatial relations are
considered using a cognitively motivated hierar-
chy of relations.

1 Introduction
Our long-term goal is to develop embodied conversational
robots that are capable of natural, fluent visually situated di-
alog with one or more interlocutors. An inherent aspect of
visually situated dialog is reference to objects located in the
physical environment. In this paper, we present a computa-
tional framework for the generation of a spatial locative ex-
pressions in such contexts.

In the simplest form of locative expression, a prepositional
phrase modifies a noun phrase to explicitly specify the loca-
tion of the object. (1) is an example of the type of locative
we focus on generating. In this example,the bookis the sub-
ject of the expression andthe tableis the object. Following
[Langacker, 1987], we use the termstrajector andlandmark
to respectively denote the subject and the object of a locative
expression: the location of the trajector is specified relative to
the landmark by the semantics of the preposition.

(1) a. the book [subject] on the table [object]

Generating locative expressions is part of the general field
of generating referring expressions (GRE). Most GRE algo-
rithms deal with the same problem: given a domain descrip-
tion and atarget object generate a description of the target
object that distinguishes it from the other objects in the do-
main. The termdistractor objects is used to describe the
objects in the context excluding the trajector that at a given
point in processing fulfil the description of the target object
that has been generated. The description generated is said to
bedistinguishing when the set of distractor objects is empty.

Several GRE algorithms have addressed the issue of gen-
erating locative expressions[Dale and Haddock, 1991; Ho-
racek, 1997; Gardent, 2002; Krahmer and Theune, 2002;
Varges, 2004]. However, all these algorithms assume the
GRE component has access to a predefined scene model.
For an embodied conversational robot functioning in dynamic
partially known environments this assumption is a serious
drawback. If an agent wishes to generate a contextually ap-
propriate reference it cannot assume the availability of a do-
main model, rather it must dynamically construct one. How-
ever, constructing a model containing all the relationships be-
tween all the entities in the domain is prone to combinatorial
explosion, both in terms of the number of objects in the con-
text (the location of each object in the scene must be checked
against all the other objects in the scene) and number of inter-
object spatial relations (as a greater number of spatial rela-
tions will require a greater number of comparisons between
each pair of objects.1 Moreover, the context freea priori con-
struction of such an exhaustive scene model is cognitively im-
plausible. Psychological research indicates that spatial rela-
tions are not preattentively perceptually available[Treisman
and Gormican, 1988]. Rather, their perception requires atten-
tion [Logan, 1994; 1995]. These findings point to subjects
constructing contextually dependent reduced relational scene
models, rather than an exhaustive context free model.

Contributions In this paper we present a framework for
generating locative expressions. This framework addresses
the issue of combinatorial explosion inherent in relational
scene model construction by incrementally creating a series
of reduced scene models. Within each scene model only one
spatial relations is considered and only a subset of objects
are considered as candidate landmarks. This reduces both the
number of relations that must be computed over each object
pair and the number of object pairs. The decision as to which
relations should be included in each scene model is guided
by a cognitively motivated hierarchy of spatial relations. The
set of candidate landmarks in a given scene is dependent on
the set of objects in the scene that fulfil the description of the

1In English, the vast majority of spatial locatives are binary, some
notable exceptions include:between, amongstetc. However, we will
not deal with these exceptions in this paper
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target object and the relation that is being considered.
Overview In §2 we present some background data relevant

to our discussion. In§3 we present our GRE framework. In
§4 we illustrate the framework with a worked example and
expand on some of the issues relevant to the framework. We
end with conclusions.

2 Data
When one considers that the English lexicon of spatial prepo-
sitions numbers above eighty members (not considering com-
pounds such asright next to) [Landau, 1996], the combina-
torial aspect of relational scene model construction becomes
apparent. It should be noted that for our purposes, the sit-
uation is somewhat ameliorated by the fact that a distinc-
tion can be made between static and dynamic prepositions:
static prepositions primarily2 denote the location of an object,
dynamic prepositions primarily denote the path of an object
[Jackendoff, 1983; Herskovits, 1986], see (2). However, even
focusing exclusively on the set of static prepositions does not
remove the combinatorial issues effecting the construction of
a scene model.

(2) a. the tree is behind [static] the house
b. the man walked across [dynamic] the road

In general, the set of static prepositions can be decomposed
into two sets calledtopological andprojective. Topological
prepositions are the category of prepositions referring to a
region that is proximal to the landmark; e.g.,at, near, etc.
Often, the distinctions between the semantics of the differ-
ent topological prepositions is based on pragmatic contraints,
for example the use ofat licences the trajector to be in con-
tact with the landmark, by contrast the use ofnear does not.
Projective prepositions describe a region projected from the
landmark in a particular direction, the specification of the di-
rection is dependent on the frame of reference being used;
e.g.,to the right of, to the left of, etc.

The semantics of static prepositions exhibit both qualita-
tive and quantitative properties. The qualitative aspect of their
semantics is evident when they are used to denote an object
by contrasting its location with the distractor objects location.
Taking Figure 1 as a visual context the locative expressionthe
circle on the left of the squareexhibits the contrastive seman-
tics of a projective preposition. Only one of the circles in the
scene is located in the regionto the right of the square. Tak-
ing Figure 2 as a visual context the locative expressionthe
circle near the black squareillustrates the contrastive seman-
tics of a topological preposition. Again, of the two circles in
the scene only one of them may be appropriately described
as beingnear the black square, the other circle is more ap-
propriately described as beingnear the white square. The
quantitative aspect of the semantics of static prepositions is
evident when they denote an object using a relative scale. In
the context provided by Figure 3 the locativethe circle to the
right of the squareexhibits the relative semantics of a projec-
tive preposition. Although both the circles are locatedto the

2Static prepositions can be used in dynamic contexts, e.g.the
man ran behind the house, and dynamic prepositions can be used in
static ones, e.g.the tree lay across the road.

right of the squareit is possible to adjudicate between them
based on their location in the region. The relative semantics
of a topological preposition can also be illustrated using Fig-
ure 3. A description such asthe circle near the squarecould
be applied to either circle if the other circle was not present.
However, when both are present it is possible to interpret the
reference based on their relative proximity to the landmark
the square.

Figure 1: Visual context used to illustrate the contrastive se-
mantics of projective prepositions.

Figure 2: Visual context used to illustrate the contrastive se-
mantics of topological prepositions.

Figure 3: Visual context used to illustrate the relative seman-
tics of topological and projective prepositions.

3 Approach
The approach we adopt to generating locative expressions in-
volves extending the incremental algorithm[Dale and Reiter,
1995]. The motivation for this is the polynomial complexity
of the incremental algorithm. The incremental algorithm iter-
ates through the properties of the target and for each property
computes the set of distractor objects for which (a) the con-
junction of the properties selected so far, and (b) the current
property hold. A property is added to the list of selected prop-
erties if it reduces the size of the distractor object set. The al-
gorithm succeeds when all the distractors have been ruled out,
it fails if all the properties have been processed and there are
still some distractor objects. The algorithm can be refined by
ordering the checking of properties according to fixed prefer-
ences, e.g. first a taxonomic description of the target, second
an absolute property such as colour, third a relative property
such as size.[Dale and Reiter, 1995] also stipulate that the
type description of the target should be included in the de-
scription even if its inclusion does not distinguish the target
from any of the distractors, see Algorithm 1.

However, before applying the incremental algorithm we
must construct a context model within which we can check
whether or not the description generated distinguishes the tar-
get object. In order to constrain the combinatorial issues in-
herent in relational scene model construction we construct
a series of reduced scene models, rather than constructing
one complex exhaustive model. This construction process is
driven by a hierarchy of spatial relations and the partition-
ing of the context model into objects that may and may not
function as landmarks. These two components are developed
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Algorithm 1 The Basic Incremental Algorithm
Require: T = target object; D = set of distractor objects.

Initialise: P = {type, colour, size}; DESC = {}
for i = 0 to |P | do

if |D| 6= 0 then
D′ = {x : x ∈ D, P i(x) = P i(T )}
if |D′| < |D| then

DESC = DESC ∪ P i(T )
D = {x : x ∈ D, P i(x) = P i(T )}

end if
else

Distinguishing description generated
if type(x) 6∈ DESC then

DESC = DESC ∪ type(x)
end if
returnDESC

end if
end for
Failed to generate distinguishing description
returnDESC

in the next two sections. In§3.1 we develop the hierarchy
of spatial relations and in§3.2 we develop a classification of
landmarks and use these groupings to create a definition of
a distinguishing locative description. In§3.3 we present the
generation algorithm that integrates these components.

3.1 Cognitive Ordering of Contexts
Psychological research indicates that spatial relations are not
preattentively perceptually available[Treisman and Gormi-
can, 1988]. Rather, their perception requires attention[Lo-
gan, 1994; 1995]. These findings point to subjects construct-
ing contextually dependent reduced relational scene models,
rather than an exhaustive context free model. Mimicking this,
we have developed an approach to context model construc-
tion that attempts to constrain the combinatorial explosion
inherent in the construction of relational context models by
incrementally constructing a series of reduced context mod-
els. Each context model focuses on a different spatial relation.
The ordering of the spatial relations is based on the cognitive
load of interpreting the relation. In this section, we motivate
and develop the ordering of relations used.

It seems reasonable to asssume that it takes less effort to
describe one object than two. Consequently, following the
Principle of Minimal Cooperative Effort[Clark and Wilkes-
Gibbs, 1986], a speaker should only use a locative expression
when they cannot create a distinguishing description of the
target object using a simple feature based approach. More-
over, the Principle of Sensitivity[Dale and Reiter, 1995]
states that when producing a referring expression, the speaker
should prefer features which the hearer is known to be able
to interpret and perceive. This points to a preference, due
to cognitive load, towards descriptions that distinguish an ob-
ject using purely physical and easily perceivable features over
descriptions that use spatial expressions. Psycholinguistic
results support this preference[van der Sluis and Krahmer,
2004].

Similarly, we can distinguish between the cognitive loads
of processing different forms of spatial relations. In com-
paring the cognitive load associated with different spatial re-

lations it is important to recognize that they are represented
and processed at several levels of abstraction. For example,
the geometric level, where metric properties are dealt with,
the functional level, where the specific properties of spatial
entities deriving from their functions in space are considered,
and thepragmatic level, which gathers the underlying prin-
ciples that people use in order to discard wrong relations or to
deduce more information[Edwards and Moulin, 1998]. Our
discussion is grounded at the geometric level of representa-
tion and processing.

Focusing on static prepositions, it is reasonable to

Figure 4: Cognitive load of
reference forms

propose that topologi-
cal prepositions have a
lower perceptual load
than projective prepo-
sitions, due to the
relative ease of per-
ceiving two objects
that are close to each
other and the complex
processing required to
handle frame of refer-
ence ambiguity [Carlson-Radvansky and Irwin, 1994;
Carlson-Radvansky and Logan, 1997]. Figure 4 lists these
preferences, with further distinctions among features: objects
type is the easiest to process, before absolute gradable
predicates (e.g. color), which is still easier than relative
gradable predicates (e.g. size)[Dale and Reiter, 1995].

This topological versus projective preference can be fur-
ther refined if we consider the contrastive and relative uses
of these relations noted in§2. Perceiving and interpreting a
constrastive use of a spatial relation is computationally easier
than judging a relative use. Finally, within the set of projec-
tive prepositions, psycholinguistic data indicates a perceptu-
ally based ordering of the relations:above/beloware easier
to percieve and interpret thanin front of/behindwhich in turn
are easier thanto the right of/to the left of [Bryant et al.,
1992; Gapp, 1995].

In sum, we would like to propose the following ordering
of spatial relations:

1. topological contrastive

2. topological relative

3. projective constrastive [above/below, front/back/,
right/left]

4. projective relative [above/below, front/back, right/left]

For each level of this hierarchy we require a computational
model of the semantics of the relation at that level that acco-
modates both contrastive and relative representations. In§2
we noted that the distinctions between the semantics of the
different topological prepositions is often based on functional
and pragmatic issues.3 Currently, however, more psycholin-
guistic data is required to distinguish the cognitive load asso-
ciated with the different topological prepositions. We use the

3See inter alia [Talmy, 1983; Herskovits, 1986; Vandeloise,
1991; Fillmore, 1997; Garrodet al., 1999] for more discussion on
these differences
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model of topological proximity developed in[Kelleher and
Kruijff, 2005] to model all the relations at this level. Using
this model we can define the extent of a region proximal to
an object. If the trajector or one of the distractor objects is
the only object within the region of proximity around a given
landmark this is taken to model a contrastive use of a topo-
logical relation relative to that landmark. If the landmark’s
region of proximity contains more than one object from the
trajector and distractor object set then it is a relative use of
a topological relation. We handle the issue of frame of ref-
erence ambiguity and model the semantics of projective pre-
postions using the framework developed in[Kelleher and van
Genabith, 2005]. Here again, the contrastive-relative distinc-
tion is dependent on the number of objects within the region
of space defined by the preposition.

3.2 Landmarks and Distinguishing Descriptions
In order to use a locative expression an object in the context
must be selected to function as the landmark. An implicit
assumption in selecting an object to function as a landmark is
that the hearer can easily identify and locate the object within
the context. A landmark can be: the speaker (3)a, the hearer
(3)b, the scene (3)c, an object in the scene (3)d, or a group of
objects in the scene (3)e.4

(3) a. the ball onmyright [speaker]
b. the ball toyour left [hearer]
c. the ball on the right [scene]
d. the ball to the left ofthe box[an object in the

scene]
e. the ball in the middle [group of objects]

Currently, new empirical research is required to see if
there is a preference order between these landmark cate-
gories. Intuitively, in most situations, either of the inter-
locutors are ideal landmarks because the speaker can natu-
rally assume that the hearer is aware of the speaker’s location
and their own. Focusing on instances where an object in the
scene is used as a landmark, several authors[Talmy, 1983;
Landau, 1996; Gapp, 1995] have noted a trajector-landmark
asymmetry: generally, the landmark object is more perma-
nently located, larger, and taken to have greater geometric
complexity. These characteristics are indicative of salient ob-
jects and empirical results support this correlation between
object salience and landmark selection[Beun and Cremers,
1998]. However, the salience of an object is intrinsically
linked to the context it is embedded in. For example, in the
context provided by Figure 5 the ball has a relatively high
salience, because it is a singleton, despite the fact that it is
smaller and geometrically less complex than the other fig-
ures. Moreover, in this context, the ball is the only object in
the scene that can function as a landmark without recourse to
using the scene itself or a grouping of objects in the scene.

Clearly, deciding which objects in a given context are suit-
able to function as landmarks is a complex and contextually
dependent process. Some of the factors effecting this decision

4See[Gorniak and Roy, 2004] for further discussion on the use
of spatial extrema of the scene and groups of objects in the scene as
landmarks

Figure 5: Visual context used to illustrate the relative seman-
tics of topological and projective prepositions.

are object salience and the functional relationships between
objects. However, one basic constraint on landmark selection
is that the landmark should be distinguishable from the trajec-
tor. For example, given the context in Figure 5 and all other
factors being equal, using a locative such asthe man to the left
of the manwould be much less helpful than usingthe man to
the right of the ball. Following this observation, we treat an
object as acandidate landmark if the trajector object can be
distinguished from it using the basic incremental algorithm,
Algorithm 1.5 Furthermore, atrajector landmark is a mem-
ber of the candidate landmark set that stands in relation to
the trajector and adistractor landmark is a member of the
candidate landmark set that stands in relation to a distractor
object under the relation being considered. Using these cat-
egories of landmark we can define adistinguishing locative
description as a locative description where there is trajector
landmark that can be distinguished from all the members of
the set of distractor landmarks under the relation used in the
locative.

We can illustrate these different categories of landmark
using Figure 6 as the visual context. In this context, if
W1 is taken as the target object, the distractor set equals
{T1,B1,W2,B2}. Running the basic incremental algorithm
would generate the descriptionwhite block. This distin-
guishes W1 from T1, B1 and B2 but not from W2. Conse-
quently, the set of candidate landmarks equals{T1,B1,B2}.
If we now create a context model for the relationnear the set
of trajector landmarks would be{T1,B1} and the set of dis-
tractor landmarks would be{B1,B2}. Obviously, B1 cannot
be distinguished from all the distractor landmarks as it cannot
be distinguished from itself. As a result, B1 cannot function
as the landmark for a distinguishing locative description for
W1 using the relationnear. However, T1 can be distinguished
from the distractor landmarks B1 and B2 by its type,triangle.
So the white block near the trianglewould be considered a
distinguishing description.

Figure 6: Visual context used to illustrate the different cate-
gories of landmark.

5As noted by one of our reviewers, one unwanted effect of this
definition of a landmark is that it precludes the generation of descrip-
tions that use a landmark that are themselves distinguished using a
locative expression. For example,the block to the right of the block
which has a ball on it.
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3.3 Algorithm
The basic approach is to try to generate a distinguishing de-
scription using the standard incremental algorithm. If this
fails, we divide the context into three components:

the trajector: the target object,

the distractor objects: the objects that match the descrip-
tion generated for the target object by the standard in-
cremental algorithm,

the set of candidate landmarks: the objects that donot
match the description generated for the target object by
the standard incremental algorithm.

We then begin to iterate through the hierarchy of relations
and for each relation we create a context model that defines
the set of trajector and distractor landmarks. Once a context
model has been created we iterate through the trajector land-
marks (using a salience ordering if there is more than one)6

and try to create a distinguishing locative description. A dis-
tinguishing locative description is created by using the basic
incremental algorithm to distinguish the trajector landmark
from the distractor landmarks. If we succeed in generating a
distinguishing locative description we return the description
and stop processing. Algorithm 2 lists the steps in the algo-
rithm.

Algorithm 2 The Locative Algorithm
Require: T = target object; D = set of distractor objects; R = hier-

archy of relations.
DESC = Basic-Incremental-Algorithm(T,D)
if DESC 6= Distinguishing then

createCL the set of candidate landmarks
CL = {x : x 6= T, DESC(x) = false}
for i = 0 to |R| do

create a context model for relationRi consisting ofTL the
set of trajector landmarks andDL the set of distractor land-
marks
DL = {z : z ∈ CL, Ri(D, z) = true}
TL = {y : y ∈ CL, y 6∈ DL, Ri(T, y) = true}
for j = 0 to |TL| by salience(TL)do

LANDDESC = Basic-Incremental-Algorithm(TLj , DL)
if LANDDESC = Distinguishing then

Distinguishing locative generated
return{DESC,Ri,LANDDESC}

end if
end for

end for
end if
FAIL

If we cannot create a distinguishing locative description we
are faced with a choice of: (1) iterate on to the next relation

6We model both visual and linguistic salience. Visual salience
is computed using a modified version of the visual saliency algo-
rithm described in[Kelleher and van Genabith, 2004]. Discourse
salience is computed based on recency of mention as defined in[Ha-
jicová, 1993] except we represent the maximum overall salience in
the scene as 1, and use 0 to indicate object is not salient. We in-
tegrate these two components by summing them and dividing the
result by 2.

in the hierarchy, (2) create an embedded locative description
that distinguishes the landmark. Currently, we prefer option
(1) over (2), preferringthe dog to the right of the carover
the dog near the car to the right of the house. However, the
algorithm can generate these longer embedded descriptions if
needed. This is done by replacing the call to the basic incre-
mental algorithm for the trajector landmark object with a call
to the whole locative expression generation algorithm, with
the trajector landmark as the target object and the set of dis-
tractor landmarks as the distractor objects. Algorithm 3 lists
the steps in the recursive version of the algorithm.

Algorithm 3 The Recursive Locative Algorithm
Require: T = target object; D = set of distractor objects; R = hier-

archy of relations.
DESC = Basic-Incremental-Algorithm(T,D)
if DESC 6= Distinguishing then

createCL the set of candidate landmarks
CL = {x : x 6= T, DESC(x) = false}
for i = 0 to |R| do

create a context model for relationRi consisting ofTL the
set of trajector landmarks andDL the set of distractor land-
marks
DL = {z : z ∈ CL, Ri(D, z) = true}
TL = {y : y ∈ CL, y 6∈ DL, Ri(T, y) = true}
for j = 0 to |TL| by salience(TL)do

LANDDESC =
Recursive-Locative-Algorithm(T=TLj ,D=DL,R)
if LANDDESC = Distinguishing then

Distinguishing locative generated
return{DESC,Ri,LANDDESC}

end if
end for

end for
end if
FAIL

For both versions of the locative algorithm an important
consideration is the issue of infinite regression. As noted by
[Dale and Haddock, 1991] a compositional GRE system may,
in certain contexts, generate an infinite description by trying
to distinguish the landmark in terms of the trajector and the
trajector in terms of the landmark, see (4). However, this in-
finite recursion can only occur if the context is not modified
between calls to the algorithm. This issue does not effect Al-
gorithm 2 because each call to the algorithm results in the
domain being partitioned into those objects that can and can-
not be used as landmarks. One effect of this partitioning is a
reduction in the number of object pairs that relations must be
computed for. However, and more importantly for this dis-
cussion, another consequence of this partitioning is that the
process of creating a distinguishing description for a land-
mark is carried out in a context that is a subset of the context
the trajector description was generated in. The distractor set
used during the generation of a landmark description is the
set of distractor landmarks. This minimally excludes the tra-
jector object, since by definition the landmark objects cannot
fulfill the description of the trajector generated by the basic
incremental algorithm. This naturally removes the possibility
for the algorithm to distinguish a landmark using its trajector.
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Figure 7: A visual scene and the topological analsis of R1
and R2

(4) the bowl on the table supporting the bowl on the table
supporting the bowl ...

4 Discussion
We can illustrate the framework using the visual context pro-
vided by the scene on the left of Figure 7. This context con-
sists of two red boxes R1 and R2 and two blue balls B1 and
B2. Imagine that we want to refer to B1. We begin by call-
ing the locative incremental algorithm, Algorithm 2. This
in turn calls the basic incremental algorithm, Algorithm 1,
which will return the propertyball. However, this is not suf-
ficient to create a distinguishing description as B2 is also a
ball. In this context the set of candidate landmarks equals
{R1,R2} and the first relation in the hierarchy is topological
proximity, which we model using the algorithm developed
in [Kelleher and Kruijff, 2005]. The image on the right of
Figure 7 illustrates the analysis of the scene using this frame-
work: the green region on the left defines the area deemed to
be proximal to R1, and the yellow region on the right defines
the area deemed to be proximal to R2. It is evident that B1
is in the area proximal to R1, consequently R1 is classified as
a trajector landmark. As none of the distractors (i.e., B2) are
located in a region that is proximal to a candidate landmark
there are no distractor landmarks. As a result when the basic
incremental algorithm is called to create a distinguishing de-
scription for the trajector landmark R1 it will returnboxand
this will be deemed to be a distinguishing locative descrip-
tion. The overall algorithm will then return the vector{ball,
proximal, box} which would result in the realiser generating
a reference of the form:the ball near the box.

The relational hierarchy used by the framework has some
commonalities with the relational subsumption hierarchy pro-
posed in[Krahmer and Theune, 2002]. However, there are
two important differences between them. First, an implica-
tion of the subsumption hierarchy proposed in[Krahmer and
Theune, 2002] is that the semantics of the relations at lower
levels in the hierarchy are subsumed by the semantics of their
parent relations. For example, in the portion of the subsump-
tion hierarchy illustrated in[Krahmer and Theune, 2002] the
relation next tosubsumes the relationsleft of and right of.
By contrast, the relational hierarchy developed here is based
solely on the relative cognitive load associated with the se-
mantics of the spatial relations and makes no claims as to the
semantic relationships between the semantics of the spatial
relations. Secondly,[Krahmer and Theune, 2002] do not use
their relational hierarchy to guide the construction of domain

models.
By providing a basic contextual definition of a landmark

we are able to partition the context in an appropriate manner.
This partitioning has two advantages:

1. it reduces the complexity of the context model con-
struction, as the relationships between the trajector and
the distractor objects or between the distractor objects
themselves do not need to be computed;

2. the context used during the generation of a landmark
description is always a subset of the context used for
a trajector (as the trajector, its distractors and the other
objects in the domain that do not stand in relation to
the trajector or distractors under the relation being con-
sidered are excluded). As a result the framework avoids
the issue of infinite recusion. Furthermore, the trajector-
landmark relationship is automatically included as a
property of the landmark as its feature based descrip-
tion need only distinguish it from objects that stand in
relation to one of the distractor objects under the same
spatial relationship.

.
In future work we will focus on extending the framework

to handle some of the issues effecting the incremental algo-
rithm, see[van Deemter, 2001]. For example, generating
locative descriptions containing negated relations, conjunc-
tions of relations and involving sets of objects (sets of trajec-
tors and landmarks).

5 Conclusions
In this paper we have argued that an if an embodied conver-
sational agent functioning in dynamic partially known envi-
ronments wishes to generate contextually appropriate locative
expressions it must be able to construct a context model that
explicitly marks the spatial relations between objects in the
scene. However, the construction of such a model is prone
to the issue of combinatorial explosion both in terms of the
number of objects in the context (the location of each object
in the scene must be checked against all the other objects in
the scene) and number of inter-object spatial relations (as a
greater number of spatial relations will require a greater num-
ber of comparisons between each pair of objects.

We have presented a framework that address this issue by:
(a) contextually defining the set of objects in the context that
may function as a landmark, and (b) sequencing the order
in which spatial relations are considered using a cognitively
motivated hierarchy of relations. Defining the set of objects in
the scene that may function as a landmark reduces the number
of object pairs that a spatial relation must be computed over.
Sequencing the consideration of spatial relations means that
in each context model only one relation needs to be checked
and in some instances the agent need not compute some of the
spatial relations, as it may have succeeded in generating a dis-
tinguishing locative using a relation earlier in the sequence.

A further advantage of our approach stems from the parti-
tioning of the context into those objects that may function as
a landmark and those that may not. As a result of this parti-
tioning the algorithm avoids the issue of infinite recursion, as
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the partitioning of the context stops the algorithm from dis-
tinguishing a landmark using its trajector.
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Abstract

This paper describes an approach for the generation
of multimodal deixis to be uttered by an anthro-
pomorphic agent in virtual reality. The proposed
algorithm integrates pointing and definite descrip-
tion. Doing so, the context-dependent discrimina-
tory power of the gesture determines the content-
selection for the verbal constituent. The concept
of a pointing cone is used to model the region sin-
gled out by a pointing gesture and to distinguish
two referential functions called object-pointing and
region-pointing.

1 Introduction
Deixis anchors utterances in their spatio-temporal context and
can therefore be seen as a central part of theaboutnessof
language. In face-to-face interaction deixis is typically ex-
pressed using several modalities. In this paper we describe
an approach for the generation of multimodal deixis referring
to objects. These expressions integrate two different kinds
of referring to objects, indicating the location of an object
by pointing or describing its properties by a definite descrip-
tion. Following McNeill [McNeill, 1992], we distinguish
between abstract pointings and pointings into concrete do-
mains. Here, we focus on pointings into concrete domains
co-occurring with verbal expressions, typically definite noun
phrases. As we will see further on, the interrelation between
gesture and verbal expression is of a complex nature. Both
are often under-specified; only together they identify the ref-
erent unambiguously.

In the growing number of applications which are char-
acterised by an anthropomorphic human-computer interface
there is an increasing need for robust mechanisms when re-
ferring to objects by speech and gesture. Emphasising the
importance of deixis in the interaction with humanoid agents,
[Lesteret al., 1999] introduced the expressiondeictic believ-
ability. In contrast, the generation of multimodal reference
is an open issue until now, while the generation of referring
expressions, which identify objects by description, is well in-
vestigated (several computational models have been proposed
over the last years).

The approach proposed for the generation of multimodal
deictic expressions is based on the incremental algorithm by

[Dale and Reiter, 1995]. This algorithm for the generation
of verbal referring expressions was adapted in that the spatial
property location, which can be expressed either absolutely
by pointing or relationally by verbal expressions (e.g. ”the
left object”), is evaluated besides other object properties in
content-selection. Taking account of the inherent imprecise-
ness of pointing gestures, two referential functions of point-
ing are distinguished,object-pointingand region-pointing.
While object-pointing refers on its own, region-pointing is
used to narrow down the set of objects from which the refer-
ent has to be distinguished by a definite description.

Figure 1: The interaction scenario

The described research is undertaken in the course of the
development of human computer interfaces for natural inter-
action in Virtual Reality (VR). Conducting empirical inves-
tigations and developing computational models we focus on
dialogues in a construction task domain, where a kit consist-
ing of generic parts is used to construct models of mechanical
objects such as a toy airplane. A typical setting consists of a
human instructor and an anthropomorphic virtual agent inter-
acting in face-to-face manner in VR realised in a three-side
Cave-like installation. Our human-sized virtual agent called
Max is able to interpret simple multimodal (speech and ges-
ture) input from the human instructor on the one hand and to
produce synchronised output involving synthetic speech, fa-
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cial display and gesture[Kopp and Wachsmuth, 2004] on the
other hand. As illustrated in Fig. 1, Max and the human dia-
logue partner are located at a virtual table with toy parts and
communicate about how to assemble them. Speech and ges-
ture are used by both interlocutors to specify tasks and select
relevant objects.

On the way towards dialogue generation a setting we call
demonstration gameshas been established to get at the un-
derstanding and generation of complex deictic expressions.
These demonstration games which reduce interaction to two
turns are based on the minimal dialogue games proposed by
[Mann, 1988]. The setting consists of two interlocutors lo-
cated at a table with some objects lying on it. One inter-
locutor has to indicate an object by speech and gesture, and
the other interlocutor has to give feedback on which object
was referred to. In a human-human realisation this setting
is used to conduct empirical studies to investigate the refer-
ring behaviour of subjects[Kühnlein and Stegmann, 2003;
Lücking et al., 2004]. An annotated corpus was acquired
which comprises 65 multimodal demonstrations uttered by
several subjects. In a human-machine realisation the setting
is used as a testbed for the developed communicative abili-
ties of our agent concerning deictic reference. This enables
us to directly link and compare the results of speech-gesture
processing with empirically recorded data in a comparable
setting[Kranstedtet al., 2004].

In the section to follow, the role of pointing in multimodal
referring expressions is analysed in more detail. The concept
of a pointing cone and two referential functions of pointing,
object-pointingandregion-pointing, are introduced. In Sec. 3
a short overview on related work concerning the generation of
referring expression is given. The incremental algorithm pro-
posed by[Dale and Reiter, 1995] underlying our approach is
outlined in Sec. 3.1. In Sec. 4 the content-selection algorithm
proposed for multimodal deictic expressions is described in
detail. Sec. 5 illustrates its functionality giving an example.
Sec. 6 describes the embedding of the algorithm in a gener-
ation framework and the current potentials and limitations of
the approach. The paper concludes with a short discussion of
the proposed approach.

2 Pointing in Multimodal Deictic Expressions
There is little doubt in the literature that pointing is tied up
with reference as the following quotation from[Lyons, 1977,
p. 654] shows:

When we identify an object by pointing to it (and this no-
tion, as we have seen, underlies the term ’deixis’ and Peirce’s
term ’index’: cf. 15.1), we do so by drawing the attention
of the addressee to some spatio-temporal region in which the
object is located.

Pointing, then, is related to objects indicated and regions
occupied. Lyons also emphasises that certain kinds of ex-
pressions, especially definite descriptions, are closely linked
to pointing or demonstration (op. cit., p. 657):

[. . . ] definite referring noun-phrases, as they have been
analysed in this section, always contain a deictic element. It
follows that reference by means of definite descriptions de-
pends ultimately upon deixis, just as much as does reference

by means of demonstratives and (as we saw in the previous
section) personal pronouns.

Pointing and definite descriptions therefore represent on
the one hand different kinds of referring to objects (indicat-
ing their location or describing their properties). On the other
hand they appear to be intimately connected. Lyons does not
discuss how exactly pointing and verbal expression are re-
lated. Following[Rieser, 2004], we pursue a line of thought
associated with Peirce, who maintains the idea of gestures be-
ing part of more complex signs[Peirce, 1965]. Transferring
that to deixis we call such complex signs, which are com-
posed of a pointing gesture and a definite description,com-
plex demonstrations. In other words, complex demonstra-
tions are definite descriptions to which pointings add content,
either by specifying an object independently of the definite
description (Lyons’ attention being drawn to some object) or
by narrowing down the description’s restrictor (Lyons’ spatio-
temporal region). Below, we refer to these two possibilities as
the respective functions of demonstration, see[Rieser, 2004]
for discussion. If a pointing gesture uniquely singles out an
object, it is said to haveobject-pointingfunction. If the ges-
ture draws the attention of the addressee to a region making
the objects inside it salient it is ascribed aregion-pointing
function.

The distinction between object-pointing and region-
pointing is closely connected with the observation that point-
ing gestures are inherently ambiguous, varying with the dis-
tance between pointing agent and referent. In the empirical
data collected in our demonstration games we found object-
pointing only in demonstrations to objects near to the demon-
strating subject, while pointings to objects farther are accom-
panied by definite descriptions[Lücking et al., 2004]. Two
phenomena can be recognised (even though they are blurred
by over-specification which we observe very often in com-
plex demonstrations). First, pointing saves words; definite
descriptions accompanied by a pointing gesture are shorter
and less complex than definite descriptions without gesture.
Secondly, length and complexity of the definite description
in complex demonstrations depend on the distance between
demonstrating subject and referent pointed to. Similar results
can be found in literature, e.g.[Beun and Cremers, 2001;
van der Sluis and Krahmer, 2004].

These results indicate that the discriminative power of
pointing gestures influences the construction of definite de-
scriptions and that in order to determine the set of entities
delimited by a pointing gesture the distance to the referent
has to be accounted for. As a first approximation we model
the topology of the region singled out by a pointing gesture
as a cone anchored at the index finger tip and directed along
the vector defined by the stretched index finger.

It has to be stressed, however, that a cone is an idealisation
of the pointing region. There are a lot of influencing param-
eters, which we can divide in perceivable parameters on the
one hand (like spatial configuration of demonstrating agent,
addressee, and referents as well as the clustering of the en-
tities under demonstration) and dialogue parameters on the
other hand. Determining the pointing cone in more detail is
the issue of further empirical investigations currently under-
taken. The concept of pointing cone we use is based on a set
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of parameters which guarantees that the cone’s form and size
can be adjusted as further findings become available.

Observations we made in our corpus suggest that we have
to acknowledge that each of the two referential functions
of pointing, i.e. object-pointing and region-pointing, comes
with a cone on its own. Therefore, the concept of pointing
cone can be divided into two topologically different types for
object- and for region-pointing respectively, with the former
having a narrower angle than the latter. The cone of object-
pointing represents the resolution of a pointing gesture visu-
ally perceivable to the dialogue participants, and therefore,
defines the borderline up to which object-pointing can be
conducted successfully. Preliminary findings[Kühnlein and
Stegmann, 2003] indicate an apex angle of this cone of about
12 to 24 degrees. In contrast, region-pointing draws the at-
tention of the addressee to a wider region making the objects
inside this region salient. The cone representing this region
has to be modelled with a wider apex angle than the cone for
object-pointing to ensure robust reference and to fit empirical
findings concerning over-specification.

3 Related Work

While much work concerning the generation of referring ex-
pressions has been published over the last 15 years, work on
the generation of multi-modal referring expressions is rare.
Most of the approaches which can be found in this field use
idealised pointing in addition or instead of referring expres-
sions. [Claassen, 1992] and[Reithinger, 1992] highlight the
referent in two-dimensional settings by an idealised pointing
gesture represented by an arrow or a schematic hand.[Noma
and Badler, 1997] and[André et al., 1999] introduce virtual
agents in presentation tasks able to produce simple point-
ing gestures.[Lesteret al., 1999] and[Rickel and Johnson,
1999] generate pointing gestures expressed by an agent which
moves to the referent, and therefore, achieve unambiguous
pointing. Only[Krahmer and van der Sluis, 2003] integrate
pointing and definite descriptions in a more natural way and
account for vague pointing. They distinguish three types of
preciseness, i.e.precise, imprecise, or very imprecisepoint-
ing, and integrate pointing into the graph-based algorithm
proposed by[Krahmeret al., 2003].

Examining the generation of referring expressions realised
as definite descriptions one has to mention, first of all, that the
problem of selecting the minimal set (in the sense of Grice’s
quantity maxim) of object properties needed for an unam-
biguous description of the referent has exponential computa-
tional complexity[Reiter, 1990]. Each combination of prop-
erties has to be tested whether it is true only for the referent,
and the shortest one of these combinations has to be chosen.
Especially for real-time applications in domains with high ob-
ject density and objects with a high number of properties this
computation is intractable with brute-force methods. Several
approaches have been proposed to deal with this problem,
namely[Dale, 1992; Krahmeret al., 2003; Horacek, 1997;
Gardent, 2002]. [Dale and Reiter, 1995] proposed an incre-
mental algorithm which violates the quantity maxim in the
strict sense, but achieves linear compute time and fits well
with empirical findings.

3.1 The Incremental Algorithm by Dale and Reiter
To achieve linear compute time,[Dale and Reiter, 1995] pro-
pose a fixed sequence of property evaluation and avoid back-
tracking. This approach leads to over-specification, but they
can show that the generation results fit well with empirical
findings if the sequence of properties is chosen accurately
w.r.t. the specific domain. Therefore, the content-selection
algorithm (see Alg. 3.1) gets, in addition to the referentr and
the context setC, also a sorted list of propertiesP as an input.

The functionality of this algorithm can be described in
short as follows. In the ordering ofP each propertyAi in P
is evaluated concerning its discriminatory power, that means
it is checked if there is at least one object inC which has an-
other value forA than the referentr has. These objects are
ruled out. If the contrast setC is empty the algorithm termi-
nates and returns a list with the discriminating propertiesL.
W.r.t. observations in their corpora Dale and Reiter add the
propertytypeeverytime. The task ofFINDBESTVALUE is the
search for the most specific value of an attribute that (1), dis-
criminates the referentr from more elements inD than the
next general one does, and (2), is known by the addressee.

We chose this algorithm as a starting point for our work
and adapted it for multimodal expressions because of its ap-
propriateness w.r.t. empirical data and its efficient compute
time .

Algorithm 3.1: MAKEREFERRINGEXPRESSION(r, C, P )

L← {}
for eachmemberAi of list P do
V = FINDBESTVALUE(r, Ai, BASICLEVELVALUE(r, Ai))
if RULESOUT((Ai, V )) 6= nil

then L← L ∪ {(Ai, V )}
C ← C \ RULESOUT((Ai, V ))

if C = {} then
if (type, X) ∈ L for someX

then return (L)
else return (L ∪ {(type, BASICLEVELVALUE(r, type))})

return (failure)

procedure FINDBESTVALUE(r, A, initial-value)
if USERKNOWS(r, (A, initial-value)) = true

then value← initial-value
elsevalue← no-value

if (more-specific-value← MORESPECIFICVALUE(r, A, value)) 6= nil ∧
(new-value← FINDBESTVALUE(A, more-specific-value)) 6= nil ∧
(|RULESOUT((A, new-value))| > |RULESOUT((A, value))|)
then value← new-value

return (value)

procedure RULESOUT((A, V ))
if V = no-value

then return (nil)
else return (x : x ∈ C ∧ USERKNOWS(x, (A, V )) = false)

4 Incremental Multimodal Content Selection
We integrate in the incremental algorithm by Dale and Re-
iter an evaluation of the spatial propertylocation, either to
be uttered absolutely by a pointing gesture or to be expressed
verbally in relation to other objects in speaker-intrinsic coor-
dinates.

Before presenting the algorithm we first have to clarify the
terminology used. Analogous to[Dale and Reiter, 1995], we
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define the context setC to be the set of entities (physical ob-
jects in our scenario) that the hearer is currently assumed to
be attending to. We also define the set of distractorsD to be
the set of entities from which the referentr has to be distin-
guished further on. At the beginning of the content selection
process the distractor setD will be the context setC except
the referentr; at the endD will be empty if content selection
was successful.R represents the set of restricting properties
found, each composed of an attribute-value pair.

P represents the ordered list of properties which the algo-
rithm gets as additional input. Based on observations in our
data we assume that referring to objects by pointing is the
first choice in face-to-face dialogues, while expressing rela-
tive location is only used after basic properties like type or
colour. Therefore, we getabsolut location, type, colour, size,
andrelative locationto be the list of properties which have to
be evaluated concerning their discriminatory power.

Algorithm 4.1: CONTENTSELECTRE(r, P, C)

R← {}
D ← C
α← objectPointingConeApexAngle
β ← regionPointingConeApexAngle
if REACHABLE?(r) (i)

then


R← {(location,↘)}
(~h, ~r)← GENERATEPOINTINGRAY(r)

if GETPOINTINGMAP((~h, ~r), C, α) = {r}
then return (R ∪ {type, GETVALUE(r, type)})
elseD ← GETPOINTINGMAP((~h, ~r), C, β)

for eachp ∈ P (ii)

do



if RELATIONAL PROPERTY?(p)
then v ← GETRELATIVE VALUE(r, p, D)
elsev ← GETVALUE(r, p)

if v 6= null and RULESOUT(p, v, D) 6= {}

then

{
R← R ∪ {(p, v)}
D ← D \ RULESOUT(p, v, D)

if D = {}

then

{
if (type, x) ∈ R for somex

then return (R)
else return (R ∪ {type, GETVALUE(r, type)})

return (failure)

procedure RULESOUT(p, v, D)
return ({x | x ∈ D ∧ GETVALUE(x, p) 6= v})

The incremental content-selection in our algorithm (see
Alg. 4.1) is organised in two main steps: First, see part
(i), disambiguation of the referent by pointing is checked if
the referent is visible for both participants. The decision,
which kind of pointing, object-pointing or region-pointing,
is appropriate is based on an evaluation of their discrimina-
tory power. Object-pointing can only be used if the gesture
is able to indicate the referent in an unambiguous manner.
This is tested by generating a pointing cone with an apex an-
gle of 12 degrees anchored in an approximated hand-position
(covered in the functionsGENERATEPOINTINGRAY (r) and
GETPOINTINGMAP((~h,~r), C, α) with the apex angleα). If
only the intended referentr is found inside this cone, the
algorithm terminates and referring can be done by object-
pointing. Otherwise, region-pointing is evaluated using the
same functions to narrow down the distractor setD to the
objects found in the cone, now with the wider apex angleβ.

For determining additional discriminating properties (see
part (ii)) we use an adapted version of the incremental algo-

rithm of Dale and Reiter described above. Each propertyp in
P is evaluated concerning its discriminatory power. If it rules
out some objects inD, these objects are deleted inD andp
and its valuev are added toR.

On the one hand we extend the original algorithm account-
ing for properties which are expressed in relation to other ob-
jects in the scene. On the other hand our algorithm is sim-
plified in as much as in our prototypical implementation the
FINDBESTVALUE function defined by Dale and Reiter is re-
placed by the cheaper functionGETVALUE. We realise the
search for the appropriate value on a specialisation hierarchy
only for the special casetype(”screw” instead of ”pan head
slotted screw” is used). If an appropriate value fortypedoes
not exist (this is the case for some aggregates under construc-
tion in our domain),type is uttered in an unspecific manner
like ”this part”, the valuev for the propertytype is then set
to object, the most general value in the specialisation hierar-
chy. Analogous to[Dale and Reiter, 1995], type is added to
R even if it has no discriminatory power. This complies with
the most frequent kind of over-specification found in our em-
pirical data.

For the other properties likecolour we do not need such a
sophisticated search on a specialisation hierarchy in our do-
main. We operate in a highly simplified domain with objects
characterised by properties having only a few and well dis-
tinguished values perceivable by both dialogue participants.
For the propertycolour, e.g., only the valuesred, green, blue,
yellow, purple, orange, andbrownexist.

In the following we describe the realisation of the essential
modifications proposed in our approach in greater detail, the
evaluation of the discriminating power of pointing and the
consideration of relational properties.

4.1 Considering the Spatial Context:
Object-pointing vs. Region-pointing

If we assume that the spatial context of the interaction de-
termines the discriminatory power of pointing as described
in Section 2 we have to anchor multimodal content-selection
into this context. The central concept for this task is the point-
ing cone. It models the region which is indicated by the point-
ing gesture. The objects inside the cone can not be distin-
guished without further information.

In the course of our multimodal content-selection algo-
rithm the generation of the pointing cone and the identifica-
tion of the objects lying inside it is realised using the follow-
ing functions:

• REACHABLE?(r): Tests if the referentr is visually avail-
able to both dialogue participants.

• GENERATEPOINTINGRAY (r): This function gets the
referentr and computes a pointing ray which is repre-
sented by two vectors, its origin~h located in the demon-
strating hand and its direction~r determined by the refer-
entr.

• GETPOINTINGMAP((~h,~r), C, α): This function (for de-
tails see Alg. 4.2) gets the pointing ray (~h,~r), a set of ob-
jectsC, and an apex angleα and returns a sorted list of
objects located inside the cone defined by (~h,~r) andα.
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The decision criterion is the apex angleα. If the vector
originated in~h directed too ∈ C spans with the pointing
ray an angle less thanα o is said to be located inside the
cone, otherwise not.

• GETPOSITION(o,~h): Computes the position of objecto

w.r.t. the position represented by~h, in this case the hand
position.

• GETANGLE(~x, ~y): Computes the angle between the vec-
tors~x and~y.

• INSERT(o,M,α): Inserts the objecto in the mapM in
increasing order w.r.t. the angleα.

Algorithm 4.2: GETPOINTINGMAP((~h, ~r), C, α)

M ← {}
for eacho ∈ C

do

{
~x← GETPOSITION((o,~h))
β ← GETANGLE(~x, ~r)
if β ≤ α

then INSERT(o, M, α)
return (M)

In the course of evaluating pointing, it is tested first
whether the referent is reachable by both participants. In our
application domain this implies whetherr is a visible object
lying on the table, the construction area. If this is the case,
pointing in general is appropriate, the propertylocationwith
the value↘ indicating a pointing gesture is added to the list
of restricting propertiesR.

To decide whether object-pointing or region-pointing is ap-
propriate, the pointing cones for these two kinds of point-
ing have to be generated. This is achieved by generating
the pointing ray first using the functionGENERATEPOINT-
INGRAY . To determine the origin of the pointing ray without
synthesising a pointing gesture at this early point of time an
approximated hand position is computed located in a typical
distance in front of the body on a straight line between a point
in-between the shoulders of the demonstrating agent and the
referentr.

The pointing ray is used as an input for the functionGET-
POINTINGMAP which stores all objects inside the cone in a
sorted map. First, this is done for a cone with the apex an-
gle α, the cone for object-pointing. If this map contains at
least one object besides the referentr, disambiguation based
only on a pointing gesture is not possible. Region-pointing
is then chosen to narrow down the set of distractors. Again
the functionGETPOINTINGMAP is used to determine the set
of objects which are indicated by pointing, now by region-
pointing. The wider apex angleβ for the pointing cone of
region-pointing is used to ensure robust reference.

4.2 Relational Object Properties
In our corpus we often found properties which are typically
expressed in relation to other objects. The most frequent ex-
amples concern the propertiessizeand location leading to
descriptions like ”the big object” respectively ”the left ob-
ject”. The functionRELATIONAL PROPERTY?(p) tests for
each propertyp if it is a property which can be expressed

relationally. To evaluate these properties we use the function
GETRELATIVE VALUE. This function (see Alg. 4.3) com-
pares the absolute value of the referent’s propertyp with the
corresponding values of the objects inD. If the referentr
holds the maximum or minimum of the values the function
returns the according max or min value, e.g.,big or small if
the property issize. To do so,GETRELATIVE VALUE needs a
partial order for each property. In our system this is imple-
mented forsizeandrelative location.

In the case ofsizewe relate the property to the shape of
the objects under discussion.Shapeis a property often used
on its own if the type of an object is unknown but it is diffi-
cult to handle in generation because the description of shape,
especially for complex shapes, is highly ambiguous and sub-
jective. However, in our corpus data aspects of shape can be
often found as part of descriptions ofsize. This can be found
if the shape of an object is characterised by one or two des-
ignated dimensions. For these objectssizeis substituted by,
e.g., length respectivelythickness(”long screw” is used in-
stead of ”big screw”).

In the case ofrelative locationwe use a similar kind of
substitution. The relative location is evaluated along the axes
defining the subjective coordinate systems of the dialogue
participants (left-right, ahead-behind, and top-down). E.g.,
GETRELATIVE VALUE returns left if the referentr is the left-
most located object inD ∪ {r}.

The functionGETVALUE(o, p) returns the absolute valuev
of the propertyp of the objecto fetched from the knowledge-
base. The search for an appropriate value on a specialisation
hierarchy for the propertytype, as described above, is realised
within this function.

Algorithm 4.3: GETRELATIVE VALUE(r, p, D)

vr ← GETVALUE(r, p)
if min{v | v = GETVALUE(x, p) ∧ x ∈ (D ∪ {r})} = vr

then

{
vmin ← typically usedminV alue(p)
return (vmin)

if max{v | v = GETVALUE(x, p) ∧ x ∈ (D ∪ {r})} = vr

then

{
vmax ← typically usedmaxV alue(p)
return (vmax)

return (null)

5 Example
The following example illustrates the process of content-
selection as it is realised by the described algorithm (Fig. 2):
The starting point is a query concerning the reference to a
specific object with the technical namefive-hole-bar-0(Fig.
2a). This object lying on the table is visible to both dialogue
participants, therefore pointing is appropriate and the prop-
erty location with the value↘ indicating a pointing gesture is
added toR. Now it has to be decided which kind of pointing
is appropriate (Alg. 4.1, part (i)), that means whether pointing
alone (object-pointing) yields the referent in an unambigu-
ous manner. To do so, the pointing cone for object-pointing
is generated. In this example the object density is high and
more than one object is found inside this cone. Therefore,
pointing alone does not yield the referent and region-pointing
is evaluated next. This is illustrated in Fig. 2b) schematically:
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The two ellipses mark the intersection of the pointing cones
with the table, the smaller ellipse w.r.t. object-pointing, the
bigger one w.r.t. region-pointing. The smaller ellipse covers
two objects, that means pointing alone can not distinguish be-
tween these two objects, an additional definite description is
needed. Region-pointing is used to narrow down the set of
distractorsC for the construction of the definite description.
To make the multimodal reference consisting of pointing and
definite description more robust (in analogy to the empirical
findings) now a wider apex angle is used resulting in the big-
ger ellipse. The objects inside this bigger ellipse, the two bars
five-hole-bar-0andthree-hole-bar-0, a block, a screw, and a
disc constitute the distractor set.

The second part of the algorithm determines the proper-
ties needed for the definite description. It starts with test-
ing the propertytype. The typefive-hole-bar is too spe-
cific, so the super-typebar is chosen. This property rules
out all objects except the two bars (nowC = {five-hole-bar-
0, three-hole-bar-0}) and type with the valuebar is added
to R. The propertycolour is tested next; it has no discrim-
inatory power concerning the two bars. But the following
propertysizediscriminates the two objects. The shape of
bars is characterised by one designated dimension. There-
fore, size is substituted bylength. In our case the referent
r has the maximum length of all objects inC, the property
lengthwith the valuelong is added toR. Now C contains
only r, the algorithm terminates and returnsR = {(location,
↘), (type, bar), (length, long)} (Fig. 2b).

Based onR, a pointing gesture directed tor is specified,
the noun phrase ”die lange Leiste” (the long bar) is gener-
ated, and both are inserted into an utterance template (see Fig.
2c)). The complete utterance is synthesised and uttered by the
agent Max (Fig. 2d).

6 Application in the context of
Human-Computer Interaction in VR

As explained in the introduction, the described approach was
developed in the context of research on interfaces for natu-
ral interaction with an anthropomorphic agent in VR. The
embodied agent Max should be enabled to produce believ-
able deictic references to virtual objects in real-time inter-
action. Following[Dale and Reiter, 2000], the generation
of natural language can be divided into three main steps,
namely, macroplanning (document planning), microplanning,
and surface realisation. Extending this, we add synthesis as
a fourth step, including motorplanning and visualisation for
gestural and a text-to-speech synthesis for verbal utterances.
Content-selection for complex demonstrations is part of mi-
croplanning. The starting point is a logical representation of
the performative of a planned utterance (as illustrated in the
example above, see Fig. 2a)), which will be provided as result
of the reasoning processes of the agent in future work.

The results of the content selection as represented by a list
of attribute-value-pairs are fed into a surface realisation mod-
ule generating a syntactically correct noun phrase. This noun
phrase is combined with a gesture specification and both are
inserted into a template of a multi-modal utterance fetched
from a database and described in MURML[Kranstedtet al.,

a) query(five-hole-bar-0)

b)

R = {(location,↘), (type, bar), (length, long)}

c) <definition>
<parameter name=”NP”/>
<parameter name=”Object”/>
<utterance>

<specification>
Meinst du <time id=”t1”/> $NP? <time id=”t2”/>

</specification>
<behaviorspec id=”gesture 0”>
<gesture>

<affiliate onset=”t1” end=”t2”/>
<function name=”refer to loc”>
<argument name=”refloc” value=”$Object”/>
<argument name=”frame of reference” value=”world”/>

</function>
</gesture>

</behaviorspec>
</utterance>

</definition>

d)

“Meinst du die lange Leiste?”
(Do you mean the long bar?)

Figure 2: Example of the generation of a complex demon-
stration in four steps: a) A query concerning the objectfive-
hole-bar-oconstitutes the starting point; b) pointing cones
for object-pointing and region-pointing are generated, the lat-
ter one specifies the distractor set for further property evalua-
tion; c) the pointing gesture and the noun phrase are inserted
in an utterance description template described in MURML;
d) an appropriate animation (German speech, here with the
visualised pointing cone) is synthesised.
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2002] (see Fig. 2c) for illustration). MURML enables the
specification of arbitrary co-verbal gestures. Cross-modal
synchrony is established appending the gesture stroke to the
affiliated word or sub-phrase in the co-expressive speech.
Based on these descriptions, an utterance generator synthe-
sises continuous speech and gesture in a synchronised manner
(for details see[Kopp and Wachsmuth, 2004]).

The VR environment in which the interaction takes place
is realised using the framework Avango[Tramberend, 1999]
which is based on the common scenegraph representation of
virtual worlds. With PrOSA (Patterns On Sequences of At-
tributes,[Latoschik, 2001] this framework was extended for
interacting in immersive virtual reality by means of speech
and gesture. The scenegraph is not only used to model the
environment, it also builds the agent’s knowledgebase of its
environment. Each object represented in the scenegraph can
be correlated with a so-calledsemantic entity[Latoschik and
Schilling, 2003], which provides arbitrary semantic proper-
ties associated with this entity. During content-selection, the
property values of the objects under discussion are fetched
from these semantic entities.

The vocabulary used is geared to the ontology of the toy-
kit, calledBaufix, we use in our setting. It consists of a small
number of generic parts like bars, screws, blocks, discs etc.
(twelve different types, some of them in different size and
colour). All the parts and the values of their properties can
be named. Therefore, all possible descriptions in this small
domain can be generated. Currently, deictic expressions as
part of different types of speech acts can be generated, espe-
cially query, request, and inform. Only a small number of
verb phrases can be used. In sum, the vocabulary currently
available is very small. However, the focus of this work is not
to generate a huge amount of speech output but to investigate
the correlation between speech and gesture in the generation
of multimodal reference.

Up to now we can generate in the course of deictic expres-
sions pointing gestures synchronised with speech for all ob-
jects reachable for the agent without moving. In most cases
moving will not be necessary, respectively more costly than
generating a definite description. But we know that this is not
adequate in all cases. The integration of moving in the course
of content-selection will be an issue of future work.

7 Conclusion
In this paper an approach was presented which enables the
generation of multimodal deictic expressions consisting of a
pointing gesture indicating the location of an object and a def-
inite noun phrase describing the object using its properties.
Taking account of the inherent impreciseness of pointing ges-
tures two referential functions of pointing are distinguished,
object-pointing and region-pointing. With the increasing dis-
tance between demonstrating agent and referent the discrim-
inatory power of the gesture decreases and more additional
properties are needed to identify the referent. A pointing
cone for each referring function of pointing gestures was de-
fined to model the distance dependency of pointing. An algo-
rithm was presented that integrates pointing and definite de-
scriptions by using the objects highlighted by the gesture as

distractor set for the construction of the definite description.
Drawing the attention to a spatial region and the objects lying
inside this region region-pointing ensures that these objects
are in the focus of attention of the addressee ([Dale and Re-
iter, 1995] speak in this context about a navigational function
of the expression).

Dale and Reiter emphasise that their content-selection al-
gorithm is defined domain independently while the prop-
erty list P and the functions MORESPECIFICVALUE, BA-
SICLEVELVALUE, and USERKNOWS define the interface
to the domain of application, especially to the knowledge
about this domain shared by the interlocutors. Analogously,
the functionsREACHABLE?, GENERATEPOINTINGRAY, and
GETPOINTINGMAP in our approach can be seen as a link be-
tween the content-selection algorithm and the spatial context
in which the interaction takes place. Implementing the con-
cept of the pointing cone they provide an interface between
the geometrical aspects of pointing gestures and their refer-
ential semantics.

The quality of the generation results using the described
approach depends on the precision of the topology of the
pointing cones and the knowledge about the parameters in-
fluencing this topology. We have started to conduct empirical
studies using tracking technology to collect analytical data
concerning the pointing behaviour of human subjects in vary-
ing pointing domains[Kranstedtet al., 2005].

Up to now, we do not have a comprehensive evaluation
of our approach. But if we compare the generation results
with the empirical data collected in the demonstration games
mentioned in Sec. 1 and with other corpora about instructor-
constructor dialogues in theBaufix-world [Sagereret al.,
1994] we notice a good correspondence with the empirical
findings. A critical point we found in these comparisons is
that the perceivable resolution of pointing in real world is not
exactly the same as in VR. In the latter it depends massively
on kind and quality of the display technology used. There-
fore, mechanisms which adapt the pointing cone’s size and
form to the constraints of the interaction environment seem
to be useful.
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Abstract

The paper presents an approach to utterance plan-
ning, which can dynamically use context informa-
tion about the environment in which a dialogue
is situated. The approach is functional in nature,
using systemic networks to specify its planning
grammar. The planner takes a description of a
communicative goal as input, and produces one
or more logical forms that can express that goal
in a contextually appropriate way. Both the goal
and the resulting logical forms are expressed in a
single formalism as ontologically rich, relational
structures. To realize the logical forms, OpenCCG
is used. The paper focuses primarily on the im-
plementation, but also discusses how the planning
grammar can be based on the grammar used in
OpenCCG, and trained on (parseable) data.

1 Introduction
Conversational robots often need to carry out a dialogue with
other agents while being situated in a dynamic environment.
This poses an interesting challenge: For the robot to con-
verse in a natural manner with other interlocutors its commu-
nication needs to be contextually appropriate, but referential
contexts may naturally change in such a setting. The robot
thus must be actively aware of the environment, and use this
awareness when producing utterances.

Here, we present an approach to utterance planning where
we can use context information to dynamically guide deci-
sions we need to make during planning. These decisions are
paradigmatic in nature, and get us from a logical form stating
a communicative intention, to a logical form (or a set thereof)
expressing the intention in a contextually appropriate way.

We specify a planning grammar as a systemic network, in
the tradition of generation systems for systemic functional
grammar[Mathiessen, 1983; Bateman, 1997]. We process
using an agenda/chart-based algorithm, (meaning there is no
“determinicity” assumption). The utterance planner itself
is embedded in a distributed architecture that makes it pos-
sible to access the various models of the situated environ-

∗This research is supported by the EU FP6 IST IP “Cognitive
Systems for Cognitive Assistants” (CoSy), FP6-004250-IP

ment that the robot maintains. This way we can dynam-
ically use contextual information during the planning pro-
cess. The logical forms we operate on are all specified in a
single formalism, namely Hybrid Logic Dependency Seman-
tics (HLDS), meaning we have a representational continuum
between discourse-level and utterance-level representations
[Kruijff, 2001; Baldridge and Kruijff, 2002], and can guide
utterance planning through content decisions made at higher
levels. The logical form we obtain from the utterance planner
serves as input to a separate OpenCCG realizer[White and
Baldridge, 2003; White, 2004].

The resulting approach is related to[Stone and Doran,
1997; Cassellet al., 2000]. We adopt their idea of an utter-
ance as a description, generated from a communicative goal,
and also use an “ontologically promiscuous” formalism for
representing meaning[Hobbs, 1985]. We differ in that we
separate out the realizer, though minimize the need for back-
tracking in the planner by allowing for multiple, alternative
logical forms to be sent to the realizer, cf.[Foster and White,
2004]. Also, to establish contextual status of an entity, we can
in principle use any type of model that the robot maintains of
the environment, as long as we have an ontology on which we
can establish a common ground in interpretation.

Our approach places us squarely in the full generation
camp, but there is a continuum: Using the approach to in-
cluding canned text as proposed in[Foster and White, 2004],
we can freely position the actual planner between full gen-
eration and pre-baked generation. We can use the flexibility
of full generation where necessary, notably to achieve con-
textual appropriateness, but if desired we can use more direct
methods to specify content. Our approach owes its perspec-
tive to systemic approaches, particularly KPML[Bateman,
1997]. Where we differ is in the creation of, and relation be-
tween, the resources we use in the parser, the realizer, and
the utterance planner: We use one and the same grammar
for both parsing and realization (though with different algo-
rithms), and we can derive the systemic network for utterance
planning from this grammar (§4) to ensure that we have a
single formulation of the robot’s linguistic knowledge, in the
form of a CCG grammar. We also point out (§4), how we can
in principle train the planner, like e.g.[Stentet al., 2004].
Overview In §2 we briefly discuss HLDS, and the overall
architecture in which we employ the utterance planner.§3
presents the planner, focusing on the basic structure of the
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planning grammar, and context sensitivity.§4 discusses how
we can base the planning grammar on the specification of the
grammar we employ for parsing and realization, and how we
can in principle train the planning grammar given a corpus of
(analyzable) utterances.

2 Background
2.1 Hybrid Logic Dependency Semantics
Hybrid Logic Dependency Semantics (HLDS;[Kruijff, 2001;
Baldridge and Kruijff, 2002]) is an “ontologically promiscu-
ous” [Hobbs, 1985] framework for representing the propo-
sitional content (or meaning) of an expression as anonto-
logically richly sorted, relational structure. The relational
structure connects different bits of meaning using (directed)
labelled edges. The labels on these edges indicate how the
meaning of thedependent contributes to the meaning of the
whole, rooted at thehead node that governs the dependent.

This view on the representation of meaning can be traced
back to various theories of valency in dependency gram-
mar and related work on theta-frames. Under this view we
obtain relatively flat representations. These flat represen-
tations are nowadays used in various grammar frameworks,
and are closely related to the conceptual structures found in
AI knowledge representations.[Baldridge and Kruijff, 2002;
White and Baldridge, 2003] show how HLDS representations
can be built compositionally with CCG using unification, and
compare HLDS to other semantic formalisms like Minimal
Recursion Semantics[Copestakeet al., 1997].

Formally, we represent the meaning of an expression us-
ing hybrid logic [Blackburn, 2000; Areces, 2000]. Being a
type of modal logic, hybrid logic is ideally suited to capture
relational structures. Furthermore, it adopts an approach to
sorting that enables us to represent meaning as an ontologi-
cally richly sorted structure. This works out as follows.

Hybrid logic is a modal logic, but a modal logic with a
twist. Modal logics are interpreted on models consisting of
states and accessibility relations between these states. How-
ever, we cannot reference these states directly in the language
of a modal logic itself. This is problematic. Modal logic is
often used to model temporal structure, e.g. using Prior’s Past
and Future operators. Unfortunately, all we can express is that
something happened at some point in the past, or will happen
at some point in the future. We cannotspecify that point in a
formula, which is counter-intuitive; cf.[Blackburn, 2000].

Hybrid logic addresses this issue by introducingnominals
into the language. A nominal is a type of formula, which is
interpreted as a unique reference to a state in the underlying
model theory of the logic. Nominals are formulas, and hence
equal citizens in the language next to e.g. propositions. There
are several operators that range over nominals, the most ubiq-
uitous for our current purposes being the “@” operator:@nφ
means that “at the state referred to byn, formulaφ holds”.

We use the standard modal operators to model relations:
@n〈R〉m means that there is a relationR between the nomi-
nalsn andm. Particularly important for our purposes is that
we can sort the nominals further, to indicate the ontological
sort or category of the proposition that holds at the state re-
ferred to by the nominal. For example,@{k :person}Kathy rep-

Figure 1: Conceptual architecture

resents the fact that Kathy is a person; note that we can thus
use nominals as (neo-Davidsonian style) discourse referents.

We obtain a relational structure by relating nominals
through modal relations, e.g. (1).

(1) a. Kathy saw Eli.
b. @{s:observing}(see& 〈Tense〉past

& 〈Actor〉(k : person & Kathy)
& 〈Patient〉(e : person & Eli))

Here,s is the nominal (or discourse referent) for the event
see, which we interpret as anobservational process in past
tense. Related to the events are two dependents: we have an
Actor, aperson with discourse referentk, beingKathy (the
one doing the seeing); and a Patient, anotherperson but with
discourse referente, beingEli (the one being seen).

We can flatten the representation in (1b) by rewriting it into
a conjunction of elementary predications, akin to MRS terms:

(2) @{s:observing}(see)
& @{s:observing}〈Tense〉past
& @{s:observing}〈Actor〉(k : person)
& @{k :person}(Kathy)
& @{s:observing}〈Patient〉(e : person)
& @{e:person}(Eli)

The flattened representation in (2) illustrates that
we have basically three types of elementary predica-
tions: lexical predications –@{k :person}(Kathy ), features
– @{s:observing}〈Tense〉past, and dependency relations –
@{s:observing}〈Actor〉(k : person).

2.2 System architecture
Figure 1 describes the conceptual architecture that underlies
our system. As a cognitively motivated architecture, it speci-
fies the underlying infrastructure for the communication abil-
ities for an intelligent embodied agent.

The distributed nature of the architecture is inspired by
the general tendency to see cognition as a network of con-
current, situated processes, e.g.[Minsky, 1986; Langley and
Laird, 2002]. Distributed information processing facilitates
the concurrent maintenance of several models of the environ-
ment, possibly using different means for representation and
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interpretation. Furthermore, we can adopt a localised ap-
proach to the processing and fusion of information stemming
from different modalities (local cross-modal fusion), guided
by passive attention mechanisms[Chum and Wolfe, 2001]
and active attention mechanisms through a short-term work-
ing memory with activated concepts and their associations.

The architecture is layered in that we distinguish different
levels of information processing. The levels basically corre-
spond to the reactive (or perceptual), deliberative, and meta-
level processes in the cognitive architecture presented in[Slo-
man, 2001]. Like cognitive robotics[Reiter, 2001] we use
logic as a representational medium at the deliberative level,
but with an explicit relation to lower-level perceptual pro-
cesses[Shanahan, 2000; Shanahan and Witkowski, 2001].

We use context models to represent the deliberative in-
terpretation of the situation relative to a particular modality,
on the basis of which future states can be anticipated and
planned. Each context model maintains a (model-specific, lo-
cal) salience measure over the information in the model, to in-
dicate what is currently activated. Examples of context mod-
els are the dialogue context model, capturing the dialogue his-
tory which serves as the background against which new dia-
logue moves are interpreted and planned, or the action context
which keeps track of the current status of tasks and the overall
action plan. Figure 1 shows these context models asmodal-
ity specific context models. It also includes abelief context.
The belief context model capturesglobal cross-modal fusion,
achieved by fusing information across the different modal-
ities at least at the level of token identification. We estab-
lish a common ground for interpretation across modalities
by relating each layer to a set of ontologies that model cat-
egories on which the events, states, and entities at that layer
can be interpreted, following recent work in information fu-
sion[Wacheet al., 2001] and dialogue systems[Gurevychet
al., 2003]. There are different levels of granularity for the
common ground we may be able to establish, due to the po-
tential for hybridity across the different local representations
used in the architecture. On the low end of the scale we have
type identity, to type/token identity, to the high end where
we have fully shared representations. The granularity of the
common ground we are able to establish determines to what
extend information can be fused.

For the purposes of this paper we use the example imple-
mented architecture, shown in Figure 2. The goal of this
instance is to enable a robot to conduct a simple dialogue
about a dynamic, visual scene. We have implemented the
distributed infrastructure using theOpen Agent Architecture
[Cheyer and Martin, 2001]; the different boxes in Figure 2 are
processes implemented as OAA agents.

On the interpretation side, we have several layers of pro-
cessing for a speech dimension, and for a vision dimension.
We process the acoustic signal usingSphinx4 [Walkeret al.,
2004] with a domain-specific, English language model, and
then parse the recognized string using theOpenCCG parser
for combinatory categorial grammar[Baldridge, 2002]. The
parser yields a logical form of the meaning of the string, rep-
resented as an HLDS logical form. This logical form is inter-
preted further in a dialogue process, which maintains a model
of the dialogue history. In parallel to the speech dimension,

Figure 2: Example implemented architecture

we also have processes that interpret the visual scene. We
use a visual recognition and classification algorithm based on
OpenCV1 that produces a representation of an object in terms
of its type, physical properties, and position. We interpret
these representations on a model of the visual scene, captur-
ing proximal and projective spatial relations between objects
[Kelleher and Kruijff, 2005b].

For production, the architecture in Figure 2 includes only
spoken language as an output modality. The dialogue planner
constructs an HLDS logical form that specifies the communi-
cation goal reflecting how the belief context could be updated
with the information coming from the acoustic and visual di-
mensions. This logical form is taken by the utterance planner,
which expands this logical form to a full logical form that
OpenCCG can realize as a well-formed string[White, 2004].
Finally, we use FreeTTS2 for speech synthesis.

3 Utterance planning
Following the systemic tradition, we formulate a planning
grammar as a network of systems. A system represents a
paradigmatic choice, i.e. a choice about an aspect of the
meaning to be specified by the logical form we are planning.
We specify the decision process involved in this choice as a
decision tree or chooser, associated with the system. In the
chooser, we can pose several inquiries about the logical form
and the contextual status of discourse referents, to guide the
decision process. On the basis of the choice we make, the
system performs one or more operations on the logical form,
to expand it; we thus reflect grammatical features directly as
content in the logical form.

A system consists of an entry condition, actions associated
with the different choices the associated chooser can make,
and an output. Both the entry condition and the output of the
system take the shape of an HLDS logical form, and an indi-
cation of the locus within that logical form. As a result, the
combination of locus and output logical form of one system
may be the entry condition for another system. It is in this
way that we obtain a network of systems.

1We would like to thank Somboon Hongeng from Birmingham
University for the implementation of this module.

2http://freetts.sf.net
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<system id=’’evidencing-modality’’ region=’’’’ metafunction=’’ideational’’>
<chooser id=’’c-evidencing-mod’’/>
<conditions>

<condition features=’’@type:process’’/>
</conditions>
<actions>

<action choice=’’vision’’>
<assign-type type=’’observing’’/>
<add-proposition propositions=’’@see’’/>
<add-relation mode=’’Actor’’ nomvar=’’sp’’ type=’’speaker’’/>
<identify-nomvar mode=’’Patient’’ nomvar=’’obj’’/>
<move-locus nomvar=’’obj’’/>

</action>
:

</actions>
</system>

Figure 3: Example of a system

Figure 3 provides an example specification of a system,
calledevidencing-modality. The point of the system is to
specify the kind of mental process the current locus in the
logical form should express to refer to the modality in which
an entity can be grounded. The chooser associated with this
system isc-evidencing-mod; cf. Figure 5 and below.

One of the possible answers of this chooser isvision, i.e.
the visually situated context is the “strongest” modality in
which we can ground the entity that is part of the commu-
nicative goal. This results in the system performing several
actions on the logical form:

1. assign-type specifies the type of the locus asobserving
2. add-proposition adds the propositionseeto the nomi-

nal of the locus

3. add-relation adds a relation of typeActor between the
locus and a nominalsp of typespeaker

4. identify-nomvar identifies the nominal to which thePa-
tient relation points, and then moves the locus to this
nominal (identified by variable nameobj ).3

We have two more operations that a system can specify,
besides the above ones. The operationadd-feature adds a
feature and a value to the nominal of the current locus. This
operation together with the operationsassign-type, add-
proposition andadd-relation gives us a basic inventory for
extending a logical form throughsubstitution:

• add-feature:
@{n:nomv}φ =⇒@{n:nomv}φ & @{n:nomv}〈Feat〉(value).

• add-proposition:
@{n:nomv}φ =⇒ @{n:nomv}(φ & prop)

• add-relation:
@{n:nomv}φ =⇒ @{n:nomv}φ & @{n:nomv}〈Rel〉n′ :
nomv′.

• assign-type:
@{n:nomv}φ =⇒ @{n:type}φ

3We can define for a variable whether it is to have system-local
scope, or global scope. This way, we can reference other parts of a
logical form, outside the scope of the subtree that is currently in the
locus.

Furthermore, we have an operationadjoin-lf. With this
operation we can extend the current logical form byadjoining
another logical form into it. We can explain adjunction using
the illustration in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Adjunction

We start with a logical
form which contains the
greyed subtree rooted by a
nominal n′ of type t′ (1).
Next, we remove that sub-
tree, leaving an argument
position for a nominal of
type t′ in the logical form
rooted byn : t, (2). We
now insert a new subtree,
rooted by a nominaln′′ of type t′, which itself also contains
an argument position of typet′ into which we can slot the
greyed subtree ofn′ : t′. The adjunction operator, the above
substitution operators, and theidentify-nomvar, give us a
complete inventory of operations for defining logical forms
as directed graphs in HLDS.

The main way we bring in context-sensitivity is through
the types of inquiries we can pose in a chooser. In the archi-
tecture, the utterance planner runs as an agent with access to
the various short-term and long-term models that the robot
maintains for the environment it is situated in; cf. Figure
2. Each of these models is equipped with attentional mech-
anisms, which model current attentional prominence (short-
term working memory) or salience (longer-term memories,
like models of the discursive or visual context).

Using the inquiries built into the utterance planner, we can
query the architecture for the contextual status of an entity,
and what the strongest evidencing modality is in which we
can ground the entity.4 Based on the results of these inquiries,
we can decide how to reflect the contextual status of an en-
tity or an event in the logical form. Contextual appropriate-
ness can thereby take various forms, not just in terms of us-
ing information structure to reflect attentional status, but also

4We assume that the visual context is the strongest modality,
followed by the discursive context, and then the (personal) belief
context.
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<chooser id=’’c-evidencing-mod’’ region=’’’’ metafunction=’’textual’’>
<dectree>

<choicenode answer=’’*TOP*’’>
<inquiry id=’’fetch-evid-modality’’ type=’’string’’

answerset=’’@vision @dialogue @beliefs’’>
<f-mod-maxevid/>

</inquiry>
<choicenode answer=’’vision’’>

<result val=’’vision’’/>
</choicenode>
:

</choicenode>
</dectree>

</chooser>

Figure 5: Example of a chooser

by appealing to the appropriate (and maximally informative)
modal context to refer.

Another way we bring in context-sensitivity is through the
inclusion of algorithms for generating referring expressions.
One of the actions a system can perform is to call a dedicated
GRE algorithm, to plan a contextually appropriate referring
expression for an entity. Currently, the planner has access
to an extension of the incremental Dale & Reiter GRE al-
gorithm, which is able to generate a referring expression for
an entity on the basis of its physical properties as well as its
spatial relations to other entities in the visually situated con-
text. The algorithm returns a full logical form for the mean-
ing of the referring expressions. This algorithm is described
in [Kelleher and Kruijff, 2005a].
Example. To illustrate the way logical forms are planned,
consider the network in Figure 6. The network provides an
illustration of how we could plan simple types of grounding
feedback, for example to a statement about the visual scene
like “The red ball is near the blue box.”

Depending on whether the robot is able to verify the
statement against its models of the dialogue history and
the visual scene, the dialogue planner generates a simple
communicative goal providing feedback to the statement.
For example, if the robot is able to resolve the referents
both in the dialogue and the visual contexts, then the di-
alogue planner will send an acknowledgment to the utter-
ance planner:@{d:disc−vantagepoint}〈Acknowledgment〉(p1 :
process) & @{p1 :process}〈Patient〉(o1 : phys− obj). Here,
o1 is an identifier for the red ball in the belief context, where
we fuse the information about identifiers in the dialogue and
visual context.

The utterance planner makesd the locus, and enters system
(1). Here, a chooser inquires after the dialogue move to deter-
mine the polarity of the utterance. Because we need to pro-
duce an acknowledgment, the polarity is to be positive. The
utterance planner now extends the logical form to express the
polarity through “yes” and a positive state: We addyesto the
nominald, and adjoin a positive state construction betweend
and the processp1. We now get the following logical form:

(3) @{d:disc−vantagepoint}(yes)
& @{d:disc−vantagepoint}〈Acknowl.〉(p1 : process)

& @{s:state}(do)
& @{s:state}〈Scope〉(p1 : process))
& @{p1 :process}〈Patient〉(o1 : phys− obj)

Finally, we move the locus to the processp1, identified by
the variablepx in the system.

The type ofp1, process, satisfies the entry condition for
system (2). In this system, we inquire after the strongest ev-
idencing modality for the entity referenced in the commu-
nicative goal. Because the strongest modality is the visual
context, we turn the process into a mental process of type
“observing”. Although the entity can also be grounded in the
dialogue and belief contexts, it would be less appropriate to
say “Yes I do understand ...” or “Yes I do believe ..” than it
would be “Yes I dosee ...”. The remaining actions in the sys-
tem add the propositionseeto p1, and add an Actor relation
to the speaker:

(4) @{d:disc−vantagepoint}(yes)
& @{d:disc−vantagepoint}〈Acknowl.〉(p1 : process)
& @{s:state}(do)
& @{s:state}〈Scope〉(p1 : process))
& @{p1 :process}(see)
& @{p1 :process}〈Actor〉(sp : speaker)
& @{p1 :process}〈Patient〉(o1 : phys− obj)

We next move the locus to Patient, i.e. the entity to be
acknowledged. The type of the entity satisfies the entry con-
dition for system (4). There we trigger the generation of a
contextually appropriate referring expression, calling a GRE
algorithm with the identifiero1.

(5) @{d:disc−vantagepoint}(yes)
& @{d:disc−vantagepoint}〈Acknowl.〉(p1 : process)
& @{s:state}(do)
& @{s:state}〈Scope〉(p1 : process))
& @{p1 :process}(see)
& @{p1 :process}〈Actor〉(sp : speaker)
& @{p1 :process}〈Patient〉(o1 : phys − obj)
& @{o1 :phys−obj}(ball)
& @{o1 :phys−obj}〈Delimitation〉(unique)
& @{o1 :phys−obj}〈Quantification〉(specificsingular)
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Figure 6: Simple network for planning grounding feedback

& @{o1 :phys−obj}〈Property〉(c1 : color)
& @{c1 :color}(red)

Finally, the agenda manager moves the locus automatically
to the nominalsp. Applying system (3), we introduce the full
specification of the speaker, to yield the logical form that is
outputted by the utterance planner:

(6) @{d:disc−vantagepoint}(yes)
& @{d:disc−vantagepoint}〈Acknowl.〉(p1 : process)
& @{s:state}(do)
& @{s:state}〈Scope〉(p1 : process))
& @{p1 :process}(see)
& @{p1 :process}〈Actor〉(sp : speaker)
& @{sp:speaker}(I)
& @{sp:speaker}〈Number〉(singular)
& @{p1 :process}〈Patient〉(o1 : phys − obj)
& @{o1 :phys−obj}(ball)
& @{o1 :phys−obj}〈Delimitation〉(unique)
& @{o1 :phys−obj}〈Quantification〉(specificsingular)
& @{o1 :phys−obj}〈Property〉(c1 : color)
& @{c1 :color}(red)

3.1 Coverage

One of the topics under investigation in the CoSy project
is how a robot canlearn through language, acquiring more
knowledge of its environment through interaction with a hu-
man tutor. As such, we are currently developing grammars for
the utterance planner, so as to be able to handle clarification
dialogues, verbalization of what the robot does or does not

know, and synchronization of different modalities (sequenc-
ing, concurrency) through which the robot can communicate.
The example below illustrates such a dialogue.

(7) H: “In front of you you see a desk.”
R: looks in front of it, acquires a visual recognition model

of the object it has in its field of vision
R: turns to the tutor
R: nods, and says “Thank you for showing me a desk.”
R: “Is a desk a kind of table?”
H: “Yes, that is correct.”

4 Practical planning grammars
In this section we describeongoing research on constructing
utterance planning grammars for practical systems.

4.1 Derivation from a CCG grammar
In a dialogue system, there are usually various grammars:
for speech recognition, parsing recognized strings, generat-
ing strings from logical forms, an utterance planning gram-
mar; and so on. Ideally, one grammar would be enough –
and should, if we want to maintain a single source of linguis-
tic knowledge across the different levels of interpretation and
production of natural language. The OpenCCG system al-
ready facilitates the use of a single grammar for both parsing
and realization. Here, we discuss how we could derive the
planning grammar from the signature of the CCG grammar,
to ensure that we can realize what we can plan.

We start from two observations. First, we can break up the
meaning of an expression, down to the level of a single word,
in terms of a conjunction of elementary predications; cf.§2.1.
Second, we can organize the computational CCG lexicon as a
collection of (monotonic) inheritance hierarchies[Baldridge,
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2002]. Taken together, this means that we can describe the hi-
erarchies in terms of how elementary predications are added,
when descending down a hierarchy. More precisely, because
we can distinguish between elementary predications that add
propositions, features, or relations, we can describe the hier-
archies in terms of what types of structure are being added.

Hierarchies are over lexical families. Given a lexical fam-
ily f i , we can define the signature of its meaning in terms
of what it (a) inherits from a super-familyf j , and (b) con-
tributes itself: Σ(f i) = LF f i

+ Σ(f j : f i v f j ). Be-
cause a contribution to logical form is essentially the speci-
fication of the type of the root nominal and a conjunction of
elementary predicationsepi , LF f i

is nom : type plus a set
of conjunctsconj(f i) = {ep1 , ..., epn}. We can separate
the conjuncts further in terms of relations, propositions, and
features:conj(f i) = props(f i){ep1 , .., epk} ∪ rels(f i) =
{epl , ..., epm} ∪ feats(f i) = {epn , ..., epo}.

Based on the signatures, we define the construction of sys-
tems and outline their associated choosers. Staying with a
functional perspective, we should not map lexical families di-
rectly onto systems. Systems define paradigmatic choices,
whereas lexical families reflect an aggregation of several such
choices: they reflect transitivity through their valency and the
associated structure of their categories, whereas other mean-
ingful dimensions are associated with their features.

We focus first on transitivity. This is expressed by the type
of the nominal, and the elementary predications inprops and
rels. Given a subtree in the inheritance hierarchy, being a
family f i and itsn immediate childrenf j , we can define
a systemσ for the transitivity region in the planning net-
work as follows. The entry condition to the system is defined
by the logical form thatf i yields, modulo its features i.e.
entry(σ) = Σ(f i)− feats(f i). The chooser needs to make
(n − 1) decisions, to cover the different possibilities; we de-
rive the associated actions (add-proposition, add-relation,
assign-type) directly from the type forf j , props(f j ) and
rels(f j ). This procedure yields a shallow network, in which
systems do not take into account any similarities between the
childrenf j of f i . If we want this, we need to find a com-
mon structure between the children. This is again an inheri-
tance hierarchy, over contributions to logical form in terms of
props(f j ) ∪ rels(f j ). We then define system for each node
in this hierarchy, using the above procedure.

We can thus obtain the systems for the transitivity region
of the planning grammar, based on how logical forms in the
lexical inheritance hierarchy are expanded by assigning more
specific types, and adding propositions and relations. To or-
ganize regions around features (and their values), we suggest
to let this organization follow from the organization of fea-
tures and values in the type-hierarchy, which we can specify
for a CCG grammar[Erkan, 2003]. Given a class of features,
and a lexical inheritance hierarchy, we can define systems on
the basis of how these features are set when we descend down
the hierarchy. Given an inheritance hierarchy, we annotate
each node for a familyf j with those features infeats(f j )
that are in the class we consider. The resulting structure may
be sparse, as not every family needs to add features; hence,
we can flatten this structure by removing nodes that do not
add any features. From this structure, we can create systems

in essentially the same way as we did above. For each subtree
in the structure, we create a system that has as entry condi-
tion the type for the rootf i plus its features in the current
class. The chooser needs to make decisions about the speci-
fication of the features introduced or further specified by the
children f j of f i . For both introduction and specification
the associated action isadd-feature; if a feature is specified,
the chooser can already specify a choice point based on the
inquiry after the presence and (underspecified) value of the
feature.

The resulting utterance planning grammar is based on a
network in which the entry conditions ensure that the way
logical forms are expanded conforms to the way lexical fam-
ilies are formulated in the grammar. The systems are dis-
tributed across different regions, modelling different dimen-
sions of paradigmatic choices that the systems in these re-
gions make, whereby the organization into regions is driven
by the relational structures defined through the lexical fami-
lies (i.e. transitivity) and the type hierarchies over features.

Current research focuses on how we can use XSLT to
transform the XSL-based specification of a CCG grammar
into the different structures from which we derive the sys-
temic network. We then use the resulting XML-based struc-
tures together with the type hierarchies for the grammar as in-
put to the above construction procedures. The systems we can
thus obtain still lack the decisions to be made in the choosers;
we are developing a debugger/editor for the sentence planner
to help specifying these.

4.2 Trainability

Relatively recently, the issue of trainability of utterance plan-
ners has arisen in the context of practical dialogue systems.
Using training, we can automatically adapt and optimize the
choices of a planner to the domain in which the planner needs
to be applied. This has the potential of yielding a significantly
faster planner; cf. e.g.[Stentet al., 2004].

For training the planner we discuss in this paper, we are not
only interested in ensuring that we obtain a logical form that
is appropriate given the communicative goal to be expressed
(or, in a more structured way, comparable to the rhetorical
structures considered in[Stentet al., 2004]); the logical form
also needs to be appropriate given ’the’ context.

This poses an interesting challenge, because it means that
we need to train the planner on data that is rated not only
for its structural appropriateness, but also for contextual ap-
propriateness. By data we understand a domain-specific cor-
pus of parseable expressions, annotated with context features
such as the salience of an entity or event across different
modalities. We are exploring how we can train the planner
over the logical forms underlying the syntactic analyses of
the expressions, i.e. training is not on the surface forms.

The basic idea we consider is the following. Given the
logical form for an expression, written as elementary predi-
cations, we can reconstruct the path through the systemic net-
work that gives rise to this logical form. A path consists of
the systems that need to be entered, and the decisions that
the associated choosers need to make. Training then comes
down to learning, for each system, ann-ary classifier that
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takes context features and the logical form for the current lo-
cus, to output the choice that the chooser should make.

5 Conclusions
In this paper we discussed the implementation of an utterance
planner which is part of a larger communication subsystem
for a conversational robot. One of the challenges for such a
robot is to produce contextually appropriate utterances in a
dynamic context. We presented an approach that can dynam-
ically include information about the situated context while
planning an utterance. We use systemic networks to guide
the paradigmatic choices the planner needs to make, and we
discussed (briefly) how these networks could be trained, and
derived from the CCG grammar that specifies the linguistic
knowledge of the robot. The planner is implemented in Java,
and has a (tccg -style) debugger enabling one to trace, and
interact with, the decisions the planner makes, and to realize
the resulting logical forms using OpenCCG.
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Abstract 
The paper proposes an architecture for advanced 
NLG systems that handle narratives. Special 
attention is paid to document planning. Domain 
modelling and meta-knowledge modelling for a 
narratological structurer are exemplified. 

1 Introduction 
Natural Language Generation (NLG) systems usually focus 
on descriptive text types. Narrative structures are under-
represented in NLG. However, they are encountered in 
many naturally occurring texts, and not only in fiction. 
Often, texts are composed of segments with different 
prevailing functions: some are descriptive, some argumenta-
tive, others narrative. Therefore, knowledge about narratives 
can be useful also for NLG systems that deal with “classi-
cal” NLG tasks. For example, a system that is expected to 
describe and compare objects in a museum could include 
narrative passages about their use, history or discovery. 

The discipline concerned with the structure of narrative 
[Barthes, 1966] and narrative discourse [Genette, 1980] is 
called narratology. Narratologists distinguish between two 
main representational domains of narratives: 1. the story 
(histoire) as the totality of the narrated events, abstracted 
from their disposition in the text; and 2. the discourse 
(récit) that narrates them [Genette, 1988:13]. 

Narratology has identified a number of descriptive 
parameters. As can be seen from the explanations in Table 1 
(see Appendix), many parameters describe phenomena that 
relate discourse to story in a specific way. 

This paper envisages an NLG system with improved 
abilities to deal with narrative discourse. Section 2 summa-
rises the relation between Story Generation and NLG. In 
Section 3, an architecture for a narratologically enhanced 
NLG system is proposed. Section 4 outlines one of the de-
scriptive parameters, illustrating the kind of knowledge that 
can be acquired from narratology. Section 5 exemplifies the 
domain modelling, a prerequisite for modelling narratologi-
cal knowledge. Section 6 formalises the selected narra-
tological parameter, discusses its mapping onto discourse 
graphs used in NLG, and exemplifies its use in a system. 
Section 7 concludes the paper and mentions future work. 

2 Story Generation and NLG 
This section gives a brief overview of the relationship 
between Story Generation (SG) and NLG. Subsection 2.1 
describes the architectural gap between SG and NLG. 
Subsection 2.2 discusses the contribution of an existing 
system to fill that gap. An extended account of work in SG 
cannot be provided here. Pérez y Pérez and Sharples [2004] 
compare and evaluate three recent SG systems. For a 
discussion of earlier systems, see [Ryan, 1991:233–248]. 

2.1 The Story Generation-NLG Gap 
Story Generators aim to produce interesting, understand-
able, artistic, and creative stories [Turner, 1994:15]. In 
doing so, they focus on the story (histoire) representational 
domain. For example, the generator MINSTREL [Turner, 
1994] achieves not only thematic and consistency goals, but 
also “dramatic” and “presentational” goals solely by adding 
or transforming story events and background information. 
The story content is directly mapped onto the output text. 

SG faces the difficult problem of finding an interesting 
and logically coherent event sequence (story). Less energy 
is spent on other tasks, especially at discourse and surface 
level. In fact, most implemented SG systems use templates 
of different varieties for NLG. Document structuring and 
microplanning as NLG processing stages [Reiter, 1994; 
Reiter and Dale, 2000:60] are usually skipped in SG, so that 
SG and NLG architectures can be confronted as in Figure 1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Story Generation and Natural Language Generation 
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2.2 STORYBOOK 
The existence of a gap between SG and NLG has also been 
discussed by Callaway and Lester [2002]. To remedy the 
situation, they implemented STORYBOOK, an “architecture 
for narrative prose generation” [2002:228]. The input to 
STORYBOOK must be a “narrative stream that reflects the 
orderly progression of events, descriptions and states” 
[Callaway and Lester, 2002:231], produced by a hypotheti-
cal Story Generator. STORYBOOK expects this input stream 
to contain so-called narrative primitives that specify scene 
changes and other aspects such as: 

• narrative person and focalization (“person, omnis-
cience” [Callaway and Lester, 2002:221]); 

• details about dialogue realization (e.g. whether an 
inquit phrase such as “he said” should precede, follow 
or interrupt direct speech, or whether it should be 
omitted altogether [Callaway and Lester, 2002:225]). 

Person and focalization are classical narratological pa-
rameters [Genette, 1980]. It is not clear from Callaway and 
Lester [2002] how many different values STORYBOOK actu-
ally implements for these parameters; their example tale is 
invariably rendered by a “third person disembodied” narra-
tor [2002:230]. — The question of whether or not a charac-
ter utterance is to be provided with an inquit phrase is 
sometimes subsumed under the narrative distance parameter 
(cf. Table 1): Direct speech framed by inquit phrases is defi-
nitely considered as imitating, but the highest level of imita-
tion is achieved by the reproduction of unframed direct 
speech [Fludernik, 2005; Genette, 1988:56]. 

In STORYBOOK, many decisions concerning discourse 
still lie with the Story Generator that is supposed to produce 
a stream with narrative primitives. STORYBOOK itself nei-
ther decides about narrative person, focalization, or distance 
for any given passage, nor is it concerned with any other 
narratological parameters listed in Table 1. Rather, 
STORYBOOK focuses on microplanning and surface phe-
nomena with special attention to features particular to nar-
rative. The architectural contribution of STORYBOOK can 
thus be seen as reducing the gap between SG and NLG to 
approximately the microplanner level, where STORYBOOK, 
as a specialized NLG system, takes over from a hypothetical 
Story Generator (see Figure 2). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Story Generation and STORYBOOK 

3 Narratology for NLG 
Narratological aspects influence on all architectural modules 
[Reiter, 1994] or representation levels [Cahill et al., 2000] 
of NLG. The most important decisions of a narratologically 
enhanced system concern the document planner with its 
content determination and document structuring sub-
tasks (Subsections 3.1–3.2). Microplanning and surface 
realization (Subsection 3.3) are supposed to resemble classi-
cal NLG processes. As further explained below, the archi-
tecture of the envisaged system corresponds to Figure 3. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Narratologically enhanced Story Generation-NLG system 

3.1 Content Determination 
In a narratologically enriched NLG system, a “narrative 
content determination module” might be implemented as a 
Story Generator. The Story Generator decides 

• what it considers to be a minimal story [Prince, 1973], 
• what it considers a good story (cf. Subsection 2.1), 
• how to select the content that represents the story: 

events, participants, and their relations. 
However, if narratological discourse parameters are to be 

applied, certain story events or participants are required. For 
example, the narrative levels parameter presupposes the 
existence of at least one NARRATING action among the story 
events of the (first) narrative (see Sections 4–6). 

This means that an entirely data-driven, pipelined process 
where content determination precedes document structuring 
[Reiter and Dale, 2000:111] will not use the full potential of 
a narratologically enhanced document planner. Rather, the 
content determination module (the Story Generator) should 
be able to satisfy constraints issued by the document 
structurer. These constraints might well take the form of 
modification requests after a first output attempt of the Story 
Generator. Therefore, a hypothesis-driven architecture in 
which the system switches back and forth between content 
determination and document structuring seems well suited 
for the task at hand (see the double arrow in Figure 3). 

3.2 Document Structuring 
In the envisaged architecture, the document structurer 
receives the narrative content representation from the Story 
Generator. In its simplest form, this input is a sequence of 
events together with their participants. The structurer shares 
a domain model with the Story Generator, where the 
semantics of events and participants are represented. 
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By default, the incoming event sequence is considered as 
corresponding to a discourse related by the NarrativeSe-
quence discourse relation1 (for discourse relations, cf. Sub-
section 6.3). The sequence might have additional internal 
structure, because most Story Generators represent conse-
quences of events and/or episodes, and therefore some kind 
of causality [e.g. Gervás et al., 2004; Pérez y Pérez and 
Sharples, 2004; Turner, 1994]. 

Combining this information with information from the 
ontology and with narratological knowledge, the narra-
tological document structurer creates variation in discourse. 
Most narrative parameters presented in Table 1 influence on 
this representational domain. Amongst others, the Narra-
tological Structurer can perform the following tasks, some 
of them in interaction with the Story Generator: 

• modify the order of events or episodes, tag the shifted 
elements as flashbacks or flashforwards, and accord-
ingly modify the discourse relations (a Cause relation 
might become an Explanation relation because of the 
inverted event order); 

• create ellipsis by suppressing events or episodes that 
the reader might as well infer; 

• add or remove narrative levels (Sections 4–6); 
• decide about point of view and focalization for the 

entire narrative or, rather, for certain episodes, and ac-
cordingly present or suppress events and relations. 

The produced document plan contains discourse relations 
and narratological information for nodes and leaves, which 
can be further used in microplanning and surface realization. 

3.3 Microplanning and Surface Realization 
The microplanner performs lexicalisation and aggregation 
and generates referring expressions. Besides the usual 
constraints, it respects narratological contraints. For exam-
ple, certain values of focalization and point of view can 
cause “unusual” referring expressions: personal pronouns 
might be used for initial reference [Harweg, 1968: 163–
166], or indefinite referring expressions for subsequent 
reference [Ushie, 1986; Wiebe and Rapaport, 1988]. The 
choice of vocabulary, tense, and syntactic complexity can as 
well depend on narratological factors. 

The surface realizer turns the microplanner output into 
natural language text. See [Callaway and Lester, 2002:224] 
for narrative-related issues in surface realization. 

4 The Narrative Levels Parameter 
The narrative levels parameter will be used to illustrate the 
kind of knowledge that can be acquired from narratology for 
integration into a narratologically enhanced NLG system. 

Narratives can consist of different levels: There are “tales 
within tales within tales” [Barth, 1984]. Genette [1988:85] 
illustrates this phenomenon by a figure similar to Figure 4, 

                                                 
1 Similar to the relations Narration [Asher and Lascarides, 

2003:162–165] or Occasion [Hobbs, 1990:86–89]. 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Narrative levels 

in which person i produces an utterance a that contains the 
production of another utterance b by person j. Talking about 
narratives, the “persons” in Genette’s drawing correspond to 
narrative instances (narrators). Narrative instance i might 
not be identified by any referring expression throughout the 
utterances produced by i (and j): i can be “absent from the 
story” or heterodiegetic [Genette, 1980:244–245]. Narrative 
instance j, on the other hand, necessarily has to be identical 
to a character in story a. Finally, j might be absent (or not) 
from the “inner” narration b that he himself produces (see 
Table 1 on Person). 

The generation of a narration within a narration presup-
poses the existence of a NARRATING action in the “outer” 
narration: in Figure 4, a NARRATING action (where j tells b) 
occurs within outer narration a.2 Therefore, before narrative 
levels will be modelled in detail (Section 6), Section 5 will 
be concerned with a definition of NARRATING. 

Genette’s [1980:244] considerations suggest that narra-
tive levels is one of the simpler narratological parameters. 
For example, he claims that any narrative can be converted 
into an inner narration by adding “presentational” outer nar-
rations [Genette, 1988:95]. It should thus be possible to 
enable a generation system to create narrativel levels. 

5 NARRATING and Related Frames 
This section proposes representation structures for 
NARRATING (Subsection 5.1) and related frames, especially 
the NARRATED frame (Subsection 5.2). A frame is consid-
ered to represent structured knowledge about a given con-
cept. In terms of NLG tasks, this modelling corresponds to 
setting up part of a domain model for content determination 
[Reiter and Dale, 2000:86–89]. 

The modelling is supported by concordances from the 
German DWDS corpus.3 Contexts of verb forms of erzählen 
(‘tell; narrate’) were investigated, because they “evoke” the 
target frame NARRATING. As DWDS texts are of several 
types, the results reflect general (not only literary) language 
use. The analysed corpus material stems from texts pub-
lished between 1990 and 1999. The modelling is also partly 
inspired by the SUMO4 upper ontology [Niles and Pease, 
2001]. SUMO does not yet include the NARRATING concept. 

5.1 The NARRATING Frame 
The NARRATING frame is an indirect subframe of ACTION. 
Narratological theories [Chatman, 1978:44–45] agree with 

                                                 
2 “Inside” vs. “outside” narrations [Barth, 1984:233] are also 

called “framed” vs. “framing” or “embedded” vs. “embedding”. 
3 http://www.dwds.de [Query date: 24 January, 2005]. 
4 http://ontology.teknowledge.com/ [10 March, 2005]. 
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current ontologies like SUMO on the fact that an action is 
performed intentionally by a cognitive agent. The NARRAT-
ING frame thus inherits an Agent slot which I relabel 
NarrativeInstance for better orientation (cf. Table 5). 

The NARRATING frame is related to other frames sub-
sumed under the superframe COMMUNICATION_ACTION. 
That superframe represents an action in which typically at 
least two participants exchange messages. In the present 
investigation, NARRATING actions are assumed to express 
this content linguistically; therefore, NARRATING is here also 
a subframe of LINGUISTIC_COMMUNICATION (cf. Figure 5). 

In the NARRATING frame, the content is represented as 
complex filler of the Narrated slot; a more detailed 
modelling of the NARRATED frame follows in Subsection 
5.2. NARRATING is a special subframe of COMMUNICA-
TION_ACTION insofar as it usually restricts the direction of 
the information flow between the participants: One of them 
is the (main) producer, the other one the (main) recipient of 
NARRATED. The respective participant slots are the above 
mentioned NarrativeInstance, and the Addressee. Typical-
ly, the Addressee or “narratee” [Genette, 1980] is a cogni-
tive agent different from NarrativeInstance. Nevertheless, 
the current model also allows the same individual to act 
simultaneously as both NarrativeInstance and Addressee: 
cognitive agents may “tell a story to themselves”. 

Comments and questions produced by the Addressee, 
concerning the Narrated, deserve some attention. The pre-
sent conceptualization considers that even if comments and 
questions interrupt of the flow of Narrated, they do not 
necessarily mark the end of a NARRATING action (see also 
Subsection 5.2). 

Some other slots of NARRATING are inherited from the 
ACTION or EVENT frames. In the DWDS corpus material (cf. 
Table 2, Appendix), examples of fillers of Motivation, 
Consequence/Aim, ParallelEvent, Time, Place, and Man-
ner are encountered. Typically, one of the Consequences of 
NARRATING is a change of the Addressee’s mental state: the 
Narrated is added to her or his knowledge. This conse-
quence seems to belong to the lexico-semantic knowledge 
about NARRATING or, probably, COMMUNICATION_ACTIONS 
in general, and is rarely mentioned explicitly in texts. 

Table 3 gives an overview of the NARRATING frame. It 
also maps slot names on binary relation labels and formu-
lates restrictions for the fillers. However, as a representation 
of a conceptual entity, it does not specify linguistic restric-
tions such as “addressee-oriented, non-message-oriented” 
which are considered to hold language-specifically for indi-
vidual verbs [Bateman et al., 1994]. For the use in a specific 
NLG system, the frame and its slots thus need to be mapped 
onto the lexicon used by that system during lexicalisation. 

5.2 The NARRATED Frame 
A text can refer to different aspects of what is narrated in a 
NARRATING action. Hence, instead of introducing further 
slots within the NARRATING frame, the filler of Narrated 
will itself be represented as a frame (cf. Table 4, Appendix). 

One way of referring to the NARRATED_LINGUISTIC_MES-
SAGE, abbreviated as NARRATED, is to mention the Text- 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: Frame hierarchy containing NARRATING 

NARRATING 
Slot Relation Filler Restriction 

NarrativeInstance isCausedBy CognitiveAgent (> 0) 
Narrated produces Narrated (1) 

Addressee isAddressedTo CognitiveAgent (>= 0)
Motivation isMotivatedBy AbstractEntity (>= 0) 

Consequence/Aim causes Event (> 0) 
ParallelEvent overlapsWith Event (>= 0) 

Time happensAtTime TimePosition (> 0) 
Place locatedAt PhysicalEntity (> 0) 

Manner is Attribute (>= 0) 
Table 3: The NARRATING frame 

Type of the narrated material. Typically, this is a literary 
genre, or one of its parts. Further, the NARRATED uses a 
MessageSupport, which might be written (e.g. book, let-
ter), spoken (e.g. speech, song) or thought (e.g. dream). 
Thought seems to lend itself to somewhat problematic sub-
divisions; see e.g. [Genette, 1980:231] on “retrospections”. 

The abstract content of NARRATED is represented linguis-
tically through a LinguisticSurfaceForm. As can be seen 
from the DWDS corpus, the LinguisticSurfaceForm oc-
curs as a new sentence or clause, and can be more or less 
“direct”. Research on the reproduction of speech is an area 
of both narratology and linguistics. Usually, the forms direct 
speech (D in Table 4), free indirect speech and indirect 
speech (I in Table 4) are distinguished in increasing order of 
narrative distance (see Table 1) [Fludernik, 2005]. 

Comments and questions produced by the Addressee of a 
NARRATING action, concerning the Narrated, should also be 
part of the LinguisticSurfaceForm: Metaphorically speak-
ing, they might be seen as discursive catalysts or parasites of 
that surface form. 

Finally, the Topic slot of the NARRATED frame is typical-
ly filled by sentence constituents like objects or preposi-
tional phrases. Since these constituents can themselves be 
complex, the topic might be quite detailed, taking the form 
of a summary. Still, it does not provide access to the 
“original” linguistic surface form. With respect to narrative, 
this category is also referred to as narrative report of 
discourse or content summary [Fludernik, 2005]. 

Figure 6 illustrates the knowledge modelled by 
NARRATED and related frames. 
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Figure 6: The NARRATED_LINGUISTIC_MESSAGE frame 

At a meta-level, the NARRATED frame can be mapped 
onto representation structures of the envisaged system that 
combines SG and NLG (cf. Figure 3 above). The TextType 
is implicitly given in the goal of the Story Generator; also 
the Topic or a topic restriction is often given at this stage. 
The Support is, depending on the stage of processing, some 
digital entity, written (printed), or possibly speech. The Ab-
stractContent is the “abstract” output of a Story Generator 
(the product of content determination). The LinguisticSur-
faceForm corresponds to the final NLG output based on 
this abstract content. Using knowledge and reasoning proce-
dures, a system might additionally or alternatively summa-
rise AbstractContent into a phrase that represents Topic. 

6 Representing Narrative Levels 
This section is concerned with describing a formalism that 
should enable a discourse planner to handle narrative levels 
(see Section 4). Via the formalism, the system can be told 

• how many levels a generated narrative should have, 
• which narrative instance should be the “direct” 

mediator to the reader, and 
• how outer and inner narrations, or parts thereof, 

should follow each other in discourse. 
The basic ingredients for the formalism (Subsection 6.1) 

are applied to a description of example constellations (Sub-
section 6.2) and mapped onto discourse relations (Subsec-
tion 6.3). Subsection 6.4 briefly exemplifies the cooperation 
between Story Generator and Narratological Structurer. 

6.1 Basic Ingredients: Classes and Relations 
Three classes and two relations need to be modelled to 
represent possible structures of global narratives with 
respect to their levels. 

NARRATION 
An instance of NARRATED is a NARRATION if its Linguistic-
SurfaceForm is of the subtype DirectLinguisticSurface-
Form (and is, as such, explicitly present in the output text). 
This narratological constraint correctly excludes from 
opening a new narrative level such NARRATING actions 
which are merely mentioned, or whose NARRATED is 
reproduced indirectly. 

NARRATIVE_INSTANCE 
A NARRATIVE_INSTANCE is a cognitive agent that occupies 
the agent role (NarrativeInstance slot) of a NARRATING 
action. Neither the instance itself nor the action needs to be 
referred to directly in the surface form of any NARRATION. 
For example, if i isA NARRATIVE_INSTANCE, the variable 
i is not necessarily “resolved” against a character name. 

toldBy(NARRATION, NARRATIVE_INSTANCE) 
The relation toldBy(a,i) holds if there is a NARRATING action 
x, a NARRATION a and a NARRATIVE_INSTANCE i such that 
both isCausedBy(x,i) and produces(x,a) are true (Table 3). 

toldIn(NARRATION, NARRATION) 
ToldIn(b,a) or “b is told in a” holds if there is a NARRATION 
b, a NARRATION a, and a NARRATING action x such that: 

• a is not b; 
• a is an event sequence such that one of its events is x; 
• produces(x,b). 

DISCOURSE_SEQUENCE 
A DISCOURSE_SEQUENCE is an ordered list of variables 
standing for different NARRATIONS, as they sequentially oc-
cur within the discourse of a global narrative. In a DIS-
COURSE_SEQUENCE, the same variable may appear more 
than once: for example, an outer narration can frame an 
inner narration at the start and the end of a discourse. 
Variables for separated parts of the same narration receive 
numbered subscripts (see a1 and a2 in Figure 7 below). 

6.2 Example Constellations 

Type 0: Zero-Instantiation 
Zero instantiation of the narrative levels parameter occurs if 
there is no change in level. There is only one narration, told 
by a narrative instance. An example of this type is the fable 
The Fox and the Crow by Aesop, because neither the fox 
nor the crow produce any narrations. The instantiation of the 
classes and relations corresponds to the scenario in Table 5. 

I am not aware of any Story Generator (cf. Section 2) that 
exceeds the zero instantiation. This would mean that con-
temporary Story Generators ignore narrative levels. 

Type 1: Outer and one Inner Narration 
A typical pattern of Type 1 is as follows: An outer narration 
contains a NARRATING action whose agent is a narrative 
instance different from that of the outer narration. The NAR-
RATED of this action is the inner narration. After the NAR-
RATING action, the rest of the outer narration is told (Table 6). 

An example is Heart of Darkness (1902) by Joseph 
Conrad. A homodiegetic narrative instance i (= “I”) tells 
outer narration a, while j (= “Marlow”) tells inner b: 

 
 

 

Figure 7: Narrative levels and discourse sequence 
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Classes and Relations Instantiation 
Narration a 
NarrativeInstance i 
Attribution of NarrativeInstance toldBy(a,i) 
Attribution of Narration -- 
Sequence discourse_sequence=[a] 

Table 5: Zero-Instantiation of Narrative Levels 

Classes and Relations Instantiation 
Narration a,b 
NarrativeInstance i,j 
Attribution of NarrativeInstance toldBy(a,i), toldBy(b,j) 
Attribution of Narration toldIn(b,a) 
Sequence discourse_sequence=[a1,b,a2] 

Table 6: One Inner Narration; Framing Outer Narration 

[a1 toldBy i] – there was nothing else to do till the end of 
the flood; [...] we knew we were fated [...] to hear about one 
of Marlow's inconclusive experiences. 

“[b toldBy j] I don't want to bother you much with what 
happened to me personally,” [comment by i] he began, 
showing in this remark the weakness of many tellers of tales 
[...]; “[b toldBy j] yet to understand the effect of it on me 
you ought to know how I got out there, [...], how I went up 
that river to the place where I first met the poor chap. [...] 

“[b toldBy j] I had then, as you remember, just returned 
to London [...].”5 

The “implicit inquit” phrase he began [...] is a comment 
by i concerning the Manner of NARRATING. It is not mod-
elled in the discourse_sequence (see also Subsections 5.1–
5.2 on comments). — The closing part of outer narrative a in 
Heart of Darkness is very short (cf. Figure 8, Appendix). 

Type 1 has some variants. For instance, an outer narration 
might not be resumed at the end of the discourse (Table 7, 
Appendix), as in Abbé Prévost’s Manon Lescaut (1731). In 
contrast, an outer narration (here: b) might manifest itself in 
discourse only after the NARRATED (here: a) produced in the 
NARRATING action it contains (Table 8, Appendix). Philip 
Roth’s novel Portnoy's Complaint (1969) shows this pattern. 

Yet another variant occurs when the narrative instances of 
outer and inner narration are identical (Table 9, Appendix). 
An example is Balzac’s Sarrasine (1831), where a homo-
diegetic narrator (i) tells a first narration (a) to an “un-
known” addressee (the “reader”). In the course of a, a NAR-
RATING action is performed by i himself, but with a different 
addressee, namely a character in a (cf. Figure 9, Appendix). 

Other Types: More Than Two Narrations 
More than two NARRATIONS can easily be combined 
extending the patterns presented above. 

Common “outward” extensions of levels include explicit 
introductory or closing NARRATING actions, often produced 
on written support by (fictional) editors, translators or 
“discoverers” of the inner narration. An example is the 

                                                 
5 http://www.online-literature.com/conrad/heart_of_darkness/ 

[10 March, 2005]. 

novel Der goldne Spiegel (‘The golden mirror’, 1772) by 
Christoph Martin Wieland, for which a structure with three 
opening narrations “leading to” the innermost narration d, 
has been identified6 (cf. Table 10, Appendix). 

At least equally common are “inward” extensions of the 
levels. While several NARRATING actions within one and the 
same outer narration are considered to produce parallel 
inner narrations at the same level, further levels are added 
when a narration is produced within an inner narration. In 
The 1001 Nights, Scheherazade entertains King Shahryar 
with parallel inner narrations. In these narrations, the char-
acters sometimes tell one another stories, which are inner 
narrations at the next level. Table 11 (Appendix) shows a 
simplified version of The 1001 Nights, in which Sche-
herazade (j) tells only three stories (b,c,d). The third level is 
added by narration e, told by a character (k) of narration d. 

6.3 Discourse Graphs 
The basic assumption underlying discourse graphs is that 
discourse relations (e.g. [Mann and Thompson, 1988; 
Hobbs, 1990:83–111; Asher and Lascarides, 2003]) exist 
between discourse segments, where a segment is either a 
proposition or a graph consisting of already related proposi-
tions. Most theories assume that a limited set of discourse 
relations covers all semantic links that might exist between 
discourse segments. 

Based on the status of segments they relate, multinuclear 
and nucleus-satellite discourse relations can be distin-
guished. The definition of nuclearity by Mann and Thomp-
son [1988:266] is centered around the notions of compre-
hensibility (a text is less understandable if a nucleus is 
deleted), substitutability (satellites can more easily be 
replaced) and writer's purpose (nuclei are more essential). 
Similarly, Hobbs [1990:104] subdivides discourse relations 
into coordinating and subordinating. 

There are correspondences to narratological theory (e.g. 
[Barthes, 1966; Pavel, 1985; Chatman, 1978]). Chatman 
subdivides events, as constituting elements of story, into 
kernels and satellites. Kernels cannot be deleted without 
disturbing the logic of the plot. Satellites contribute first of 
all aesthetically, so that their deletion is logically possible. 

A difference lies in the size of the analysed segments. 
Linguistically inspired theories include propositions 
(clauses) as basic level, but descriptions using these theories 
often stop at the level of one or several paragraphs (an ex-
ception is [Longacre, 2003]). Narratological analyses usu-
ally concentrate on larger segments, represented by para-
phrases of their propositions [Chatman, 1978:54]. 

Discourse Graphs for Type 1 Narrative Levels 
To a certain degree, the narratological description of narra-
tive levels constrains which relations might hold between 
narrations of a “levelled” global narrative. Still, it does not 
completely disambiguate the global discourse structure. 

In fact, in a typical Type 1 narrative (Table 6), the inner 
narration b might be related in two competing ways to nar-
                                                 

6 By Jörg Schönert in FGN Forum Narratologie 
(http://www.narrport.uni-hamburg.de/) on 21 December, 2004. 
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ration a. The first analysis relates a and b based on a local, 
lexical consideration: a NARRATION is regarded as an argu-
ment of the verb phrase that evokes NARRATING. This is 
illustrated by Example (1). If NARRATED TextType filler 
(e.g. “a story”) is present in a sentence, the English verb tell 
allows an implicit LinguisticSurfaceRealization (1a). This 
– initially underspecified – argument of tell might then be 
realized in a subsequent sentence (1b), so that an Elabora-
tion relation holds between (1a) and (1b). In nucleus-satel-
lite terms, (1a) is a nucleus elaborated by (1b). 

(1) a. [a toldBy i] John told a story to Mary. b. “[b 
toldBy j] I was seventeen years old, and [...].” 

The proposed analysis is in line with Asher and 
Lascarides [2003:285], who identify an Elaboration relation 
between the propositions (2a) and (2b) of Example (2). 

(2) a. John made a promise to Mary. b. He would 
phone her. 

The possibility that the resulting discourse graph (Figure 
10) indeed holds for a global narrative increases if the 
NarrativeSequence representing narration b is relatively 
short. This also confirms that in these cases, the DirectLin-
guisticSurfaceRepresentation of the content of b is an 
aesthetical choice rather than a “plot-logical” necessity. 

The presented analysis based on local features does not 
always seem globally appropriate as well. Outer narrations 
often set the background for a (longer) inner narration at the 
start of the discourse_sequence, and draw conclusions, 
interpret or evaluate it at the end. Figure 11 shows the 
corresponding graph, in which the segment representing 
narration b is nucleus of two relations.7 This corresponds to 
a “schema” identified by Mann and Thompson [1988:247]. 
Danlos [2004:130] presents similar double-nuclear struc-
tures (“factorized” nuclei) at the sentence level. 

Both presented graphs are plausible. The final choice for 
a given global narrative depends not on narratological dis-
course description alone, but on story contents as well. 

6.4 Processing Examples 
This subsection briefly sketches two examples of how the 
Story Generator and the Narratological Structurer (cf. Fig-
ure 3) could cooperate during the creation of typical Type 1 
narrative levels (cf. Subsection 6.2). 

Adding an Outer Narration 
The Story Generator creates Story A. Respecting the condi-
tions for a Type 1 narrative, the Narratological Structurer 
requests an additional Story B, with some restrictions: 

• B is shorter than A; 
• B contains a NARRATING event. 

The Story Generator generates Story B. This might be a 
minimal story consisting of the events MEETING (of char-
acters c1 and c2), NARRATING (of a story by c1), REACTION 
(of c2). Upon receipt of B, the Narratological Structurer fills 
                                                 

7 At a global level, the Background relation can be compared 
only in a very abstract way to the definitions given by Asher and 
Lascarides [2003:165–168] or Mann and Thompson [1988:273]. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10: Discourse Graph 1 for Type 1, Framing Outer Narration 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11: Discourse Graph 2 for Type 1, Framing Outer Narration 

Story A into the Narrated slot of the NARRATING event in 
B, tags it as direct speech for the subsequent processing 
modules, and arranges all contents into a discourse tree 
corresponding to Figure 11. Story A has become an inner 
narration and a nucleus, Story B is the outer narration. 

Adding an Inner Narration 
The Story Generator creates Story A which contains a 
NARRATING event. The Narratological Structurer requests an 
additional Story B, with the following restrictions: 

• B is shorter than A; 
• the contents of B illustrate a part of A, for example an 

event present in A, or a character trait of the Narra-
tiveInstance of the NARRATING event. 

The Story Generator generates Story B. For instance, the 
illustration of A might be achieved by similarity: if Story A 
contains a CRIME event (e.g. KIDNAPPING), Story B can con-
tain a CRIME event as well (e.g. ROBBERY). The Narratologi-
cal Structurer now fills the new Story B into the Narrated 
slot of the NARRATING event in A, tags it as direct speech, 
and arranges all contents into a discourse tree, this time 
corresponding to Figure 10. Story A has become an outer 
narration, Story B is the inner narration and a satellite. 

7 Conclusions and Future Work 
The proposed system architecture combines Story Genera-
tion, narratological structuring and traditional NLG compo-
nents into an advanced NLG system for the production of 
narratives. Starting with the narrative levels parameter, do-
main modelling and meta-knowledge modelling for the 
Narratological Structurer were exemplified. Future work 
will include comments by narrators, some of which can be 
compared to “global level” discourse markers. 

Further narratological parameters will be modelled, and 
constraints will be formulated for their accumulation. A 
cognitive approach might work out their aesthetical effects. 
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For example, certain receptional states or strategies could be 
identified as “prototypically” activated, enabled, or blocked 
by a given combination of narratological parameter instan-
tiations. Finally, content-related studies will lead to concrete 
proposals for the interaction between a Narratological Struc-
turer and one of the existing Story Generators. 
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A Appendix

Parameter Explanation 
Time: Order Sequence in which events are told, in comparison with the sequence in which they “actually happened”. In 

synchrony, the event sequence in discourse corresponds to the sequence of the story. Anachronies can take the 
form of flashbacks (retrospectives) or flashforwards (anticipations). 

Time: Speed Relation between story time and discourse time. Congruence exists probably only in single scenes; otherwise 
timelapses (accelerations), time jumps (ellipsis), time expansions (decelerations), or pauses are used to achieve 
different degrees of expliciteness and emphasis. 

Time: Frequence Relation between the number of times a (similar) event happened, and the number of times an event is told. The 
following realizations are distinguished: singulative (one-to-one relation), repetitive (“recount several times what 
happened once”), and iterative (“recount once what happened several times”). 

Mood: Distance Combination of amount of information conveyed and narrator intrusion. Stereotypically, detailed information and 
low narrator participation indicate imitation or “direct” dramatic mode, as opposed to a “distant”, mediated 
narrative mode. This parameter also affects the way in which speech is reproduced. 

Mood: Focalisation Accessibility of knowledge needed to select story events for presentation in discourse. If a narrative instance 
disposes of unrestricted knowledge of the story world, it uses external focalization; if the knowledge is restricted to 
a character's field of perception, focalization is internal. 

Mood: 
Point of view 

Spatial, temporal, and ideological points of view from which events are described. Events can be described from 
the point of view of different characters. This parameter covers more aspects than focalization. 

Voice: 
Time of narration 

Time relation of the narrating action to the story event. Events can be told while they are happening (concurrently), 
retrospectively, or prospectively. 

Voice: Person Narrator participation. A homodiegetic narrative instance is a character of the current narration (grammatical 
realization typically in the first person), while a heterodiegetic narrative instance is “absent” from the current 
narrative and not referred to. In a second-person narrative, the protagonist is the reader. 

Table 1: Selected Narratological Parameters in Discourse Domain 

NARRATING 
das große brasilianische Mädchen ‘the tall 
Brasilian girl’ 
ein Beobachter ‘an observer’ 

Narrative 
Instance 

metonymic 
 

eine Legende ‘a legend’ 
die Briefe ‘the letters’ 
die Orte ‘the locations’ 

Addressee jedem, der mich danach fragt ‘everyone who 
asks me about it’ 
den Eltern ‘to the parents’ 

Motivation Die Impulse, aus denen heraus [erzählt wird], 
sind unterschiedlich ‘The impulses why 
something [is told] are different’ 

Consequence/
Aim 

[Ich erzähle dir das] deshalb, damit du heute 
schon weißt, daß alles seinen Preis hat. ‘[I tell 
you this] so that you already today know that 
everything has its price.’ 
Wir haben uns bepißt vor Lachen[, als Kai 
erzählte,...] ‘We pissed ourself laughing [when 
Kai told...]’ 

ParallelEvent Während sie aßen, [erzählte er von seinen 
Brüdern.] ‘While they were eating, [he was 
talking about his brothers.]’ 

Time nach zwei Schlucken Bier ‘after two sips of beer’ 
am Abend ‘in the evening’ 

Place in der Schule ‘at school’; zu Hause ‘at home’ 
Manner mit fast kindlicher Begeisterung ‘with almost 

childlike enthusiasm’ 
geheimnisvoll tuend ‘with mysterious ado’ 

Table 2: Fillers of the NARRATING frame in DWDS corpus 

NARRATED_LINGUISTIC_MESSAGE 
TextType Geschichte ‘story’ 

Lügengeschichten ‘cock and bull stories’ 
Anekdoten ‘anecdotes’ 
Märchen ‘fairy tales’ 
Träume ‘dreams’ 
Witze ‘jokes’ 
Episoden aus der Geschichte ‘story episodes’ 

Support in seinem Buch ‘in his book’ 
von ihrem eigenen Leben ‘about her own life’ 
von seinem Ausreiseantrag ‘about his emigra-
tion application [from Eastern Germany]’ 
[die Geschichte] eines Gastarbeiters ‘[the 
story] of a foreign worker’ 
[Geschichten] von den Reihern ‘[stories] 
about the herons’ 
Frauen[geschichten] ‘women [stories]’ 

Topic 

mehr oder weniger spannende Kriegsaben-
teuer ‘more or less thrilling war adventures’ 
was über ihre anderen Hamster ‘something 
about her other hamsters’ 

Linguistic 
Surface 
Realization 

D „Von Kreta aus“[, erzählte er weiter,] 
„sind wir nach Rhodos gefahren.“ 
‘“From Crete“[, he went ahead telling,] 
“we went to Rhodos.”’ 
[erzählte er:] „Sie waren Zwillinge. 
[...]“ ‘[he told:] “They were twins. [...]”’ 

— continued on the next page — 
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NARRATED_LINGUISTIC_MESSAGE (ctd.) 
Linguistic 
Surface 
Realization 
(continued) 

I [Dieser Mann hat uns gerade erzählt,] 
daß vor seinen Augen ein Toter 
wiederauferstanden ist ‘[This man has 
just told us] that someone rose from the 
dead right before his eyes’ 
[Runge erzählt,] er habe gelegentlich 
eines Aufenthaltes in Kopenhagen zwei 
Männer karikiert, die später, von der 
Polizei gesucht, anhand seiner Zeichnung 
ausfindig gemacht werden konnten. 
‘[Runge tells] he had caricatured two 
men during a stay in Copenhagen, who 
later on, being searched for by the police, 
could be found with his drawing.’ 

Table 4: Fillers of the NARRATED frame in DWDS corpus 

Classes and Relations Instantiation 
Narration a,b 
NarrativeInstance i,j 
Attribution of NarrativeInstance toldBy(a,i), toldBy(b,j) 
Attribution of Narration toldIn(b,a) 
Sequence discourse_sequence=[a,b] 

Table 7: One Inner Narration; Opening Outer Narration only 

Classes and Relations Instantiation 
Narration a,b 
NarrativeInstance i,j 
Attribution of NarrativeInstance toldBy(a,i), toldBy(b,j) 
Attribution of Narration toldIn(a,b) 
Sequence discourse_sequence=[a,b] 

Table 8: One Inner Narration; Closing Outer Narration only 

Classes and Relations Instantiation 
Narration a,b 
NarrativeInstance i 
Attribution of NarrativeInstanc toldBy(a,i), toldBy(b,i) 
Attribution of Narration toldIn(b,a) 
Sequence discourse-sequence=[a1,b,a2] 

Table 9: One Inner Narration with Constant NarrativeInstance 

Classes and Relations Instantiation 
Narration a,b,c,d 
NarrativeInstance i,j,k,l 
Attribution of 
NarrativeInstance 

toldBy(a,i), toldBy(b,j), toldBy(c,k), 
toldBy(d,l) 

Attribution of Narration toldIn(b,a), toldIn(c,b), toldIn(d,c) 
Sequence discourse-sequence=[a,b,c,d] 

Table 10: Three Opening Narrations; Fourth Level 

 

 

Classes and Relations Instantiation 
Narration a,b,c,d,e 
NarrativeInstance i,j,k 
Attribution of 
NarrativeInstance 

toldBy(a,i), toldBy(b,j), toldBy(c,j), 
toldBy(d,j), toldBy(e,k) 

Attribution of Narration toldIn(b,a), toldIn(c,a), toldIn(d,a), 
toldIn(e,d) 

Sequence discourse-
sequence=[a1,b,a2,c,a3,d1,e,d2,a4] 

Table 11: Parallel Inner Narrations; Third Level 

[a2 toldBy i] Marlow ceased, and sat apart [...] in the pose of a 
meditating Buddha. Nobody moved [...]. “We have lost the first of 
the ebb,” said the Director suddenly. I raised my head. The offing 
was barred by a black bank of clouds, and the tranquil waterway 
leading to the uttermost ends of the earth flowed sombre under an 
overcast sky– seemed to lead into the heart of an immense 
darkness. 
Figure 8: The closing part of narration a in Heart of Darkness 

[a1 toldBy i] The next evening we were seated [...] in a dainty 
little salon, she on a couch, I on cushions [...]. 

“Go on,” she said. “I am listening.” 
“But I dare not begin. [...].” 
“Speak.” 
“I obey.  
“[b toldBy i] Ernest-Jean Sarrasine was the only son of a 

prosecuting attorney of Franche-Comte,” [comment by i] I began 
[...]. “[b toldBy i] His father had [...] amassed a fortune [...], then 
[...].” 
Figure 9: The same narrative instance tells two narrations (from 
Sarrasine by Honoré de Balzac8) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
8 http://www.gutenberg.org/etext/1826 [10 March, 2005]. 
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Abstract

We present an NLG system that uses Integer Lin-
ear Programming to integrate different decisions
involved in the generation process. Our approach
provides an alternative to pipeline-based sequential
processing which has become prevalent in today’s
NLG applications.

1 Introduction
From an engineering perspective, one of the major consid-
erations in building a Natural Language Generation (NLG)
system is the choice of the architecture. Two important issues
that need to be considered at this stage are firstly, themodu-
larization of the linguistic decisions involved in the genera-
tion process and secondly, theprocessing flow(cf. [De Smedt
et al., 1996]).

On one side of the spectrum lie integrated systems, with
all linguistic decisions being handled within a single process
(e.g.[Appelt, 1985]). Such architectures are theoretically at-
tractive, as they assume a close coordination of different types
of linguistic decisions, which are known to be dependent on
one another (cf. e.g.[Danlos, 1984]). A major disadvantage
of integrated models is the complexity that they necessarily
involve, which results in poor portability and scalability. On
the other side of the spectrum there are highly modularized
pipeline architectures. A prominent example of this second
case is theconsensuspipeline architecture recognized by[Re-
iter, 1994] and further elaborated in[Reiter and Dale, 2000].
The modularization of Reiter’s model occurs at two levels.
First, individual linguistic decisions of the same type (e.g.
involving lexical or syntacticchoice) are grouped together
within single low level tasks, such aslexicalization, aggre-
gationor ordering. Second, tasks are allocated to three high-
level generation stages, i.e.Document Planning, Microplan-
ning and Surface Realization. The processing flow in the
pipeline architecture is sequential, with individual tasks be-
ing executed in a predetermined order.

A study of applied NLG systems[Cahill and Reape, 1999]
reveals, however, that while most applied NLG systems rely
on sequential processing, they do not follow the strict modu-
larization that the consensus model assumes. Low-level tasks
are spread over various generation stages and may in fact be
executed more than once at diverse positions in the pipeline.

An attempt to account for commonalities that many NLG
systems share, without imposing too many restrictions, as is
the case with Reiter’s ”consensus” model, is the Reference
Architecture for Generation Systems (RAGS)[Mellish et al.,
2004]. RAGS is an abstract specification of an NLG architec-
ture that focuses on two issues: data types that the generation
process manipulates and a generic model of the interactions
between modules, based on a commoncentral server. An
important feature of RAGS is that it leaves the question of
processing flow to the actual implementation. Hence it is the-
oretically possible to build both fully integrated as well as
pipeline-based systems that would observe the RAGS princi-
ples. Two implementations of RAGS presented in[Mellish
and Evans, 2004] demonstrate an intermediate way.

In this paper we present a novel approach to building an
integrated NLG system, in which the generation process is
modeled as a discrete optimization problem. It provides an
extension to theclassification-based generationframework,
presented in[Marciniak and Strube, 2004]. We first assume
modularization of the generation process at the lowest possi-
ble level: individual tasks correspond to realizations of sin-
gle form elements (FEs) that build up a linguistic expression.
The decisions that these tasks involve are then represented
as classification tasks and integrated via an Integer Linear
Programming (ILP) formulation (see e.g.[Nemhauser and
Wolsey, 1999]. This way we avoid the well known ordering
problem that is present in all pipeline-based systems. Observ-
ing, at least partially, the methodological principles of RAGS,
we specify the architecture of our system at two independent
levels. At the abstract level, the low-level generation tasks
are defined, all based on the same input/output interface. At
the implementation level, the processing flow and integration
method are determined.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2
we present briefly the classification-based generation frame-
work and remark on the shortcomings of pipeline-based pro-
cessing. In Section 3 we introduce the ILP formulation of the
generation task, and in Section 4 we report on the experiments
and evaluation of the system.

2 Classification-Based Generation
In informal terms, classification can be characterized as the
task of assigning a class label to an unknown instance, givena
set of its properties and attributes represented as a feature vec-
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Figure 1: LTAG-based derivation at the clause (left) and discourse levels (right). Elementary trees are represented asfeature
vectors. Adjunction operations are marked with dashed arrows.

tor. In recent years supervised machine learning methods re-
lying on pre-classifiedtraining datahave been applied in var-
ious areas of NLP to solve tasks formulated as classification
problems. In NLG machine learning methods have been used
to solve single tasks such as content selection and ordering
(e.g.[Duboue, 2004; Dimitromanolaki and Androutsopoulos,
2003]), lexicalization (e.g.[Reiter and Sripada, 2004]) and
referring expressions generation (e.g.[Chenget al., 2001]).

In these applications classifiers trained on labeled data
have proven more robust and efficient than approaches us-
ing explicit expert knowledge. The difficulty of formaliz-
ing the linguistic knowledge involved in the development
of a knowledge-based system (a.k.a.knowledge-acquisition-
bottleneck) has been replaced with an effort of obtaining the
right kind of data, which typically involves annotating man-
ually a corpus of relevant texts with the required linguistic
information (cf.[Daelemans, 1993]).

The classification-based generation framework that we in-
troduced in[Marciniak and Strube, 2004] is based on a simple
idea that the linguistic form of an expression can be decom-
posed into a set of discrete form elements (FEs) representing
both its syntactic and lexical properties. The generation pro-
cess is then modeled as a series of classification tasks that re-
alize individual FEs. Realization of each FE is then regarded
as a single low-level generation task.

2.1 Route Directions
As the main application for this work we consider the task of
generating natural languageroute directions. An example of
such a text is given below:

(a) Facing the Wildcat statue, (b) turn left on the
brick sidewalk (c) and continue along the road to
the Sports Complex. (d) Make a right onto Concord
Road, (e) and keep going straight, (f) passing Pres-
byterian Church on your left, (g) until you reach
Copeland Street. (h) The library building will be
just around the corner on your right.

We analyze the content of instructional texts of this kind in
terms of temporally related situations, i.e.actions(b, c, d, e)
states(a, h) andevents(f, g), denoted by individual discourse
units. The temporal structure of the texts is then modeled asa
tree, with nodes representing individual situation descriptions
and edges signaling the relations (see Figure 2). The seman-
tics of each discourse unit is further represented as a feature
vector describing the aspectual category and frame structure

of the profiled situation. This tree-based representation of the
semantic content of route directions constitutes the inputto
the generation process. A detailed description of the underly-
ing conceptual model and the annotation process is presented
in [Marciniak and Strube, 2005].

initial subsequent

turn left on the brick sidewalk

Facing the Wildcat statue and continue along the road ...

subsequent

Make a right onto Concord Road

subsequent

and keep going straight

ongoing ongoing

subsequent

until you reach Copeland Street

The library building will be ...

passing Presbyterian Church ...

Figure 2: Temporal Structure

2.2 From LTAG to Form Elements
To specify an inventory of FEs that would become objects of
the low-level generation tasks, we first apply the Lexicalized
Tree Adjoining Grammar (LTAG) formalism (see e.g.[Joshi
and Schabes, 1991]) to model the linguistic form of the texts.
In LTAG, the derivation of a linguistic structure starts with a
selection ofelementarytrees, anchored by lexical items, such
as verbs or prepositions at the clause level and discourse con-
nectives at the discourse level (cf.[Webber and Joshi, 1998]).
In the next step, elementary trees are put together by means
of adjunctionoperations that follow the dependency structure
provided by thederivation tree. We take the temporal struc-
ture from Figure 2 to constitute the discourse level derivation
tree, with the temporal relationships corresponding to thesyn-
tactic dependencies. At the clause level, the derivation tree is
isomorphic with the frame-based ontological representation
of individual situations (see[Marciniak and Strube, 2005]).

The clause- and discourse-level derivation of discourse unit
(c) from the above example in the context of (a) and (b) is
depicted in Figure 1. At the clause level, the set of elemen-
tary trees includes oneinitial treeα1 anchored by the main
verb, which also specifies the syntactic frame of the clause,
andauxiliary treesβ1 andβ2 corresponding to the verb argu-
ments. At the discourse level, the discourse unit which occu-
pies the root position in the temporal structure (cf. Figure2)
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Adj. Rank Adj. Dir. Conn. S Exp. Verb Lex. Verb Form
1 right and VP continue Bare Inf.

Phr. Type1 Prep. Lex.1 Adj. Rank1 Phr. Type2 Prep. Lex.2 Adj. Rank2
PP along 1 PP to 2

Table 1: FEs based form representation ofand continue along
the road to the sport complex.

is modeled as the initial treeα2, and auxiliary treesβ3 andβ4

represent the remaining discourse units.
To model the whole process in a uniform way we en-

code the elementary trees as feature vectors, with individ-
ual features conveying syntactic (e.g.s exp) and lexical (e.g.
verb lex) information. Featuresadj rank andadj dir denote
respectively the ordering of the adjunction operations andthe
adjunction direction, which both determine the linear struc-
ture of the text. Hence the form of the whole discourse can
be represented in terms of feature-value pairs used to encode
the initial trees and the derivation process. On that basis we
define a set of form elements building up a discourse as di-
rectly corresponding to the individual features. A detailed
description of the FEs is given below:
FE1: Adjunction Rank / Disc. Level specifies the linear
rank of each discourse unit at the local level, i.e. only clauses
temporally related to the sameparentclause are considered.
FE2: Adjunction Direction is concerned with the position
of thechild discourse unit relative to the parent one (e.g. (a)
left of (b), (c) right of (b), etc.).
FE3: Connective determines the lexical form of the dis-
course connective (e.g.null in (a),until in (g)).
FE4: S Expansionspecifies whether a given discourse unit
is realized as a clause with the explicit subject (i.e. np+vp
expansionof the root S node in a clause) (e.g. (g, h)) or not
(e.g. (a), (b)).
FE5: Verb Form denotes the form of the main verb in a
clause (e.g.gerund in (a), (c), bare infinitive in (b), finite
presentin (g), etc.).
FE6: Verb Lex. specifies the lexical form of the main verb
(e.g.turn in (b), passin (f) or reachin (g)).
FE7: Phrase Typedetermines for each argument in a clause
its syntactic realization as anoun phrase(NP) ,prepositional
phrase(PP) or aparticle (P).
FE8: Preposition Lex. is concerned with the choice of a
lexical form for prepositions or particles in argument phrases
(e.g. left andon in (b) or alongandto in (c)). If the value of
FE7 is NP, then this FE is set tonone.
FE9: Adjunction Rank / Phr. Level specifies the linear
rank of each verb argument within a clause.

As an example, consider the FEs-based representation of
the form of clause (c) presented in Table 1. Realization of
eachFEi is represented as a classification taskTi, with a set
of possibleclass labelscorresponding to the different forms
that FEi may take. Only tasksT1 and T9 associated re-
spectively withAdjunction Rank / Disc. LevelandAdjunction
Rank / Phr. Levelare split into a series of binaryprecedence
classifications that determine the relative position of twodis-
course units or phrasal arguments at a time (e.g. (a)≺ (c), (c)
≺ (d), and similarlyalong the road≺ to the sports complex
etc.). These partial results are later combined to determine

the rank of the respective constituents.
Arguably, the above FEs and the corresponding tasks are

independent of the underlying grammatical model. In this
work we use the abstraction of the grammatical structure pro-
vided by LTAG, but the same or a similar set of FEs can
be readily derived from other formalisms (cf. e.g.[Meteer,
1990]). The role of the grammatical theory in defining form
elements is twofold. First, it specifies the exact position of
individual FEs in the grammatical structure, making it clear
how they should be assembled. Second, it ensures a wide
coverage: although the linguistic structures that we consider
here are relatively simple, the use of LTAG as the underlying
grammatical formalism guarantees that our generation frame-
work can be applied to producing much more complex con-
structions, both at the clause and discourse levels. Appar-
ently, this would require a richer feature vector representation
of the initial trees, and hence a larger number of FEs and the
corresponding generation tasks. The basic principles of the
generation process, however, would remain unchanged.

Notice also that the tasks considered here can be grouped
under the conventional NLG labels, such astext structuring
(i.e. T1, T2), lexicalization(i.e. T3, T6, T8) andsentence re-
alization (i.e. T4, T5, T9). Yet another important NLG task,
i.e. aggregationappears to be handled indirectly byT3 (e.g.
Turn left. Continue along the road.vs. Turn left and con-
tinue along the road.) andT5 (e.g.Keep going straight. You
will pass the Presbyterian Church on your right.vs.Keep go-
ing straight, passing the Presbyterian Church on your right.).
We view it as the strength of our approach that regardless of
their different linguistic character all these tasks are modeled
in exactlythe same way.

2.3 System Architecture and Sequential
Processing

At an abstract level, the architecture of our system consists
of an unordered set of classifiers solving individual genera-
tion tasks. Each classifier is trained on a separate set of data
obtained from the corpus of route directions annotated with
both semantic and grammatical information.

In the previous work[Marciniak and Strube, 2004] we fol-
lowed the sequential paradigm advocated by[Daelemans and
van den Bosch, 1998] and implemented the system as acas-
cade of classifiers. In such systems the output representation
is built incrementally, with subsequent classifiers havingac-
cess to the outputs of previous modules. An important char-
acteristic of this model is its extensibility. Since classifiers
rely on a uniform representation of the input (i.e. a feature
vector) and the output (i.e. a single feature value), it is easy to
change the ordering or insert new modules at any place in the
pipeline. Both operations only require retraining classifiers
with a new selection of the input features.

A major problem that we faced was that we found no
satisfactory method to determine theright ordering of in-
dividual classifiers that would guarantee optimal realization
of the grammatical form of the generated expression. We
found out that no matter what ordering we adopted tasks
that were solved at the begining had a lower accuracy as the
necessary contextual information, i.e. based on the outcomes
from other tasks, was missing. At the same time, subsequent
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Figure 3: Sequential processing as a graph.

tasks were influenced by the initial decisions, which in some
cases led toerror propagation. Apparently, this was due to
the well known fact that elements of the linguistic structure
are strongly correlated with one another (see e.g.[Danlos,
1984]). Hence individual generation decisions should not be
handled in isolation and arranging them in a fixed order will
always involve a specificordering bias.

To get a feeling for the limitations that sequential process-
ing of generation tasks involves, consider its graphical repre-
sentation in Figure 3. The process corresponds to thebest-
first traversal of a weighted multi-layered lattice. Separate
layersT1, ..., Tn correspond to the individual tasks, and the
nodes at each layer (li1, ..., limi

) represent class labels for
each task1. In the sequential model only transitions between
nodes belonging to subsequent layers are granted. Each such
transition is augmented with a transition cost, which may be
affected by the traversalhistorybut does not consider the fu-
ture choices. Nodes selected in this process represent the out-
comes of individual tasks. As can be seen, the process islo-
cally driven and it does not guarantee an optimal realization
of the tasks.

As an example consider three interrelated form elements:
Connective, S Exp. and Verb Form and their different real-
izations presented in Table 2. Apparently each of these FEs
has the potential to affect the overall meaning of the discourse
unit or its stylistics. It can also be seen that only certain com-
binations of different forms are allowed in the given semantic
context. Different realization of any of these FEs would re-
quire other elements to be changed accordingly. To conclude,
following Danlos’ observation, we see noa priori reason to
impose any fixed ordering on the respective generation tasks,
and the experiments that we describe in Section 4 support this
position.

3 Discrete Optimization Model
As an alternative to sequential ordering of the generation
tasks we consider themetric labeling problemformulated by
[Kleinberg and Tardos, 2000], and originally applied in an

1Since different generation tasks may have varying numbers of
labels we denote the cardinality ofLi, i.e. the set of possible labels
for taskTi, asmi.

Discourse Unit FE3 FE4 FE5

Pass the First Union Bank ... null vp bare inf.
It is necessary that you pass ... null np+vp bare inf.
Passing the First Union Bank ... null vp gerund
After passing the First Union Bank ... after vp gerund
After your passing . . . after np+vp gerund
As you pass the First Union Bank ... as np+vp fin. pres.
Until you pass the First Union Bank ...until np+vp fin. pres.
Until passing . . . until vp gerund

Table 2: Different realizations of form elements: Connective,
Verb Form and S Expansion. Rare but correct constructions
are in italics.

image restoration application, where classifiers determine the
”true” intensity values of individual pixels. This task is for-
mulated as a labeling functionf : P → L which maps a
setP of n objects onto a setL of m possible labels. The
goal is to find an assignment that minimizes the overall cost
functionQ(f) which has two components:assignment costs,
i.e. the costs of selecting a particular label for individual ob-
jects, andseparation costs, i.e. the costs of selecting a pair
of labels for tworelatedobjects2. [Chekuriet al., 2001] pro-
posed an integer linear programming (ILP) formulation of the
metric labeling problem, with both assignment cost and sep-
aration costs being modeled as binary variables of the linear
cost function.

Recently,[Roth and Yih, 2004] applied an ILP model to
the task of the simultaneous assignment of semantic roles to
the entities mentioned in a sentence and recognition of the
relations holding between them. The assignment costs were
calculated on the basis of predictions ofbasicclassifiers, i.e.
trained for both tasks individually with no access to the out-
comes of the other task. The separation costs were formulated
in terms of binary constraints which specified whether a spe-
cific semantic role could occur in a given relation, or not.

In the remainder of this paper, we present a more general
model, which we apply to the generation tasks presented in
Section 2. We put no limits on the number of tasks being
solved, and express the separation costs as stochastic con-
straints, which can be calculated off-line from the available
linguistic data.

3.1 ILP Formulation
We consider a general context in which the generation process
comprises a range of linguistic decisions modeled as a set ofn
classification tasksT = {T1, ..., Tn} which potentially form
mutually related pairs.

Each taskTi consists in assigning a label fromLi =
{li1, ..., limi

} to an instance that represents the particular de-
cision. Assignments are modeled as variables of a linear
cost function. We differentiate betweensimple variablesthat
model individual assignments of labels andcompound vari-
ablesthat represent respective assignments for each pair of
related tasks.

To represent individual assignments the following proce-
dure is applied: for each taskTi, every label fromLi is asso-

2These costs were calculated as the function of themetric dis-
tance between a pair of pixels and the difference in intensity.
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ciated with a binary variablex(lij). Each such variable rep-
resents a binary choice, i.e. a respective labellij is selected if
x(lij) = 1 or rejected otherwise. The coefficient of variable
x(lij) which models the assignment costc(lij) is given by:

c(lij) = −log2(p(lij))

wherep(lij) is the probability oflij being selected as the out-
come of taskTi. The probability distribution for each task
is provided by the basic classifiers that do not consider the
outcomes of other tasks3.

The role of compound variables is to provide pairwise con-
straints on the outcomes of individual tasks. Since we are
interested in constraining only those tasks are that truly de-
pendent on one another we first apply the contingency coeffi-
cientC to measure the degree of correlation for each pair of
tasks4. In the case of tasksTi andTk which aresignificantly
correlated, for each pair of labels fromLi×Lk we build a sin-
gle variablex(lij , lkp). Each such variable is associated with
a coefficient representing the constraint on the respectivepair
of labelslij , lkp calculated in the following way:

c(lij , lkp) = −log2(p(lij,lkp))

with p(lij,lkp) denoting theprior joint probability of labels
lij andlkp in the data, which is independent from the general
classification context and hence can be calculated off-line5.

The ILP model consists of the target function and a set of
constraints which blockillegal assignments (e.g. only one la-
bel of the given task can be selected)6. In our case the target
function is the cost functionQ(f), which we want to mini-
mize:

min Q(f) =

∑

Ti∈T

∑

lij∈Li

c(lij) · x(lij)

+

∑

Ti,Tk∈T,i<k

∑

<lij ,lkp>∈Li×Lk

c(lij , lkp) · x(lij , lkp)

Constraints need to be formulated for both the simple and
compound variables. First we want to ensure that exactly one
labellij belonging to taskTi is selected, i.e. only one simple
variablex(lij) representing labels of a given task can be set
to 1:

∑

lij∈Li

x(lij) = 1, ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}

3In this case the ordering of tasks is not necessary, and the clas-
sifiers can run independently from each other.

4C is a test for measuring the association of two nominal vari-
ables, and hence adequate for the type of tasks that we consider
here. The coefficient takes values from 0 (no correlation) to1 (com-
plete correlation) and is calculated by the formula:C = (χ2/(N +

χ2
))

1/2, whereχ2 is the chi-squared statistic andN the total num-
ber of instances. The significance ofC is then determined from the
value of χ2 for the given data. See e.g.[Goodman and Kruskal,
1972].

5In Section 4 we discuss an alternative approach which considers
the actual input.

6For a detailed overview of linear programming and different
types of LP problems see e.g.[Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1999].
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Figure 4: Graph representation of the ILP model.

We also require that if two simple variablesx(lij) and
x(lkp), modeling respectively labelslij and lkp, are set to
1, then the compound variablex(lij , lkp), which models co-
occurrence of these labels, is also set to1. This is done in
two steps: we first ensure that ifx(lij) = 1, then exactly one
variablex(lij , lkp) must also be set to 1:

x(lij) −
∑

lkp∈Lk

x(lij , lkp) = 0,

∀i, k ∈ {1, ..., n}, i < k ∧ j ∈ {1, ..., mi}

and do the same for variablex(lkp):

x(lkp) −
∑

lij∈Li

x(lij , lkp) = 0,

∀i, k ∈ {1, ..., n}, i < k ∧ p ∈ {1, ..., mk}

Finally, we constrain the values of both simple and com-
pound variables to be binary:

x(lij) ∈ {0, 1} ∧ x(lij , lkp) ∈ {0, 1},

∀i, k ∈ {1, ..., n} ∧ j ∈ {1, ..., mi} ∧ p ∈ {1, ..., mk}

We can represent the decision process that our ILP model
involves as a graph, with the nodes corresponding to indi-
vidual labels and the edges marking the associations between
labels belonging to correlated tasks. In Figure 4, taskT1 is
correlated with taskT2 and taskT2 with taskTn. No corre-
lation exists for pairT1, Tn. Both nodes and edges are aug-
mented with costs. The goal is to select a subset of connected
nodes, minimizing the overall cost, given that for each group
of nodesT1, T2, ..., Tn exactly one node must be selected,
and the selected nodes, representing correlated tasks, must
be connected. We can see that in contrast to the pipeline ap-
proach (cf. Figure 1), nolocaldecisions determine the overall
assignment as theglobaldistribution of costs is considered.

4 Experiments and Results
In order to evaluate our approach we conducted a series of
experiments with two implementations of the ILP model and
two different pipelines. Each system takes as input the tree-
based representation of the semantic content of route direc-
tions described in Section 2. The generation process traverses
the temporal tree in a depth-first fashion, and for each node a
single discourse unit is realized.
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Figure 5: Correlation network for the generation tasks.

null and as after until T3 Connective
T5 Verb Form

0.40 0.18 0 0 0 bare inf
0 0 0 0.04 0.01 gerund

0.05 0.01 0.06 0.03 0.06 fin pres
0.06 0.05 0 0 0 will inf

Table 3: Joint distribution matrix for selected labels of tasks
Connective(horizontal)and Verb Form(vertical), computed
for all discourse units in a corpus.

4.1 Correlations Between Tasks
We started with running the correlation tests for all pairs of
tasks. The obtained correlation network is presented in Fig-
ure 5. It is interesting to observe that tasks which realize FEs
belonging to the same levels of linguistic organization, and
have traditionally been handled within the same generation
stages (i.e.Text Planning, MicroplanningandRealization) are
closely correlated with one another. This fact supports em-
pirically some assumptions behind Reiter’s consensus model.
On the other hand, there exist quite a few correlations that
extend over the stage boundaries, and all three lexicalization
tasks i.e.T3, T6 andT8 are correlated with many tasks of a
totally different linguistic character.

4.2 ILP Systems
We used the ILP model described in Section 3 to implement
two generation systems. To obtain assignment costs, both
systems get a probability distribution for each task from ba-
sic classifiers trained on the training data. To calculate the
separation costs, modeling the stochastic constraints on the
co-occurrence of labels, we considered correlated tasks only
(cf. Figure 5) and applied two calculation methods, which re-
sulted in two different system implementations.

In ILP1, for each pair of tasks we computed the joint distri-
bution of the respective labels considering all discourse units
in the training data before the actual input was known. Such
obtained joint distributions were used for generating all dis-
course units from the test data. An example matrix with joint
distribution for selected labels of tasks Connective and Verb
Form is given in Table 3. An advantage of this approach is
that the computation can be done in anofflinemode and has
no impact on the run-time.

In ILP2, the joint distribution for a pair of tasks was cal-
culated at run-time, i.e. only after the actual input had been

null and as after until T3 Connective
T5 Verb Form

0.13 0.02 0 0 0 bare inf
0 0 0 0 0 gerund
0 0 0.05 0.02 0.27 fin pres

0.36 0.13 0 0 0 will inf

Table 4: Joint distribution matrix for tasks Connective and
Verb Form, considering only disc. units similar to (c):until
you see the river side in front of you, atPhi-threshold≥ 0.8.

known. This time we did not consider all discourse units in
the training data, but only those whose meaning, represented
as a feature vector, wassimilar to the meaning of the input
discourse unit. As a similarity metric we used thePhi co-
efficient7, and set the similarity threshold at0.8. As can be
seen from Table 4, the probability distribution computed in
this way is better suited to the specific semantic context. This
is especially important if the available corpus is small andthe
frequency of certain pairs of labels might be too low to have
a significant impact on the final assignment.

4.3 Pipeline Systems

As a baseline we implemented two pipeline systems. In the
first one we used the ordering of tasks that resembles most
closely the standard NLG pipeline and which we also used
before in[Marciniak and Strube, 2004]8.

Individual classifiers had access to both the semantic fea-
tures, and the features output by the previous modules. To
train the classifiers, thecorrect feature values were extracted
from the training data and during testing thegenerated, and
hence possibly erroneous, values were taken.

In the other pipeline system we wanted to minimize the
error-propagation effect and placed the tasks in the order of
decreasingaccuracy. To determine the ordering of tasks we
applied the following procedure: the classifier with the high-
est baseline accuracy was selected as the first one. The re-
maining classifiers were trained and tested again, but this time
they had access to the additional feature. Again, the classifier
with the highest accuracy was selected and the procedure was
repeated until all classifiers were ordered.

4.4 Evaluation

We evaluated our system usingleave-one-out cross-
validation, i.e. for all texts in the corpus, each text was used
once for testing, and the remaining texts provided the training
data. To solve individual classification tasks we used the de-
cision tree learnerC4.5in the pipeline systems and theNaive
Bayesalgorithm9 in the ILP systems. Both learning schemes

7Phi is a measure of the extent of correlation between two sets
of binary variables, see e.g.[Edwards, 1976]. To represent multi-
class features on a binary scale we applieddummy codingwhich
transforms multi class-nominal variables to a set of dummy variables
with binary values.

8The ordering of tasks is given in Table 5.
9Both implemented in the Weka machine learning software[Wit-

ten and Frank, 2000].
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Pipeline 1 Pipeline 2 ILP 1 ILP 2
Tasks Pos. Accuracy κ Pos. Accuracy κ Accuracy κ Accuracy κ
Dis.Un. Rank 1 96.81% 90.90% 2 96.81% 90.90% 97.43% 92.66% 97.43% 92.66%
Dis.Un. Pos. 2 98.04% 89.64% 1 98.04% 89.64% 96.10% 77.19% 97.95% 89.05%
Connective 3 78.64% 60.33% 8 79.10% 61.14% 79.15% 61.22% 79.36% 61.31%
S Exp. 4 95.90% 89.45% 3 96.20% 90.17% 99.48% 98.65% 99.49% 98.65%
Verb Form 5 86.76% 77.01% 4 87.83% 78.90% 92.81% 87.60% 93.22% 88.30%
Verb Lex. 6 64.58% 60.87% 9 67.40% 64.19% 75.87% 73.69% 76.08% 74.00%
Phr. Type 7 86.93% 75.07% 5 87.08% 75.36% 87.33% 76.75% 88.03% 77.17%
Prep. Lex. 8 86.23% 81.12% 6 86.03% 81.10% 87.28% 82.20% 88.59% 83.24%
Phr. Rank 9 84.73% 75.24% 7 86.95% 78.65% 90.22% 84.02% 91.27% 85.72%

Phi 0.85 0.87 0.89 0.90

Table 5: Results reached by the implemented ILP systems and two baselines. For both pipeline systems,Pos. stands for the
position of the tasks in the pipeline.

yielded highest results in the respective configurations10. To
solve the ILP models we usedlp solve, a highly efficient
GNU-licence Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) solver11,
that implements theBranch-and-Boundalgorithm. For each
task we applied afeature selectionprocedure (cf.[Kohavi and
John, 1997]) to determine whichsemanticfeatures should be
taken as the input by the basic classifiers.

To evaluate individual tasks we applied two metrics: accu-
racy, calculated as the proportion of correct classifications to
the total number of instances, and theκ statistic, which cor-
rects for the proportion of classifications that might occurby
chance. Forend-to-endevaluation, we applied thePhi coef-
ficient to measure the degree of similarity between the vector
representations of the generated form (i.e. built from the out-
comes of individual tasks) and the reference form obtained
from the test data. ThePhi-based similarity metric is simi-
lar to κ as it compensates for the fact that a match between
two multi-label features is more difficult to obtain than in the
case of binary features. This measure tells us how well all the
tasks have been solved together, which in our case amounts
to generating the whole text.

The results presented in Table 5 show that the ILP systems
achieved highest accuracy andκ for most tasks and reached
the highest overallPhi score. Notice that ILP2 improved the
accuracy of both pipeline systems for the three correlated
tasks that we discussed before, i.e. Connective, S Exp. and
Verb Form. Another group of correlated tasks for which the
results appear interesting are i.e. Verb Lex., Phrase Type and
Phrase Rank (cf. Figure 3). Notice that Verb Lex. got higher
scores in Pipeline2, with outputs from both Phrase Type and
Phrase Rank (see the respective pipeline positions), but the re-
verse effect did not occur: scores for both phrase tasks were
lower in Pipeline1 when they had access to the output from
Verb Lex., contrary to what we might expect. Apparently, this
was due to the low accuracy for Verb Lex. which caused the

10We have found that in direct comparisonC4.5performs better
thanNaive Bayesbut the probability distribution that it outputs is
strongly biased towards thewinning label. In this case it is practi-
cally impossible for the ILP system to change the classifier’s deci-
sion, as the costs of other labels get extremely high. Hence the more
balanced probability distribution given byNaive Bayescan be easier
correctedin the optimization process.

11http://www.geocities.com/lpsolve/

already mentioned error propagation. This example shows
well the advantage that optimization processing brings: both
ILP systems reached much higher scores for all three tasks.

Finally, it appears as no coincidence that the three tasks in-
volving lexical choice, i.e. Connective, Verb Lex. and Prepo-
sition Lex. scored lower than the syntactic tasks in all sys-
tems. This can be attributed partially to the limitations of
retrieval measures which do not allow for the fact, that in a
given semantic content more than one lexical form can be ap-
propriate.

5 Conclusions
In this paper we showed that the pipeline architecture in an
NLG application can be successfully replaced with an inte-
grated ILP-based model which is better suited to handling
correlated generation decisions. To the best of our knowl-
edge, linear programming has been used in an NLG related
work only by [Althauset al., 2004] to solve a single task of
determining the order of discourse constituents. In a some-
what related context[Dras, 1999] used ILP to optimize the
task of text paraphrasing, given global constraints such astext
and sentence length, readibilty, etc.

In contrast, in this work we use an ILP model to orga-
nize the entire process of generating the surface form from
an underlying semantic representation, which involves an
integration of different types of NLG tasks. Although in
our system we use machine learning as the primary deci-
sion making mechanism, we believe that the ILP model can
also be used with knowledge-based systems that observe the
classification-oriented formulation of the NLG tasks.

Finally, we are convinced that an adequate evaluation of an
NLG system must at some stage go beyond the application of
quantitative measures. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to expect
that the improvement that we reached with the ILP system,
especially the increase of the overallPhi score, must correlate
to some extent with the quality improvement. To verify it
we are currently proceeding with qualitative evaluation ofthe
output from our system.
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Abstract

Sentence fusion is a text-to-text (revision-like) gen-
eration task which takes related sentences as input
and merges these into a single output sentence. In
this paper we describe our ongoing work on de-
veloping a sentence fusion module for Dutch. We
propose a generalized version of alignment which
not only indicates which words and phrases should
be aligned but also labels these in terms of a small
set of primitive semantic relations, indicating how
words and phrases from the two input sentences re-
late to each other. It is shown that human label-
ers can perform this task with a high agreement (F-
score of .95). We then describe and evaluate our
adaptation of an existing automatic alignment al-
gorithm, and use the resulting alignments, plus the
semantic labels, in a generalized fusion and gen-
eration algorithm. A small-scale evaluation study
reveals that most of the resulting sentences are ad-
equate to good.

1 Introduction
Traditionally, Natural Language Generation (NLG) is defined
as the automatic production of “meaningful texts in (...) hu-
man language from some underlying non-linguistic represen-
tation of information” [Reiter and Dale, 2000, xvii]. Re-
cently, there is an increased interest in NLG applications
that produce meaningful textfrom meaningful textrather than
from abstract meaning representations. Such applications
are sometimes referred to astext-to-text generationapplica-
tions (e.g.,[Chandrasekar and Bangalore, 1997], [Knight and
Marcu, 2002], [Lapata, 2003]), and may be likened to ear-
lier revision-based generation strategies, e.g.[Robin, 1994]
[Callaway and Lester, 1997]. Text-to-text generation is often
motivated from practical applications such as summarization,
sentence simplification, and sentence compression. One rea-
son for the interest in such generation systems is the possi-
bility to automatically learn text-to-text generation strategies
from corpora of parallel text.

∗This work was carried out within the IMIX-IMOGEN (Inter-
active Multimodal Output Generation) project, sponsored by the
Netherlands Organization of Scientific Research (NWO).

In this paper, we take a closer look atsentence fusion
[Barzilay, 2003][Barzilayet al., 1999], one of the interesting
variants in text-to-text generation. A sentence fusion module
takes related sentences as input, and generates a single sen-
tence summarizing the input sentences. The general strategy
described in[Barzilay, 2003] is to first align thedependency
structures of the two input sentences to find the common in-
formation in both sentences. On the basis of this alignment,
the common information is framed into an fusion tree (i.e.,
capturing the shared information), which is subsequently re-
alized in natural language by generating all traversals of the
fusion tree and scoring their probability using an n-gram lan-
guage model. Of the sentences thus generated the one with
the lowest (length normalized) entropy is selected.

Barzilay and co-workers apply sentence fusion in the con-
text of multi-document summarization, where the input sen-
tences typically come from multiple documents describing
the same event, but sentence fusion seems to be useful for
other applications as well. Inquestion-answering, for in-
stance, sentence fusion could be used to generate morecom-
pleteanswers. Many current QA systems use various parallel
answer-finding strategies, each of which may produce an N-
best list of answers (e.g.,[Maybury, 2004]) In response to a
question like “What causes RSI?” one potential answer sen-
tence could be:

RSI can be caused by repeating the same sequence
of movements many times an hour or day.

And another might be:
RSI is generally caused by a mixture of poor er-
gonomics, stress and poor posture.

These two incomplete answers might be fused into a more
complete answer such as:

RSI can be caused by a mixture of poor er-
gonomics, stress, poor posture and by repeating the
same sequence of movements many times an hour
or day.

The same process of sentence fusion can of course be applied
to the whole list of N-best answers in order to derive a more
specific, or even the most specific, answer, akin to taking the
union of a number of sets. Likewise, we can rely on sentence
fusion to derive a more general answer, or even the most gen-
eral one (cf. intersection), in the hope that this will filter out
irrelevant parts of the answer.
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Arguably, such applications call for a generalized version
of sentence fusion, which may have consequences for the var-
ious components (alignment, fusion and generation) of the
sentence fusion pipeline. At thealignment level, we would
like to have a better understanding of how words and phrases
in the input sentences relate to each other. Rather than a bi-
nary choice (align or not), one might want to distinguish more
fine-grained relations such as overlap (if two phrases share
some but not all of their content), paraphrases (if two phrases
express the same information in different ways), entailments
(if one phrase entails the other, but not vice versa), etc. Such
an alignment strategy would be especially useful for applica-
tions such as question answering and information extraction,
where it is often important to know whether two sentences
are paraphrases or stand in an entailment relation[Dagan and
Glickman, 2004]. In thefusion module, we are interested in
the possibilities to generate various kinds of fusions depend-
ing on the relations between the respective sentences, e.g., se-
lecting the more specific or the more general phrase depend-
ing on whether the fusion tree is an intersection or a union
one. Finally, thegenerationmay be more complicated in the
generalized version, and it is an interesting question whether
the use of language models is equally suitable for different
kinds of fusion.

In this paper, we will explore some of these issues re-
lated to a generalized version of sentence fusion. We start
with the basic question whether it is possible at all to reli-
ably align sentences, including different potential relations
between words and phrases (section 2). We then present our
ongoing work on sentence fusion, describing the current sta-
tus and performance of the alignment algorithm (section 3),
as well as the fusion and generation components (section 4).
We end with discussion and description of future plans in sec-
tion 5.

2 Data collection and Annotation
2.1 General approach
Alignment has become standard practice in data-driven ap-
proaches to machine translation (e.g.[Och and Ney, 2000]).
Initially work focused on word-based alignment, but more re-
cent research also addresses alignment at the higher levels
(substrings, syntactic phrases or trees), e.g.,[Gildea, 2003].
The latter approach seems most suitable for current purposes,
where we want to express that a sequence of words in one
sentence is related to a non-identical sequence of words in
another sentence (a paraphrase, for instance). However, if
we allow alignment of arbitrary substrings of two sentences,
then the number of possible alignments grows exponentially
to the number of tokens in the sentences, and the process of
alignment – either manually or automatically – may become
infeasible. An alternative, which seems to occupy the middle
ground between word alignment on the one hand and align-
ment of arbitrary substrings on the other, is to align syntac-
tic analyses. Here, following[Barzilay, 2003], we will align
sentences at the level ofdependency structures. Unlike to
[Barzilay, 2003], we are interested in a number of different
alignment relations between sentences, and pay special atten-
tion to the feasibility of this alignment task.

verb:
hebben

verb:
hebben

hd/vc

pron:
ik

hd/su

adv:
zo

hd/mod hd/su

noun:
contact

hd/obj1

prep:
met

hd/pc

prep:
in de loop van

hd/mod

det:
veel

hd/det

adv:
heel

hd/mod

noun:
persoon

hd/obj1

adj:
serieus

hd/mod

det:
veel

hd/det

adv:
heel

hd/mod

noun:
leven

hd/obj1

det:
mijn

hd/det

Figure 1: Example dependency structure for the sentenceZo
heb ik in the loop van mijn leven heel veel contacten gehad
met heel veel serieuze personen.(lit. ‘Thus have I in the
course of my life very many contacts had with very many
serious persons’).

2.2 Corpus

For evaluation and parameter estimation we have developed
a parallel monolingual corpus consisting of two different
Dutch translations of the French book “Le petit prince” (the
little prince) by Antoine de Saint-Exuṕery (published 1943),
one by Laetitia de Beaufort-van Hamel (1966) and one by
Ernst Altena (2000). The texts were automatically tokenized
and split into sentences, after which errors were manually
corrected. Corresponding sentences from both translations
were manually aligned; in most cases this was a one-to-one
mapping but occasionally a single sentence in one version
mapped onto two sentences in the other: Next, theAlpino
parser for Dutch (e.g.,[Boumaet al., 2001]) was used for
part-of-speech tagging and lemmatizing all words, and for
assigning a dependency analysis to all sentences. The POS
labels indicate the major word class (e.g.verb, noun, pron,
and adv). The dependency relations hold between tokens
and are the same as used in the Spoken Dutch Corpus (see
e.g., [van der Woudenet al., 2002]). These include depen-
dencies such ashead/subject, head/modifierand coordina-
tion/conjunction. See Figure 1 for an example. If a full parse
could not be obtained, Alpino produced partial analyses col-
lected under a single root node. Errors in lemmatization, POS
tagging, and syntactic dependency parsing were not subject to
manual correction.
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2.3 Task definition

A dependency analysis of a sentenceS yields a labeled di-
rected graphD = 〈V,E〉, whereV (vertices) are the nodes,
andE (edges) are the dependency relations. For each node
v in the dependency structure for a sentenceS, we define
STR(v) as the substring of all tokens underv (i.e., the com-
position of the tokens of all nodes reachable fromv). For
example, the string associated with nodepersoonin Figure 1
is heel veel serieuze personen(‘very many serious persons’).

An alignment between sentencesS andS′ pairs nodes from
the dependency graphs for both sentences. Aligning nodev
from the dependency graphD of sentenceS with nodev′
from the graphD′ of S′ indicates that there is a relation be-
tweenSTR(v) andSTR(v′), i.e., between the respective sub-
strings associated withv andv′. We distinguish five potential,
mutually exclusive, relations between nodes (with illustrative
examples):

1. v equalsv′ iff STR(v) andSTR(v′) are literally identical
(abstracting from case and word order)
Example: “a small and a large boa-constrictor” equals
“a large and a small boa-constrictor”;

2. v restatesv′ iff STR(v) is a paraphrase ofSTR(v′) (same
information content but different wording),
Example: “a drawing of a boa-constrictor snake” re-
states “a drawing of a boa-constrictor”;

3. v specifiesv′ iff STR(v) is more specific thanSTR(v′),
Example: “the planet B 612” specifies “the planet”;

4. v generalizes v′ iff STR(v′) is more specific than
STR(v),
Example: “the planet” generalizes “the planet B 612”;

5. v intersectsv′ iff STR(v) and STR(v′) share some in-
formational content, but also each express some piece of
information not expressed in the other,
Example: “Jupiter and Mars” intersects “Mars and
Venus”

Note that there is an intuitive relation with entailment here:
bothequalsandrestatescan be understood as mutual entail-
ment (i.e., if the root nodes of the analyses correspondingS
andS′ stand in an equal or restate relation,S entailsS′ and
S′ entailsS), if S specifiesS′ thenS also entailsS′ and ifS
generalizesS′ thenS is entailed byS′.

An alignment betweenS and S′ can now formally be
defined on the basis of the respective dependency graphs
D = 〈V,E〉 andD′ = 〈V ′, E′〉 as a graphA = 〈VA, EA〉,
such that

EA = {〈v, l, v′〉 | v ∈ V & v′ ∈ V ′ & l(STR(v), STR(v′))},
wherel is one of the five relations defined above. The nodes
of A are those nodes fromD en D′ which are aligned, for-
mally defined as

VA = {v | ∃v′∃l〈v, l, v′〉 ∈ EA}∪{v′ | ∃v∃l〈v, l, v′〉 ∈ EA}
A complete example alignment can be found in the Appendix,
Figure 3.

(A1, A2) (A1′ , A2′) (Ac, A1′) (Ac, A2′)

#real: 322 323 322 322
#pred: 312 321 323 321
#correct: 293 315 317 318
precision: .94 .98 .98 .99
recall: .91 .98 .98 .99
F-score: .92 .98 .98 .99

Table 1: Interannotator agreement with respect to align-
ment between annotators 1 and 2 before(A1, A2) and after
(A1′ , A2′) revision , and between the consensus and annota-
tor 1 (Ac, A1′) and annotator 2(Ac, A2′) respectively.

2.4 Alignment tool
For creating manual alignments, we developed a special-
purpose annotation tool calledGadget(‘Graphical Aligner of
Dependency Graphs and Equivalent Tokens’). It shows, side
by side, two sentences, as well as their respective dependency
graphs. When the user clicks on a nodev in the graph, the cor-
responding string (STR(v)) is shown at the bottom. The tool
enables the user to manually construct an alignment graph on
the basis of the respective dependency graphs. This is done
by focusing on a node in the structure for one sentence, and
then selecting a corresponding node (if possible) in the other
structure, after which the user can select the relevant align-
ment relation. The tool offers additional support for folding
parts of the graphs, highlighting unaligned nodes and hiding
dependency relation labels. See Figure 4 in the Appendix for
a screen shot of Gadget.

2.5 Results
All text material was aligned by the two authors. They started
doing the first ten sentences of chapter one together in order
to get a feel for the task. They continued with the remaining
sentences from chapter one individually. The total number
of nodes in the two translations of the chapter was 445 and
399 respectively. Inter-annotator agreement was calculated
for two aspects: alignment and relation labeling. With respect
to alignment, we calculated the precision, recall and F-score
(with β = 1) on aligned node pairs as follows:

precision(Areal, Apred) =
| Areal ∩Apred |
| Apred | (1)

recall(Areal, Apred) =
| Areal ∩Apred |
| Areal | (2)

F -score =
2× precision× recall

precision + recall
(3)

whereAreal is the set of all real alignments (the reference or
golden standard),Apred is the set of all predicted alignments,
andApred∩Areal is the set all correctly predicted alignments.
For the purpose of calculating inter-annotator agreement, one
of the annotations (A1) was considered the ‘real’ alignment,
the other (A2) the ‘predicted’. The results are summarized in
Table 1 in column(A1, A2).

Next, both annotators discussed the differences in align-
ment, and corrected mistaken or forgotten alignments. This
improved their agreement as shown in column(A1′ , A2′). In
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(A1, A2) (A1′ , A2′) (Ac, A1′) (Ac, A2′)

precision: .86 .96 .98 .97
recall: .86 .95 .97 .97
F-score: .85 .95 .97 .97
κ: .77 .92 .96 .96

Table 2: Inter-annotator agreement with respect to alignment
relation labeling between annotators 1 and 2 before(A1, A2)
and after(A1′ , A2′) revision , and between the consensus and
annotator 1(Ac, A1′) and annotator 2(Ac, A2′) respectively.

addition, they agreed on a single consensus annotation (Ac).
The last two columns of Table 1 show the results of evalu-
ating each of the revised annotations against this consensus
annotation. The F-score of.96 can therefore be regarded as
the upper bound on the alignment task.

In a similar way, the agreement was calculated for the task
of labeling the alignment relations. Results are shown in Ta-
ble 2, where the measures areweightedprecision, recall and
F-score. For instance, the precision is the weighted sum of
the separate precision scores for each of the five relations.
The table also shows theκ-score, which is another commonly
used measure for inter-annotator agreement[Carletta, 1996].
Again, the F-score of.97 can be regarded as the upper bound
on the relation labeling task.

We think these numbers indicate that the labeled alignment
task is well defined and can be accomplished with a high level
of inter-annotator agreement.

3 Automatic alignment
In this section, we describe the alignment algorithm that we
use (section 3.1), and evaluate its performance (section 3.2).

3.1 Tree alignment algorithm
The tree alignment algorithm is based on[Meyers et al.,
1996], and similar to that used in[Barzilay, 2003]. It cal-
culates the match between each node independency treeD
against each node in dependency treeD′. The score for each
pair of nodes only depends on the similarity of the words
associated with the nodes and, recursively, on the scores of
the best matching pairs of their descendants. For an efficient
implementation, dynamic programming is used to build up a
score matrix, which guarantees that each score will be calcu-
lated only once.

Given two dependency treesD and D′, the algorithm
builds up a score functionS(v, v′) for matching each node
v in D against each nodev′ in D′, which is stored in a ma-
trix M . The valueS(v, v′) is the score for the best match
between the two subtrees rooted atv in D and atv′ in D′.
When a value forS(v, v′) is required, and is not yet in the
matrix, it is recursively computed by the following formula:

S(v, v′) = max





TREEMATCH(v, v′)
maxi=1,...,n S(vi, v

′)
maxj=1,...,m S(v, v′j)

(4)

wherev1, . . . , vn denote the children ofv andv′1, . . . , v
′
m de-

note the children ofv′. The three terms correspond to the

three ways that nodes can be aligned: (1)v can be directly
aligned tov′; (2) any of the children ofv can be aligned tov′;
(3) v can be aligned to any of the children ofv′. Notice that
the last two options imply skipping one or more edges, and
leaving one or more nodes unaligned.1

The functionTREEMATCH(v, v′) is a measure of how well
the subtrees rooted atv andv′ match:

TREEMATCH(v, v′) = NODEMATCH(v, v′) +

max
p ∈ P(v,v′)


 ∑

(i,j) ∈ p

(
RELMATCH(−→v i,−→v ′j) + S(vi, v

′
j)

)



Here −→v i denotes the dependency relation fromv to vi.
P(v, v′) is the set of all possible pairings of then children
of v against them children ofv′, which is the power set of
{1, . . . , n} × {1, . . . , m}. The summation in (5) ranges over
all pairs, denoted by(i, j), which appear in a given pairing
p ∈ P(v, v′). Maximizing this summation thus amounts to
finding the optimal alignment of children ofv to children of
v′.

NODEMATCH(v, v′) ≥ 0 is a measure of how well the
label of nodev matches the label ofv′.

RELMATCH(−→v i,−→v ′j) ≥ 0 is a measure for how well the
dependency relation between nodev and its childvi matches
that of the dependency relation between nodev′ and its child
vj .

Since the dependency graphs delivered by the Alpino
parser were usually not trees, they required some modifica-
tion in order to be suitable input for the tree alignment al-
gorithm. We first determined a root node, which is defined
as a node from which all other nodes in the graph can be
reached. In the rare case of multiple root nodes, an arbi-
trary one was chosen. Starting from this root node, any cyclic
edges were temporarily removed during a depth-first traver-
sal of the graph. The resulting directed acyclic graphs may
still have some amount of structure sharing, but this poses no
problem for the algorithm.

3.2 Evaluation of automatic alignment
We evaluated the automatic alignment of nodes, abstracting
from relation labels, as we have no algorithm for automatic
labeling of these relations yet. The baseline is achieved by
aligning those nodes with stand in anequalsrelation to each
other, i.e., a nodev in D is aligned to a nodev′ in D′ iff
STR(v) =STR(v′). This alignment can be constructed rela-
tively easy.

The alignment algorithm is tested with the following
NODEMATCH function:

NODEMATCH(v, v′) =





10 if STR(v) = STR(v′)
5 if LABEL(v) = LABEL(v′)
2 if LABEL(v) is a synonym

hyperonym or hyponym
of LABEL(v′)

0 otherwise

1In the original formulation of the algorithm by[Meyerset al.,
1996], there is a penalty for skipping edges.
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Alignment : Prec : Rec : F-score:

baseline .87 .41 .56
algorithm without wordnet .84 .82 .83
algorithm with wordnet .86 .84 .85

Table 3: Precision, recall and F-score on automatic alignment

It reserves the highest value for a literal string match, a some-
what lower value for matching lemmas, and an even lower
value in case of a synonym, hyperonym or hyponym relation.
The latter relations are retrieved from the Dutch part of Eu-
roWordnet[Vossen, 1998]. For theRELMATCH function, we
simply used a value of 1 for identical dependency relations,
and 0 otherwise. These values were found to be adequate in a
number of test runs on two other, manually aligned chapters
(these chapters were not used for the actual evaluation). In the
future we intend to experiment with automatic optimizations.

We measured the alignment accuracy defined as the per-
centage of correctly aligned node pairs, where the consen-
sus alignment of the first chapter served as the golden stan-
dard. The results are summarized in Table 3. In order to test
the contribution of synonym and hyperonym information for
node matching, performance is measured with and without
the use of Eurowordnet. The results show that the algorithm
improves substantially on the baseline. The baseline already
achieves a relatively high score (an F-score of .56), which
may be attributed to the nature of our material: the translated
sentence pairs are relatively close to each other and may show
a sizeable amount of literal string overlap. The alignment al-
gorithm (without use of EuroWordnet) loses a few points on
precision, but improves a lot on recall (a 200% increase with
respect to the baseline), which in turn leads to a substantial
improvement on the overall F-score. The use of Euroword-
net leads to a small increase (two points) on both precision
and recall (and thus to small increase on F-score). Yet, in
comparison with the gold standard human score for this task
(.95), there is clearly room for further improvement.

4 Merging and generation
The remaining two steps in the sentence fusion process are
merging and generation. In general,merging amounts to de-
ciding which information from either sentence should be pre-
served, whereasgeneration involves producing a grammat-
ically correct surface representation. In order to get an idea
about the baseline performance, we explored a simple, some-
what naive string-based approach. Below, the pseudocode
is shown for merging two dependency trees in order to get
restatements. Given a labeled alignmentA between depen-
dency graphsD andD′, if there is arestatesrelation between
nodev from D and nodev′ from D′, we add the string real-
ization ofv′ as an alternative to those ofv.

RESTATE(A)
1 for each edge〈v, l, v′〉 ∈ EA

2 do if l = restates
3 then STR(v)← STR(v) ∨ STR(v′)

The same procedure is followed in order to get specifications:

SPECIFY(A)
1 for each edge〈v, l, v′〉 ∈ EA

2 do if l = generalizes
3 then STR(v)← STR(v) ∨ STR(v′)

The generalization procedure adds the option to omit the re-
alization of a modifier that isnotaligned:

GENERALIZE(D, A)
1 for each edge〈v, l, v′〉 ∈ EA

2 do if l = specifies
3 then STR(v)← STR(v) ∨ STR(v′)
4 for each edge〈v, l, v′〉 ∈ ED

5 do if l ∈ MOD-DEP-RELS andv /∈ EA

6 then STR(v)← STR(v) ∨ NIL

whereMOD-DEP-REL is the set of dependency relations be-
tween a node and a modifier (e.g.head/modandhead/predm).

Each procedure is repeated twice, once adding substrings
from D into D′ and once the other way around. Next, we
traverse the dependency trees and generate all string realiza-
tions, extending the list of variants for each node that has mul-
tiple realizations. Finally, we filter out multiple copies of the
same string, as well as strings that are identical to the input
sentences.

This procedure for merging and generation was applied to
the 35 sentence pairs from the consensus alignment of chapter
one of “Le Petit Prince”. Overall this gave rise to 194 restate-
ment, 62 specifications and 177 generalizations, with some
sentence pairs leading to many variants and others to none at
all. Some output showed only minor variations, for instance,
substitution of a synonym. However, others revealed surpris-
ingly adequate generalizations or specifications. Examples of
good and bad output are given in Figure 2.

As expected, many of the resulting variants are ungram-
matical, because constraints on word order, agreement or sub-
categorisation are violated. Following work on statistical sur-
face generation[Langkilde and Knight, 1998] and other work
on sentence fusion[Barzilay, 2003], we tried to filter un-
grammatical variants with an n-gram language model. The
Cambridge-CMU Statistical Modeling Toolkit v2 was used to
train a 3-gram model on over 250M words from the Twente
Newscorpus , using back-off and Good-Turing smoothing.
Variants were ranked in order of increasing entropy. We
found, however, that the ranking was often inadequate, show-
ing ungrammatical variants at the top and grammatical vari-
ants in the lower regions.

To gain some insight into the general performance of the
merging and generation strategy, we performed a small eval-
uation test in which the two authors independently judged all
generated variants in terms of three categories:

1. Perfect: no problems in either semantics or syntax;

2. Acceptable: understandable, but with some minor flaws
in semantics or grammar;

3. Nonsense: serious problems in semantics or grammar

Table 4 shows the number of sentences in each of the three
categories per judge, broken down in restatements, general-
ization and specifications. Theκ-score on this classification
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Figure 2: Examples of good (top) and bad (bottom) sentence fusion output

Restate: Specific: General:
J1 J2 J1 J2 J1 J2

Perfect: 109 104 28 22 89 86
Acceptable: 44 58 15 16 34 24
Nonsense: 41 32 19 24 54 67

Total: 194 62 177

Table 4: Results of the evaluation of the sentence fusion out-
put as the number of sentences in each of the three categories
perfect, acceptableandnonsenseper judge (J1 and J2), bro-
ken down in restatements, generalizations and specifications.

task is.75, indicating a moderate to good agreement between
the judges. Roughly half of the generated restatements and
generalization are perfect, while this is not the case for spec-
ifications. We have no plausible explanation for this yet.

We think we can conclude from this evaluation that sen-
tence fusion is a viable and interesting approach for produc-
ing restatements, generalization and specifications. However,
there is certainly further work to do; the procedure for merg-
ing dependency graphs should be extended, and the realiza-
tion model clearly requires more linguistic sophistication in
particular to deal with word order, agreement and subcate-
gorisation constraints.

5 Discussion and Future work
In this paper we have described our ongoing work on sen-
tence fusion for Dutch. Starting point was the sentence fusion
model proposed by[Barzilay et al., 1999; Barzilay, 2003]
in which dependency analyses of pairs of sentences are first
aligned, after which the aligned parts (representing the com-
mon information) are fused. The resulting fused dependency
tree is subsequently transfered into natural language. Our
new contributions are primarily in two areas. First, we carried

out an explicit evaluation of the alignment – both human and
automatic alignment – whereas[Barzilay, 2003] only evalu-
ates the output of the complete sentence fusion process. We
found that annotators can reliably align phrases and assign
relation labels to them, and that good results can be achieved
with automatic alignment, certainly above an informed base-
line, albeit still below human performance. Second, Barzi-
lay and co-workers developed their sentence fusion model in
the context of multi-document summarization, but arguably
the approach could also be applicable for applications such
as question answering or information extraction. This seems
to call for a more refined version of sentence fusion, which
has consequences for alignment, merging and realization. We
have therefore introduced five different types of semantic re-
lations between strings, namely equals, restates, specifies,
generalizes and intersects. This increases the expressiveness
of the representation, and supports generating restatements,
generalizations and specifications. Finally, we described and
evaluated our first results on sentence realization based on
these refined alignments, with promising results.

Similar work is described in[Panget al., 2003], who de-
scribe a syntax-based algorithm that builds word lattices from
parallel translations which can be used to generate new para-
phrases. Their alignment algorithm is less refined, and there
is only type of alignment and hence output (only restate-
ments), but their mapping of aligned trees to a word lattice
(or FSA) seems worthwhile to explore in combination with
the approach we have proposed here.

One of the issues that remains to be addressed in future
work is the effect of parsing errors. Such errors were not
manually corrected, but during manual alignment, however,
we sometimes found that substrings could not be properly
aligned because the parser failed to identify them as syntac-
tic constituents. The repercussions of this for the generation
should be investigated by comparing the results obtained here
with alignments on perfect parses. Furthermore, our work on
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automatic alignment so far only concerned the alignment of
nodes, not the determination of the relation type. We intend
to address this task with machine learning, initially relying
on shallow features such as the length of the respective token
strings and the amount of overlap. It is also clear that more
work is needed on merging and surface realization. One pos-
sible direction here is to exploit the relatively rich linguistic
representation of the input sentences (POS tags, lemmas and
dependency structures), for instance, along the lines of[Ban-
galore and Rambow, 2000]. Yet another issue concerns the
type of text material. The sentence pairs from our current cor-
pus are relatively close, in the sense that there is usually a 1-
to-1 mapping between sentences, and both translations more
or less convey the same information. Although this seems a
good starting point to study alignment, we intend to continue
with other types of text material in future work. For instance,
in extending our work to the actual output of a QA system,
we expect to encounter sentences with far less overlap. Of
particular interest to us is also whether sentence fusion can
be shown to improve the quality of QA system output.
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Abstract

It is hard to come up with a general formalisation of
the problem of content determination in natural lan-
guage generation because of the degree of domain-
dependence that is involved. This paper presents
a novel way of looking at a class of content deter-
mination problems in terms of a non-standard kind
of inference, which we call natural language di-
rected inference. This is illustrated through exam-
ples from a system under development to present
parts of ontologies in natural language. Natural lan-
guage directed inference represents an interesting
challenge to research in automated reasoning and
natural language processing.

1 Introduction: Content Determination in
NLG

Content determination in natural language generation (NLG)
is the task of determining relevant material to be included in a
natural language text. Usually this is taken to involve in addi-
tion some planning of the overall structure of the text, as this
will affect whether particular combinations of content will be
able to be coherently realised. Because the details of con-
tent determination depend on characteristics of the applica-
tion domain and in general every NLG system has a different
domain or goals, there has been little success in coming up
with general models of the structure of this process. In par-
ticular, reference architectures for NLG have relatively little
to say about it [Mellish et al., 2004].

It is useful to distinguish between two broad classes of
content determination problems. “Top-down” problems have
specific goals in terms, for instance, of convincing or persuad-
ing the reader about something. These have typically been
addressed through the framework of planning (e.g. [Moore,
1994]), where content is sought to fill in requirements of plan-
ning operators. Here the requirement to build a successful ar-
gument of some kind drives the process. On the other hand,
“bottom-up” problems require the production of a more gen-
eral expository or descriptive text that puts together informa-
tion to satisfy more diffuse goals. For these problems text
coherence is more imporant than which particular arguments
or points are made. For instance, the ILEX project aimed to

emulate a museum curator telling a good story to link together
a sequence of selected exhibits. It was argued that a more op-
portunistic approach to content determination was needed for
this sort of application [Mellish et al., 1998].

In this paper, we concentrate primarily on the “bottom-up”
type of content determination problem. But what makes con-
tent determination hard in either case is largely the fact that
two different “worlds” are involved – the domain model and
the linguistic world. Content determination is selecting mate-
rial from the (not necessarily very linguistic) domain model,
e.g. facts, rules and numbers, in the hope that it will permit a
coherent realisation as a text. In between the domain model
Θ and the set of possible texts Text sits a possibly non-trivial
mapping ρ (“realisation”):

ρ : {θ|θ is content selected from Θ} → 2Text

The problem is that since ρ may be complex, it will be hard
to judge which content will yield the most successful text.
Meteer [1992] pointed out that this “generation gap” in the
worst case will mean that content is formulated which is not
expressible in language at all. This is also related to the
“problem of logical form equivalence” [Shieber, 1993] which
arises because from a domain point of view two logically
equivalent formulae are interchangeable and so it is a mat-
ter of chance which of the many logically equivalent formu-
lae is given to a realiser. ρ must therefore be able to choose
between realisations corresponding to all formulae logically
equivalent to its input.

The problems raised by Meteer and Shieber do not, how-
ever, always arise in practice. In many applications, the pos-
sible forms of θ are restricted enough and close enough to a
linguistic representation that one can be sure that there will
always be at least one value for ρ. Also ρ doesn’t have to
map onto all possible texts – one can artificially limit the ex-
tent to which realisation diverges from what is suggested by
the surface form of the input. All NLG systems adopt these
sorts of simplications.

In the next two sections, we show how realisation and con-
tent determination initially worked in our project to present
ontologies in natural language. In section 4 we then consider
limitations of this approach to content determination, which
gives rise to the novel idea of treating content determination
as a kind of inference, natural language directed inference.
We then outline our initial steps to implement this process
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and how it relates to existing work in automated reasoning
and natural language generation.

2 Realisation from Ontology Axioms
Our current research addresses the problem of presenting
parts of OWL DL [McGuinness and van Harmelen, 2004]
ontologies in natural language. This will extend existing
approaches to generating from simpler DLs (e.g. [Wagner
et al., 1999]) by taking into account the fact that in a lan-
guage like OWL DL a concept is described more by a set
of constraints than by a frame-like definition. For instance,
the bottom of Figure 1 shows a set of axioms relevant to
the concept TemporalRegion in an example ontology. Be-
cause there may be a number of axioms providing differ-
ent facts about a concept, the information cannot in gen-
eral be presented in a single sentence but requires an ex-
tended text with multiple sentences, the overall structure hav-
ing to be planned so as to be coherent as a discourse. Our
work is also different from other work which generates text
about individuals described using ontologies [Wilcock, 2003;
Bontcheva and Wilks, 2004], in that it presents the ontology
class axioms themselves.

In this section, we give an example of how ρ complicates
the reasoning about appropriate content, by showing that al-
though the ρ that we are developing is relatively simple, it
nevertheless complicates decisions about the complexity of
what can be presented in a sentence.

Given an axiom to be expressed as a sentence (we discuss
in section 3 how such axioms are selected), our realisation
approach uses rules with simple recursive structural patterns
and assembles text with grammatically-annotated templates1.
The idea is that we will collect rules for special case expres-
sions that can be realised relatively elegantly in language as
well as having generic rules that ensure that every possible
structure can be handled. Optimal English will arise from de-
tecting the part of speech of any class and role names which
are English words (as well as cases such as multiple word
names and roles such as “hasX”, “Xof” where X is a noun),
and we have been able to obtain this information with rea-
sonable quality automatically using WordNet2. Unless such
conventions are used in the ontology definition or the reader
is familiar with some of the ontology terms, it will not be pos-
sible to convey any useful information to them without extra

1Note that our initial approach is to see how much can be
achieved with no restrictions on the ontology (as long as it is ex-
pressed in legal OWL DL) and only generic linguistic resources
(such as WordNet [Miller, 1995]). This is partly because there is
a need to present parts of current ontologies, which often come with
no consistent commenting or linguistic annotations, and partly so
that we can then make informed recommendations about what kinds
of extra annotations would be valuable in the ontologies of the fu-
ture. Also, note that the term “realisation” will be taken here to in-
clude elements of “microplanning” which, for instance, introduces
appropriate pronominalisation.

2We cannot guarantee that the ontology writer will use such
mnemonic names (if not, then generation will have to use the less op-
timised templates), but we should exploit these cases when they arise
(and our investigations have shown that they are extremely common
in human-written ontologies).
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A45: Perdurant v ∀HappenAt.T imeInterval
A51: AbstractRegion v Region

Figure 1: Graph of axioms

domain-specific resources.
A given axiom may match multiple rules and therefore

have multiple possible realisations. For instance, the axiom:

Student ≡ Person u ∃Supervisor.Academic

would be mapped to “A student is a person with at least
one academic supervisor”, which exploits knowledge of the
lexical categories of the names used, but another possibility
would be something like “Something in class student is some-
thing in class person with at least one value for the role super-
visor which is something in class academic” (this might have
been the only possibility if the class names had been arbitrary
identifiers such as “Class1” and “Class2”.).

Where a logical formula has multiple realisations, a mea-
sure of linguistic complexity of the results can be used to se-
lect a preferred one. Currently we measure linguistic com-
plexity as the number of words in the English string gen-
erated. Better measures will take into account the shape of
the parse tree. Notice that linguistic complexity does not di-
rectly mirror the complexity of the formula, but depends on ρ
and whatever linguistic resources underlie it. Although more
complex formulae tend to yield more complex linguistic out-
put, linguistic complexity is also affected by:

• The extent to which special-case shorter rules match
some of its subexpressions

• The extent to which class and role names can be inter-
preted as English words of relevant classes

• Whether a recursive linguistic structure uses left, right
or centre embedding [Miller and Isard, 1964]

The linguistic complexity of a formula is obtained by taking
the linguistic complexity of the realisation that is least com-
plex. Again, although there is a correlation with the complex-
ity of the formula, the relevant complexity for deciding, for
instance, whether a formula can be presented in a single sen-
tence, is a linguistic one which needs to take ρ into account.
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What is a Temporal Region?

[One kind of Temporal Region is a Time Interval.]

[A Perdurant can happen at a Time Interval.]

[nothing is both a Temporal Region and an Abstract Region.]but[An Abstract Region is also a kind of Region]

[A Temporal Region is a kind of Region.] 

Figure 2: Example text with coherence relations shown

3 Selecting Material
The designer of an ontology has chosen one of many pos-
sible logically equivalent ways to axiomatise their domain,
and this is important information. Therefore our initial ap-
proach worked from the axioms themselves without manipu-
lating them in any way.

We basically followed the same procedure for content de-
termination as in the ILEX system [O’Donnell et al., 2001].
Thus the axioms can be seen as forming a graph, where each
axiom is connected to the concepts it mentions (and where
there may also be other links for relations between axioms)
– see Figure 1. In this graph, routes between axioms cor-
respond to different possible transitions in a coherent text –
a text proceeds from one sentence to another by exploiting
shared entities or by virtue of a rhetorical relation between
the sentences3.

A possible hand-generated text from the above axioms,
showing the coherence relations which hold by virtue of
shared entities or a rhetorical relation (the latter shown in
dashes) is shown in Figure 2.

Assuming for the moment that a user has asked the ques-
tion What is X?, where X is some class used in the ontology,
selecting the axioms to express in the answer involves a best-
first search for axioms, starting at the entity X. Each axiom is
evaluated according to:

• how close it is (in terms of edges of the graph) to the
concept X, and

• how intrinsically interesting, important and understand-
able it is.

• how few times is has already been presented

Following ILEX, these three measures are multiplied together
and, for a text of length n, the n facts with the highest mea-
sures are selected for inclusion. The first component of the
measure ensures that the retrieved axioms are relevant to the
question to be answered. In terms of this, the best axioms
to use are ones directly involving the class X. On the other

3The ILEX model makes use of the idea that there may be rhetor-
ical relations, such as concession or background, between facts
which could potentially be expressed in a text. It is however not
immediately clear how they arise in our context. It seems that it
may be plausible to say, for instance, “Although students are people
and lecturers are people, lecturers and students are disjoint”, but the
general principles for this need to be worked out.

hand, axioms that are only indirectly involved with X can be
selected if they score well according to the second compo-
nent (or if there are not enough closer axioms). The fact that
there is a path between X and each chosen axiom ensures that
there is a way of linking the two in a coherent text, by pro-
gressively moving the focus entity of the text to new entities
in the axioms already expressed or through expressing rhetor-
ical relations.

The second component of the evaluation score for axioms
can be used to make the system sensitive to the user, for in-
stance by preferring axioms that involve concepts known to
the user or axioms that have not previously been told to them.
We have not yet exploited this feature. The third component
penalises axioms that have already been presented.

4 Natural Language Directed Inference
The content determination approach just described, which se-
lects from among the provided axioms, suffers from a number
of deficiencies:

Over-complex sentences: The axioms may not package the
available information appropriately for natural language
sentences. On the one hand, an axiom may be too
complex to express in a single sentence (as determined
by applying ρ and measuring the linguistic complex-
ity). In this case, it might be appropriate to present a
“weaker” (axiom). For instance, instead of expressing
X ≡ Y t Z t . . . one might express Y v X (if it men-
tions the entities needed for coherence with the rest of
the text).

Repetitive sentences: On the other hand, the axioms may
give rise to sentences that are short and repetitive. Thus,
rather than using three sentences to express:

Student v Person
Student v UnEmployed
Student v ∃Supervisor.Academic

one could combine them all into a formula realised as
“a student is an unemployed person with at least one
academic supervisor”. In NLG, the process of build-
ing such complex sentences is known as “aggregation”
[Shaw, 1995]. This kind of aggregation could be imple-
mented by combining the axioms together before reali-
sation is performed, but success can only be measured
by looking at the linguistic complexity of the result.
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Inappropriate focus: An axiom may be expressed in a way
that, when realised, places inappropriate emphasis on
entities. For instance, an axiom X v Y could be re-
alised by “An X is a kind of Y”, whereas the equivalent
Y w X could be realised by “Y’s include X’s”. The
latter would be much better than the former at a point in
a text that is discussing the properties of Y. The above
example of “weakening” also has the effect of changing
the likely subject of the sentence produced. Sometimes
the text will be better if one can switch around the mate-
rial in an axiom to emphasise different material.

Misleading partial information: It may be better to present
some of the consequences of an axiom, given the rest
of the theory, rather than the axiom itself. For instance,
instead of presenting

Student v ∃supervisor.Academic

in an ontology which also has the axiom
functional(supervisor), it would be more infor-
mative to present the consequence

Student v = 1 supervisor.Academic

Indeed, with number restrictions a reader can draw false
implicatures (in the sense of [Grice, 1975]) if only par-
tial information is presented. In this case, a scalar im-
plicature [Levinson, 1983] is involved. A reader, on be-
ing told that “a student has at least one academic su-
pervisor”, will naturally assume that they could have
more than one, or that they could have other supervi-
sors belonging to other classes. Similarly, on being told
“a supervisor of a student is always an academic”, one
will assume that there can be more than one supervi-
sor (otherwise the text would have said “the supervisor
. . .”). Some of the principles at work here may be simi-
lar to those encountered in cooperative question answer-
ing [Gaasterland et al., 1992].

The only way to overcome these limitations is to enable con-
tent determination to select material in more ways than just
choosing an axiom. It must always choose to express some-
thing that is true, given the logical theory, and content deter-
mination will therefore be a form of inference. In general, in
fact, we could consider using any logical consequence of the
axioms. However, not all logical consequences are equally
good. The formulae that are presented should:
1. Soundness: follow from the original logical theory (set of

axioms)

2. Relevance: contribute information relevant to the goal of
the text. For instance, if the goal is to answer the ques-
tion “what is concept X?” then the formulae should be
about X or other concepts which shed light on X.

3. Conservatism: be not very different from the original ax-
ioms (and so capture some of the intent behind those
axioms)

4. Complexity: have appropriate linguistic complexity (sec-
tion 2)

5. Coherence: satisfy linguistic coherence constraints (i.e.
be linked to other selected material by the kinds of re-
lations discussed in section 3).

6. Novelty: not have already been expressed (and not be tau-
tologies). There is no point in weakening axioms to the
point that nothing new is expressed, or in presenting the
same material many times.

7. Fullness: be complete, to the extent that they don’t sup-
port false implicatures

8. User-orientation: be in accord with user model prefer-
ences (as in section 3)

We call the kind of inference required to find such logical
consequences natural language directed inference (NLDI). It
is a kind of forwards inference with very specific goals, which
arise from its use for natural language generation.

Although we have motivated NLDI through our own par-
ticular content determination problem, this may be a useful
way to view content determination in general, as long as the
starting point can be viewed as some kind of logical theory,
Θ, there is an available realisation relation ρ and an evaluation
function eval for linguistic outputs, which takes into account
the above desiderata. In this case, content determination can
be viewed as the problem of determining

argmax(θ such that Θ|=θ) max{eval(t)|t ∈ ρ(θ)}

The process of enumerating promising consequences of Θ
for this optimisation is certainly a form of logical inference.
But its goal is unlike standard goals of automated reasoning
and is shaped by the idiosyncracies of the requirements for
natural language output. There is an interesting parallel here
with the work of [Sripada et al., 2003]. Sripada et al found
that, for generating natural language summaries of time se-
ries data, standard data analysis algorithms such as segmenta-
tion had to be modified. They characterised the extra require-
ments that forced these modifications in terms of the Gricean
maxims of cooperative communication [Grice, 1975]. Our
8 desiderata above could also be thought of as cases of the
Gricean maxims.

5 Techniques for NLDI
Unfortunately, standard refutation-based approaches to in-
ference rely on having a precisely specified inference goal,
whose negation is incompatible with the axioms. For DLs,
the standard tableaux methods [Horrocks, 1998] have simi-
lar properties. NLDI does not have an inference goal that
can be expressed in structural terms, so even approaches to
“matching” cannot straightforwardly be used to derive lin-
guistically appropriate results. NLDI is more akin to other
“non-standard” types of inference, perhaps to approximation
[Brandt et al., 2002], though again the target logical language
is without a simple formal characterisation. Perhaps the clos-
est approach we are aware of is meta-level control of infer-
ence, where factors outside of the logic (e.g. other kinds of
descriptions of the shapes of logical formulae) are used to
guide inference [Bundy and Welham, 1981].

One advantage of NLDI is that it does not have to be a com-
plete inference procedure, though in general the more logical
consequences of the original axioms it can find, the more pos-
sible texts will be considered and the higher the quality of the
one chosen.
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Figure 3: Overgeneration Architecture

The approach to NLDI we are currently working on is in-
spired by the idea of “overgeneration” approaches to NLG, as
used, for instance, by those using statistical models [Langk-
ilde and Knight, 1998] and instance-based search [Varges and
Mellish, 2001]. In this approach, instead of attempting to in-
telligently order the relevant choices to come up with an op-
timal text, an NLG system consciously enumerates a large
number of possible texts (in a cheap way) and then chooses
between them using a linguistically-aware evaluation func-
tion of some kind (the eval of NLDI). Our approach differs
from these others, however, in that, whereas the other sys-
tems implement overgeneration of surface forms, we consider
overgeneration of possible content.

Figure 3 shows the architecture of our system under de-
velopment. The simple inference system implements a beam
search among possible sets of content for generating texts,
where each state in the search space is a sequence of formu-
lae. In logical terms, each sequence represents a conjunction
that follows from the input axioms. The resulting text for any
such sequence (i.e. the result of applying ρ) will be the re-
sult of realising the elements of the sequence, in order, as the
sentences of the text.

At each point in the search, the current state can give rise
to new states in two possible ways:

1. One of the original axioms is added to the end of the
sequence.

2. The final formula of the sequence is replaced by a for-
mula inferred from it (given the whole axiom set) by one
inference step

The inference steps represent simple ways of modifying a for-
mula to something close to it which follows from the com-
plete set of axioms and which may yield a more appropriate
realisation. We have currently implemented a small number
of relevant steps, including steps for aggregation, disaggrega-
tion and elimination of disjunctions.

Whenever a new state in the search space is generated, it is
sent to the realisation component (which implements ρ) and
from there through an evaluation function (which implements
eval). The evaluation function takes into account the average
deviation of the sentence lengths (in words) from an “ideal”
sentence length and some other heuristics (see below). This
is used as feedback to drive the search of the inference com-
ponent in a best-first manner. The search terminates when
the best scoring state is one element longer that the desired
number of sentences for the text, at which point its sequence
of formulae, apart from the last one, is returned. The ex-

ploration to a length longer than the desired one ensures that
other states shorter than or equal to the desired length have a
chance to be explored.

Our approach makes initial attempts to address the desider-
ata of NLDI by constraining the search in the following ways:

1. Soundness: All new formulae are derived by sound rules
of inference from the existing axioms and so are true.

2. Relevance: Only axioms which might affect the interpre-
tation of the class asked about are ever considered (the
rest are discarded at the start of the process). For the
purposes of this, we use the conservative relevant-only
translation of [Tsarkov et al., 2004] to discard axioms
that cannot be relevant to the question.

3. Conservatism: Inferred formulae are based on individual
axioms, and shorter inferences are enumerated before
longer ones.

4. Complexity: The complexity of the best realisations is
used to order the search candidates. Candidates which
are inappropriate for realisation do not match the reali-
sation rules and so are not considered.

5. Coherence: When a new axiom is added to a sequence, it
is constrained in its realisation to have a subject which
is a class mentioned in the previous element of the se-
quence. The subject of the first element of the sequence
must be the class which is the subject of the original
question. Also the evaluation function has a preference
for the first sentence with a given class as subject to be
an “is a” type sentence.

6. Novelty: In order to prevent information being presented
more than once, only one logical consequence of any
given axiom is ever included in a sequence. This is im-
plemented via a simple way of tracking the axioms that
have contributed to each formula. This makes the as-
sumption that the original axioms are logically indepen-
dent.

7. Fullness: Formulae are closed with respect to cardinality
information before being added to the lists.

8. User-orientation: We don’t currently take this into ac-
count, but intend to reward formulae that contain class
and role names already familiar to the user (e.g. used
in answers to previous questions, or appearing earlier in
the answer to the current question).

All of these are relatively crude measures, which nevertheless
give some appropriate direction to the process.

This system has been implemented and tested informally
on examples from three different ontologies. For example, in
creating a 3-sentence text to answer “What is an Electrode?”
using a fuel cell ontology with 133 axioms, the relevance filter
first of all reduces the set of axioms to 31, which include:

(1) Electrode v Actuality
(2) Electrode v ∃contains.Catalyst
(3) Electrode v (∃contains.Support u

≤ 1 contains.>)
(4) domain(contains,

FuelCell t MEA t Electrode t Catalyst)
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as well as other axioms such as Catalyst v
∃contains.ActiveMetal. If these 4 axioms were se-
lected unchanged and realised in this order (which by chance
happens to be quite a good order), then the following text
would result:

An Electrode is a kind of Actuality. An Elec-
trode always contains something which is a Cat-
alyst. An Electrode always contains something
which is a Support and always contains at most 1
thing. Only something which is a FuelCell, a MEA,
an Electrode or a Catalyst contains something.

Instead of this, our simple implementation of NLDI proceeds
as follows. The initial states are those axioms which when
realised will have Electrode in subject position, with a pref-
erence for those that will be realised as “an Electrode is a ...”.
Thus the state consisting of the one element sequence:

Electrode v Actuality

will be a favourite. This state can be developed in several
ways. For instance, another axiom could be aggregated with
this one (to give a sentence of the form “an Electrode is an
actuality which ...”). Another possibility is for this axiom to
be accepted in this form and for another axiom to be added
to the end of the sequence. This second possibility generates
the following state, among others:

Electrode v Actuality
Electrode v = 1 contains.Catalyst

(notice how more precise cardinality information has been at-
tached to axiom (2)). This state can be further developed by
adding a further axiom, or by applying an inference rule to
the last added formula. In this case, aggregation with axiom
(3) is possible, yielding:

Electrode v Actuality
Electrode v = 1 contains.(CatalystuSupport)

This state is further developed by adding new axioms to the
end, and so on. The final sequence of formulae selected is:

Electrode v Actuality
Electrode v = 1 contains.(CatalystuSupport)
domain(contains,

FuelCell t MEA t Electrode t Catalyst)

This is realised by the following short text:

An Electrode is a kind of Actuality. An Elec-
trode contains exactly one thing, which must be a
Catalyst and a Support. Only something which is
a FuelCell, a MEA, an Electrode or a Catalyst con-
tains something.

(This realisation relies on part-of-speech information which
can be obtained automatically from WordNet, apart from the
term “MEA”).

6 Discussion
Although NLG lacks a general account of content determi-
nation, one area of content determination that has been well
formalised is the problem of generating referring expressions.

Here the task is to find a distinguishing description of an en-
tity that it is true of the entity but not of any of the “distrac-
tors” in some current context. Recent work has formalised
NLG algorithms for referring expression generation in terms
of algorithms for finding an appropriate subgraph of a graph
representing the domain knowledge [Krahmer et al., 2003].
Given that the graphs involved are very similar to Concep-
tual Graphs [Sowa, 1984] and that the projection relation be-
tween Conceptual Graphs (an extended notion of subgraph) is
a kind of inference, it follows that these referring expression
algorithms can also be viewed as performing inference. As
work considers an increasing range of referring expressions
(e.g. using relations, logical connectives, plurals and even
quantifiers), the complexity of the inference required is forc-
ing researchers increasingly to depart from the original graph
matching approach. We believe that it may well prove pro-
ductive to view this as a case of NLDI, especially as (in spite
of the assumptions of most current work) logical complexity
and linguistic complexity are not always the same.

There are many issues to be addressed in the development
of a convincing approach to NLDI. For instance, it is neces-
sary to determine what kinds of inference steps are relevant
to the optimisation of linguistic properties. In our system, we
would certainly like to introduce unfolding operations to steer
the system towards using concepts that the reader is famil-
iar with. In addition, ideas from linear logic [Girard, 1987]
may be relevant to avoiding duplication in the information
conveyed. Finally, there are real questions about the ideal ar-
chitecture of an NLDI system. If the eval function or ρ is
expensive, then it may be necessary to interleave the evalua-
tion and the inference steps more than we have done, to the
extent that inference is directly aimed at achieving linguistic
effects.
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Abstract

Computer pun-generators have so far relied on arbi-
trary semantic content, not linked to the immediate
context. The mechanisms used, although tractable,
may be of limited applicability. Integrating puns
into normal text may involve complex search.

1 Introduction
Recently, there has been a growing interest in computational
humour, as indicated by two international workshops [Hul-
stijn and Nijholt, 1996; Stock et al., 2002]. A number of com-
puter programs (mostly quite small) have been constructed
which generated very short humorous texts (see Section 4 be-
low). All but one of these programs generate some form of
pun, where we take a pun, informally and pre-theoretically,
to be a supposedly humorous written or spoken text which
relies crucially on phonetic similarity for its humorous effect.
There is no accepted strict definition of a pun, even amongst
humour scholars, but the computer-generated examples are
almost certainly puns by any reasonable definition; whether
they are funny or not is a separate question.

The purpose of this paper is to consider the task of pun
generation from the wider perspective of NLG, particularly
applied NLG, and to discuss the following:

• how the mechanisms used in pun generation systems
compare with conventional NLG;

• two classes of pun, with different potential roles in NLG;

• the computations that might achieve such puns;

• possible limitations of these computations.

We shall start with the claims made for the usefulness of
computer-generated jokes, give a very brief summary of past
work and then present some observations and arguments.

2 Motivation
It could be argued that computer modelling of humour is
worthwhile because it might shed light on human use of hu-
mour, and hence could contribute to a cognitive model of hu-
mour. Here we shall leave that aside, and consider a case
which has been more explicitly argued: that certain practical
computer systems will be more effective, or more pleasant to
use, if they display humour.

It has been claimed for some time that humour enhances
communication in various ways. In one study, subjects
were persuaded more effectively by material including hu-
mour [Lyttle, 2001]. In another, human subjects gave more
favourable reports of working with computer systems which
employed humour (albeit pre-coded, rather than computer-
generated) [Morkes et al., 1999].

Binsted [1995] argues that a user-interface which used hu-
mour would be more congenial to interact with. Stock [Stock,
2002; 2003] suggests that computerised humour will have
even wider applicability, in advertising, entertainment and
education. Nijholt [2002] points out that if virtual agents
are to show rich “personalities” in their interactions with hu-
mans, some form of humour is essential. McKay [2002] sug-
gests the use of automated humour in a system for second-
language learning, and O’Mara and Waller [2003] propose
that machine-assisted communication by those with language
disabilities (particularly children) could be helped by some
software support for humour.

So far, no computer system for humour-generation has yet
been shown to have these benefits. Nevertheless, for the
purposes of this paper we shall assume, from the writings
cited above, that a case can be made for the desirability of
computer-generated humour in practical applications.

These authors have argued generally for the practical use
of humour, not merely puns. However, the type of humour-
generation that is likely to be available in the near future is
pun-generation. In the following sections, therefore, we shall
focus solely on puns, considering the ways in which they
might be generated within a broader NLG system.

3 Two classes of puns
There are various ways in which puns, or jokes in general,
could be classified, depending on the aspects which are of in-
terest. For the discussion here, we wish to make a distinction
between two loose groupings (not usually distinguished in the
literature):

Self-contained puns: These are pieces of text which can be
used as humorous items in a wide variety of circum-
stances. Any semantic links which they might have to
the context are not directly part of the joke structure, and
their only preconditions for use are general knowledge
(of the surrounding culture, etc.) and a social situation
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in which joke-making is acceptable. Example (1) (from
[Binsted, 1996]) is a self-contained pun, as are all of the
puns ((5) – (13)) shown in Section 4.1 below.

(1) What do you get when you cross a murderer with a
breakfast food? A cereal killer.

Contextually integrated puns: This type of pun occurs
within some broader discourse, with the use of a text
which, in addition to conveying some information or
emotion, has further linguistic properties which make it
a pun (and may thereby augment the effects of the text,
either emotionally, persuasively or otherwise). Also, the
status of the text as a pun may depend on contextual
(possibly non-linguistic) factors. Ritchie [2004, p.115]
offers (2) and (3) as puns; both of these, when first de-
livered, were contextually integrated puns.

(2) A shopper is walking along, and a leek falls from
his shopping bag to the ground, unnoticed. Another
shopper calls out, “Hey! Your bag’s leaking!”

(3) A minor football team known informally as ‘Caley
Thistle’ (where Caley rhymes with alley) soundly
defeats Celtic (then the top team in the country) in
a major competition. The next day, a newspaper
headline reads: “Super Caley Go Ballistic, Celtic
Are Atrocious”. (The Sun, 9 February 2000)

In (2), the pun status depends upon the substring leak be-
ing phonetically similar (identical) to the word leek, and
the latter word being directly related to the surrounding
context. In (3) the whole headline has some phonetic
similarity to the song-title Supercalifragilisticexpialido-
cious. In both cases, the utterance conveys contextually
appropriate information.

For both these types of puns, the text’s status as a pun is in
addition to a full set of normal linguistic properties: the pun-
ning texts are usually syntactically well formed texts which
have an internally consistent semantics.

The difference between the two classes can be viewed as
follows: in self-contained puns the semantic content is arbi-
trary, and of secondary importance to the features that make
the text a pun, whereas in contextually integrated puns the se-
mantic message is non-arbitrary, and the pun features have to
be compatible with it.

There are some puns which might seem to be borderline
examples. In everyday social situations, someone may make
a remark simply in order to make a pun, which might seem
therefore to count as a self-contained pun, but such an utter-
ance is very rarely completely unconnected to the context,
even if its sole purpose is humour. For example, someone
who moves their position in a room to avoid cold air from an
open window might make the remark in (4), punning on the
USA expression draft-dodger, ‘someone who avoids military
conscription’.

(4) I’m just a draught-dodger.

Although this remark may communicate little useful infor-
mation, and is made solely as an attempt at humour, it is still a
contextually integrated pun, in the sense that what it conveys

relates to the context, and it would not be a pun without this
connection – if the speaker had not moved to avoid cold air,
it would not be felicitous, and if someone later recounted the
remark alone, with no account of the context, that would not
count as a joke.

4 Previous work: self-contained puns
4.1 The programs
Since 1992, there have been a small number of programs
which created puns (cf. [Ritchie, 2004, Ch 10]). (Jokes de-
pend on cultural knowledge, and puns rely heavily on linguis-
tic knowledge, so some of these examples may be puzzling to
readers from other cultural or linguistic backgrounds.)

Lessard and Levison [1992] devised a program which cre-
ated a type of pun, the Tom Swifty, exemplified by (5).

(5) “Turn up the heat,” said Tom coldly.

The form consists of a quoted utterance, and an adverbially
modified attribution of this remark to Tom. The meaning of
the utterance, or some subpart of it, is semantically linked to
the adverb. The generation is based on finding a configuration
of a root word (e.g. cold) which can be made into an adverb
(coldly) and a sentence somehow linked to the root word.

The JAPE program [Binsted, 1996; Binsted and Ritchie,
1997] generated punning riddles of certain types, illustrated
by (1), (6), (7), (8) (cf. [Lessard and Levison, 1993]).

(6) How is a nice girl like a sugary bird?
Each is a sweet chick.

(7) What is the difference between leaves and a car?
One you brush and rake, the other you rush and brake

(8) What do you call a strange market?
A bizarre bazaar.

This was achieved by various rules which specified allow-
able combinations of lexical entries and surface words; more
details are given in Section 4.2 below.

The HCPP [Venour, 1999] could create two-utterance texts,
where the second part was always a short noun phrase, as in
(9) (punning on doc/dock) and (10) (carrel/carol).

(9) The surgeon digs a garden. A doc yard.

(10) Joan hears wailing in the booth. Carrel singing.

Venour describes his method in terms which borrow both
from Binsted and from Lessard and Levison.

The puns produced by the WISCRAIC program [McKay,
2002] came in three forms, exemplified by (11), (12), (13).

(11) Who broke the woman’s hart?
The cruel deer-keeper.

(12) The performing lumberjack took a bough.

(13) Your mate Johnny is a hard-up deer-keeper. He really
needs doe!

Like the earlier programs, WISCRAIC operated by finding
sets of items (e.g. take a bow, bough, lumberjack, perform-
ing) which were related in specific ways, then slotting them
into stock textual forms.

The output of all these programs consists of self-contained
puns in the sense given in Section 3 above.
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4.2 An architecture for self-contained puns

Some of the pun-generators (Lessard and Levison, Venour)
reviewed above were implemented using the Vinci language
generator [Levison and Lessard, 1992], others (Binsted,
McKay) using various Prolog facilities, including definite
clause grammars [Pereira and Warren, 1980]. However, the
general flow of processing in these systems is broadly the
same, and can be described using the model used by [Bin-
sted, 1996] (see also [Ritchie, 2003]). We will look at it in
more detail, partly to make more concrete some aspects of
these puns, and partly to show how these mechanisms relate
to more conventional NLG.

The JAPE processing falls into three stages: content selec-
tion, constituent building, surface string construction, each
of which is controlled by particular types of symbolic rule.
(Binsted calls the constituent-building stage SAD generation,
where ‘SAD’ stands for small adequate description, because
in JAPE it leads to short descriptive noun phrases.)

We shall describe each of these stages in turn.

Content selection
In this phase, a small number of items are selected from the
lexicon as the core of the pun. The generator has rules about
suitable combinations of lexical items and/or surface words,
and uses these to search for a cluster of workable items.

Binsted calls the content selection rules schemas. A pun-
generator program would have a number of schemas (JAPE-
3 had 15), each corresponding to some subclass of pun. A
schema contains two rather different types of information:

Precondition. A schema has a condition which a sequence
of lexical entries or surface strings (intuitively, the parame-
ters for the schema) must meet in order for this type of pun to
be generated. The precondition consists of a conjunction of
terms, where each term is a predicate (e.g. homophone) ap-
plied to variable arguments, and all variables are existentially
quantified. (None of the programs appear to need constant
values as arguments to predicates.) For example, one schema
(from [Ritchie, 2003]) has the precondition:

noun_phrase(NPLex),
component_lexemes(NPLex, LexA, LexB),
written_form([LexA], WordA),
homophone(WordA, HomWord),
written_form([HomLex], HomWord)

where some of the variables (NPLex, LexA, LexB, HomLex)
are to be matched against lexemes (abstract identifiers for
lexical entries) and others (WordA,HomWord) are matched
against surface strings. One possible set of bindings is NPLex
= serial killer, LexA = serial, LexB = killer, WordA
= ‘serial’, HomWord = ‘cereal’, HomLex = cereal.

Although many examples can be produced using predi-
cates which are computable using standard lexical informa-
tion (e.g. homophone), some of the puns (particularly those
in McKay’s system) need semantic relationships which, while
not seriously problematic, might not be standard lexical rela-
tions; for example an action – take a bow – which is “typical”
of an entity with a particular property – performing. Covering
these might need a more encyclopaedic knowledge base.

Interface to later stages. This part of a schema specifies
what is to be done with (some or all of) the values which sat-
isfy the preconditions. It contains a formula indicating how
further processing of the items is to be carried out, specifi-
cally what sorts of constituents they are to be built into.

For example, the JAPE schema illustrated immediately
above has the output specification (taking some liberties with
notation to save space):
<same, sad(share_properties, [HomLex, NPLex]),

sad(make_phrase, [HomLex, LexB]) >

This (rather obscurely) indicates that the values HomLex,
NPLex are to be used to create a phrase which, semantically,
has some mix of their properties (e.g. a murderer with fi-
bre), and that HomLex, LexB, are to be made directly into
a phrase (hence cereal killer). Also, the final text should con-
vey that the abstract relation same holds between these two
constituents. That is, the output specification of a schema pro-
vides a recipe for producing a structure which, while not ac-
tually a text, is much closer to the eventual surface form. The
various building procedures (e.g. share properties) have
a certain amount of non-deterministic freedom (see below),
so that there may be more than one way in which the linguis-
tic form of the phrase can be constructed, without affecting
the basic joke; for example, share properties might cre-
ate a crunchy murderer.

Constituent building
Given the items found in content selection, it may be nec-
essary to form constituents (noun phrases, verb phrases, sen-
tences) which either contain these items or bear some system-
atic relationship to them. In this stage, linguistic representa-
tions of these chunks are constructed, following the output
specification of the schema.

The constituent building stage is a relatively arbitrary map-
ping from the formulae provided by the schema to something
which is more of a surface semantic structure. This is done
by pattern-action rules which match against the various ‘out-
put specifications’ that can be come from the schema handler,
and produces something either in surface linguistic form (e.g.
a string of words) or some skeletal linguistic item whose ex-
act details (e.g. person, number) are left to the final (surface
string) stage. Thus some variation is possible in the linguistic
form of phrases, within the limits set by the initial schema
match. That is why Binsted introduced this middle stage (not
present in an earlier version of JAPE): to allow some linguis-
tic variety where this does not alter the underlying joke. For
example, (14) requires the same schema (and surface tem-
plate) as (8), but uses a different constituent for the question;
this difference would occur in the constituent-building phase.

(14) What do you call an odd mall?
A bizarre bazaar.

Surface string construction
In the third and final stage, a complete surface text is built
by transforming the semantic constituents into surface strings
and concatenating them, in some order, with various fixed
strings of words. Minor adjustments such as number agree-
ment, or choosing between a and an, are carried out. All this
is driven by templates, which are like DCG rules with some
pre-conditions attached.
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4.3 Discussion of the mechanisms
The mechanisms summarised here were designed solely to
produce puns, but the notions of “schema” and “template”
are not radically (or interestingly) different from those estab-
lished within mainstream NLG (e.g. [McKeown, 1985], [Ku-
kich, 1983]). However, the way that this whole architecture
is deployed is unusual. Normally in NLG, we can reason-
ably make a distinction between some background knowledge
base (e.g. linguistic rules, lexicon, general facts about the do-
main) and some message which is to be conveyed. A typ-
ical schema-based system then matches its schemas against
the message to determine applicability, with the background
knowledge being called upon only as needed in the match.

In contrast, the pun generators have only a knowledge base,
and do not start from a message to be conveyed: they are
random generators of arbitrary puns. Hence the schemas
are tested against the whole lexical knowledge base, to see
if any sequence of items will meet the stated preconditions.
Rather than asking, as in informative NLG, ‘is the message
of this general shape?’, the pun generator asks ‘are there any
items which can be put together in this way?’. Thus con-
tent selection (which, conventionally, would precede schema-
matching) is inherent in this search for matching items.

Also, the remits passed from the schema-instantiator to the
constituent builder may be extremely vague, and not directly
related to any communicative goals. For example, generating
“Tom Swifties” requires, for the utterance part of the text, a
constituent to be constructed which is, roughly speaking, ‘any
sentence which uses this specific word’.

These processing characteristics follow naturally from the
fact that the pun generators produce self-contained puns, and
hence have no communicative goals: any text will do, regard-
less of content, providing it constitutes a pun.

Hence, although schemas and templates are standard NLG
notions, the freedom allowed to the processing model is less
normal. Is this model of wider use? One possible applica-
tion where this arrangement (arbitrary content but constrained
form) might be of use is a language-teaching tool in which the
illustrative examples are not all pre-programmed by hand but
are machine-generated (either in advance or in response to
the interaction with the human learner). It is conceivable that
a such a system might need to create phrases or sentences
which are not embedded in any real context, and for which
the information conveyed is not critical, but whose linguistic
structure must manifest some particular property (e.g. using
some specific word, or being in passive voice). In that case,
the unusual priorities embodied in the JAPE-style architecture
(linguistic form over content) might be relevant.

The three-stage pun generation architecture allows quite
efficient processing, but the initial lexicon search could be
costly if done crudely. However, given the well-defined na-
ture of that search, it can be optimised in various ways;
preliminary unpublished results on the STANDUP project
[Waller et al., 2005] suggest that fast schema-instantiation
from a realistically large lexical database is quite feasible.

4.4 Usefulness of self-contained puns
Although a self-contained pun is of use only where it would
be helpful to interject a joke for its own sake, it could have

a limited degree of contextual connection, in the following
way. The status of the text as a pun is not context-dependent
(otherwise it would be a contextually integrated pun), but it
could mention topics which are currently salient. For exam-
ple, Loehr [1996] describes a very small prototype system in
which the user interface occasionally tells the user a (JAPE-
generated) joke. Loehr explores limited contextual linking,
based on keywords (for example, using a joke involving the
word aid when help was needed).

Such loose subject matter links do not require computer
joke-generation, but could be achieved from an database of
jokes which had been thoroughly cross-indexed. This might
be a viable way to add humour to a user-interface. Some
investigation would be needed of what types of semantic
links give rise to the most appropriate jokes, and the cross-
indexing, to be automated, would have to depend on well-
defined mechanisable relations (e.g. from a lexical database).

The main weakness of using self-contained puns in practi-
cal applications (such as those suggested by writers cited in
Section 2) is the lack of a subtle connection to what is go-
ing on at the moment of delivery. Nevertheless, isolated or
random jokes could still play a role in some applications:

Virtual agents: If a life-like image is to have a facetious
“personality”, then producing the occasional joke (even
a bad one) might be fitting (as in Loehr’s system).

Teaching language: An interactive system for assisting lan-
guage learners might use jokes as subject matter to be
studied or played with (as proposed by McKay, or by
[Manurung et al., 2004]). In such cases, the jokes might
not need to be tightly related to context.

Again, both these applications could meet the joking re-
quirements using a database of jokes, although proponents of
the educational application might argue that the effect will
be enhanced if the learner can experiment with joke-building
using an interactive system; cf. [Waller et al., 2005].

Notice that even a witty advertising slogan, although typ-
ically used in an isolated, context-independent fashion, is
more sophisticated than the types of self-contained pun that
have so far been computer generated, in that the content of a
slogan is not arbitrary: it has to convey a particular message.
In contrast, the systems reviewed in Section 4.1 above give
no regard to the communicative content of the output text.

5 A general definition
From (2), (3) and other examples, Ritchie [2004] argues that
there is a relatively well-defined, but large, subclass of puns
which can be summarised thus:

(i) part of the utterance is phonetically similar (perhaps
identical) to some other string not present in the utter-
ance;

(ii) either the utterance, or the utterance with that other
string substituted in, is contextually appropriate;

(iii) if the two substrings are identical, then they should be
lexically analysable in different ways, and the lexical
analysis of the one not in the utterance should either
be linked semantically to the context, or should involve
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grouping together words which are separate within the
utterance;

(iv) if the two substrings are merely similar, then the un-
spoken one should form a complete and recognisable
linguistic unit (e.g. a complete word or an established
phrase). [Ritchie, 2004, pp.125-126]

This is probably the best available formal definition of this
kind of pun (see [Davies, 2004]), but it has some limitations
(which Ritchie documents) and some weaknesses:

(i) This covers only paradigmatic puns, where the com-
parison is between two strings, only one of which ac-
tually appears in the text. There are also syntagmatic
puns where both the similar/identical strings appear in
the text; (7) and (8) are very simple examples.

(ii) Where a sequence of words is involved in the pun, even
the unspoken sequence must “make sense” in some way;
that is, a pun is not formed when a contextually appropri-
ate remark has a portion which is phonetically identical
to some random sequence of words (unless the individ-
ual words qualify as puns separately). We shall assume
this further condition in our discussions.

(iii) In the case where the two strings are merely similar
(but not identical) the definition puts no restriction on
which should appear in the actual text (providing the
non-present text forms a well-known phrase). However,
consider an example like (3), above. The headline would
not have worked as a pun had it simply read ‘Super-
califragilisticexpialidocious’, as this would not have al-
lowed recovery of the contextually-appropriate message
(even though it would still conform to Ritchie’s defini-
tion). The correct condition may be better stated in terms
of the ease with which the absent string can be sum-
moned up or reconstructed, although this is not an un-
problematic notion [Hempelmann, 2003]. It may be that
there is a trade-off between the degree of phonetic simi-
larity and the extent to which the string outside the text
is a well-known phrase. Ritchie also cites the headline
(15), but this may work because un-bolivia-ble is not a
valid word, which may draw attention to the possibility
that another word or phrase should be considered.

(15) Some South American stamps are un-bolivia-ble

The word unbelievable is not a well-known item in the
sense of being famous, but it is cohesive as a morpho-
logically complex word.

(iv) The previous point suggests that the condition stipulat-
ing that either one of the two similar strings should form
a contextually appropriate part of the utterance may, in
some cases, be too loose.

(v) Ritchie adopts the widespread assumption that puns are
defined on phonetic strings, as this allows a natural de-
scription of the central relationship (phonetic similarity).
However, many puns are conveyed in written text, and
most NLG systems produce textual rather than spoken
output. When a pun involves two phonetically identical
strings, the question of which string appears in the ac-
tual utterance is moot when all the representations are

phonetic; when the text is orthographically represented,
the choice of string may affect whether the pun is notice-
able to the reader. It is arguable that (2) would be more
obviously a pun if the final sentence were Your bag’s
leeking! That is, it may improve the effectiveness of the
pun to use the textual form which is not completely lin-
guistically appropriate (here, there is no verb to leek).

Ritchie [2004, p. 199] gives a more formal version of his
definition, which makes it clearer what primitive concepts it
depends upon. These are:

Phonetic similarity. Study of an extensive range of puns
(e.g. [Sobkowiak, 1991]) shows that the degree (and na-
ture) of similarity required for punning is not obvious.

Contextually appropriate. Puns are part of a text which
“makes sense in context”. Although this is not unprob-
lematic, it is a condition which an NLG system should
aim for, even if no punning is intended; that is, it is not
a further condition imposed by the aim of punning.

Linked to the context. This is a looser notion than ‘contex-
tually appropriate’. The linking just means that some
concepts which are salient in the context are some-
how related to the concept(s) mentioned in the word or
phrase; e.g. in a situation where cooking is being dis-
cussed, words like grill or baste would be linked to the
context.

Forming a recognisable word/phrase. Puns can depend on
a sequence of words being matched against a single
word, or a well-known idiom, motto or quotation. It
is not clear when a phrase is sufficiently established to
qualify.

The above definition covers contextually integrated puns
relatively naturally – see (2), (4) and the examples in [Ritchie,
2004, Ch 9] – and is therefore directly relevant to the possible
generation of such puns. Less obviously, the definition could
be seen as covering self-contained puns (and hence the puns
in Section 4), as follows. The early part of the text (e.g. the
question in a riddle) can be treated as the “context”, and the
latter part (e.g. the answer to a riddle) as forming the pun
utterance proper. That is, self-contained puns can be seen as
puns with their own “context” built in, rather than linking to
some context outside the text.

6 Computing contextually integrated puns

6.1 The usefulness of contextually integrated puns
Many of the advocates of useful computational humour seem
to have in mind some form of “wit” by the computer system,
rather than the mere spouting of jokes. The hypothetical il-
lustrations given by Binsted[1995], for example, involve droll
observations by the computer about what is happening at the
moment. Such goals take us in the direction of contextually
integrated puns. More concretely, if puns delivered within a
quasi-natural dialogue are not contextually appropriate in a
non-trivial way, there is little point in wasting time with com-
puter generation; as noted earlier, a large and well-indexed
database of jokes would be much more straightforward.
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Let us consider what would be needed for a system to pro-
duce a text which met all the pun conditions given in Sec-
tion 5. We assume that the NLG system will already be
striving for a text which makes sense (in context), so we
need only consider how the further pun conditions might be
achieved. All of these requirements are decidable in princi-
ple, although (as noted above) there are non-trivial problems
in defining what should count as sufficient phonetic similar-
ity, what counts as an established phrase, and what counts as
linkage to a context.

6.2 Detecting puns
Suppose some communicative system is to enhance its verbal
output with puns. It seems reasonable to propose that such
a system (particularly in cases where this behaviour is to be
part of a life-like “personality”) should be “aware” of having
made a pun. That is, if the system makes a pun, it should have
some record of that having happened, so that it can respond
appropriately to, or even anticipate, the user’s reaction. Ide-
ally, the system should also be able to avoid humour when
this would be socially inappropriate.

This suggests that the most minimal form of pun-
computation would be checking textual output to see if it
contains accidental puns. The system would then be in the
position to make sense of any reaction by the user to the pun
(or to eliminate any accidental but undesirable humour). This
would not involve any special-purpose text construction – the
system would merely check the output it had designed to meet
its current (non-punning) goals. If unwanted humour is to be
eliminated, this is more difficult, as it would require some
form of revision component, which is not trivial.

Such a scheme could be seen as a special case of a more
general post-checking approach, which tests for other desir-
able or undesirable properties, such as accidental ambiguity.
(General ambiguity might even constitute a form of fortuitous
humour, but that goes beyond the basic punning we are cur-
rently considering.)

As we shall discuss below, the full pun definition might
lead to complex computations. A simplification which should
be more tractable (but might miss more complex puns) would
be merely to check each lexical item in the text to determine
whether it had a homophone which was linked to the context.
In order to ensure that the user was aware of the pun, the
homophone might have to be substituted into the text (as in
our method below, Substitution with identity).

Notice that incomplete coverage is something of a flaw in
a checking mechanism like this, as the aim is for the system
to spot every occasion on which it makes a pun; if it misses
some, then the user might respond to a pun in a way which the
system cannot easily interpret (or an unwanted joke might slip
through). On the other hand, a pun-production mechanism,
like those discussed below, need not be comprehensive, as
long as it can produce some puns (and does not cause the text
to become faulty in other respects).

6.3 The search problem
Our working definition (Section 5) involves a combination
of conditions, some of which result in considerable search:
finding some substring of the utterance, finding some string

not in the utterance (a very large set!), finding some lexical
analysis of the non-utterance string which meets certain con-
ditions, finding some well-known word or phrase which is
similar. The definition also has a few disjunctions, to further
increase the search. Hence, even a non-constructive check
(Section 6.2) would involve a significant amount of search-
ing, particularly if naı̈vely implemented.

Some of the simpler cases considered below (e.g. substi-
tuting a contextually-linked homophone) might fit naturally
into a NLG system based on constraint-satisfaction (CS) (cf.
[Power, 2000]). However, CS methods would not completely
remove the complexity problems involved in implementing
the entire definition from Section 5. CS reduces process-
ing in cases where the possible values of the variables are
well-defined and easily enumerable, and evaluating individ-
ual constraints is relatively cheap; i.e. where the main com-
putational load is in testing compatibility among chains of
values. Here, the main work is elsewhere. Conditions such as
testing whether some substring of some possible output string
is similar to some well-known phrase would require compu-
tationally expensive enumeration of the basic values (possible
substrings of possible output texts), and non-trivial conditions
(phonetic similarity) involving very large sets (all words and
well-known phrases). CS might be slightly better than a naı̈ve
search, but it would not be a panacea.

One complicating factor is that the pun criteria are largely
surface constraints which apply to what, in a conventional
pipeline NLG architecture [Reiter and Dale, 2000], would be
the final output of the generator. Hence, it may be difficult
for high-level (early) stages of a pipeline generator to make
syntactic or lexical decisions which will result in puns, nor
is it simple to effect “revisions” to a surface text which has
been the outcome of much high-level processing. There is
not space here to explore the large issue of surface-level con-
straints and their consequences for NLG architecture, but see
[Reiter, 2000] for some discussion.

Puns are not the only forms in which surface constraints are
central: poetry generation [Manurung et al., 2000; Gervás,
2002] makes comparably awkward demands.

6.4 Some possible devices
We can consider some possible ways in which an NLG sys-
tem might include contextually integrated puns.

Substitution with identity. The crudest approach to actual
pun-generation would be to attach a punning module as a final
stage. This module would review the entire text as generated
and see whether it could be edited to form a pun, while mak-
ing as few revisions as possible – preferably none – to pre-
vious higher-level decisions. The simplest tactic here would
be the substitution of a phonetically similar (and internally
coherent) string for some subpart of the message, where the
substituted string does not represent the same lexical items
as those in the original message, and either the content of
the substituted string is somehow linked to the context or the
substituted version should represent a finer segmentation of
the material into words. Even for this very basic method, the
search is considerable. A simplified version could be limited
to looking for homophones of words in the message, and sub-
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stituting these providing they were contextually linked; this
is probably the most tractable option.

Substitution with similarity. A slight extension of the pre-
vious method would be to relax the condition from phonetic
identity to phonetic similarity. However, some care would
be needed in deciding under what conditions this should be
permitted, in view of the point raised earlier about the “re-
coverability” of the contextually appropriate string. (This ex-
tension worsens the search problem.)

Minor rephrasing. It is conceivable that a surface-based
editing component could detect that a minor re-wording
would fulfil the pun conditions. However, such changes
should not impair the overall message of the text, which
means that this is not an easy solution.

Lexical preference. Rather than using a post-editing stage,
we could build the pun facilities into a higher level of
the NLG system. One possibility would be some form of
amended lexical choice, within the NLG process (i.e. not
post-editing as in the above mechanisms). The system could,
when choosing a lexical item, give preference (if it would not
distort the intended message) to a word which has a homo-
phone which is in some way linked to the context. It might
also be helpful to use that homophone in the text, to make the
pun obvious to the reader, as noted previously. An extension
would be to have the lexical choice system seek a phoneti-
cally similar item (not a strict homophone) which is associ-
ated with the context. In this case, inserting that other word
in the text (in place of the more directly correct one) would
be not just helpful but necessary.

Rephrasing for lexical preference. The previous device
could perhaps be generalised, depending on how the genera-
tor organises lexical choice, to giving preference to a phrasing
(not just the choice of a single word in isolation) which con-
tains a word with a homophone/similar word which meets the
pun conditions. This increases the amount of searching that
the NLG system would require.

Matching against phrases. A further generalisation would
be for the system to seek not an identical/similar word, but
a phrase (similar/identical to a valid wording of the intended
message) which met the pun conditions (perhaps, as in exam-
ple (3), matching one word against several). These conditions
(Section 5) for a phrase are slightly different from those for a
word. To consider matching all possible well-known phrases
(assuming such a database were available) when constructing
a sentence would lead to high search costs.

Some of these processes could be quite open-ended, as
puns (human-constructed) sometimes involve quite global re-
phrasing in order to achieve the punning effect. The subeditor
who created (3) must have planned the entire headline with
the word Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious in mind.

The later tactics (Rephrasing for lexical preference, Match-
ing against phrases) would be more easily incorporated into
a generator which was opportunistic about what material to
include. For example, the ILEX text generator [Oberlander et
al., 1998] has a content selection stage in which the knowl-
edge base is traversed to gather facts to be expressed. This

is not as free as the process in Section 4.2 above, as ILEX
starts from a particular knowledge base object which is to be
described, and the search is for facts relevant to that object.
The STREAK system [Robin, 1994] can produce variants of
a text in which different amounts of supporting information
(for the central proposition) are included. The choice of this
additional information could allow more freedom to a pun-
devising algorithm (although still with significant search).

Even if any of these pun-creating schemes were imple-
mented, it is quite likely that in many cases no suitable match
would be found, and text realisation would have to proceed as
normal. That is, the pun-condition checking might be wasted
effort, just adding to the generation time for the text.

7 Conclusions
We have seen that existing pun generators assume a relatively
simple rule-based generation architecture, but the way that
this architecture has been used is not typical of NLG tasks.
These generators produce self-contained puns, but such jokes
would be of potential use only in certain applications (where
bald joke-telling is acceptable, or where language is to be
studied rather than used in natural communication). The case
for using contextually integrated puns to enhance computer
systems is more plausible, but in the most general case this
could lead to computational complexity. Nevertheless, there
may be some tractable “tricks” which an NLG system could
use to produce very simple contextually-integrated puns.
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Abstract 
Post-editing is commonly performed on computer-
generated texts, whether from Machine Translation 
(MT) or NLG systems, to make the texts accept-
able to end users. MT systems are often evaluated 
using post-edit data.  In this paper we describe our 
experience of using post-edit data to evaluate 
SUMTIME-MOUSAM, an NLG system that pro-
duces marine weather forecasts. 

1 Introduction 
Natural Language Generation (NLG) systems must of 
course be evaluated, like all NLP systems. Previous work on 
NLG evaluation has focused on either experiments con-
ducted with users who read the generated texts, or on com-
parisons of generated texts to corpora of human-written 
texts.  In this paper we describe an evaluation technique, 
which looks at how much humans need to post-edit gener-
ated texts before they are released to users.  Post-edit 
evaluations are common in machine translation, but we be-
lieve that ours is the first large-scale post-edit evaluation of 
an NLG system.  

The system being evaluated is SUMTIME-MOUSAM [Sri-
pada et al, 2003], an NLG system, which generates marine 
weather forecasts from Numerical Weather Prediction 
(NWP) data. SUMTIME-MOUSAM is operational and is used 
by Weathernews (UK) Ltd to generate 150 draft forecasts 
per day, which are post-edited by Weathernews forecasters 
before being released to clients. 

2 Background 

2.1 Evaluating NLG Systems  
Common evaluation techniques for NLG systems [Mellish 
and Dale, 1998] include:  

• Showing generated texts to users, and measuring how 
effective they are at achieving their goal, compared to 
some control text (for example, [Young, 1999]) 

• Asking experts to rate computer-generated texts in 
various ways, and comparing this to their rating of 

manually authored texts (for example, [Lester and 
Porter, 1997]) 

• Automatically comparing generated texts to a corpus of 
human authored texts (for example, [Bangalore et al, 
2000]). 

Each of these techniques is effective under different ap-
plication contexts in which NLG systems operate. For in-
stance, a corpus based technique is effective when a high 
quality corpus is available. The appeal of post-edit evalua-
tion as done with SUMTIME-MOUSAM is that (A) the edits 
should indicate actual mistakes instead of just differences in 
how things can be said and (B) the amount of post-editing 
required is a very important practical measure of how useful 
the system is to real users (forecasters in our case). 

Post-edit evaluations are a standard technique in Machine 
Translation [Hutchins and Somers, 1992]. The only previ-
ous use of post-edit evaluation in NLG that we are aware of 
is Mitkov and An Ha [2003], but their evaluation is rela-
tively small, and they give little information about it. 

2.2 SUMTIME-MOUSAM 
SUMTIME-MOUSAM [Sripada et al, 2003] is an NLG system 
that generates textual weather forecasts from numerical 
weather prediction (NWP) data.  The forecasts are marine 
forecasts for offshore oilrigs.  Table 1 shows a small extract 
from the NWP data for 12-06-2002, and Table 2 shows part 
of the textual forecast that SUMTIME-MOUSAM generates 
from the NWP data.  The Wind statements in Table 2 are 
mostly based on the NWP data in Table 1.  
 
Time Wind 

Dir 
Wind Spd 

10m 
Wind Spd 

50m 
Gust 
10m 

Gust 
50m 

06:00 W 10.0 12.0 12.0 16.0 
09:00 W 11.0 14.0 14.0 17.0 
12:00 WSW 10.0 12.0 12.0 16.0 
15:00 SW 7.0 9.0 9.0 11.0 
18:00 SSW 8.0 10.0 10.0 12.0 
21:00 S 9.0 11.0 11.0 14.0 
00:00 S 12.0 15.0 15.0 19.0 
 
Table 1. Weather Data produced by an NWP model for 12-
Jun 2002 
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SUMTIME-MOUSAM generates texts in three stages 

[Reiter and Dale, 2000]. 
Document Planning: Text structure is specified by 

Weathernews, via a control file.  The key content-
determination task is selecting ‘ important’  or ‘significant’  
data points from the underlying weather data to be included 
in the forecast text. SUMTIME-MOUSAM uses a bottom-up 
segmentation algorithm for this task [Sripada et al, 2002].  

Micro-planning: The key decisions here are lexical selec-
tion, aggregation, and ellipsis. SUMTIME-MOUSAM uses 
rules for this that are derived from corpus analysis and other 
knowledge acquisition activities [Reiter et al, 2003; Sripada 
et al, 2003]. 

Realization: SUMTIME-MOUSAM uses a simple realiser 
that is tuned to the Weathernews weather sublanguage. 

SUMTIME-MOUSAM is partially controlled by a control 
data file that Weathernews can edit.  For example, this file 
specifies error function data that controls the segmentation 
process for content determination. The error function data 
decides the level of abstraction achieved by the segmenta-
tion process – the larger the error function value the higher 
the level of abstraction achieved by segmentation. 

2.3 SUMTIME-MOUSAM at Weathernews 
Weathernews (UK) Ltd, a private sector weather services 
company, uses SUMTIME-MOUSAM to generate draft fore-
casts.  The process is illustrated in Figure 1.  Forecasters 
load the NWP data for the forecast into Marfors, which is 
Weathernews’  forecasting tool. Using Marfors, forecasters 
edit the NWP data, using their meteorological expertise and 
additional information such as satellite weather maps. They 
then invoke SUMTIME-MOUSAM to generate an initial draft 
of the forecast. This initial draft helps the forecaster under-
stand the NWP data, and often suggests further edits to the 
NWP data.  The generate-and-edit-data process may be re-
peated.  When the forecaster is satisfied with the NWP data, 
he invokes SUMTIME-MOUSAM again to generate a final 

draft textual forecast, marked ‘Pre-edited Text’  in Figure 1. 
The forecaster then uses Marfors to post-edit the textual 
forecast.  When the forecaster is done, Marfors assembles 
the complete forecast from the individual fields, and sends it 
to the customer. 

 
Section 2. FORECAST 6 - 24 GMT, Wed 12-Jun 2002 
Field Text 
WIND(KTS) 10M W 8-13 backing SW by mid after-

noon and S 10-15 by midnight. 
WIND(KTS) 50M W 10-15 backing SW by mid after-

noon and S 13-18 by midnight. 
WAVES(M) 
SIG HT 

0.5-1.0 mainly SW swell. 

WAVES(M) 
MAX HT 

1.0-1.5 mainly SW swell falling 1.0 
or less mainly SSW swell by after-
noon, then rising 1.0-1.5 by mid-
night. 

WAVE PERIOD 
(SEC) 

Wind wave 2-4 mainly 6 second 
SW swell. 

WINDWAVE 
PERIOD (SEC) 

2-4. 

SWELL PERIOD 
(SEC) 

5-7. 

WEATHER Mainly cloudy with light rain 
showers becoming overcast around 
midnight. 

VISIBILITY 
(NM) 

Greater than 10. 

AIR TEMP(C) 8-10 rising 9-11 around midnight. 
CLOUD 
(OKTAS/FT) 

4-6 ST/SC 400-600 lifting 6-8 
ST/SC 700-900 around midnight. 

 
Table 2. Extract from SUMTIME-MOUSAM Forecast Pro-

duced for 12-Jun 2002 (AM). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Schematic Showing SUMTIME-MOUSAM Used at Weathernews 
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Note that SUMTIME-MOUSAM is used for two purposes 

by Weathernews; to help forecasters understand and there-
fore edit the NWP data, and to help generate texts for cus-
tomers.  In this paper we focus on evaluating the second 
usage of the system (generating texts for customers). 

When a forecast is complete, Marfors saves the final ed-
ited NWP data, marked ‘Edited data’  in Figure 1 and the 
final edited forecast marked ‘Post-edited Text’  into a data-
base.  This data is forwarded to us for 150 sites per day; this 
is the basis of our post-edit evaluation.  Marfors does not 
directly save the SUMTIME-MOUSAM text that forecasters 
edit (‘Pre-edited Text’  in Figure 1), but we can reconstruct 
this text by running the system on the final edited NWP 
data. 

3 Post-Edit Evaluation 

3.1 Data 
The evaluation was carried out on 2728 forecasts, collected 
during period June to August 2003.  Each forecast was 
roughly of 400 words, so there are about 1 million words in 
all in the corpus. 

For each forecast, we have the following data 
 
• Data: The final edited NWP data 

• Pre-edit text: The final draft forecast produced by 
SUMTIME-MOUSAM, which we reconstruct as de-
scribed in Section 2.3. 

• Post-edit text: The manually post-edited forecast, 
which was sent to the client. 

• Background information: includes date, location, and 
forecaster 

 We do not currently use the NWP data (other than for 
reconstructing SUMTIME-MOUSAM texts), although we 
hope in the future to include it in our analyses, in a manner 
roughly analogous to Reiter and Sripada [2003]. This data 
set continues to grow, we receive approximately 150 new 
forecasts per day. 

3.2 Analysis Procedure 
The following procedure is performed automatically by a 
software tool. First, we perform some data transformation 
and cleaning.  This includes breaking sentences up into 
phrases, where each phrase describes the weather at one 
point in time. 

For example, the pre-edit text in Figure 2 would be bro-
ken up into three phrases: 

 
A1 SW 20-25 
A2 backing SSW 28-33 by midday 
A3 then gradually increasing 34-39 by midnight 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Example pre-edit and post-edit texts from the post-
edit corpus 

 
The Figure 2 post-edit text is divided into two phrases: 
 
B1 SW 22-27 
B2 gradually increasing SSW 34-39 
 
The second step is to align phrases from these two tables 

as a preparation for comparison in the next step. Alignment 
is a complex activity and is described in detail next. To start 
with we generate an exhaustive list of all the possible com-
binations of phase alignments. 

For example, consider the texts in Figure 2. Here we gen-
erate the following list of possible alignments: 

 
{ (A1, B1), (A1, B2), (A2, B1), (A2, B2), (A3, B1), (A3, 

B2)}  
 
  Next, we compute match scores for each of these possi-

ble alignments and use them for selecting the right align-
ments. For each unedited phrase Ai, the alignment with the 
highest matching score is selected. For the purpose of com-
puting the match scores, phrases are parsed using ‘parts of 
speech’  designed for weather sublanguage such as direction, 
speed and time. The total match score of a pair of phrases is 
computed as the sum of the match scores for their constitu-
ents. Match score (MS) for a pair of constituents depends 
upon their part of speech and also their degree of match. MS 
is defined as a product of two terms as explained below: 

• Match score due to degree of match: we assign a match 
score of 2 for exact matches, 1 for partial matches and 
0 for mismatches. 

• Weight factor denoting importance of constituents for 
alignment: Constituents belonging to certain parts of 
speech (POS) are more significant for alignment than 
others. For example, times are more significant for 
alignment than verbs. Also weights are varied for the 
same POS based on its context in the phrase. For ex-
ample, direction receives higher weight if it occurs in 
a phrase without a time or speed. This is because in 
such phrases direction is the only means for align-
ment. 

Continuing with our example sentences in Figure 2, we 
show below how we find an alignment for A3. As described 
earlier, A3 can be aligned to either B1 or B2. The MS for 
(A3, B1) is zero as shown in Table 3. 

 

A. Pre-edit Text: SW 20-25 backing SSW 28-33 by 
midday, then gradually increasing 34-39 by midnight. 
 
B. Post-edit Text: SW 22-27 gradually increasing 
SSW 34-39. 
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POS A3 B1 MS 
conjunction Then <none> 0 
Adverb Gradually <none> 0 
Verb Increasing <none> 0 
Direction <none> SW 0 
Speed range 34-39 22-27 0 
Time By midnight <none> 0 

 
Table 3 Match Score for A3 and B1 
 
The MS for (A3, B2) is 2*(2*w1+w2) where w1 is the 

weight for Adverb/verb and w2 (>w1) for speed as shown in 
Table 4. Based on the match scores computed above A3 is 
aligned with B2. Similarly A1 is aligned with B1. A2 is 
unaligned, and treated as a deleted phrase. 

 
POS A3 B2 MS 
conjunction Then <none> 0 
Adverb Gradually Gradually w1*2 
Verb Increasing Increasing w1*2 
Direction <none> SSW 0 
Speed range 34-39 34-39 w2*2 
Time By midnight <none> 0 
 
Table 4. Match Score for A3 and B2 
 
The third step is to compare aligned phrases, such as A1 

and B1.  One evaluation metric is based on comparing 
aligned phrases as a whole. Here we simply record ‘match’  
or ‘mismatch’ .  For example, both (A1, B1) and (A3, B2) 
are mismatches. We then compare constituents in the 
phrases to determine more details about the mismatches.  
For this detailed comparison we use the domain-specific 
part-of-speech tags described earlier. Each part-of-speech 
should occur at most once in a phrase (in our weather sub-
language), so we simply align on the basis of the tag. After 
constituents are aligned, we label each pre-edit/post-edit 
pair as match, replace, add, or delete. For example, A and B 
are analysed as in Table 5. 

 
POS A B label 
Direction SW SW match 
Speed 20-25 22-27 replace 
    
Conjunction then <none> delete 
Adverb gradually gradually match 
Verb increasing increasing match 
Direction <none> SSW add 
Speed 34-39 34-39 match 
Time by midnight <none> delete 
 
Table 5. Detailed Edit Analysis 

3.3 Analysis of Results 
We processed 2728 forecast pairs (pre-edited and post-
edited). These were divided into 73041 phrases. Out of 
these, the alignment procedure failed to align 7608 (10%) 
phrases. For instance, in the example of Section 3.2, phrase 

A2 was not aligned with any B phrase.  Alignment failure 
generally indicates that the forecaster is unhappy with 
SUMTIME-MOUSAM’s segmentation that is with the sys-
tem’s content determination. We have manually analysed 
some of these cases, and in general it seems the forecasters 
are performing more sophisticated data analysis than 
SUMTIME-MOUSAM, and are also more sensitive to which 
changes are significant enough to be reported to the user.  

We have manually inspected alignment quality of 100 
random phrase pairs to determine cases where our alignment 
procedure erroneously aligned phrases. We found one case 
of improper alignment. The pre-edited phrase ‘soon becom-
ing variable’  has not been aligned to its corresponding iden-
tical post-edited phrase. Inspection of the rest of the corpus 
showed that this error repeated 54 times in the whole cor-
pus. These cases have been classified as alignment failures 
and therefore do not affect the post-edit analysis. 
 

Time (Hours) Direction Speed 
00 ESE 12 
03 ESE 12 
06 ESE 11 
09 ESE 11 
12 ESE 10 
15 ESE 8 
18 ESE 9 
21 ESE 11 
24 ESE 13 

 
Table 6. Wind 10m data for 14 Jul 2003 

 
For example, consider the Wind 10m data shown in Table 

6. Our content determination algorithm first segments the 
data in table 6 (see Sripada et al [2002] for more details). 
Segmentation is the process of fitting straight lines to a data 
set in such a way that a minimum error is introduced by the 
lines. Since the direction data is constant at ESE, there is 
only one segment for this data. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Segmentation of Wind speed data shown in Ta-

ble 6. 
Wind speed data however is segmented by two lines as 

shown in Figure 3, one line joining the point (0,12) with 
(15,8) and the second joining the point (15,8) with (24,13). 
Our content selection algorithm therefore selects data points 
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(0,12), (15,8) and (24,13) to be included in the forecast. In 
this case our system produced: 

 
“ESE 10-15 gradually easing 10 or less by mid afternoon 

then increasing 11-16 by midnight”  
However, forecasters view this data as a special case and 

don’ t segment it the way we do. Here the wind speed is al-
ways in the range of ‘10-15’  except at 1500 and 1800 hours. 
Therefore they mention the change as an additional informa-
tion to an otherwise constant wind speed. In this case, the 
forecaster edited text is: 

 
“ESE 10-15 decreasing 10 or less for a time later” . 
Talking about the segmentation differences, one of the 

forecasters at Weathernews told us that another factor af-
fecting segmentation is related to the end user. End users of 
the marine forecasts are oil company staff who schedule 
activities on the oilrigs in the North Sea. Over the years 
forecasters at Weathernews have acquired a good under-
standing of the informational needs of the oil company staff. 
So they use the forecast statements as messages to the end 
users about the weather and know what kind of messages 
will be useful to the end users. In the example texts shown 
in Figure 2 the forecaster could have thought that the impor-
tant message to communicate about wind is that it is in-
creasing monotonically and is likely to be in the range be-
tween 22 (the actual initial wind speed) and 39. Everything 
else distracts this primary message and therefore needs to be 
avoided. Once again there is post segmentation reasoning 
used by the forecasters. We are investigating better pattern 
matching techniques and better user models to improve our 
content selection. 

 
S. No. Mismatch Type Freq. % 
1. Ellipses (word additions 

and deletions) 
35874 65 

2. Data Related Replacements 
(range and direction re-
placements) 

10781 20 

3. Lexical Replacements 8264 15 
 Total 54919  
 

Table 7. Results of the Evaluation showing summary cate-
gories and their frequencies 

Going back to the successfully aligned phrases, 43914 
(60%) are perfect matches, and the remaining 21519 (30%) 
are mismatches.  Table 7 summarises the mismatches.  
Here, each mismatch is classified as 

• Ellipses: additions and deletions.  For example, delet-
ing the time phrase by midnight in the (A3, B2) pair.  
These generally indicate problems with SUMTIME-
MOUSAM’s aggregation and ellipsis. 

• Data replacements: changes (replaces) to constituents 
that directly convey NWP data, such as wind speed 
and direction.  For example, changing 20-25 to 22-27 
in the (A1, B1) pair.  These can indicate content prob-
lems.  They also occur when forecasters believe the 

NWP data is incorrect but decide to just correct the 
forecast text and not the data (eg, skip generate-and-
edit step described in section 2.3). 

• Lexical replacements: All other changes (replaces). For 
example, if the conjunction ‘ then’  was replaced by 
‘and’ .  This generally indicates a problem in 
SUMTIME-MOUSAM’s lexicalisation strategy. 

For each pair of phrases compared in the evaluation, we 
have counted the number of times each edit operation such 
as add, delete and replace is performed by forecasters. For 
example consider the two phrase pairs shown in Table 5. 
For the first phrase pair of ‘SW 20-25’  and ‘SW 22-27’  fore-
casters performed zero add, zero delete and one replace 
operation (‘20-25’  is replaced by ‘22-27’ ). For the second 
phrase pair of ‘ then gradually increasing 34-39 by mid-
night’  and ‘gradually increasing SSW 34-39’  forecasters 
performed one add (added ‘SSW’ ), two delete (deleted 
‘ then’  and ‘by midnight’ ) and zero replace operations. We 
hypothesized that forecasters were making significantly 
more add and delete operations than replace operations. For 
verifying this, we have performed a pairwise t-test. Vari-
able1 for the t-test represents the sum of the counts of add 
and delete operations for each pair of phrases. Variable2 
represents the count of replace operations. For example, for 
the two phrase pairs shown in Table 5, variable1 has values 
of zero and three where as variable2 has values of one and 
zero. This test showed (with a p value less than 10-20) that 
forecasters were performing more additions and deletions 
than replacements. In other words, ellipsis is the main prob-
lem in our system. Most (25235 out of 35874, 70%) of these 
errors are deletions, where the forecaster deletes words from 
SUMTIME-MOUSAM’s texts. 

A manual analysis of some ellipsis cases has highlighted 
some general phenomena.  First of all, many ellipsis cases 
are “downstream” consequences of earlier changes. For ex-
ample, if we look at the (A3, B2) pair above, this contains 
three ellipsis changes: then was deleted, SSW was added, 
and by midnight was deleted.  The first two of these changes 
are a direct consequence of the deletion of phrase A2.  If 
SUMTIME-MOUSAM’s content determination system was 
changed so that it did not generate A2, then the micro plan-
ner would have expressed A3 as gradually increasing SSW 
34-39 by midnight, which is identical to B2 except for by 
midnight. 

The deletion of by midnight is an example of another 
common phenomenon, which is disagreement among indi-
viduals as to how text should be written.  As described in 
[Reiter et al, 2003], some forecasters elide the last time 
phrase in simple sentences such as this one, and some do 
not.  An earlier version of SUMTIME-MOUSAM in fact 
would have elided this time phrase, but we changed the be-
havior of the system in this regard after consultation.  Ellip-
sis errors are inevitable in cases where the different fore-
casters disagree about when to elide.  However, since post-
editors can delete words more quickly than they can add 
words, it probably makes sense from a practical perspective 
to be conservative about elision, and only elide in unambi-
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guous cases. We will not further discuss data replacement 
errors, since they reflect either content problems or cases 
where NWP data was not corrected at the input time but 
edited directly in the final text. 

We have discussed lexical replacement errors in detail 
elsewhere [Reiter and Sripada, 2002].  In general terms, 
some errors reflect problems with SUMTIME-MOUSAM; for 
example, the system overuses then as a connective, so fore-
casters often replaced then by alternative connectives such 
as and.  However, many lexical replacement errors simply 
reflected the lexical preferences of individual forecasters 
[Reiter and Sripada, 2002].  For example, SUMTIME-
MOUSAM always uses the verb easing to indicate a reduc-
tion in wind speed.  Most forecasters were happy with this, 
but 3 individuals usually changed this to decreasing. 

A general observation is that some forecasters post-edited 
texts much more than others.  For example, while overall 
28% of phrases were edited, edit rates by individual fore-
casters varied from 4% to 93%.  We do not know why edit 
rates vary so much, although it may be significant the indi-
vidual with the highest (93%) edit rate is one of the most 
experienced forecasters, who takes well-justified pride in 
producing well-crafted forecasts. 

Summarizing the results of our evaluation: 
1. SUMTIME-MOUSAM’s content determination can defi-

nitely be improved, by using more sophisticated segmenta-
tion techniques. 

2. SUMTIME-MOUSAM’s micro-planner can certainly be 
improved in places, for example by varying connectives.  
However, many post-edits are due to individual differences, 
which we cannot do anything about. 

We are currently carrying out another evaluation of SUM-
TIME-MOUSAM by the end users, oilrig staff and other ma-
rine staff who regularly read weather forecasts. In this study 
we compare user’s comprehension of weather information 
from human written and computer generated forecast texts. 
We also measure user ratings (preference) of human written 
and computer generated texts. Preliminary results from our 
study indicate that users make fewer mistakes on compre-
hension questions when they are shown texts that use com-
puter generated words with human selected content. Gener-
ally users seem to prefer computer generated texts to human 
written texts given the same underlying weather data. 

4 Lessons from our Post-Edit Evaluation 
As stated in Section 2.1, we were attracted to post-edit 
evaluation because we believed that (A) people would only 
edit things that were clearly wrong; and (B) post-editing was 
an important usefulness metric from the perspective of our 
users (forecasters). 

Looking back, (B) was certainly true.  The amount of 
post-editing that generated texts require is a crucial compo-
nent of the cost of using SUMTIME-MOUSAM, and hence of 
the attractiveness of the system to users (forecasters). Al-
though we have not measured the time required for perform-
ing post-edits, we have used edit-distance measures used in 
MT evaluations as an approximate cost metric. We have 

computed our cost metric by setting different cost (weight) 
values to different edit operations. Cost of add and replace 
operations is set to 5 and cost of delete is set to 1 as used in 
Su et al [1992]. The ratio of the cost of edits and the cost of 
writing the entire forecast manually (adding all the words) is 
computed to be 0.15.  (A) however was perhaps less true 
than we had hoped. Wagner [1998] also described post-
edited texts in MT as at times noisy. Our analysis of manu-
ally written forecasts [Reiter and Sripada, 2002] had high-
lighted a number of “noise”  elements that made it more dif-
ficult to extract information from such corpora. Basically 
there are many ways of communicating information in text, 
and the fact that a generated text doesn’ t match a corpus text 
does not mean that the generated text is wrong.  We as-
sumed that people would only post-edit mistakes, where the 
generated text was wrong or sub-optimal, and hence post-
edit data would be better for evaluation purposes than cor-
pus comparisons. 

In fact, however, there were many justifications for post-
edits: 

1. Fixing problems in the generated texts (such as 
overuse of then);  

2. Refining/optimizing the texts (such as using for 
a time);  

3. Individual preferences (such as easing vs de-
creasing); and  

4. Downstream consequences of earlier changes 
(such as introducing SSW in B2, in the example 
of Section 3.2).  

We wanted to use our post-edit data to improve the sys-
tem, not just to quantify its performance, and we discovered 
that we could not do this without attempting to analyze why 
post-edits were made.  Probably the best way of doing this 
was to discuss post-edits with the forecasters.  Alternatively, 
we could have asked forecasters to fill in problem sheets to 
capture their explanation of post-edits. Such feedback from 
the forecasters would have allowed us to reason with post-
edit data to improve our system. In [Reiter et al, 2003] we 
explained that we found that analysis of human-written cor-
pora was more useful if it was combined with directly work-
ing with domain experts; and essentially this (perhaps not 
surprisingly) is our conclusion about post-edit data as well.  

One of the lessons we learnt from this exercise has been 
that post-edit evaluations are useful to compute a cost metric 
to quantify the usefulness of a system. For example, as de-
scribed earlier, we have computed a cost metric, 0.15 signi-
fying the post-editing effort. Post-edit evaluations are also 
useful in revealing general problem areas in a system. For 
example, as described in section 3.3, our evaluation showed 
that ellipsis related problems are more serious in our system 
than others. However, post-edit evaluations are not affective 
in discovering specific problems in a system. The main rea-
son for this is that many post-edits, as stated earlier, do not 
actually fix problems in the generated text at all. The real 
post-edits that fixed problems in the generated text were 
buried among the other noisy post-edits. 

This lesson of course is the result of our method of post-
edit evaluation. Post-editing was not supported by 
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SUMTIME-MOUSAM and forecasters used Marfors (see sec-
tion 2.3) to perform post-editing. Therefore, we had to ac-
cept the post-edit data with all the noise. In MT, post-editors 
often work under predefined guidelines on post-editing and 
also use post-editing tools.  For example, post-editing tools 
automatically revise texts to fix ‘down-stream’  conse-
quences of human edits. If post-edit tools are similarly inte-
grated into NLG systems, there is going to be a significant 
reduction in the number of noisy post-edits allowing us to 
focus on real post-edits. 

Because post-editing is subjective varying from individ-
ual to individual, we need to understand the post-editing 
behaviour of individuals to analyze the noisy post-edit data. 
Although we have data on forecaster variations in our post-
edit corpus, these variations have not been observed from 
different forecasters post-editing the same text. This we 
could have achieved by performing a pilot before the actual 
evaluation. For the pilot all the forecasters post-edit the 
same set of forecasts, thus revealing their individual prefer-
ences. Post-edit data from the pilot would have enabled us 
to factor out the effects of forecaster variation from the real 
evaluation data. As described above noise in the post-edit 
data can be reduced by using post-edit tools and by perform-
ing a pilot before the real evaluation. This means that post-
edit evaluations need preparation in the form of developing 
post-edit tools and carrying out pilot studies. This is another 
lesson we learnt from our current evaluation. 

Although analyzing the post-edit data was a major en-
deavour for us, the overall cost of post-edit evaluation was 
not much compared to the effort that would have been re-
quired to conduct end user experiments on 2728 texts.  Of 
course, this was only true because SUMTIME-MOUSAM 
texts were being post-edited in any case by Weathernews.  
The cost-effectiveness of post-edit evaluation is less clear if 
the evaluators must organize and pay for the post-editing, as 
Mitkov and An Ha [2003] did. In this context we should 
speculate that when more and more NLG systems are de-
ployed in the real world, post-editing will be accepted as a 
component in the process of automatic text generation much 
in the same way post-editing is now a part of MT. 

5 Conclusion 
Evaluation is a key aspect of NLG; we need to know how 
well theories and systems work.  We have used analysis of 
post-edits, a popular evaluation technique in machine trans-
lation, to evaluate SUMTIME-MOUSAM, an NLG system 
that generates marine weather forecasts.  We encountered 
some problems, such as the need to identify why post-edits 
were made which make post-edit data hard to discover spe-
cific clues for system improvement. However, post-edit 
evaluation can reveal problem areas in the system and also 
quantify system utility for real users. 
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Abstract 
Most NLG systems generate texts for readers with 
good reading ability, but SkillSum adapts its output 
for readers with poor literacy. Evaluation with low-
skilled readers confirms that SkillSum’s knowl-
edge-based microplanning choices enhance read-
ability. We also discuss future readability im-
provements. 

1 Introduction 
Most existing NLG systems assume that generated texts are 
read by proficient readers with good literacy levels. How-
ever, many people in the UK and elsewhere are not profi-
cient readers; indeed, according to a UK Government survey 
[Moser, 1999], twenty percent of the UK adult population 
have problems with reading (and an even greater number 
have problems with simple maths). Some of these individu-
als have physical or cognitive disabilities (such as dyslexia), 
but many have no such problems; their poor basic skills are 
because of factors such as social deprivation and attending 
low-quality schools. NLG systems that generate personal-
ised health information, for example Cawsey et al. [2000] 
and Reiter et al. [2003a], would probably be more effective 
if they could generate appropriate texts for poor readers as 
well as good readers. Certainly real world NLG applications 
should at least consider such readers; otherwise there is a 
danger that many readers will not understand the texts we 
generate. 
Generating appropriate texts for poor readers is a multifac-
eted problem. At a content level, texts should be short, ex-
plicit, and clearly useful to the reader  [Sripada et al., 2003], 
so that he or she is willing to make the effort required to 
read it. At a linguistic level, texts should use simple and 
easy-to-understand words and short sentences with simple 
syntactic structures [Harley, 2001]. At a presentation level, 
texts should have an easy-to-understand layout [Bouayad-
Agha et al., 2001] and be communicated in clear fonts par-
ticularly for dyslexic readers (e.g. K-type fonts, www.k-
type.com) and for readers with visual impairment (e.g. 
tiresias font, www.tiresias.org). 
The focus of our research is on the linguistic level, and to 
date we have looked at choices related to the expression of 
discourse structure, such as the order in which phrases re-

lated by a discourse relation are expressed. Our hope was 
that rules for linguistic choices at least would be generic and 
easy to “plug in”  to NLG systems intended for poor readers. 
Future work in the project will look at lexical choice and 
also at improved content selection and personalisation.  

1.1 The SkillSum project 
SkillSum is an on-going collaborative project between 
Cambridge Training and Development Ltd. (CTAD), who 
build educational resources, and NLG researchers at Aber-
deen University. The project is developing a web-based 
application that assesses adult basic skills in literacy (read-
ing and writing skills) or numeracy (maths skills) and gen-
erates feedback reports. Users of SkillSum take a test devel-
oped by CTAD that assesses their literacy or numeracy, and 
then SkillSum generates reports that summarise their 
performance. SkillSum is being developed in a user-centred 
manner involving rapid prototyping and frequent evalua-
tions with users. 
The ultimate goal of the SkillSum project is to build a sys-
tem that allows people who are concerned about their liter-
acy or numeracy to assess their skills with minimal support 
from others, and that encourages people with poor skills to 
take steps to improve them. Currently most people with 
poor skills do not in fact enrol in courses to improve their 
skills, and our hope is that making the assessment process as 
easy (and private) as possible will encourage more people 
who need help to seek it out.  
The SkillSum project originally used detailed diagnostic 
literacy and numeracy assessments developed by CTAD. 
However, in pilots with users, we found that these took too 
long to complete and it seemed unlikely that people would 
be able to use them in an unsupported environment. Our 
current solution uses modified versions of CTAD’s shorter 
literacy and numeracy screeners, i.e. tests that identify in a 
broader sense whether a user has problems with literacy or 
numeracy, but without a detailed analysis. These administer 
twenty-seven questions graded according to the Adult Basic 
Skills Core Curriculum for England and Wales [Steeds, 
2001] and covering a broad range of skills from simpler 
levels to higher levels in this curriculum. The tests adminis-
ter the easiest questions first. Ideally, the difficulty of the 
questions that are administered should change according to 
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a user’s ability to answer correctly, but at present if a user 
has difficulties with the questions, the test simply ends. 
The reports generated by SkillSum are, of course, tailored to 
individuals, but this tailoring is in terms of content, rather 
than language. The focus of research to date has been on 
how to generate appropriate texts for readers with below 
average literacy and numeracy; i.e. language tailoring for 
the group as a whole, not for individuals.  

1.2 Related work 
Using NLG in educational applications is not new, but the 
type of text generated is different from SkillSum’s reports. 
For example, generating turns in intelligent tutoring system 
(ITS) dialogues (e.g. [Di Eugenio et al., 2001; [Moore et al., 
2004]). Although turns can give feedback, the kind of feed-
back differs in that it attempts to teach a student about an 
immediate domain-specific learning problem, rather than to 
summarise his/her overall skills.  
With regard to tailoring texts for different readers, a number 
of previous researchers have looked at tailoring generated 
texts according to whether the reader is a domain expert or a 
novice (for example [Paris, 1988; McKeown et al., 1993; 
Milosavljevic and Oberlander, 1998]). Less work has been 
done on tailoring texts according to the reader’s literacy. 
Perhaps the best-known previous work in this area is PSET 
[Devlin et al., 1999], which focused on syntactic and lexical 
choices in texts intended for aphasic readers. Unfortunately 
most of PSET’s adaptation rules were not experimentally 
validated. Siddharthan [2003] similarly proposed and im-
plemented a system for simplifying texts, but did not evalu-
ate how readable his generated texts were for poor readers. 
Scott and de Souza [1990] suggested some psycholinguisti-
cally-motivated rules for expressing discourse relations, but 
did not evaluate them at all. 

2 Linguistic choices investigated 

Figure 1 – Extract from typical content plan 
The document (content) planners of our system produce as 
output a tree, where core messages are related by discourse 
relations such as explanation or concession; this basically 
follows the architecture described by Reiter and Dale 
[2000]. Discourse relations are essentially rhetorical struc-
ture theory (RST) relations [Mann and Thompson, 1987], 
and messages are represented using a deep-syntactic repre-
sentation, which is loosely based on RealPro [Lavoie and 
Rambow, 1997]. An example of an extract from a typical 
content plan, with messages shown as text glosses instead of 
deep syntactic structures, is shown in Figure 1.  

Our focus to date has been on how discourse relations such 
as Concession and Condition in Figure 1 are expressed, in 
particular: 

• cue phrases: should a cue phrase (or multiple cue 
phrases) be used to express a discourse relation? If so, 
which one(s)? For example, should we generate: 

• If you practise reading, your skills will improve 
(one cue, If) 

• If you practise reading, then your skills will im-
prove (two cues, If and then) 

• ordering: which order should the constituents related 
by a discourse relation be expressed in? Should the 
nucleus (core) be first or second? For example, should 
we generate: 

• Your skills will improve if you practise reading 
(nucleus first) 

• If you practise reading, your skills will improve 
(nucleus second) 

• punctuation (sentence structure): should constituents 
be expressed in separate paragraphs, separate sen-
tences, in a single sentence with punctuation separat-
ing them, or in a single sentence without punctuation? 
For example, should we generate (just showing two of 
these options):  

• Many people find reading hard, but your skills 
will improve if you practise reading (single sen-
tence, comma separation)  

• Many people find reading hard. But your skills 
will improve if you practise reading (two sen-
tences)  

These choices are inter-dependent. For example, we cannot 
say, “Then your skills will improve, if you practise reading”  
(both if and then cue phrases, nucleus first). 
This problem is related to the document structuring task of 
Power et al. [2002]. Power et al.’s approach is essentially 
algorithmic; whereas our approach is centred on the knowl-
edge required to make the choices, and the algorithm used is 
less important. Their task is how to map an input RST tree 
to a set of output trees representing possible alternative 
document structures and then choose the best; whereas 
SkillSum’s microplanning task is to map an input RST tree 
to flat, ordered lists of syntactic structures representing pos-
sible lists of alternative sentences and then pick the best. 
Power et al. include document layout in their task, whereas 
SkillSum makes layout decisions later, during the final re-
alisation stage.  

3 Choice rules and the microplanner  
We created a microplanner (developed from the one de-
scribed in [Williams, 2004]) that made the above choices 
based on hard constraints and optimisation rules; the hard 

Concession 

Condition [Many people find 
reading hard] 

[Your skills will improve] [You practise reading] 
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constraints forbade illegal combinations, and the optimisa-
tion rules expressed readability preferences. 

3.1 Hard constraints 
The hard constraints were intended to forbid combinations 
of choices that led to ungrammatical texts, such as “Then 
your skills will improve, if you practise reading” . We cre-
ated these by analyzing the RST Discourse Treebank Cor-
pus (RST-DTC) [Carlson et al, 2002]; this is a corpus of 
Wall Street Journal texts that have been annotated with dis-
course relations. For each discourse relation of the type that 
occurs in SkillSum texts, we extracted 200 instances of the 
relation from the RST-DTC (or as many as possible if the 
corpus contained fewer than 200 instances), and analysed 
what combination of the above choices were instantiated in 
each of these instances. We then created hard constraints 
that forbade any pair of choices which was not present in 
any of the RST-DTC instances that we analysed. These con-
straints were specified on pairs of choices (for example, 
ordering and punctuation), not a complete choice set (order-
ing, punctuation, cue phrases), because we did not have 
enough instances to make rules for complete choice sets.  
The RST-DTC corpus was not ideal for this exercise, as it is 
based on texts (Wall Street Journal articles) that are in-
tended for good readers and written in U.S. English. It 
would have been preferable to use a corpus of U.K. English 
texts intended for low-skilled readers. Unfortunately there is 
no such corpus that includes discourse relation annotations. 

3.2 Optimisation rules 
The optimisation rules expressed preferences between legal 
sets of choices. We created two sets of rules: control and 
enhanced-readability (ER). The control rules were based on 

the most common choices observed in the RST-DTC; they 
also penalised cue phrases which were highly ambiguous 
(could be used for many discourse relations). The ER rules 
expressed a set of preferences for the above choices which 
we hypothesized would result in more readable texts for 
low-skilled readers. 
The ER model was based on a literature review of relevant 
psycholinguistic findings (such as [Millis and Just, 1994; 
Degand et al., 1999; Harley, 2001]) and also on a series of 
pilot experiments that we performed with low-skilled read-
ers [Williams et al., 2003]. Essentially, it prefers that 

• each discourse relation should be expressed by a cue 
phrase. Only a single cue phrase should be used (for 
example, not both if and then for condition); 

• lexically common cue phrases are preferred, even if 
they are ambiguous; for example but instead of how-
ever for concession;  

• a cue phrase should be placed between the constituents 
if possible, and the nucleus (core) should come first if 
possible. For example, “Your skills will improve if you 
practise reading”  is preferred over “ If you practise 
reading, your skills will improve” ; 

• constituents should preferably be in separate sentences; 
if they are in the same sentence, they should be sepa-
rated by a comma. 

With regard to the choice of cue phrases, obviously cue 
phrases do not have identical meanings; even if in a broad 
sense they express the same discourse relation, they have 
different connotations and applicability constraints [Knott, 
1996]. Hence the choice of cue phrases should be influenced   
 

Figure 2 – Example text produced by SkillSum and generated with enhanced readability (ER) model. 
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by how well the cue matches the context as well as how 
common (readable) it is. The issue is finessed in SkillSum 
by essentially hard-coding which cue phrases can be used to 
express a particular instance of a relation; this is clearly not 
a satisfactory long-term solution. 

3.3 Microplanner  
Our microplanner treats the decision-making problem as a 
constraint-satisfaction problem (CSP), using the above con-
straints and optimisation rules. It is in general terms similar 
to the CSP system that Power [2000] and Power et al. 
[2002] used to make expression choices about rhetorical 
structures, as discussed above. However, we make different 
choices. For example, our microplanner decides whether 0, 
1, or 2 cue phrases should be used to express a discourse 
relation, whereas Power et al.’s assumes that a single cue 
phrase is always used. Power et al.’s microplanner makes 
choices about indentation, which our microplanner does not. 
Power et al. ‘s microplanner also attempts to optimize the 
document as a whole, whereas ours processes each relation 
separately, and does not consider interactions between the 
expressions of different relations.  
Our microplanner is implemented in Java, and uses a Java 
Constraint Library (http://liawww.epfl.ch/JCL) for CSP 
representation and solving. While we have not explicitly 
measured the amount of computation time needed by the 
microplanner, certainly the SkillSum system as a whole 
produces texts within a few seconds, which is acceptable to 
users. 

3.4 Example  
An example of a text produced by SkillSum is shown in 
Figure 2. This text was generated using the ER model. Some  
examples of differences in expression resulting from using 
the ER model over the control model for the same content 
are  

• cue phrase choice: the control model would choose un-
common, unambiguous thus to express evaluation; 
whereas the ER model chooses common but ambigu-
ous and (first paragraph in Figure 2);  

• ordering: the control model would generate, if you im-
prove your skills, it could help you do a course 
whereas the ER model generates it could help you do 
a course, if you improve your skills (sixth paragraph 
in Figure 2);  

• punctuation and sentence structure: the control model 
would choose to express the first three paragraphs in 
Figure 2 joined by commas and as a single sentence; 
whereas the same information is expressed in three 
different sentences (and indeed three different para-
graphs) by the ER model.  

Some colleagues have asked why the ER model allows sen-
tences to start with And (such as And you did well in Figure 
2). This is because its hard constraints are based on corpus 
analysis, and sentences beginning with And do in fact occur 
in corpora. 

4 Evaluation 

4.1 Pilots  
We conducted several pilot studies of the readability of 
SkillSum texts, generally in settings where subjects com-
pleted the literacy assessment and then were asked to read 
the summary texts that described their performance on the 
assessment. Perhaps the most important decision we made 
on the basis of these pilots was to evaluate readability by 
asking subjects to read texts aloud, and timing how long it 
took them to do so. We initially wanted to measure readabil-
ity by asking comprehension questions and by timing silent 
reading, but this proved problematical. The problem with 
comprehension questions was that subjects responded to 
them based on their beliefs about their literacy, not on the 
content of the report. For example, if we showed a subject a 
text similar to Figure 2 and asked her “What does the report 
say you did well on” , she might respond “ I didn’ t do well on 
anything”  instead of “ It says I did well on grammar” .  
We also tried measuring reading rate using self-timed silent 
reading (subjects were asked to read text on a screen, and 
press a button when they finished), which is a common 
technique in psycholinguistics. Again, this did not work 
well with poor readers because they tended to skim-read or 
even simply press the button without reading the text at all. 
Therefore we decided to ask subjects to read texts aloud, 
and measure their reading rate. This also allowed us to 
measure reading errors, which cannot be measured with 
silent reading. Oral reading rates and reading errors are 
commonly used by psychologists [Kintsch and Vipond 
1979] and educationalists [ARCS, 2005] to measure reading 
difficulty.  
Generally in pilots, the ER model texts were read faster than 
control model texts by poor readers but the increase in read-
ing rate was not statistically significant. Good readers’  read-
ing rates were not affected. We used these results to calcu-
late the sample size (number of subjects) required for the 
experiment in section 5.2, which did show a statistically 
significant increase in reading rate for poor readers.  
Other findings of the pilots included: 

• Texts needed to be short, no longer than the example 
shown in Figure 2. We tried giving people more de-
tailed feedback about their assessments, but they did 
not wish to read longer texts. 

• We got better results if we focused on subgroups with 
similar skills profiles, rather then trying to get sub-
jects with a wide range of reading (dis)abilities. In 
part this is because low-skilled readers have very dif-
ferent ability profiles; a dyslexic is quite different 
from someone who never learnt to read because she 
missed school, for example. Also, from a statistical 
perspective, a varied subject group meant high stan-
dard deviations in reading speed, which made it diffi-
cult to obtain statistically significant results. 

User preferences elicited in early pilots showed variation 
across good and poor readers. Some preferred the shorter 
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sentences and simpler cue phrases of the ER model, while 
others preferred the control model output, describing its 
texts as “more flowing” .  

4.2 Experiment  
In this experiment, we focused specifically on people with 
moderately poor skills but not people with severe learning 
difficulties.  
Goal. To test the readability of texts generated by SkillSum, 
our hypothesis was that participants would make fewer 
reading errors and have faster reading rates on a text gener-
ated using ER rules than on a text generated using control 
rules. We also took the opportunity to trial the latest version 
of SkillSum with real users. 
Materials. To measure readability, we showed participants 
reports generated for someone else (not themselves), in or-
der to de-personalise the experiment; in fact the reports used 
were the ER version shown in Figure 2 and text with the 
same content but generated using the control model. Col-
leagues have suggested that we could have shown a number 
of different texts tailored for different people, rather than 
showing everyone the same individual’s texts. This is a 
good idea and we will try it in the future.  
Participants. 60 students aged sixteen to twenty-eight years 
at a UK Further Education college (similar to an American 
community college), all of whom were enrolled in voca-
tional courses (e.g. Hairdressing, Sport and Travel and 
Tourism). The participants were selected by staff from the 
college’s basic skills department who knew their approxi-
mate levels of literacy and numeracy; they selected people 
who were known to have problems with basic skills, but did 
not have severe skills deficits. 
Ideally the SkillSum application requires users who are not 
already enrolled at college. In practice, however, we had 
some difficulty in finding such people. Community workers 
we contacted are protective of the people they work with 
and wary about involving them in experiments. To get 
around this problem, we work with people who are enrolled 
in community or FE college courses where we have existing 
contacts and have built up trust. We feel that although this is 
not ideal, the people we work with do, in fact have problems 
with basic skills and are thus well-placed to test SkillSum; 
to comment on any difficulties they have with using it and 
to make suggestions for improvements. 
Method. Each participant answered some questions about 
his/her background (e.g. age and college course) and com-
pleted one of the on-line SkillSum assessments; half did 
literacy and half did numeracy. SkillSum then generated a 
report and participants were asked (a) some simple ques-
tions about it to check comprehension (e.g. “ What was your 
score?” ) and (b) for their comments on SkillSum in general. 
Participants were then asked to read aloud the two texts; the 
texts were presented in random order. We recorded the 
speech digitally using a high-quality but unobtrusive lapel 
microphone. 
Analysis of recordings: Recordings were analysed accu-
rately using speech signal processing and annotation soft-
ware to mark beginning and end of reading the entire text 

and the beginnings and ends of reading errors. Reading time 
and rate for the entire text was calculated as well as total 
time spent making reading errors. 
We found a very strong practice effect on reading rate (the 
second text was almost always read significantly more 
quickly than the first) even when we attempted to factor this 
out using repeated measures statistics, so we decided to only 
use data from the first text read by each subject.  
Following Sanders and Noordman [2000], we decided to 
exclude as outliers subjects whose reading speed was more 
than twice the standard deviation from the mean; in practice 
this meant that we excluded three very poor readers (reading 
speed less than 110 words/min) from the analysis.  We also 
excluded six sets of recordings that were too noisy to ana-
lyse. 
We were interested in overall numbers of errors and particu-
larly in errors that caused increases in reading times. These 
would indicate an increase in reading difficulty of the text 
being read. We identified insertion errors and pause errors 
that both increase reading times, omission errors that de-
crease reading times and substitutions (miscues) where an-
other word or mispronunciation replaces the target word. 
Our classification was similar to van Hasselt’ s [2002], but 
whereas her study only measured numbers of errors, ours  
measured error numbers and time spent making errors. 
Results: Oral reading rate results for the remaining fifty-one 
people are shown in Table 1. The ER version was read on 
average 16 words per minute faster than the control text (9% 
faster) and this result is statistically significant at p<0.05.   
Text n Mean oral reading 

rate (words/minute) 
Sig.  
(indep. samp t-test) 

control  25 173 0.040 
ER  26 189  

Table 1 – Results for oral reading rate 
An analysis of reading error times gave the results shown in 
Table 2. Types of errors made were typically substitution 
errors, where one word had been substituted for another e.g. 
correct for contact, pauses (hesitations) that were not at 
phrase boundaries and insertion errors, where readers had 
uttered words, or parts of words that were not present in the 
texts, e.g. par before parliament. 
Text n Mean error time 

 (milliseconds) 
Sig.  
(indep. samp t-test) 

control  25 1588 0.058 
ER  26 874  

Table 2 – Results for reading error times 
The table shows that subjects spent on average an extra 
714ms making errors on the control text, that is they spent 
82% more time making errors on the control text than on the 
ER text; this is weakly significant at p = 0.058.  

5 Discussion and future work  
Our evaluation experiment suggests that the ER choice rules 
at the discourse level do enhance the readability of gener-
ated texts for low-skilled and moderate-skilled readers. 
However, the effect is not as large as we believe SkillSum is 
capable of. We suspect this is partly because we only looked 
at a few linguistic choices, and in particular because we 
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have not yet included lexical choice. This will be addressed 
in our future work, see below. Our reviewers pointed out 
that layout could also affect readability. This is another fac-
tor to investigate in future work.  
Another reason why the effect of our ER models on read-
ability is not so large is because we are using only one 
choice model for people with a wide range of skills and 
(dis)abilities. Our experiences suggest that there are major 
differences between moderately-low-skilled readers (such as 
most subjects in our evaluation experiment) and very-low-
skilled readers (such as the outlier subjects excluded from 
the experiment); and between people who are dyslexic, non-
native speakers, or simply have not had the chance to learn 
to read well. More generally, adults with poor reading skills 
are often said to have “spiky”  ability profiles; for example 
one person may have good vocabulary but poor grammar, 
and another may have the reverse. ARCS [2005] divides 
poor readers into 10 subgroups; building models for each of 
the ARCS subgroups would be one way of making our 
models less generic and more focused.  
Ultimately, we would like to explore building choice mod-
els for individuals, that is groups of 1. Building such models 
of course requires spending considerable effort in acquiring 
data about individual readers. However, if such models are 
significantly more effective than generic or subgroup mod-
els in terms of generating readable texts, they may be worth 
exploring, since the benefits of making health information 
(for example) more accessible to people with limited read-
ing skills could be very large. 

5.1 Future work on lexical choice  
Including lexical choice in our models will not be easy be-
cause true synonyms and paraphrases are rare [Edmonds 
and Hirst, 2002]. Hence we cannot simply select between N 
different lexicalisations that have exactly the same meaning, 
instead we have to determine which synonyms or para-
phrases are appropriate given the text’s content and the sys-
tem’s goals (as well as readability preferences).  
For example, since many people have problems with the 
technical term grammar, in our pilots we tried paraphrasing 
problems with grammar as problems writing good sen-
tences. However, many subjects interpreted the latter phrase 
as saying that they had problems with spelling (not gram-
mar), and this confused students whose spelling was in fact 
fine. Hence this paraphrase is probably not appropriate, at 
least for students with poor grammar but good spelling. We 
initially avoided lexical choice because of this issue (except 
for choice of cue phrases, where this problem in fact arose, 
as mentioned in Section 3.2).  
Recently, we carried out a small study on technical terms in 
English and maths (such as grammar) to find out what kinds 
of explanation basic skills students would understand. We 
elicited their own explanations of the terms as well as trying 
out uses of the terms themselves, paraphrases of the terms 
and illustrative examples of the terms. We asked basic skills 
students to think aloud while solving simple English and 
maths problems and then explained their errors to them us-
ing technical terms. In think-aloud, they varied a great deal: 

• Some people did not use technical terms at all. 

• Some people used technical terms inaccurately,  (e.g. 
spelling or capital letters were described as gram-
mar). 

• Some people used technical terms correctly. 

We concluded that it is dangerous to use technical terms 
when they are likely to be misunderstood. When explaining 
terms to people, however, they seemed to comprehend the 
illustrative examples best of all and we will try these in the 
next version of SkillSum.  

5.2 Future work on content selection 
Other future work will be to improve content selection and 
personalisation in SkillSum to help people understand their 
strengths and weaknesses. This poses a challenge because 
the topic of SkillSum’s reports is very sensitive indeed, e.g. 
telling vulnerable people that they have problems with their 
literacy and/or numeracy can be hurtful! To date, one of our 
biggest difficulties has been to generate feedback for people 
who did not answer any of the questions correctly. What 
should SkillSum say to them? This is particularly difficult 
because SkillSum does not know what might have gone 
wrong during the test: perhaps there was a problem with 
using the computer or the mouse; or perhaps the user had 
difficulties with reading the screen because of poor eye-
sight; or perhaps he/she has severe learning difficulties. 
Knowledge acquisition for SkillSum is difficult because the 
task of generating adult basic skills summary reports is 
novel, poorly-understood and complex. See Reiter et al. 
2003b] for a detailed review of KA problems specific to 
NLG. Like the smoking cessation letters generated by the 
STOP system [Reiter et al., 2003a], adult basic skills reports 
did not previously occur naturally. That is, tutors do not 
tend to write down feedback and advice for basic learners. A 
related text type is school reports. However, Education lit-
erature on writing school reports is unhelpful because adult 
basic learners have often had bad experiences with school 
and school reports in the past [FENTO, 2004].  
We are currently involved in knowledge acquisition to de-
rive improved content selection rules. We elicited tutor-
authored reports for ten case studies in literacy and ten in 
numeracy. We gave tutors test results and a short user pro-
file containing background material, e.g. age, gender, course 
enrolled in and ambitions (these were built using ano-
nymised data from actual people who took part in earlier 
pilots and from [Swain et al., 2004]). An analysis of the 
tutor-authored reports demonstrated that they have similari-
ties in high-level content structures but individual author 
differences in lower-level content. Some issues that we are 
currently considering include: 

• Should reports mention students’  mistakes as well as 
their correct answers? 

• Should reports congratulate students for doing well, 
when perhaps their performance was worse than nor-
mal, or, on the other hand, should they commiserate 
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with students when perhaps their performance was 
better than normal? 

• Should reports refer to students’  ambitions (e.g. in 
terms of qualifications or career)? 

• How much advice should be given? 

• How much motivational content should be included? 

We need to reconcile what tutors tell us with what students 
tell us. Tutors tend to agree that reports should be encourag-
ing, focus on positive aspects and not mention mistakes. On 
the other hand, when we talk to basic skills students, they 
often want to know what their mistakes were (it can be frus-
trating to score twenty-six out of twenty-seven and not 
know which one was wrong!).  
Not knowing an individual and how much effort he/she has 
put into the test is another problem. Evaluative comments in 
a report such as “ this is very good”  are meaningless without 
such knowledge and, indeed they are meaningless without 
reference to some scale (but tutors have advised against 
mentioning the core curriculum scale as students are not 
familiar with it).  
We propose to elicit self-assessments and some background 
information about users’  ambitions from an initial question-
naire in SkillSum. The former might help with choice of 
evaluative comments. But combining the latter with advice 
and motivational content e.g. “ you may be able to get a 
plumbing qualification if you do a course to improve your 
English”  could be dangerous because the system has no 
way of knowing what an individual’s potential might be and 
the resulting content could be highly inaccurate.   

5.3 SkillSum final experiment 
Lastly, we are planning our final experiment in which we 
will evaluate SkillSum to find out if it meets the commercial 
and research goals of the project partners. More specifically, 
these goals are: 

• Basic research: Does SkillSum generate texts that can 
be read and understood by people who have some 
problems with literacy but not severe learning diffi-
culties?  In particular, is the ER linguistic choice 
model making the right microplanning choices for 
such readers? We will show low-skilled readers re-
ports generated with SkillSum using different linguis-
tic choice models, and see how the choice models af-
fect readability. 

• Applied research: Do NLG reports help students to 
understand their strengths and weaknesses, and 
whether their skills are adequate? We will test this 
with two versions of SkillSum (with and without the 
NLG component) with students who wish to do a 
course at an FE college; hence “whether skills are 
adequate”  will be judged relative to the needs of the 
student’s intended course.  

6 Conclusion 
SkillSum is an on-going project that is just starting to make 
some progress on generating readable texts for low-skilled 
readers and there is much more that can and should be done. 
Nevertheless, we would like to think that the choice prefer-
ences we used (Section 3.2) could be practically useful to 
people building systems that produce texts for low-skilled 
readers, and indeed systems that produce texts for the gen-
eral public (since good readers don’ t seem to be affected by 
these choices, there is no harm in using low-skilled prefer-
ences for all readers). We also hope that our work encour-
ages other researchers to think about this topic, as making 
information more accessible to low skill readers would have 
major benefits for society.  
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Abstract
We present three ways in which a natural language
generator that produces textual descriptions of ob-
jects from symbolic information can exploitOWL
ontologies, usingM-PIRO’s multilingual generation
system as a concrete example.

1 Introduction
A strand of work in Natural Language Generation (NLG) has
been devoted to the generation of textual descriptions of ob-
jects from symbolic information in ontologies and databases.
An example of such work isILEX [O’Donnell et al., 2001],
which was demonstrated mostly in the museums domain,
where it could produce personalised English descriptions of
exhibits; the Power system[Daleet al., 1998] is another ex-
ample from the same domain. More recently, theM-PIRO
project [Isard et al., 2003] developed a multilingual exten-
sion of ILEX , which has been tested in a variety of domains,
including museum exhibits and items for sale.1 A major prob-
lem in this and many otherNLG subareas is the difficulty of
obtaining source symbolic information in forms compatible
with the requirements of the language generators. This issue
has mainly been addressed so far by extracting source infor-
mation from structured and semi-structured data[Daleet al.,
1998], and by developing authoring tools that help in the cre-
ation of source information and domain-dependent linguistic
resources. Such tools were developed, for example, inGIST
[Power and Cavallotto, 1996], DRAFTER [Hartley and Paris,
1997], ITRI ’s WYSIWYM systems[Van Deemter and Power,
2003], andM-PIRO [Androutsopouloset al., 2002].

In recent years, considerable effort has been invested in the
Semantic Web, which can be seen as an attempt to develop
mechanisms that will allow computer applications to reason
more easily about the semantics of the resources (documents,
services, etc.) of the Web. A major target is the development
of standard representation formalisms, that will allow ontolo-
gies to be published on the Web and be shared by different

1M-PIRO was anIST project of the European Union. It ran from
2000 to 2003. Its partners were: the University of Edinburgh,ITC-
irst, NCSR “Demokritos”, the National and Kapodistrian University
of Athens, the Foundation of the Hellenic World, and System Simu-
lation. This paper includes additional work, carried out at the Athens
University of Economics and Business andNCSR“Demokritos”.

computer applications. The emerging standard for specifying
ontologies isOWL, an extension ofRDF.2 In NLG systems
that describe objects, pre-existingOWL ontologies can pro-
vide much of the required source information, reducing the
authoring effort and providing a common standard represen-
tation to generate from.3 We discuss the role thatOWL on-
tologies can play inM-PIRO’s authoring process, and report
on progress we made towards extendingM-PIRO’s authoring
tool to supportOWL. We argue that the benefit from using
OWL would be greater, if the ontologies included the domain-
dependent linguistic resources and user modelling informa-
tion thatNLG systems need. This would allow content to be
published on the Sematic Web in the form ofOWL ontologies,
with differentNLG engines acting as browsers responsible for
rendering the content in different natural languages and tai-
loring it to the interests and interaction history of the users.
A challenge for theNLG community, then, is to agree upon
standards on how linguistic resources and user modelling in-
formation should be embedded inOWL ontologies.

Section 2 below introduces brieflyM-PIRO and its author-
ing tool. Section 3 then shows howM-PIRO’s ontologies can
be expressed inOWL, and presents facilities we have added
to the authoring tool to export ontologies inOWL. Among
other benefits, this allows machine-generated texts to be pub-
lished on the Web along with the ontology they were gen-
erated from, and to be annotated withOWL entries that ex-
press their semantics in terms of the ontology, making the
semantics accessible to computer applications. Section 4 sub-
sequently discusses how existingOWL ontologies can be im-
ported into the authoring tool, and the benefits that this brings.
Our import facilities currently support only a subset ofOWL;
part of section 4 is devoted to problems that remain to be
solved. Section 5 focuses on the need to establish standards
to embed linguistic resources and user modelling information
in OWL ontologies, and how this would allowNLG engines
to become the browsers of the Semantic Web. Section 6 con-
cludes and summarises directions for future research.

2 M-PIRO’s authoring tool
M-PIRO’s authoring tool allowsauthors, i.e., persons respon-
sible for portingM-PIRO’s technology to new application do-

2Consult http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-guide/.
3See also[Wilcock, 2003], [Bontcheva and Wilks, 2004].
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Figure 1: AnM-PIRO ontology and a clause plan.

mains, to modify the domain-dependent resources: the ontol-
ogy, some language resources, and the end-user stereotypes.

M-PIRO generates texts from an ontology that provides in-
formation on theentitiesof a domain (e.g., the statues and
artists in a museum), therelationshipsbetween the entities
(e.g., the association of statues with their artists), and the enti-
ties’ attributes(e.g., their names or dimensions). Entities are
not necessarily physical objects; they may be abstract con-
cepts (e.g, historical periods). They are organized in a tax-
onomy ofentity types, as illustrated in Figure 1, where ‘ex-
hibit’ and ‘historical-period’ arebasic entity types, i.e., they
have no super-types. The ‘exhibit’ type is further subdivided
into ‘coin’, ‘statue’, and ‘vessel’. The latter has the sub-types
‘amphora’, ‘kylix’, and ‘lekythos’. Each entity belongs to a
particular type; e.g., ‘exhibit22’ belongs to ‘kylix’, and is,
therefore, also a ‘vessel’ and an ‘exhibit’. For simplicity,M-
PIROadopts single inheritance, i.e., a type may not have more
than one parents, and an entity may not belong to more than
one types.4 This introduces some problems when importing
OWL ontologies; related discussion follows.

Relationships are expressed usingfields. It is possible
to introduce new fields at any entity type, which then be-
come available at all the entities of that type and its subtypes.
In Figure 1, the fields ‘painting-technique-used’, ‘painted-
by’, and ‘potter-is’ are introduced at the type ‘vessel’. (The
top right panel shows the fields of the type selected in the
left panel.) Hence, all entities of type ‘vessel’ and its sub-
types, i.e., ‘amphora’, ‘kylix’, and ‘lekythos’, carry these
fields. Furthermore, entities of type ‘vessel’ inherit the fields
‘creation-period’, ‘current-location’, etc., up to ‘references’,
which are introduced at the ‘exhibit’ type. (The ‘images’ field
is used to associate images with entities.) Thefillers of each
field, i.e., the possible values, must be entities of a particular
type. In Figure 1, the fillers of ‘potter-is’ are of type ‘potter’;
hence, the entities ‘sotades’ and ‘aristos’ are the only possible
values. To represent that a particular ‘vessel’ entity was cre-

4M-PIRO’s core language generator actually supports some forms
of multiple inheritance, but the authoring tool does not.

Figure 2: Source information and the resulting English text.

ated during the classical period by ‘aristos’, one would fill in
that entity’s ‘creation-period’ with ‘classical-period’, and its
‘potter-is’ with ‘aristos’. Figure 2 shows the fields of entity
‘exhibit22’, and the resulting English description.M-PIRO
supports English, Greek, and Italian; descriptions can be gen-
erated in all three languages from the same ontology.

The ‘Many’ column in Figure 1 is used to mark fields
whose values aresetsof fillers of the specified type. In the
‘made-of’ field, this allows the value to be a set of materials
(e.g., gold and silver). It is, thus, possible to represent many-
to-one (e.g., only one material per exhibit) and many-to-many
relationships (many materials per exhibit), but not one-to-one
relationships (e.g., a unique social security code per person).
OWL, in contrast, supports one-to-one relationships.

Fields are also used to representattributesof entities (e.g.,
their names or dimensions). Several built-in data-types are
available (‘string’, ‘number’, ‘date’, etc.), and they are used
to specify the possible values of attribute-denoting fields. The
‘Many’ column also applies to attributes. In Figure 1, the
values of ‘references’ and ‘exhibit-purpose’ are strings. The
two fields are intended to hold canned texts containing bibli-
ographic references and descriptions of what a particular ex-
hibit was used for; e.g., “This statue honours the memory of
Kroissos, a young man who died in battle”. Information can
be stored as canned text in string-valued fields when it is dif-
ficult to represent in symbolic form. The drawback is that
canned texts have to be entered in all three languages.

The authoring tool also allows the authors to specifyuser
types, i.e., types of end-users the texts are intended for (e.g.,
‘average-adult’, ‘child’), andstereotypes. The latter assign,
for each user type, values to parameters that control, for ex-
ample, the length of the texts, or the extent to which aggregat-
ing clauses to form longer sentences is allowed. The stereo-
types also specify how interesting each field is for each user
type; this allows the system to tailor the content of the de-
scriptions to the users’ interests.M-PIRO employs additional
personal user models, where it stores the interaction history
of each particular end-user, allowing, for example, the system
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to generate comparisons to previously seen objects.
M-PIROuses systemic grammars, one for each language, to

convert sentence specifications to surface text. The grammars
can be used in a variety of object description applications
without modifications, and, hence, can be treated as domain-
independent forM-PIRO’s purposes. However, a part of the
lexicon that the grammars employ, known as thedomain-
dependent lexicon, has to be filled in by the authors when the
system is ported to a new application. The domain-dependent
lexicon contains entries for nouns and verbs; when moving to
a new application, it is initially empty. The authors enter the
base forms of the nouns and verbs they wish the system to
use, and there are facilities to generate the other forms au-
tomatically. Noun entries are linked to entity types, to allow,
for example, the system to generate referring noun phrases; in
Figure 1, the entity type ‘vessel’ is associated with the lexicon
entry ‘vessel-noun’ (see the area next to ‘Edit nouns’). The
entries are trilingual; e.g., ‘vessel-noun’ contains the nouns
“vessel”, “αγγει′o”, and “vaso” of the three languages.

For each field and each language, the authors have to pro-
vide at least onemicro-plan, that specifies how the field
can be expressed as a clause in that language. Follow-
ing ILEX , M-PIRO’s primary form of micro-plans areclause
plans, where the author specifies the clause to be generated
in abstract terms, by selecting the verb to be used (from the
domain-dependent lexicon), the voice and tense of the result-
ing clause, etc. As with nouns, verb-entries are trilingual;
e.g., the ‘paint-verb’ entry of the clause plan of Figure 1 con-
tains the base verb forms “paint”, “ζωγραφι′ζω”, and “dipin-
gere”. By default, the entity that carries the field becomes the
subject of the resulting clause, and the filler of the field the
object. The clause plan of Figure 1 leads to clauses like “This
vessel was painted by Eucharides”. Appropriate referring ex-
pressions, e.g., “Eucharides”, “a painter”, “him”, are gener-
ated automatically. Alternatively, micro-plans can be speci-
fied as simplistictemplates, i.e., sequences of canned strings
and automatically generated referring expressions; see[An-
droutsopouloset al., 2002] for details.

Unlike ILEX , M-PIRO allows multiple micro-plans to be
specified per field, and this allows greater variety in the gen-
erated texts. Furthermore, the user stereotypes can be used
to indicate that particular micro-plans are more appropriate
to particular user types, and this allows the system to tailor
the expressions it produces. When planning the text,M-PIRO
attempts to place clauses that convey more interesting fields
towards the beginning of the text. It is also possible for the
authors to specify particular orderings; otherwise,M-PIRO’s
text planner is domain-independent.

3 Exporting M-PIRO ontologies to OWL
M-PIRO’s ontological assumptions are very similar to those
of OWL. As with M-PIRO, OWL assumes there are entity
types, calledclasses, and entities, calledindividuals. M-
PIRO’s fields correspond toOWL’s properties. Relationships
between entities are expressed by definingobject properties,
that map entities to other entities, while attributes of entities
are expressed viadatatype properties, that map entities to lit-
erals of specific datatypes. It is, thus, relatively straightfor-

ward to export anM-PIRO ontology toOWL, as sketched be-
low. There are actually three different versions ofOWL, called
OWL LITE, OWL DL, andOWL FULL, with increasing sophis-
tication. The mapping fromM-PIRO’s ontologies toOWL pro-
duces ontologies inOWL LITE, which can be thought of as a
subset ofOWL DL andOWL FULL.

When exportingM-PIRO ontologies toOWL, entity types
give rise to class definitions; e.g., the ‘vessel’ entity type of
Figure 1 leads to the followingOWL class:
<owl:Class rdf:ID="Vessel">

<rdfs:subClassOf>
<owl:Class rdf:about="#Exhibit" />

</rdfs:subClassOf>
</owl:Class>

Fields are exported asOWL properties; e.g., the ‘painted-
by’ field of Figure 1 leads to the following object property
that associates vessels with painters:
<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="painted-by">

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Vessel" />
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="#Painter" />

</owl:ObjectProperty>

The ‘exhibit-purpose’ field of Figure 1 leads to the following
datatype property, that associates exhibits with strings:
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:ID="exhibit-purpose">

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#Exhibit" />
<rdfs:range rdf:resource=

"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string" />
</owl:DatatypeProperty>

Entities map toOWL individuals, as with statue ‘exhibit42’
below. String-valued fields, like ‘exhibit-purpose’, lead to
properties with separate values per language.
<Statue rdf:ID="exhibit42">

<current-location rdf:resource="#acropolis-museum" />
<creation-period rdf:resource="#archaic-period" />
<exhibit-purpose xml:lang="EN">This statue honours the

memory of Kroissos, a... </exhibit-purpose>
<exhibit-purpose xml:lang="IT">Questa...</exhibit-purpose>
<exhibit-purpose xml:lang="GRC">...</exhibit-purpose>
...

</Statue>

One problem we have encountered is thatOWL provides
no mechanism to specify default values of properties. InM-
PIRO, it is possible to introduce ageneric entityper entity
type, and the values of its fields are used as default values of
all the entities in that type. For example, one could specify
that kouroi, a kind of statue, were made in the archaic pe-
riod, by introducing a ‘generic-kouros’ entity, similar to the
‘generic-kylix’ of Figure 1, and filling its ‘creation-period’
with ‘archaic-period’. This would save us from having to
specify the creation period of each individual kouros; their
‘creation-period’ fields would be left empty. It is also possi-
ble to override default information: to specify that a particular
kouros was created during the classical period, perhaps the art
of an eccentric classical sculptor, one would fill its ‘creation-
period’ with ‘classical-period’, and this would licence texts
like “Kouroi were created during the archaic period. How-
ever, this kouros was created during the classical period”. We
export generic entities as ordinaryOWL individuals, but use
a special prefix in their identifiers, which allowsM-PIRO’s
system to assign them special status when reloading the on-
tology. Another system, however, that relies only onOWL’s
official semantics would have no way to realize that such in-
dividuals should be assigned special status.
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A second problem is that some ofM-PIRO’s datatypes
(e.g., dates) do not correspond exactly toOWL’s recom-
mended datatypes. We have defined new datatypes inOWL,
using XML SCHEMA, that correspond exactly toM-PIRO’s
datatypes, and we currently use those in the exported ontolo-
gies instead of the recommendedOWL datatypes. We hope
to modify M-PIRO’s datatypes to correspond exactly to the
recommended ones in future versions ofM-PIRO’s system.

The mapping fromM-PIRO ontologies toOWL that we
sketched above has been fully implemented, and it now al-
lows the authoring tool to export its ontologies inOWL. Apart
from allowing other systems to reuseM-PIRO’s ontologies,
the mapping also opens up the possibility of generating object
descriptions in both human-readable and machine readable
forms. Every natural language description thatM-PIRO pro-
duces can in principle also be rendered in a machine-readable
form consisting ofOWL individuals, this time using the map-
ping to translate intoOWL the parts of the ontology that the
system has decided to convey. For example, the English de-
scription of Figure 2 can be rendered inOWL as:

<Kylix rdf:ID="exhibit22">
<creation-period rdf:resource="#archaic-period />
<painting-technique-used

rdf:resource="#red-figure-technique />
<painted-by rdf:resource="#eucharides />
...

</Kylix>

M-PIRO’s generator might have also included in the resulting
text information deriving from the fields of the painter, e.g.,
the city the painter was born in, or other entities mentioned in
the text. In that case, theOWL rendering of the description’s
content would include additional individuals, such as:

<Painter rdf:ID="eucharides">
<painter-city rdf:resource="#athens" />
...

</Painter>

In the machine-readable forms of the descriptions, theOWL
individuals would include only properties corresponding to
fields the generator has decided to convey, unlike when ex-
porting the full ontology. That is, theOWL individuals may
not include properties corresponding to fields deemed unin-
teresting for the particular end-user, or fields that have already
been conveyed; e.g., the painter’s city may have already been
conveyed when describing another work of the same artist.

It is thus possible to annotate the generated texts withOWL
individuals representing their semantics. This would allow
computer applications (e.g., Web agents visiting the site of
a retailer that generates product descriptions usingM-PIRO’s
technology) to reason about the semantics of the texts (e.g,
locate items of interest). Alternatively, it is possible to de-
fine user types for both human users (e.g., ‘expert’, ‘average-
adult’) and artificial agents acting for users of different in-
terests and expertise (e.g., ‘agent-expert’, ‘agent-average-
adult’), and produce human-readable or machine-readable
descriptions depending on the user type (inM-PIRO’s demon-
strators, there is a login stage where visitors select their
types). TheOWL ontology without its individuals (classes
and properties only) can also be published on the Web to help
the agents’ developers figure out the structure and semantics
of theOWL individuals their agents may encounter.

4 Importing OWL ontologies
When portingM-PIRO’s system to a new domain, much of
the authoring effort is devoted to defining entity types, and
the fields that express attributes and relationships. This is a
time-consuming process, partly because the ontology often
has to be reshaped as more experience about the domain is
gained. If a well-thoughtOWL ontology about the domain al-
ready exists, as will be the case with the gradual expansion
of the Semantic Web, the authoring can be accelerated by im-
porting the existing ontology into the authoring tool. There-
after, the authors can focus on adding the necessary domain-
dependent linguistic resources (micro-plans, lexicon entries,
etc.), setting up the user stereotypes, and populating the on-
tology with entities that were not already present in the im-
ported one. For the latter, we have developed software that
allows the authoring tool to construct entities automatically
from data in relational databases viaODBC; the authors only
need to establish a mapping between the fields of the entity
types and the attributes of the database’s relations.

As already mentioned, there are three versions ofOWL
(OWL LITE, OWL DL, OWL FULL) with increasing sophisti-
cation. The mapping fromM-PIRO’s ontologies toOWL of
the previous section uses only a subset ofOWL LITE. Hence,
importing an arbitraryOWL ontology, as opposed to anOWL
ontology exported by the authoring tool, is not simply a mat-
ter of following the inverse mapping of the previous section.
Below we highlight the problems that arise when importing
arbitrary OWL LITE ontologies, to offer a taste of the work
that remains to be carried out to makeM-PIRO’s system fully
compatible withOWL LITE. We also point to some additional
problems that arise when one moves on toOWL DL andOWL
FULL. The discussion is based on experiments we conducted
with more than a dozen of existingOWL ontologies.5

One of the main difficulties is thatOWL (all versions) al-
lows multiple inheritance, whileM-PIRO does not (section
2). Importing an ontology with multiple inheritance currently
causes the process to fail. The need for multiple inheritance
has also been noted by authors, who often encounter cases
where, for example, a person has to be categorized as both
painter and potter. We hope to support multiple inheritance
in future versions; this requires, among others, modifications
in how the ontology is presented in the authoring tool.

Another problem is thatOWL (all versions) supports prop-
erty inheritance. For example, there may be a property ‘is-
player-of’, used to represent the relationship between soccer
players and their teams, and another property ‘is-goalkeeper-
of’, that associates goalkeepers with their teams. The latter
is a subproperty of the former, in the sense that ifX is the
goalkeeper ofY , thenX is also a player ofY . The import
facilities of the authoring tool currently ignore subproperty
inheritance, because there is no corresponding notion inM-
PIRO’s ontologies; i.e., the two properties would be treated
as unrelated. Subproperty inheritance, however, could help
the generator avoid expressing information that follows from
other information it has already conveyed; e.g., if a user has
been told thatX is the goalkeeper ofY , avoid saying thatX
is also a player ofY . We hope to extendM-PIRO’s model

5See http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/ontologies.html.
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with subproperty inheritance in future work.
A further complication is thatOWL LITE allows the range

of possible values of a property to be the intersection of sev-
eral classes, while inM-PIRO’s model the values of each field
must come from a single, named entity type. A possible solu-
tion is to create automatically a new entity type inM-PIRO’s
ontology for each intersection in theOWL ontology, but this
leads back to the single inheritance problem, because the in-
tersection has to inherit from all the intersected types. This
problem is more acute inOWL DL andOWL FULL, where sev-
eral set operations (e.g., union, complement) between classes
are allowed when specifying the ranges of properties.

In OWL it is also possible to refine a property’s range.
For example, an ontology may specify that individuals of
the class ‘product’ have a property ‘made-by’, which asso-
ciates them with individuals of the class ‘manufacturer’; there
would be anrdfs:range in the definition of ‘product’ set-
ting the range of ‘made-by’ to ‘manufacturer’. We may then
wish to specify that individuals of ‘automobile’, a subclass
of ‘product’, accept as values of ‘made-by’ only individu-
als of ‘automobile-manufacturer’, a subclass of ‘manufac-
turer’. There are mechanisms inOWL (all versions) to state
this (allValuesFrom tag), but there is no equivalent mech-
anism inM-PIRO’s ontological model. We currently ignore
range refinements when importingOWL ontologies, but this
has the risk that authors may violate refinements (e.g., when
adding individuals), creating ontologies that are no longer
compatible with the imported ones.6 Additional work is
needed to supportOWL’s (all versions)someValuesFrom ,
which allows stating that in set-valued properties (cf.M-
PIRO’s ‘Many’ column) at least one of the elements of each
set-value should belong to a particular class. A further mech-
anism in OWL DL and OWL FULL (hasValue tag) allows
specifying that all the individuals of a class have a particu-
lar value at some of their properties; e.g., that all wines of
class ‘burgundy’ have ‘dry’ taste. Such information can be
imported intoM-PIRO’s generic entities (Section 3), though
the correspondence is not exact, as generic entities carry de-
fault information that may be overridden.

As already pointed out (Section 1),M-PIRO does not al-
low relationships or attributes to be declared as one-to-one.
In contrast,OWL (all versions) provides appropriate facili-
ties, as well as facilities to declare properties (relationships
or attributes) as transitive, symmetric, or the inverse of an-
other one. All such declarations are currently ignored when
importing OWL ontologies; again, this has the risk that the
authors may modify the ontologies in ways that are incom-
patible with the ignored declarations. An additional problem
in OWL FULL is that classes can be used as individuals, allow-
ing the use of relationships to associate classes, as opposed to
individuals; this violatesM-PIRO’s current ontological model.

It should be clear, then, that there are still issues to be re-
solved inM-PIRO’s ontological assumptions to makeM-PIRO
fully compatible withOWL LITE, and there are additional dif-
ficulties with OWL DL andOWL FULL. As discussed above,
however, most of the necessary improvements appear to be

6ILEX andM-PIRO’s core generation engine provide some sup-
port for such refinements, butM-PIRO’s authoring tool does not.

within reach, at least forOWL LITE. Overall, it appears rea-
sonable to conclude that future versions ofNLG systems like
M-PIRO’s will be able to exploit fullyOWL ontologies.

5 Towards semantic browsers
We have so far proposed two ways in whichOWL ontologies
can be exploited in systems likeM-PIRO’s: first, the gener-
ated texts can be accompanied byOWL specifications of their
semantics, with anOWL ontology establishing the semantic
vocabulary; and, second, existingOWL ontologies can be im-
ported, to accelerate the authoring. In both cases, the on-
tologies are linked to domain-dependent language resources
(micro-plans, lexicon entries, etc.) and user stereotypes (the
interest of each field per user type, etc.), but these additional
resources are not parts of theOWL ontologies: when export-
ing M-PIRO ontologies toOWL, the authoring tool produces
additional proprietaryXML files that contain the domain-
dependent language resources and stereotypes; and when im-
porting OWL ontologies developed by others, the additional
resources have to be filled in by the authors. We argue below
that agreeing upon standards on how the additional resources
could be embedded inOWL ontologies would allowNLG sys-
tems likeM-PIRO to play a central role in the Semantic Web.

Note, first, that it is possible to represent inOWL M-PIRO’s
domain-dependent linguistic resources and user stereotypes.
For example, micro-plans could be treated as individuals of
a class ‘Microplan’ with subclasses ‘ClausePlan’ and ‘Tem-
plate’. In a similar manner, there would be a class ‘Voice’
with individuals ‘active’ and ‘passive’, and similarly for
tenses, genders, supported languages, etc. There would also
be a class ‘LexiconEntry’ with subclasses ‘VerbEntry’ and
‘NounEntry’, and individuals corresponding to the entries
of the domain-dependent lexicon. (Classes corresponding to
language resources could be grouped under a ‘LinguisticRe-
source’ super-class.) Then, for example, the English micro-
plan of Figure 1 would roughly be represented inOWL as:
<ClausePlan rdf:ID="painted-by-mp1-en">

<for-property rdf:resource="#painted-by" />
<for-language rdf:resource="#english" />
<use-verb rdf:resource="#paint-verb" />
<use-voice rdf:resource="#passive" />
<use-tense rdf:resource="#past" />
<use-preposition>by</use-preposition>

</ClausePlan>

Similarly, the English part of the trilingual lexicon entry
‘vessel-noun’ could roughly be represented inOWL as:
<NounEntry rdf:ID="vessel-noun-en">

<lexicon-entry-id>vessel-noun</lexicon-entry>
<for-language rdf:resource="#english" />
<refers-to-class rdf:resource="#vessel" />
<base-form>vase</base-form />
<has-gender rdf:resource="#neuter" />
...

</NounEntry>

One complication is that we need to establish mappings
from micro-plans to the properties (fields) they can express,
and this requires using property names as values of other
properties. This can be seen in the micro-plan above, where
we used the property (field) name ‘painted-by’ as the value of
property ‘for-property’ to signal that the micro-plan can ex-
press ‘painted-by’. Using property names as values of proper-
ties, however, requiresOWL FULL. There is a similar problem
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with noun entries, which have to be associated with classes
(entity types) they can refer to: in the noun entry above, we
used the class name ‘vessel’ as the value of property ‘refers-
to-class’. Using class names as values of properties again
requiresOWL FULL. Similar problems arise with stereotypes.

We are currently exploring howM-PIRO’s domain-
dependent language resources and stereotypes can be best
embedded inOWL ontologies. This embedding will lead to
‘language-enabled’ ontologies, that will include all the re-
sources a system likeM-PIRO needs to render the ontologies
in several natural languages. This opens up another possibil-
ity for publishing content on the Semantic Web: a site could
publish only its language-enabled ontology (including the in-
dividuals that correspond, for example, to the items it sells),
and theNLG technology to render the ontology in natural
language could take the form of a browser plug-in. When
visiting a site of this kind, a human user would be initially
presented with an inventory of objects that can be described
(e.g., product thumbnails). Selecting an object would trans-
mit to the browser the ontology or its relevant parts, and it
would be the responsibility of theNLG plug-in to produce
an appropriate description in the user’s language and tailor it
to the user’s type and interaction history. If theNLG com-
munity could establish standards for language-enabled on-
tologies, there could be differentNLG plug-ins by different
makers, perhaps each specialising in particular languages and
user types, in the same way that there are different browsers
for HTML . There could also be a market for developers of
language-enabled ontologies for particular sectors (e.g., mu-
seums, retailers of computer equipment), who would sell
their ontologies to organisations wishing to publish content
in those sectors. The client organisations would only need to
populate the ontologies with their own individuals (e.g., ex-
hibits, products), possibly by reusing databases, and publish
them at their sites. Artificial agents would interact directly
with the ontologies of the various sites, invoking their own
NLG plug-ins to report their findings in natural language.

Establishing standards is, of course, far from trivial. For
example, differentNLG systems may require very different
domain-dependent language resources, or make different as-
sumptions on which resources are domain-dependent or inde-
pendent. Nevertheless, we believe it is worth trying to move
towards this direction, as there are large potential gains for
both theNLG community and the users of the emerging Se-
mantic Web. Furthermore, the effort to establish standards
should proceed in cooperation with other fields that could ex-
ploit language-enabled ontologies. For example, the associ-
ation between entity types and noun entries can be used for
query expansion in information retrieval; and the association
between micro-plans and ontology fields can be useful in in-
formation extraction systems that populate ontologies.

6 Conclusions and future work

We have presented three ways in which anNLG system that
generates object descriptions from symbolic information can
exploit OWL ontologies, usingM-PIRO’s system as an exam-
ple. First, theNLG system’s source symbolic information can
be exported in the form of anOWL ontology. Apart from

enabling otherOWL-aware systems to reuse the source infor-
mation, this allows the generated texts to be accompanied by
OWL descriptions of their semantics, with theOWL ontology
establishing the semantic vocabulary. Thus, the semantics of
the generated texts become fully accessible to computer ap-
plications, such as Web agents. Second, when porting the
NLG system to a new domain, it is possible to import a pre-
existing OWL ontology, saving a significant amount of ef-
fort. Third, it is possible to embed inOWL ontologies all the
domain-dependent language resources and user modelling in-
formation thatNLG systems likeM-PIRO’s need. This would
allow Web sites that carry information about objects to pub-
lish their content solely in the form ofOWL ontologies, pass-
ing the responsibility of generating natural language descrip-
tions to NLG browser plug-ins. The latter requires theNLG
community to develop appropriate standards.

We hope that future work will address the remaining in-
compatibilities betweenM-PIRO’s technology andOWL. We
also plan to explore more fully howNLG engines could be-
come central components of the Semantic Web’s browsers,
and release prototypes that will demonstrate these ideas.
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Abstract

Instructional texts consist of sequences of instruc-
tions designed in order to reach an objective. The
author or the generator of instructional texts must
follow a number of principles to guarantee that the
text is of any use. Similarly, a user must follow
step by step the instructions in order to reach the
results expected. In this paper, we explore facets of
instructional texts: general prototypical structures,
rhetorical structure and natural argumentation. Our
study is based on an extensive corpus study with
the aim of generating such texts.

1 Introduction
Instructional texts, also equivalently called procedural texts,
consist of a sequence of instructions, designed with some ac-
curacy in order to reach an objective (e.g. assemble a com-
puter). Procedural texts explain how to realize a certain goal
by means of actions which are at least partially temporally
organized.

Procedural texts often exhibit a quite complex rational and
’irrational’ structure, outlining different ways to realize some-
thing, with arguments, advices, conditions, hypothesis, pref-
erences, evaluations, user stimulations, etc. They also often
contain a number of recommendations, warnings, and com-
ments of various sorts.

Another feature is that procedural texts tend to minimize
the distance between language and action. Plans to realize a
goal are made as immediate and explicit as necessary, the ob-
jective being to reduce the inferences that the user will have
to make before acting, and therefore potential errors or mis-
understandings.

In our perspective, procedural texts range from appar-
ently simple cooking receipes to large maintenance manuals
(whose paper versions are measured in tons e.g. for aircraft
maintenance). They also include documents as diverse as
teaching texts, medical notices, social behavior recommen-
dations, directions for use, assembly notices, do-it-yourself
notices, itinerary guides, advice texts, savoir-faire guides etc.
Procedural texts obey more or less to a number of structural
criteria, which may depend on the author’s writing abilities
and on traditions associated with a given domain. There is
obviously a big contrast between maintenance manuals and

people magazines which both contains such texts. Procedu-
ral texts can be regulatory, procedural, programmatory, pre-
scriptive, injunctive, or may introduce advices (for social of
psychological behavior) [1].

The study we present in this paper has three main goals:
� First, to be able to accurately respond in natural lan-

guage to
�������

(procedural) questions. Procedural
question answering systems are much of interest both
to large public via the web, and to more technical staff
for example to query large textual databases dedicated
to various types of procedures [6].

� Next, to be able to select the best text (assuming a single
text is selected as a response) w.r.t. the user profile when
there are several responses (a frequent phenomenon on
the Web),

� Finally, and for the long term, to be able to merge proce-
dural texts or fragments of procedural texts to construct
an optimal text, in terms of level of detail, illustration,
etc. Integrating texts is obviouly a long-term challenge.

This paper basically relates the structure of procedural texts
as they are in French. English translations of examples are
just glosses, they are given when space constraints permit.
We believe that besides language realization variants, most of
the characteristics we present here are language neutral. This
study is based on an extensive corpus study, within a language
production perspective. This approach allows us to integrate
logical, linguistic (e.g. [17], [5]) and philosophical views of
argumentation.

In this paper we first introduce some elements of a general
typology of procedural texts, outlining the number of com-
ponents, rational and irrational, that compose them. We then
give the most important structural elements, and the rhetorical
structure that characterizes the relations between elements.
Finally, we focus on argumentation, a major dimension of
procedural texts and we briefly present the forms of argu-
ments which are the most important, and under what con-
straints they can be generated.

2 State of the art
2.1 General typology
Procedural texts have been studied in psycholinguistic, lin-
guistic and didactic circles. We briefly survey various ap-
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proaches here, outlining elements of interest for our objec-
tives.

Under the heading of procedural texts, there is a quite large
diversity of texts. J.M. Adam [1] notices the variability of
judgments in procedural text categorization. Texts can, for
example, be grouped into families according to their main
objectives and style. We have, for example:
� regulatory texts [16] that characterize expected be-

haviours,
� procedural texts [13] defined as rather liear sets of in-

structions,
� ’programmatory’ texts [11] which include receipes, mu-

sical scores and architectory plan, identifie how knowl-
edge from an expert is transferred via these texts to
users who are expected to follow strictly the instructions
which are given.

� instructional-prescriptive texts [21], where a quite de-
tailed analysis of temporal and event structures is carried
out,

� injunctive texts, where [2] show the form and style used
in short notices that relate e.g. fire instructions, security
measures, etc.,

� advice texts [14], which include advice texts of various
sorts, such as those found in large public magazines.

� receipe texts [18], which is a domain quite well-studied,
for example in language generation.

Despite their goals, all these forms share common struc-
tures: specification of goals, description of lists of pre-
requisites to reach the goal, and description of sequences
of instructions. They also share common stylistic forms,
e.g. preferences for imperative forms, and a number of ty-
pographic elements such as enumerations.

2.2 Informational content
Two works will be used as the starting point of the develop-
ment of the discursive structure of procedural texts that we
have elaborated (see section 3.). G.R. Bieger [7] propose
a taxonomy of the contents of instructions in 9 points: in-
ventory (objects and concepts used), description (of objects
and concepts), operational (information that suggest the agent
how to realize an action), spatial (spatial data about the ac-
tions), contextual, covariance (of actions, which evolve in
conjunction), temporal, qualificative (manners, limits of an
information), emphatic (redirects attention to another action).

One of the main works in Computational Linguistics is due
to [12]. She isolated 9 main structures or operations, called
semantic elements from corpus analysis:

1. sequential operations: a necessary action that the agent
must realize,

2. object attribute: description meant to help understand
the action to realize,

3. material conditions: environment in which an action
must be carried out,

4. effects: consequences of the realization of a group of
operations on the world,

5. influences: explain why and how and operation must be
realized,

6. co-temporal operations: expresses synchronization of
operations,

7. options: optional operations,

8. preventions: describes actions to be avoided,

9. possible operations: possible operations to do in the fu-
ture.

She also identified 7 rhetorical relations (sequence, c-
condition, elaboration, goal, result, manner, concurrence)
which present those semantic elements. She positionned her
work on automatic text generation : how to select the infor-
mation and how to present it into a coherent text.

2.3 Argumentation

Procedural texts are specific forms of discourse, satisfying
constraints of economy of means, accuracy, etc. They are
in general based on a specific discursive logic, made up of
presuppositions, causes and consequences, goals, inductions,
warnings, anaphoric networks, etc., and more psychological
elements (e.g. to stimulate a user). The goal is to optimize a
logical sequencing of instructions and make the user feel safe
and confident with respect to the goal(s) he wants to achieve
(e.g. clean an oil filter, learn how to organize a customer
meeting).

Procedural texts, from this point of view, can be analyzed
not only just as sequences of mere instructions, but as effi-
cient, one-way (i.e. no contradiction, no negotiation) argu-
mentative discourses, designed to help a user to reach a goal,
making the best decisions (see e.g. [3], [4]). This type of dis-
course contains a number of facets, which are all associated
in a way to argumentation. Given a certain goal, it is also
of much interest to compare or contrast the means used by
different authors, possibly for different audiences.

In most types of procedural texts, in particular social be-
havior, communication, etc. procedural discourse has two
dimensions: an explicative component, constructed around
rational and objective elements, and a seduction component
whose goal is (1) to encourage the user, (2) to help him re-
vise his opinions, (3) to enrich the goals and the purposes, by
outlining certain properties or qualities or consequences of a
certain action or prevention.

Producing explanations is a rather synthetic activity whose
goal is to use the elements introduced by knowledge ex-
plicitation mechanisms to induce generalizations, subsump-
tions, deductions, relations between objects or activities and
the goals to reach. This is particularly visible in the lexical
choices made and in the choice of some constructions, includ-
ing typographic; procedural discourse is basically interactive:
it communicates, teaches, justifies, explains, warns, forbids,
stimulates, evaluates.

Let us finally note a few NLG-oriented papers centered on
the generation of arguments such as [22], which focus on
generic types of arguments (ad absurdum, from cases, etc.)
and [8].
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3 A Discursive analysis of procedural texts

The complexity of procedural texts leads us to proceed very
gradually in the study of their structure before being able to
produce even simple such texts. At an intermediate level, re-
sponding in natural language to

� ��� �
questions, using un-

derspecified templates is an interesting step which can be
evaluated.

We collected a corpus of procedural texts from which we
extracted the main structure via the design of a grammar.
The corpus contains several types of procedural texts: re-
ceipes, maintenance manuals, medical notices, assembly, ad-
vice texts, etc. The grammar was enriched as the analysis
progresses. Finally a second corpus was gathered to conduct a
manual evaluation of the grammar. An annotation tool based
on the grammar and on related marks has been developped in
order to automatically evaluate on larger samples. The struc-
tures reported below essentially correspond to (1) the organi-
zation of the informational contents: how tasks are planned,
according to goals and subgoals, and (2) to the argumentative
strategies used (planning, progression of tasks, warnings, ad-
vices, evaluations, etc.). General principles of argumentative
discourse are given e.g. in [9].

In what follows, parentheses express optionality, + it-
eration, the comma is just a separator with no temporal
connotation a priori, / is an or and the operator � indicates
a preferred precedence. Each symbol corresponds to an
XML-tag, allowing us to annotate procedural texts,.

The top node is termed objective:
objective � title, (summary), (warning)+, (pre-

requisites), (picture)+ � instruction sequences.

summary � title+
Summary describes the global organization of the procedure,
it may be useful when procedures are complex (summary can
be a set of hyper-links, often pointing to titles).

warning � text , (picture)+, (pre-requisites).

pre-requisites � list of objects, instruction sequences.
Pre-requisites describe all kinds of equipments needed to
realize the action (e.g. the different constituents of a receipe)
and preparatory actions. It may also include presuppositions
on the user profile and abilities.

picture describes a sequence of charts and/or schemas
of various sorts. They often interact with instructions by e.g.
making them more clear.

Instruction sequences is structured as follows:
instruction sequences � instseq � discursive con-

nector � instruction sequences / instseq.

instseq is then of one of four main types below:
instseq � (goal), imperative linear sequence / (goal),

optional sequence / (goal), alternative sequence / (goal),
imperative co-temporal sequence.
Goal may contain, besides the target itself motivations,

manners, references etc.

Each type of instruction sequence is defined as follows:
imperative linear sequence � instruction � (tempo-

ral mark), imperative linear sequence/ instruction. (e.g.
inspect carefully if the filter is clean and then open the valve)

optional sequence � conditional expression, imper-
ative linear sequence. (e.g. if you prefer a stronger flavor,
add curry powder and cream.)

alternative sequence � (conditional expression),
(argument) imperative linear sequence, (alternative-
opposition mark) � instseq / (conditional expression,
instseq)+. (e.g. if you can locate the COM1 port, then ...
otherwise, or if you wish to be more cautious or cannot
locate it, dismount ....).

imperative co-temporal sequence � imperative
linear sequence � co-temporal mark, � imperative
co-temporal sequence / instruction.
A co-temporal sequence relates instructions which must be
realized at the same time.

Finally, Instruction is the lower level and has the following
structure, with recursion on objective:

instruction � (iterative expression), action, (ref-
erence)+, (goal)+, (manner)+, (motivation), (limit),
(picture)+, (warning) / objective.
Instructions can be complex since they may contain their own
goals, warnings and pictures. If an instruction is complex it
is analyzed as an objective.

As an illustration, the annotation of an alternative sequence
which is analysed as ”embedded conditions” is given, page 4.

3.1 Rhetorical structures
Rhetorical structures play several roles in our approach. They
first give a semantics to the discursive structure syntax given
above. They also contribute to enhancing the production of
well-designed responses [12]. They are also useful, as shall
be seen below, to allow for the integration of procedural texts
dealing with similar objectives or goals, but this is an ex-
tremely difficult task. Finally, they are used to answer ques-
tions with a higher accuracy by clearly identifying e.g. in-
struments (for the instrumental how), risks (via the warnings)
and equipment needed (via the prerequisites).

The RST [15] is a descriptive theory that specifies 23 pos-
sible relations showing how two portions of a text are linked.
Previous work on procedural texts [12], [20], [19], used lim-
ited RST relations and suggested additional relations that fit
procedural texts, which we use for our own analysis (limit, al-
ternative, concurrence). We identified 16 rhetorical relations
among which we introduced 6 new relations from our corpora
analysis:
� Option: is considered when an action depends on the

existence of a conditional situation. Note that this rela-
tion can also link two sequential actions, where one is
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Figure 1: An example of an annotated alternative se-
quence

compulsory and the other depends on the subject will or
on the situation itself (steam the fish for 10 minutes and
put it 5 minutes in the oven if you want it to turn brown).

� Reference: holds between an action and a segment
which provides the localisation (in the text or in related
texts via hyperlink) of the detailed procedure, (remove
the reductor (see page 18)); This relation occurs also be-
tween the summary (which contains the subgoals of the
global objective) and the related instruction sequences.

� Prevention: is usually a relation between an action and
its warnings. Satellites include expressions such as: be
careful not to ..., and ’don’t’ expressions (cut the wood
planks, don’t draw any line!).

� Prerequisites: occur between an action or an objective
and a list of of entities and instruments or a set of ac-
tions without which the action or the objective cannot be
realized (changing a car wheel : to change a wheel is
not difficult, with the proviso of having in one’s car the
good tools : wheel brace, jack, clean rag, torch (if dark),
warning triangle).

� Concurrence: occurs between two rival co-temporal ac-
tions (to choose the best computer, run the program A on
Mac, at the same time run the program B on PC. If Mac
detects the component before the PC, then use Mac, oth-
erwise use PC).

� Development: allows for the identification of the pro-
cedure and sub-procedures in a text. It usually links the
titles or the goals to the instruction sequences.

The chart below summarizes, for the rhetorical relations
we use, the elements in our grammar which are involved.

Rhetorical kernel-sattelite
relations or multi-kernel pairs
Sequence Instruction-imperative linear sequence

Instruction sequence - instseq
Result Goal-imperative linear sequence

Goal-optional sequence
Goal-alternative sequence
Goal-imperative co-temporal sequence
Instruction-imperative linear sequence
Goal-action

Purpose Imperative linear sequence - goal
Optional sequence - goal
Alternative sequence- goal
Imperative co-temporal sequence - goal
Action - goal

Evaluation Goal-imperative linear sequence
Goal-optional sequence
Goal-alternative sequence
Goal-imperative co-temporal sequence
Goal-action

Limit Action - limit
Alternative Imperative linear sequenc - instruction sequence

Instruction sequence - instseq
Means Action - manner
Reference Action - reference

Summary - Instruction Sequences
Prerequisites Title-prerequisites
Option Optional expression-imperative linear sequence

Instruction sequence - instseq
Prevention Title-warning

Action - warning
Condition Imperative linear sequence -

optional expression
Imperative linear sequence -
conditional expression
Instruction sequence - instseq

Concurrence Imperative linear sequence -
imperative co-temporal sequence

Co-occurrence Imperative linear sequence -
imperative co-temporal sequence

Motivation Action - motivation
Development Goal - imperative linear sequence

Goal - optional sequence
Goal - alternative sequence
Goal - imperative co-temporal sequence
Goal - action
Title - instruction sequences
Summary - instruction sequences

4 Argumentation in procedural texts
Argumentation is found in the expression of procedural text
objectives, in the expression of disjunction, alternatives,
warnings, and within instructions.

Let us review here the four major forms of arguments we
frequently found in corpora. We outline here the main con-
ceptual and syntactic structures that characterize each of these
forms. Verb classes referred to are in general those specified
in WordNet [10]:
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� ’Objective or goal’ arguments: are the most usual
ones. They usually introduce a set of instructions or
more locally an instruction. Their target is the ”goal”
symbol of the grammar. They basically introduce
causality between a goal and the set of instructions that
realize it. The abstract schemas are the following: (1)
purpose connector-infinitive verb, (2) causal connector-
deverbal and (3) titles.

– purpose connectors : pour, afin de, etc. (to, in order
to) (e.g. to remove the bearings, for lubrification of
the universal joint shafts).

– titles : infinitive verbs or deverbals (e.g. engine dis-
mount).

� Prevention arguments: embedded either in a ’positive’
or a ’negative’ formulation. Their role is basically to ex-
plain and to justify. Negative formulation is easy to iden-
tify: there are prototypical expressions that introduce the
arguments. Negative formulation follows the abstract
schemas : (1) negative causal connector-infinitive risk
verbs; (2) causal connector-modal +VP(negative polar-
ity, infinitive); (3) negative causal mark-risk verb class
VP; (4) causal connector-VP(with negation); (5) causal
connector-prevention verb.

– negative causal connectors: sous peine de, sinon,
car sinon, sans quoi, etc. (otherwise, under the risk
of) (e.g. sous peine d’attaquer la teinte du bois).

– risk verb class: risquer, causer, nuire, commettre
etc. (e.g. pour ne pas commettre d’erreur).

– prevention verbs: éviter, prévenir, etc. (e.g. afin
d’éviter que la carte se déchausse lorsqu’on la
visse au châssis, gloss: in order to prevent the card
from skipping off its rack).

– causal connector and negation: de facon à ne pas,
pour ne pas, pour que ... ne ...pas etc. (in order not
to) (e.g. pour ne pas le rendre brillant, gloss: in
order not to make it too bright).

– modal VP: pouvoir, pouvoir-être (e.g. car il peut
être usé prématurément par la défaillance d’un
autre, gloss: because it may be prematurely worn
due to the failure of another component).

Positive formulation marks are the same as for the first
category of arguments described above. We have the
following abstract schemas: (1) purpose mark-infinitive
verb; (2) causal subordination mark-subordinate propo-
sition, (3) causal mark-proposition:

– purpose marks: afin de, pour (so as to, for).
– causal marks: car, c’est pourquoi etc. (e.g. car

ceux-ci sont les plus délicats).
– causal subordination marks: afin que, pour que, etc.

(so that, for).
– the verbs encountered are usually of conservative

type : conserver, maintenir, etc.

To discriminate arguments using purpose marks from
those of the first class, we can use a reformulation crite-
rion. Positive prevention arguments can be reformulated

to a negative form using negative causal connectors or
verbal inferences (e.g. afin que la semence adhère bien
au sol � car sinon la semence n’adhèrera pas au sol
(gloss: in order for the crop to adhere to the ground /
otherwise the crop will not adhere to the ground)).

� Performing arguments: These arguments are less
imperative than the others, they are rather advices,
evaluations. The corresponding abstract schemas
are: (1) causal connector-performing NP; (2) causal
connector-performing verb; (3) causal connector-modal-
performing verb; (4) performing proposition.

– performing verbs: e.g. permettre, améliorer, etc.
(allow, improve).

– performing NP: e.g. Pour une meilleure finition;
pour des raisons de performances.

– performing proposition: e.g. Have small bills. It’s
easier to tip and to pay your fare that way.

� Threatening arguments: These arguments have a
strong impact on the user’s intention to realize the in-
struction provided, the instruction is made compulsory
by using this kind of argument. This is the injuctive
form. It follows the following schema: (1) otherwise
connector-consequence proposition; (2) otherwise nega-
tive expression-consequence proposition

– otherwise connectors: sinon.
– otherwise negative expression: si ... ne ...pas... (e.g.

si vous ne le faites pas, nous le périmerons automa-
tiquement après trois semaines en ligne, if you do
not do it, we will revoke it immediately).

Besides these four main types of arguments, we found
some forms of stimulation-evaluation (what you only have
to do now...), and evaluation.

5 Injunctive forms
Let us now say a few words about interesting syntactic and
morphological characteristics. First, we found no sign of au-
thor positioning: there is no use of personal pronoun like ’I’
or ’We’. However, the author’s enunciation is made visible in
French by the use of imperative and infinitive verbal forms.
The most important form is certainly the injunctive discourse.
It characterizes certain modalities of discourse: orders, pre-
ventions, warnings, avoidances, advices. These all have a
strong volitive and deontic dimension.

Injunctive discourse shows how the author of an procedural
text imposes his point of view to the user. The goal is that
the user knows how to execute it in a way as explicit and
less ambiguous as possible. The user is assumed to have the
required competences to realize it.

Procedural texts are an example of a logic of action. In-
junction is particularly frequent in cooking receipes, security
notices, etc. Its strength is measured via the illocutionary
force of the statement. In general we observed that infini-
tive or imperative modes are used in French. Some examples
of injunction forms are given below, from which we could
construct dedicated NLG templates:
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� infinitive: Mettre la poudre dans le verre (put the powder
in the glass).

� imperative: Enlevez la bague supérieure du bol
d’articulation à l’aide d’un burin (gloss: remove upper
bushing from socket using a chisel).

� modal verbs: Vous devez enduire la face intérieure du
pivot de pâte d’étanchéité SILICOMET (gloss: you must
coat internal face of pivot with SILICOMET sealing
compound).

� preference expresssion : ”il est conseillé de ...”, ”nous
vous recommandons de ...”, ”il est préférable de ...” (it
is advised to, we recommend that).

� negative infinitive form: Ne pas utiliser de facon pro-
longée sans avis médical do not use on the long term
without medical advice.

In everyday life, we encounter many injunctions posted in
public areas. In French, these injunctions follow in general
these regular structural schemas:
� deverbal-infinitive (e.g. défense d’afficher (gloss: stick

no bills).
� courtesy formula-negative infinitive (e.g. prière de ne

pas fumer (gloss: no smoking (please)).

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we briefly shown the variety of structures, ra-
tional and somewhat irrational that organize procedural texts.
We conducted this research with the main goal of generating
responses in a cooperative way to

� ��� �
and

����� �
ques-

tions. The long-term goals are to select the best text w.r.t. a
user profile, and then to be able to integrate texts on the same
topic to get a better text.

This preliminary step is now stabilized, and we designed
an annotation tool, based on the grammar and related marks,
to implement and evaluate our results. However, to get a
more accurate view of the diversity of argumentation in this
type of text, we need to also consider more subtle language
forms such as: modalisators, tonality, opinion marks, evalua-
tion marks, illocutionary force in injunctions, etc.
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Abstract

Recent empirical experiments on surface realizers
have shown that grammars for generation can be
effectively evaluated using large corpora. Evalu-
ation metrics are usually reported as single aver-
ages across all possible types of errors and syntac-
tic forms. But the causes of these errors are diverse,
and the extent to which the accuracy of generation
over individual syntactic phenomena is unknown.
This article explores the types of errors, both com-
putational and linguistic, inherent in the evaluation
of a surface realizer when using large corpora. We
analyze data from an earlier wide coverage exper-
iment on the FUF/SURGE surface realizer with the
Penn TreeBank in order to empirically classify the
sources of errors and describe their frequency and
distribution. This both provides a baseline for fu-
ture evaluations and allows designers of NLG ap-
plications needing off-the-shelf surface realizers to
choose on a quantitative basis.

1 Introduction
Surface realization is the process of converting the semantic
and syntactic representation of a sentence or series of sen-
tences into a surface form for a particular language. Most
reusable deep surface realizers [Elhadad, 1991; Bateman,
1995; Lavoie and Rambow, 1997; White and Caldwell, 1998 ]
have been symbolic, hand-written grammar-based systems,
often based on syntactic linguistic theories such as Halliday’s
[Halliday, 1976] systemic functional theory (FUF/SURGE and
KPML) or Mel’cuk’s [Mel’cuk, 1988] Meaning-Text Theory
(REALPRO).

However, corpus-based components, and in particular sta-
tistical surface realizers [Langkilde and Knight, 1998; Ban-
galore and Rambow, 2000; Ratnaparkhi, 2000; Langkilde-
Geary, 2002] have focused attention on a number of problems
facing symbolic NLG systems that until now have been gen-
erally considered future work: large-scale, data-robust and
language- and domain-independent generation. In each case,
empirical evaluation plays a fundamental role in determin-
ing performance at the task of surface realization and setting
baselines for future performance evaluation.

For instance, the HALOGEN statistical realizer [Langkilde-
Geary, 2002] underwent the most comprehensive evaluation
of any surface realizer, which was conducted by measuring
sentences extracted from the Penn TreeBank [Marcus et al.,
1993], converting them into its input formalism, and then pro-
ducing output strings. Using automatic metrics from machine
translation then quickly produces figures for global character-
istics of traits such as accuracy.

In a recent experiment, we compared the performance
of HALOGEN relative to the grammar-based FUF/SURGE
surface realizer on the identical corpus and with a similar
methodology [Callaway, 2003; 2004]. Although FUF/SURGE
scored higher than the HALOGEN realizer, we were interested
in absolute as well as relative performance: e.g., what par-
ticular grammatical rules are not well-covered by SURGE’s
grammar?

While the above methodology gives an average figure for
what coverage and accuracy are on a corpus like the Penn
TreeBank, it describes a very wide array of errors as simple
numerical averages. Thus it is impossible to know without
working experience which types of realizer errors HALOGEN
is likely to make. From the perspective of syntactic analysis,
statistical realizers behave as black boxes and thus there is lit-
tle or no attempt made to look at incorrect sentences to trace
back exactly what caused a particular error. Instead, either the
language model is adjusted or a new corpus is obtained. How-
ever, the grammars in symbolic realizers can also be evaluated
as glass boxes, allowing the improvement of an incorrect or
missing grammatical rule to also improve the generation of all
other instances of the same grammatical rule in the corpus.

Those who are looking to use a surface realizer typically
fall into three cases: (1) those employing one for the first
time, often looking to use a well-known system, (2) those
seeking to use a different surface realizer because their cur-
rent realizer has undesirable operational parameters such as
slowness or lack of multilingual support, and (3) those seek-
ing to change realizers due to lack of grammatical coverage
for their domain.

Those falling in this latter category are not interested in a
general quantitative measure for coverage, but rather in find-
ing out, without expending too much effort, whether a given
surface realizer will generate the types of sentences they need.
We were thus interested in a range of questions about the eval-
uation itself as well as the results of the evaluation, which
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Realizer Sentences Coverage Exact Matches SS Accuracy BLEU Accuracy
SURGE 2.2 1192 49.5% 368 (30.9%) 0.8206 0.7350
SURGE 2.3 2372 98.5% 1644 (69.3%) 0.9605 0.9321
HALOGEN 1968 82.8% 1132 (57.5%) 0.9450 0.9240

Table 1: Comparing two SURGE versions with HALOGEN on 2416 sentences from Section 23 of the Penn TreeBank.

would allow a number of questions to be answered:
� What types of problems might be encountered during the

experiment itself, and what are their sources?

� What kinds of constructions are difficult to handle in
general, such as adverb positioning, verb argument or-
dering, or very long noun phrases?

� What coverage does FUF/SURGE have for specific types
of infrequent syntactic phenomena, like indirect ques-
tions or topicalizations?

� What is a reasonable distribution of these errors?

� What data is necessary to allow one to predict if a par-
ticular surface realizer will match the expectations of a
new application?

We look at these questions from two perspectives: (1) es-
tablishing baselines to inform future, more detailed evalua-
tions, and (2) providing information about the current state
of the FUF/SURGE grammar and morphology for those who
may wish to use it as a surface realizer in a new project and
need to know whether it will support the types of syntactic
constructions needed in their domain.

Indeed, for some domains and genres, particular phenom-
ena like direct questions may be more important than overall
coverage, and thus when creating an application for those do-
mains, a surface realizer should be chosen with these data for
these phenomena in mind. For instance, domains involving
dialogue must frequently generate sentence fragments rather
than complete sentences, although this latter type is the sub-
ject of the most scrutiny in surface realizer research.

To provide a foundation for answering these questions, we
performed a manual analysis on a set of specific errors in sen-
tences generated from the Penn TreeBank by the FUF/SURGE
surface realizer. To do this, we generated 4,240 sentences, se-
lecting those which did not match the target sentence and had
a high probability of being incorrect due to problems with
wrong or missing syntactic rules in the grammar. Each of the
resulting sentences was analyzed to determine the source of
the error, and in the case of poor grammatical coverage, the
missing or incorrect syntactic construction that was at fault.

We conclude that grammatical errors are actually a small
part of the errors found, and in particular, four types of bad
grammatical rules were responsible for almost two thirds of
accuracy errors. But first we describe in more detail how sen-
tences were generated from the corpus, how they are mea-
sured for accuracy, and what high-level types of errors pre-
vent sentences from being perfectly realized.

2 Methodology
Undertaking a large-scale evaluation for a symbolic surface
realizer requires a large corpus of sentence plans. Since text

planners cannot generate either the requisite syntactic varia-
tion or quantity of text, [Langkilde-Geary, 2002] developed
an evaluation strategy for HALOGEN employing a substi-
tute: sentence parses from the Penn TreeBank [Marcus et al.,
1993], a corpus that includes texts from newspapers such as
the Wall Street Journal, and which have been hand-annotated
for syntax by linguists.

However, surface realizers typically have idiosyncratic in-
put representations, and none use the Penn TreeBank parse
representation. Thus a transformer is needed to convert the
TreeBank notation into the language accepted by the sur-
face realizer. As we were interested in comparing the cov-
erage and accuracy of FUF/SURGE with Langkilde’s HALO-
GEN system, we implemented a similar transformer [Call-
away, 2003] to convert Penn TreeBank notation into the rep-
resentation used by FUF/SURGE .

As with the HALOGEN evaluation, we used Simple String
Accuracy [Doddington, 2002] and BLEU [Papineni et al.,
2001] to determine the average accuracy for FUF/SURGE .
To obtain a meaningful comparison, we utilized the same ap-
proach as HALOGEN, treating Section 23 of the TreeBank
as an unseen test set. A recent evaluation showed that the
combination of the transformer and an augmented version
of FUF/SURGE had higher coverage and accuracy (Table 1)
compared to both HALOGEN and version 2.2 of FUF/SURGE
.

The difference between the two versions of FUF/SURGE
was especially striking, with the augmented version almost
doubling coverage and more than doubling exact match ac-
curacy. One example of these differences is the addition of
grammatical rules for direct and indirect written dialogue,
which comprise approximately 15% of Penn TreeBank sen-
tences, and which is vital for domains such as written fiction.

However, this evaluation method does not allow for seam-
less comparisons. Inserting a transformation component be-
tween the corpus and realizer means that not only is the
surface realizer being evaluated, but also the accompanying
transformation component itself. We were thus interested in
determining what proportion of reported errors could be at-
tributed to the surface realizer as opposed to the transformer
or to the corpus. To do this, as well as to assist application de-
signers in better interpreting the results of these formal eval-
uations, we needed to identify more precisely what types of
failures are involved.

We thus undertook a manual analysis of errors in Sections
20–22 by hand, individually examining 629 erroneous sen-
tences to determine the reason for their failure. Although
more than 629 out of the 5,383 sentences in these develop-
ment sections produced accuracy errors, we eliminated ap-
proximately 600 others from consideration:
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� Simple string accuracy less than 10 characters: Sen-
tences with very small error rates are almost always in-
correct due to errors in morphology, punctuation, and
capitalization. For instance, a single incorrect placement
of quotation marks has a penalty of 4. Thus it made little
sense to manually examine them all in the off chance a
handful had true syntactic errors.

� Sentences of less than 10 or more than 35 words: Sen-
tences with 9 or fewer words were extremely unlikely
to contain complex syntactic constructs, and collectively
had an accuracy of over 99.1%. Sentences larger than
35 words with errors typically had more than one major
grammatical error, making it very difficult to determine a
single “exact” cause. 96% of sentences within the range
had a single grammatical cause, and the remaining 4%
had only 2 syntactic errors.

Each error instance in the resulting 629 sentences was clas-
sified twice: first to find the source of the error (corpus, trans-
former, or grammar), and then in the case of grammatical er-
rors, to note the syntactic rule that caused the error. These two
classifications are discussed in the following two sections.
We were not realistically able to perform a similar compar-
ison for coverage errors, because out of the 4,240 sentences
satisfying the second criterion of sentence length, only 17 of
them did not generate some string.

3 Types of Methodological Errors
Errors in the surface realizer evaluation, which can manifest
themselves either as empty sentences or as generated sen-
tences which do not exactly match the target string, can arise
from the corpus itself, the transformation component, or the
surface realizer, which consists of the grammar, linearization
rules, and the morphology component.

The corpus itself can be a source of errors due to two main
reasons: (1) the corpus annotators have incorrectly analyzed
the syntactic structure, for instance, attaching prepositions to
the wrong head, or including grammatically impossible rules,
such as NP ! VB CC VB, or (2) the parts of speech were
mistagged by the automatic POS tagger and were not cor-
rected during the supervision process, as in (NP (NN pe-
tition) (VBZ drives)).

Unfortunately, the corpus cannot easily be cleaned up to re-
move these errors, as this significantly complicates the com-
parison of results across corpus versions. We must thus sub-
tract the proportion of corpus errors from the results, creating
a “topline” which defines a maximum performance measure
for the realizer. Manually analyzing incorrect sentences pro-
duced from the corpus allows this topline to be determined
with reasonable accuracy.

In addition to errors in the corpus, other types of errors
originate in the transformation component, as it attempts to
match TreeBank annotations with rules that produce the req-
uisite input notation for the surface realization. While such
transformers are highly idiosyncratic due to differing input
and output notations, the following categories are abstract,
and thus likely to apply to many different transformers.

� Missing Tag: While there is a standardized set of tags,
the semantic subtags and coreference identifiers can

combine to create unpredictable tags, such as PP-LOC-
PRD-TPC-3 or PP-EXT=2.

� Missing Rule: Often each of the individual tags are rec-
ognized, but no rule exists to be selected for a given
ordered combination of tags, like ADVP-MNR ! RB
COMMA RB RB .

� Incorrect Rule: The transformation component may se-
lect the wrong rule to apply, or the rule itself may be
written incorrectly or may not have been written with all
possible combinations of tag sequences in mind.

� Ordering: Some phrasal elements such as adverbial
clauses can be placed in five or even six different posi-
tions in the matrix clause. Choosing the wrong position
will result in errors reported by the automatic accuracy
metrics, as discussed in [Callaway, 2003]. An important
note is that the order can be incorrect but still make sense
semantically.

Finally, even given a correct input representation, a surface
realizer can also produce errors during the realization pro-
cess. Of the four main surface realizer functions below, only
syntactic rules provide a significant source of accuracy errors
from the point of view of averaged metrics:

� Syntactic Rules: The grammar may be missing a partic-
ular syntactic rule or set of features, or may have been
encoded incorrectly. For instance, the stock version of
FUF/SURGE did not have a rule allowing noun phrases to
terminate in an adverb like “ago” as in “five years ago”,
which occurs frequently in the Penn TreeBank, causing
the word to be missing from the generated sentence.

� Morphology: While morphological errors occasionally
appear, they are usually very small and do not contribute
much to the overall accuracy score. The most com-
mon problems are irregular verbs, foreign plural nouns,
and the plurals of acronyms, as well as the marking of
acronyms and y/u initial letters with indefinite a/an.

� Punctuation: While most errors involving punctuation
marks also contribute very little statistically to the over-
all score of a sentence (e.g., a missing comma), the Tree-
Bank also contains combinations of punctuation like
long dashes followed by quotation marks. Addition-
ally, incorrect generation of mixed quotations can lead
to repeated penalties when incorrectly determining the
boundaries of the quoted speech, and large penalties
if the multiple forms of punctuation occur at the same
boundary [Callaway, 2003].

� Linear Precedence: In our analysis of realizer errors,
no examples of obligatory precedence violations were
found (as opposed to “Ordering” problems described
above.)

4 Types of Syntactic Errors
While general types of errors in the evaluation process are
helpful for improving future evaluations, a more pressing
question for those wishing to use an off-the-shelf surface re-
alizer is how well it will work in their own application do-
main. The coverage and accuracy metrics used by Langkilde
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are very broad measures which say nothing about the effec-
tiveness of a surface realizer when generating individual syn-
tactic constructions. The advantage of these metrics are that
they are easy to compute over the entire corpus, but lose this
capability when the same question is asked about particular
subsets of a general corpus, such as all sentences containing
an indirect question.

When performing an analysis of the types of syntactic er-
rors produced by FUF/SURGE when given correct inputs, we
found nine syntactic constructions that resulted in at least two
or more sentences being generated incorrectly. The analysis
allows us to conclude that FUF/SURGE is either not reliably
capable or else incapable of correctly producing the following
syntactic constructions (a manual analysis of all 5,383 sen-
tences to find all correct instances of these constructions is
impractical, although we were able to automate some corpus
searches based on particular semantic tags):

� Inversion: Pragmatic inversions of auxiliaries in embed-
ded questions [Green, 2001] or in any other construction
besides questions, negations, and quoted speech. Thus a
TreeBank sentence like “This is the best time to buy, as
was the case two years ago.” cannot be generated.

� Missing verb tense: While FUF/SURGE has 36 pre-
defined verb tenses, the corpus contained several in-
stances of another tense: “. . . which fellow officers re-
member as having been $300.”

� Mixed conjunctions: Often in the Penn TreeBank the
UCP tag (unlike coordinated phrase) marks conjunctions
where the constituents are not all of the same grammat-
ical category, but in compound verb phrases, they are
often marked as simple conjunctions of mixed types.
But FUF/SURGE requires verb phrases in conjunctions
to be compatible on certain clausal features with all con-
stituents, which is violated in the following example:
[VP ! VP CC VP COMMA SBAR-ADV] “Instead,
they bought on weakness and sold into the strength,
which kept the market orderly.”

� Mixed type NP modifiers: FUF/SURGE’s NP system as-
sumes that cardinal numbers will precede adjective mod-
ifiers, which will precede nominal modifiers, although
the newspaper texts in the Penn TreeBank have more
complex NPs than were considered during the design of
the NP system: “a $100 million Oregon general obliga-
tion veterans’ tax note issue”.

� Direct questions: Direct questions are not very common
in newspaper text, in fact there are only 61 of them out
of the entire 5,383 sentences of Sections 20–22. More
complex questions involving negations and modal aux-
iliaries are not handled well, for example “Couldn’t we
save $20 billion by shifting it to the reserves?” though
simpler questions are generated correctly.

� Indirect questions: The Penn TreeBank contains a
roughly equivalent number of instances of indirect ques-
tions as direct, such as “It’s a question of how much
credibility you gain.” and again the reliability of gen-
erating this construction depends on the complexity of
the verbal clause and the question phrase.

� Mixed level quotations: One of the most difficult syntac-
tic phenomena to reproduce is the introduction of sym-
metric punctuation that cuts across categorial boundaries
[Doran, 1998]. For instance, in the following sentence,
the first pair of quote marks are at the beginning of an
adverbial phrase, and the second pair are in the mid-
dle, separating two of its constituents: . . . the U.S. would
stand by its security commitments “as long as there is a
threat” from Communist North Korea.

� Complex relative pronouns: While simple relatives
are almost always handled correctly except in certain
conjunctions, complex relatives like partitive relatives
(“all of which”, “some of which”), relatives of indi-
rect objects or peripheral verbal arguments like locatives
(“to whom”, “in which”), complex possessives (“whose
$275-a-share offer”) and raised NP relatives (“. . . the
swap, details of which. . . ”) were not considered when
FUF/SURGE was designed.

� Topicalization: The clausal system of FUF/SURGE is
based on functional grammar [Halliday, 1976], and so
does not expressly consider syntactic phenomena such
as left dislocation or preposing of prepositional phrases.
Thus sentences like “Among those sighing with relief
was John H. Gutfreund” may generate correctly depend-
ing on their clausal thematic type, like material or
equative.

While we present the results of a manual analysis of
the data in the next section, it is important to remember
that the large majority of syntactic constructions, punctua-
tion and morphology worked flawlessly in the evaluation of
FUF/SURGE as described in [Callaway, 2004]. As described
earlier, almost 7 out of every 10 sentences in the unseen test
set were exact matches, including punctuation and capital-
ization. Additionally, most errors that did occur were in the
transformation component rather than the surface realizer, as
we will describe shortly. Finally, some well-studied but rare
syntactic constructions did not occur in the sections of the
Penn TreeBank that we examined, such as left dislocation and
negative NP preposing.

5 Data Analysis
As mentioned previously, we undertook a manual analysis of
Sections 20–22 of the Penn TreeBank by hand to determine
specific reasons behind the failure of 629 sentences out of
4,240 that met the criteria of having between 15 and 44 words,
and having a character error rate of more than 9 as determined
by the SSA metric.

Table 2 presents the results for high-level error types as
described in Section 3. It shows that the greatest proportion
of errors is due to the transformation process: 390 sentences
(62.0%) or 15,733 (63.4%) of the character-based accuracy
error. This is expected given that the transformation compo-
nent has been developed in a year or so, while FUF/SURGE
has been in use for around 15 years. Each of the 166 sen-
tences that were incorrect due to inaccurate transformer rules
was verified by ensuring that the sentence would correctly
generate with minor changes to the automatically produced
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Error Type # Occurrences Total SSA Penalty Avg. Penalty
Corpus Error 40 6.36% 1922 7.74% 48.05
Transformer Rule Error 166 26.39% 7201 29.01% 43.38
No Transformer Tag 12 1.91% 679 2.74% 56.58
No Transformer Rule 102 16.22% 4320 17.40% 42.35
Ordering (Good) 55 8.74% 2137 8.61% 38.85
Ordering (Bad) 55 8.74% 1396 5.62% 25.38
Punctuation/Morphology 14 2.23% 389 1.57% 27.79
Syntax 185 29.41% 6777 27.30% 33.70
Total 629 100.0% 24821 100.0% 38.60

Table 2: Distribution of 629 high-level errors in the 4,240 tested sentences from Sections 20–22.

functional description. The error rate of the Penn TreeBank
annotation is a reasonably well-known quantity, and there is
a specialized literature describing automatic correction meth-
ods (e.g., [Dickinson and Meurers, 2003]).

One surprise though is that while the number of errors due
to the ordering of floating constituents is the same, the error in
accuracy is skewed to semantically acceptable interpretations.
And while the distribution of the order seems like random
chance, it should be remembered that there can potentially
be up to 10 acceptable placements when there are multiple
floating constituents. Additionally, unrecognized annotation
tags seem to invoke the heaviest average penalty for any error
type, but have the lowest rate of occurrence.

Some advice then for future evaluations of this type would
be to systematically ensure that all tags are normalized in the
corpus before writing transformation rules. Missing trans-
formation rules were always single-case errors, and a large
amount of effort would need to be expended to account for
them, following the well-known 80/20 rule. The data in Ta-
ble 3 then allows other surface realizer researchers to priori-
tize their time when developing their own evaluations.

Finally, slightly over a quarter of the reduction in accuracy
is due to syntactic phenomena that are not handled correctly
by the surface realizer. Given that this error category is most
of interest in determining which surface realizer has the nec-
essary coverage for a particular domain, we investigated fur-
ther the interactions between error rates and individual syn-
tactic phenomena.

Table 3 presents the number of occurrences of errors for
each of the syntactic phenomena presented in the previous
section. We can see that topicalizations, direct questions and
inversions were on average most likely to produce the largest
error per instance, at 73.18, 56.00 and 50.08 edit distances
each. The most frequent error types were mixed NP mod-
ifiers, but such constructions were small enough (often in-
volving only two words in switched order) that they had the
second lowest SSA penalty.

Knowing the ratios of errors allows those weighing differ-
ent surface realizers for a new project to select based on a
number of criteria. For instance, in some domains, it may be
undesirable to have the reader see a large number of surface
language errors where the extent of each error is unimportant,
whereas in other situations, large mistakes that completely
obscure the intent of the sentence are more of a problem.

While Table 3 tells us which syntactic type is most likely
to produce the largest accuracy penalty, it does not tell us
which syntactic types are most frequent in the corpus, since
this would require also counting all correct instances, which
would be very prohibitive to do manually and inaccurate to
do automatically. Knowing this quantity would be of great-
est help to an NLG application designer wanting to compare
surface realizers, but is difficult to do in practice.

We thus decided to look at correct instances of a small
number of rare phenomena which can easily be found by
searching for tags in the TreeBank. For instance, it-clefts are
marked with the annotation S-CLF, of which there are 4 in
the 5,383 sentences in Sections 20–22. However, by search-
ing through the text representations with the regular expres-
sion it is * that and it was * that, we found an
additional 2 it-clefts that were incorrectly marked (although
all 6 examples were exact matches when generated by the sur-
face realizer). By a similar process, we discovered 7 marked
and 1 unmarked wh-clefts, which also were exact matches.
A further investigation for topicalized sentences uncovered 6
instances that were correctly generated versus the 11 incor-
rectly generated.

The number of errors in the Penn TreeBank annotations on
these rare constructions should give pause to those who want
to create statistical selection algorithms from such data, given
that the signal-to-noise ratio may be very high. Additionally,
all of the data presented above reflects only this corpus; spo-
ken dialogue corpora may vary significantly in frequencies of
topicalization and left dislocation, for example.

6 Conclusions
Recent empirical experiments on surface realizers have
shown that grammars for generation can be effectively eval-
uated using large corpora. We have helped clarify to what
extent errors in accuracy may be due to the corpora itself and
in the transformation process necessary to convert annotated
sentences into the surface realizer’s notation. Furthermore,
we have performed a set of quantitative, manual analyses
that have classified with increasing rigor the types of syn-
tactic phenomena missing from the generation grammar of
FUF/SURGE . The results demonstrate that FUF/SURGE is
surprisingly robust with coverage lacking for a few important
but somewhat infrequent syntactic phenomena. Finally, we
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Error Type # Occurrences Total SSA Penalty Avg. Penalty
Inversion 12 6.22% 601 8.99% 50.08
Missing Verb Tense 3 1.55% 47 0.70% 15.67
Mixed Conjunction 26 13.47% 1080 16.15% 41.54
Mixed NP Modifiers 64 33.16% 1197 17.90% 18.70
Question, Direct 10 5.18% 560 8.37% 56.00
Question, Indirect 9 4.66% 307 4.59% 34.11
Quotation, Unquoted 13 6.74% 542 8.11% 41.69
Quotation, Mixed 29 15.02% 1231 18.41% 42.45
Relative Clause 16 8.29% 317 4.74% 19.81
Topicalization 11 5.70% 805 12.04% 73.18
Total 193 100.0% 6687 100.0% 34.65

Table 3: Distribution of 193 major syntactic errors in the 4,240 tested sentences from Sections 20–22.

have established a topline and baseline performance measure
for use in future comparisons between surface realizers.
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Abstract

The work presented here is intended as an evolu-
tionary task-specific module for referring expres-
sion generation and aggregation to be enclosed in a
generic flexible architecture. Appearances of con-
cepts are considered as genes, each one encoding
the type of reference used. Three genetic opera-
tors are used: classic crossover and mutation, plus
a specific operator dealing with aggregation. Fit-
ness functions are defined to achieve elementary
coherence and stylistic validity. Experiments are
described and discussed.

1 Introduction
In this paper we present a first approach to the idea of using
Natural Language Generation (NLG) and Evolutionary Algo-
rithms (EAs) together.

To test the feasibility of our idea, we decided to select only
some particular features of the text on which to put it to the
test. Given the complexity of all the changes that are pos-
sible to a text, at the levels of syntax, semantics, discourse
structure and pragmatics, it seemed impractical to tackle them
all at once. For the purpose of illustration, we decided that
the problems of the referring expressions and the aggregation
were the most suitable to be solved using EAs. Referring
Expression Generation involves deciding how each element
ocurring in the input is described in the output text. Aggre-
gation involves deciding how compact the presentation of in-
formation should be in a given text. It operates at several lin-
guistic levels, but we only consider it here with respect to con-
cepts and their attributes. For instance, the system must de-
cide between generating “The princess is blonde. She sleeps.”
and generating “The blonde princess sleeps.”. Aggregation is
generally desirable, but may result in adjective-heavy texts
when the information to impart becomes dense in terms of
attributes, as in “The pretty blonde princess lived in a strong
fancy castle with her stern rich parents.”. It is necessary to
find the balance between the use of compound or single sen-
tences, or in the case of the modifiers of a concept between
the description of the attributes of the concept using only a
phrase or various.

We analysed the features of a human generated text from
the point of view of the referring expressions, and we found

five different features of simple texts that might be susceptible
of easy treatment by means of evolutionary techniques. They
are described below.

Correct Referent.
When writing a text, we cannot use a pronoun for something
that we have not mentioned before, or readers would get con-
fused. An example could be:

Shelived in a castle. A princesswas the daugh-
ter of parents.

In addition, if the full noun reference and the pronoun are
far, the reader can also get confused and be unable to link the
two occurrences of the same concept, as we can see in the
following text:

A princess lived in a castle. She was the daugh-
ter of parents. She loved a knight. She was pretty.
She was blonde. It had towers. It was strong. They
lived in it.

Redundant Attributes.
When describing a concept in an “X is Y” sentence, people do
not use the attribute they are going to describe in the reference
to the concept. Sentences such as the one below are incorrect:

The blondeprincess was blonde.

Reference Repetition.
Using always the same reference together with the same set of
attributes results in repetitive text. For example, it is accept-
able to use“the princess”every time we refer to the princess
character, but it would be striking to use always“the pretty
princess”, as in this example:

A pretty princess lived in a castle.
The pretty princesswas the daughter of par-
ents. The pretty princessloved a knight.
The pretty princesswas blonde.

To avoid that, repetitive use of references is penalized.

Coherence.
If we use different subsets of attributes in different references
to the same concept, the reader may mistakenly assume that
we are referring to different concepts. For example, if we use
“the pretty princess”and“the blonde princess”in different
places, and we have not specified that the princess is both
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pretty and blonde, it could seem that there are two princess,a
pretty one and a blonde one:

A princess lived in a castle. The pretty princess
was the daughter of parents. The blonde princess
loved a knight.

Overlooked Information.
When processing the conceptual representation of a given
input, some information about a concept may disappear from
the final text. This should be avoided.

This paper describe an evolutionary solution that guaran-
tees the satisfaction of these restrictions in the conceptual
rendition of a given input by means of shallow techniques
that rely on very little knowledge about the domain and no
reasoning or common sense capabilities.

2 Natural Language Generation Tasks and
Evolutionary Algorithms

This section outlines the elementary requirements of the two
generation tasks addressed in this paper, and sketches the ba-
sic principles of the evolutionary techniques that are used.

2.1 Referring Expression Generation and
Aggregation

The correct use of referring expressions to compete with hu-
man generated texts involves a certain difficulty. Possible
simple algorithms for deciding when to use a pronoun and
when to use the full noun produce poor results. Two occur-
rences of the same concept in a paragraph can be far apart,
and this may confuse the reader. Knowledge intensive ap-
proaches modelled on the way humans do it require a certain
measure of content understanding that is resource hungry.

As shown in[Reiter and Dale, 1992], a referring expression
must communicate enough information to be able to uniquely
identify the intended referent in the current discourse context,
but avoiding the presence of redundant or otherwise unneces-
sary modifiers. Therefore, it is essential to choose a reference
which matches these constraints. Taking into account these
features, Reiter and Dale proposed an algorithm to generate
definite noun phrases to identify objects in the current focus
of attention of the reader or the hearer. However, Krahmer
and Theune[Krahmer and Theune, 2000] argue that due to
the original motivation of the work of Reiter and Dale of mak-
ing distinguishing descriptions, various other aspects ofthe
generation of definites remained somewhat underdeveloped.
In particular they focus on the role of context-sensitivityfor
referring expression generation.

Kibble and Power[Kibble and Power, 2000] propose a sys-
tem which uses Centering Theory[Walker et al., 1998] for
planning of coherent texts and choice of referring expres-
sions. They argue that text and sentence planning need to
be driven in part by the goal of maintaining referential con-
tinuity: obtaining a favourable ordering of clauses, and of
arguments within clauses, is likely to increase opportunities
for non-ambiguous pronoun use.

Aggregation can be seen as the NLG task that involves de-
ciding how compact the presentation of information should be

in a given text, although there is no exact definition in the lit-
erature about what aggregation is[Reape and Mellish, 1999].
It operates at several linguistic levels, and due to that Reape
and Mellish make a classification of the different types of ag-
gregation: conceptual, discourse, semantic, syntactic, lexical
and referential. However, the line between them is very nar-
row, and in some cases a specific example could be classified
as different types of aggregation.

2.2 Evolutionary Algorithms
We propose the use of evolutionary algorithms (EAs)[Hol-
land, 1992] to deal with the referring expression generation
and aggregation tasks. Evolutionary algorithms are an ex-
tended set of problem resolution techniques inspired by evo-
lutionary phenomena and natural evolution. They work on
a population of individuals (representations of possible solu-
tions for the problem we are solving) that evolve according to
selection rules and genetic operators like crossover and mu-
tation. The fitness function is a metric which allows the eval-
uation of each of the possible solutions, in such way that the
average adaptation of the population would increase in each
generation. Repeating this process hundreds or thousands of
times it is possible to find very good solutions for the prob-
lem.

Evolutionary algorithms combine random search, because
the genetic operators are applied randomly, with oriented
search, given by the fitness values. These algorithms find
generally good solutions, but not always the best ones. How-
ever, this is enough for simple applications. In the case under
consideration, the main advantage we can find in evolution-
ary algorithms is that they do not need specific rules to build
a solution, only measurements of its goodness.

Evolutionary techniques have been shown in the past to be
particularly well suited for the generation of verse. The work
of Manurung[Manurung, 2003] and Levy[Levy, 2001] pro-
posed different computational models of the composition of
verse based on evolutionary approaches. In both cases, the
main difficulty lay in the choice of a fitness function to guide
the process. Although Levy only addressed a simple model
concerned with syllabic information, his overall description
of the architecture in terms of a population of poem drafts that
evolve, with priority given to those drafts that are evaluated
more highly, is an important insight. Levy uses a neural net-
work, trained with examples of valid verse, to evaluate these
drafts. The work of Manurung addresses the complete task,
and it presents a set of evaluators that grade the candidates
solutions according to particular heuristics.

Evolutionary algorithms have been also used in text plan-
ning. In [Duboue and McKeown, 2002] the authors present
a technique to learn a tree-like structure for a content plan-
ner from an aligned corpus of semantic inputs and corre-
sponding, human produced, outputs. They apply a stochastic
search mechanism with a two-level fitness function to create
the structure of the planner. Genetic algorithms are also used
in [Mellish et al., 1998] where the authors state the problem
of given a set of facts to convey and a set of rhetorical re-
lations that can be used to link them together, how one can
arrange this material so as to yield the best possible text.

An important conclusion to draw from these efforts is the
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suitability of evolutionary techniques for natural language
generation tasks in which the form plays a significant role,
to the extent of sometimes interfering with the intended con-
tent, such as is the case for lyrics generation.

3 An Evolutionary Submodule for a Simple
Generator

The work presented here is intended to be a module for the
tasks of referring expressions generation and aggregationen-
closed in the architecture of cFROGS[Garćıa et al., 2004].
cFROGS is a framework-like library of architectural classes
intended to facilitate the development of NLG applications.
cFROGS identifies three basic design decisions: what set of
modules to use, how control should flow between them, and
what data structures are used to communicate between the
modules.

We have tested the implementation of the module in an ex-
isting application: ProtoPropp[Gerv́as et al., 2004]. This
is a system for automatic story generation. The natural lan-
guage generator module of ProtoPropp – implemented as a
pipeline architecture of cFROGS modules – perform tasks
such as content determination - selecting the particular con-
cepts that are relevant - and discourse planning - organising
them in an orderly fashion. These tasks are currently carried
out in a traditional manner and simply provide the data for the
evolutionary stages. In the previous prototype of ProtoPropp
the referring expression to use for a concrete concept was de-
termined using a very simple heuristic: the first time that the
concept appears in the paragraph, the generator uses its full
noun, in all other cases it uses a pronoun. When using a full
noun reference, it is indefinite for the first appearance of the
concept in the text and definite for the rest.

The input of the evolutionary algorithm is a basic discourse
structure where each phrase is a message about a relation be-
tween two concepts or a description of some attribute of an
element. Additionally, this submodule has access to a knowl-
edge base of conceptual information about the discourse el-
ements that appear in the input (characters, locations, at-
tributes, relations).

In this simple evolutionary algorithm, the appearances of
the concepts are considered as the genes. The initial popu-
lation is generated randomly, using for each concept its full
noun or its pronoun. When using the full noun, a selection of
the attributes the concept has in the knowledge base is cho-
sen. These attributes will appear just before the noun of the
concept, as it is usual in English. The system works over
this population for a number of generations determined by
the user. In each generation three genetic operators are used:
crossover, mutation and aggregation. Finally, at the end of
each generation each tale is evaluated and a selection of the
population is passed to the next one, in such way that the tales
with a higher fitness have more possibilities of being chosen.

3.1 Data Representation and Genes
Within the context of the larger cFROGS architecture, data
are represented as complex data structures with generic inter-
faces to ensure easy connectivity between different modules
[Garćıaet al., 2004]. These data follow ideas from the RAGS

[Cahill et al., 2001] generic architecture. However, the no-
tation described here corresponds to a representation internal
to the module intended to facilitate the operation of the evo-
lutionary techniques.

Characters, locations and attributes are represented as
simple facts containing an unique identifier (to distinguish
each specific character and location from the others) and their
names. The identifier in attributes corresponds to the con-
cept that holds the attribute, and the name corresponds to the
attribute itself. The current prototype operates over simple
linguistic constructs: thedescription of a conceptusing an
attribute, or arelation between two concepts.Pronominal
referenceis indicated by changing the name of the concept
for ‘pron’, and definite and indefinite referenceis indicated
by adding a fact ‘ref’ indicating if the reference is definiteor
indefinite. Finally, the concepts may go along with someat-
tributes preceding the name of the concept, as in “the pretty
blonde princess”. This list of attributes is represented be-
tween -> and<-.

A sample part of a draft for the evolutionary algorithm
would be the following:

[character(ch26,princess),
ref(ind),
->attribute(ch26,pretty)<-,
relation(ch26,l14,live),
location(l14,castle),
ref(ind)]

[character(ch26,pron),
relation(ch26,ch25,love),
character(ch25,knight),
ref(ind)]

[character(ch26,princess),
ref(def),
isa(),
attribute(ch26,blonde)]

In this example, the set of genes would be this:

Genes:
0: character(ch26,princess),

ref(ind),
->attribute(ch26,pretty)<-

1: location(l14,castle),
ref(ind)

2: character(ch26,pron)
3: character(ch25,knight),

ref(ind)
4: character(ch26,princess),

ref(def)

3.2 The Genetic Operators
Three genetic operators are used: crossover, mutation and ag-
gregation.

For the crossover operator, two drafts are selected ran-
domly and crossed by a random point of their structure. So,
each of the sons will have part of each of the parents.

In the case of themutation operator, some of the genes are
chosen randomly to be mutated. If the gene is a pronoun -
as in “she lived in a castle” -, it will change into the cor-
responding full noun, always associated with a subset of its
possible attributes - for example“the princesslived in a cas-
tle” or “the pretty princesslived in a castle” -. In case the
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Correct Referent error1 =
∑

pronominal references to a concept not referred in full in the two previous genes
Redundant Attributes error2 =

∑
“<adj> X is <adj>” sentences

Reference Repetition error3 =
∑

repeated use of same set of attributes –att(geni) – to refer to the concept ingeni

Coherence error4 =
∑

N

i=1
(att(geni) − I) with I the set of attributes used before for the concept ingeni

Overlooked Information error5 =
∑

subset of attributes of concepti in the ontology not mentioned in the text

Table 1: Definition of fitness functions

gene was a full noun - as in“the pretty princess”-, there are
two options: to change it into a pronoun - in this case“she”
-, or to change the subset of attributes that appear with it -
for example“the princess”or “the pretty blonde princess”-.
One of these two options is chosen randomly.

Theaggregation operatoraddresses the task of deciding on
the aggregation between concepts and their attributes. This
involves a certain modification of the structure of the text,
because sentences in the text may be deleted if the informa-
tion they impart becomes part of a previous sentence. The
aggregation operator acts only on genes corresponding to ex-
plicitly mentioned concepts: concepts referred by pronouns
are excluded. It can act in two directions:

• If the reference to the concept appears with one or more
attributes - as in“A blonde princesslived in a castle.”
-, the operator disaggregates the attributes by eliminat-
ing their mention and adding a corresponding “X is Y”
sentence - resulting in“A princesslived in a castle. She
was blonde.”

• If the reference to X has no attributes - as in“A princess
lived in a castle.”-, the algorithm looks for an “X is Y”
sentence - such as“The princess was blonde.” -, adds
the corresponding attributes to the reference, and deletes
the “X is Y” sentence - resulting in“A blonde princess
lived in a castle.”

The goal of this definition of the aggregation is to ensure
that the attributes of a concept are mentioned in the appear-
ance of a concept or in the correspondent “X is Y” sentences,
but not in both. As the aggregation operator is used randomly,
the desired result is obtained only in some cases.

3.3 The Fitness Function
The key to the evolutionary algorithm lies in the choice of
fitness function. A simple approach would be to require that
in each generation the user reads all the texts and gives them
a fitness value. The number of generations and individuals in
the population for a simple experiment makes this approach
impractical.

We have defined five different fitness functions as shown in
Table 1. This definitions are the results of the analysis of the
features of human-generated text.

For the evaluation of each of the drafts that form the popu-
lation, we use the following formula:

fitness = 1/(
∑

i

errori + k)

In this way, the fitness would be greater when the error is
smaller. The constantk is used to avoid divisions by zero. In
our experiments it was set with the value 1, so the maximum
possible fitness was 1.

4 Experiments and Results
To test the feasibility of the idea of using together NLG and
EAs, we have formalized five different fairy tales, mainly dif-
ferentiated by their lengths in number of genes, that is, in
appearances of concepts. We must take into account that the
number of genes shown below are not completely exact, be-
cause the aggregation operator can erase or add new sentences
to the tale. These are the tales formalized and used to do the
experiments:

• Cinderella: 102 genes

• Hansel and Gretel: 90 genes

• The Lioness: 50 genes

• The Dragon: 32 genes

• The Merchant: 31 genes

For each of these tales we have made several experiments
using different population sizes (10, 25, 50, 100, 200, 300,
500) and number of generations (10, 25, 50). The three ge-
netic operators mentioned before (crossover, mutation and
aggregation) are applied, and the five fitness functions used
for the evaluation of the tales.

Table 2: Table of numerical results

In Table 2 we can see the numerical results of the experi-
ments. For each combination of population size and number
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Figure 1: Legend for the tales

of generations results shown have been averaged over a num-
ber of runs.

We can analyse these results taking into account the three
different number of generations used. The legend for the fol-
lowing graphics is shown in Figure 1.

4.1 10 Generations
As we can see in Figure 2, only 10 generations are not enough
for the bigger tales. However, in the case of the smaller ones,
the fitness values increase with the size of the population, and
at certain point they achieve the maximum value of 1.

Figure 2: Fitness values of the tales with 10 generations

4.2 25 Generations
In Figure 3 the fitness values for the bigger tales are higher
than in the case of 10 generations, but still not good enough.
For the smaller tales we achieve the maximum fitness value
of 1 quicker than with only 10 generations.

4.3 50 Generations
We can see in Figure 4 the best values achieved in the ex-
periments. For the smaller tales, we get the maximum fitness
value of 1 very quickly. In the case of the bigger ones, the
fitness values are higher than in the previous experiments, but
not very good yet, except in the case of “The Lioness”, where
the maximum value of 1 is achieved with 50 generations and
500 individuals in the population.

5 Discussion
To start with, EAs seem to be a good approach to solve the
tasks addressed, and in all the experiments the results ob-
tained are better than the ones achieved using previous heuris-
tics. An example of generated text with the initial simple
heuristic is:

Figure 3: Fitness values of the tales with 25 generations

Figure 4: Fitness values of the tales with 50 generations

A princess lived in a castle. She loved a knight.
She was pretty. She was blonde. It had towers. It
was strong.

Using the evolutionary module the same piece of tale is
generated as follows:

A pretty princess lived in a strong castle. She
was blonde. The princess loved a brave knight. The
castle had towers.

The second example shows that the texts generated by the
evolutionary module are richer from the point of view of ad-
jectives and structure.

Note that depending on the number of genes you need a
certain number of individuals and generations to achieve a
good fitness value. For example, “The Lioness”, with 50
genes, gets the maximum fitness with 50 generations and 500
individuals, as long as “Hansel and Gretel” and “Cinderella”
would need more generations and individuals to get the max-
imum fitness.

Another important point is that in a specific tale, with a
specific number of genes, you can achieve the same results
increasing the number of generations or the size of the popu-
lation. For instance, “The Merchant”, with 31 genes, gets the
maximum fitness with both 25 or 50 generations with small
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populations or 10 generations with populations of more than
100 individuals.

Finally, it is important to note that our approach presents
some differences respect to the one of Reiter and Dale[Re-
iter and Dale, 1992]. As we have already mentioned, we are
working in the field of the fairy tales, with the specific re-
quirements of story generation. An important point is that
these are not informative texts, and therefore we can relax
some constraints taken into account in other works in the area
of referring expressions.

6 Conclusions and future work
With respect to both of the tasks addressed, the output texts
respect the specific constraints required for the text to be ac-
ceptable, while at the same time showing reasonable variation
between the different options much as a human-generated text
would. We are working on extending the system to allow the
use of proper nouns to describe some concepts, as an addi-
tional option to pronouns and descriptive references, includ-
ing the revision of the genetic operators and the introduction
of new evaluation functions to estimate the correct applica-
tion of proper nouns.

In view of these results, in future work we want to apply
EA techniques to other tasks of NLG, such as content de-
termination and discourse planning. The particular advan-
tages of evolutionary techniques, combined stage by stage in
this manner, may be an extremely powerful method for solv-
ing natural language generation problems while also profiting
from classic NLG techniques.

It would be also interesting to compare our solution with
different approaches found in the literature, as for example
[Reiter and Dale, 1992] or [Krahmer and Theune, 2000] for
the referring expression generation, and the one of Dalianis
and Hovy[Dalianis and Hovy, 1996] for the aggregation.

Finally, an evaluation as the one proposed in[Callaway and
Lester, 2001] would be useful to estimate the goodness of the
generated texts. The authors describe the evaluation of STO-
RYBOOK, a narrative prose generation system that produces
original fairy tales in the Little Red Riding Hood domain.
They pretend to evaluate multiple versions of a single story
assuring that the content is identical across them. Five ver-
sions of two separate stories are produced, a pool of twenty
students in English compare them, and at last they are ana-
lyzed with an ANOVA test.
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Abstract
This paper addresses two previously unresolved is-
sues in the automatic evaluation of Text Structuring
(TS) in Natural Language Generation (NLG). First,
we describe how to verify the generality of an exist-
ing collection of sentence orderings defined by one
domain expert using data provided by additional
experts. Second, a general evaluation methodol-
ogy is outlined which investigates the previously
unaddressed possibility that there may exist many
optimal solutions for TS in the employed domain.
This methodology is implemented in a set of ex-
periments which identify the most promising can-
didate for TS among several metrics of coherence
previously suggested in the literature.1

1 Introduction
Research in NLG focused on problems related to TS from
very early on, [McKeown, 1985] being a classic example.
Nowadays, TS continues to be an extremely fruitful field of
diverse active research. In this paper, we assume the so-
called search-based approach to TS [Karamanis et al., 2004]
which employs a metric of coherence to select a text struc-
ture among various alternatives. The TS module is hypothe-
sised to simply order a preselected set of information-bearing
items such as sentences [Barzilay et al., 2002; Lapata, 2003;
Barzilay and Lee, 2004] or database facts [Dimitromanolaki
and Androutsopoulos, 2003; Karamanis et al., 2004].

Empirical work on the evaluation of TS has become in-
creasingly automatic and corpus-based. As pointed out by
[Karamanis, 2003; Barzilay and Lee, 2004] inter alia, using
corpora for automatic evaluation is motivated by the fact that
employing human informants in extended psycholinguistic
experiments is often simply unfeasible. By contrast, large-
scale automatic corpus-based experimentation takes place
much more easily.

[Lapata, 2003] was the first to present an experimental set-
ting which employs the distance between two orderings to es-
timate automatically how close a sentence ordering produced

1Chapter 9 of [Karamanis, 2003] reports the study in more detail.

by her probabilistic TS model stands in comparison to order-
ings provided by several human judges.

[Dimitromanolaki and Androutsopoulos, 2003] derived
sets of facts from the database of MPIRO, an NLG system
that generates short descriptions of museum artefacts [Isard
et al., 2003]. Each set consists of 6 facts each of which cor-
responds to a sentence as shown in Figure 1. The facts in
each set were manually assigned an order to reflect what a
domain expert, i.e. an archaeologist trained in museum la-
belling, considered to be the most natural ordering of the
corresponding sentences. Patterns of ordering facts were au-
tomatically learned from the corpus created by the expert.
Then, a classification-based TS approach was implemented
and evaluated in comparison to the expert’s orderings.

Database fact Sentence
subclass(ex1, amph) → This exhibit is an amphora.
painted-by(ex1, p-Kleo) → This exhibit was decorated by

the Painter of Kleofrades.
painter-story(p-Kleo, en4049) → The Painter of Kleofrades

used to decorate big vases.
exhibit-depicts(ex1, en914) → This exhibit depicts a warrior performing

splachnoscopy before leaving for the battle.
current-location(ex1, wag-mus) → This exhibit is currently displayed

in the Martin von Wagner Museum.
museum-country(wag-mus, ger) → The Martin von Wagner Museum

is in Germany.

Figure 1: MPIRO database facts corresponding to sentences

A subset of the corpus created by the expert in the previous
study (to whom we will henceforth refer as E0) is employed
by [Karamanis et al., 2004] who attempt to distinguish be-
tween many metrics of coherence with respect to their use-
fulness for TS in the same domain. Each human ordering of
facts in the corpus is scored by each of these metrics which
are then penalised proportionally to the amount of alternative
orderings of the same material that are found to score equally
to or better than the human ordering. The few metrics which
manage to outperform two simple baselines in their overall
performance across the corpus emerge as the most suitable
candidates for TS in the investigated domain. This method-
ology is very similar to the way [Barzilay and Lee, 2004]
evaluate their probabilistic TS model in comparison to the
approach of [Lapata, 2003].

Because the data used in the studies of [Dimitromanolaki
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and Androutsopoulos, 2003] and [Karamanis et al., 2004]
are based on the insights of just one expert, an obvious un-
resolved question is whether they reflect general strategies
for ordering facts in the domain of interest. This paper ad-
dresses this issue by enhancing the dataset used in the two
studies with orderings provided by three additional experts.
These orderings are then compared with the orders of E0 us-
ing the methodology of [Lapata, 2003]. Since E0 is found
to share a lot of common ground with two of her colleagues
in the ordering task, her reliability is verified, while a fourth
“stand-alone” expert who uses strategies not shared by any
other expert is identified as well.

As in [Lapata, 2003], the same dependent variable which
allows us to estimate how different the orders of E0 are from
the orders of her colleagues is used to evaluate some of the
metrics which perform best in [Karamanis et al., 2004]. As
explained in the next section, in this way we investigate the
previously unaddressed possibility that there may exist many
optimal solutions for TS in our domain. The results of this
additional evaluation experiment are presented and emphasis
is laid on their relation with the previous findings.

Overall, this paper addresses two general issues: a) how to
verify the generality of a dataset defined by one expert using
sentence orderings provided by other experts and b) how to
employ these data for the automatic evaluation of a TS ap-
proach. Given that the methodology discussed in this paper
does not rely on the employed metrics of coherence or the as-
sumed TS approach, our work can be of interest to any NLG
researcher facing these questions.

The next section discusses how the methodology imple-
mented in this study complements the methods of [Karamanis
et al., 2004]. After briefly introducing the employed metrics
of coherence, we describe the data collected for our exper-
iments. Then, we present the employed dependent variable
and formulate our predictions. In the results section, we state
which of these predictions were verified. The paper is con-
cluded with a discussion of the main findings.

2 An additional evaluation test
As [Barzilay et al., 2002] report, different humans often order
sentences in distinct ways. Thus, there might exist more than
one equally good solution for TS, a view shared by almost
all TS researchers, but which has not been accounted for in
the evaluation methodologies of [Karamanis et al., 2004] and
[Barzilay and Lee, 2004].2

Collecting sentence orderings defined by many experts in
our domain enables us to investigate the possibility that there
might exist many good solutions for TS. Then, the measure
of [Lapata, 2003], which estimates how close two orderings
stand, can be employed not only to verify the reliability of E0
but also to compare the orderings preferred by the assumed
TS approach with the orderings of the experts.

However, this evaluation methodology has its limitations
as well. Being engaged in other obligations, the experts nor-
mally have just a limited amount of time to devote to the

2A more detailed discussion of existing corpus-based methods
for evaluating TS appears in [Karamanis and Mellish, 2005].

NLG researcher. Similarly to standard psycholinguistic ex-
periments, consulting these informants is difficult to extend
to a larger corpus like the one used e.g. by [Karamanis et al.,
2004] (122 sets of facts).

In this paper, we reach a reasonable compromise by show-
ing how the methodology of [Lapata, 2003] supplements the
evaluation efforts of [Karamanis et al., 2004] using a similar
(yet by necessity smaller) dataset. Clearly, a metric of coher-
ence that has already done well in the previous study, gains
extra bonus by passing this additional test.

3 Metrics of coherence
[Karamanis, 2003] discusses how a few basic notions of co-
herence captured by Centering Theory (CT) can be used to
define a large range of metrics which might be useful for TS
in our domain of interest.3 The metrics employed in the ex-
periments of [Karamanis et al., 2004] include:

M.NOCB which penalises NOCBs, i.e. pairs of adjacent
facts without any arguments in common [Karamanis and
Manurung, 2002]. Because of its simplicity M.NOCB
serves as the first baseline in the experiments of [Kara-
manis et al., 2004].

PF.NOCB, a second baseline, which enhances M.NOCB
with a global constraint on coherence that [Karamanis,
2003] calls the PageFocus (PF).

PF.BFP which is based on PF as well as the original for-
mulation of CT in [Brennan et al., 1987].

PF.KP which makes use of PF as well as the recent re-
formulation of CT in [Kibble and Power, 2000].

[Karamanis et al., 2004] report that PF.NOCB outper-
formed M.NOCB but was overtaken by PF.BFP and PF.KP.
The two metrics beating PF.NOCB were not found to differ
significantly from each other.

This study employs PF.BFP and PF.KP, i.e. two of the best
performing metrics of the experiments in [Karamanis et al.,
2004], as well as M.NOCB and PF.NOCB, the two previously
used baselines. An additional random baseline is also defined
following [Lapata, 2003].

4 Data collection
16 sets of facts were randomly selected from the corpus of
[Dimitromanolaki and Androutsopoulos, 2003].4 The sen-
tences that each fact corresponds to and the order defined by
E0 was made available to us as well. We will subsequently
refer to an unordered set of facts (or sentences that the facts
correspond to) as a Testitem.

4.1 Generating the BestOrders for each metric
Following [Karamanis et al., 2004], we envisage a TS ap-
proach in which a metric of coherence M assigns a score to

3Since discussing the metrics in detail is well beyond the scope
of this paper, the reader is referred to Chapter 3 of [Karamanis, 2003]
for more information on this issue.

4These are distinct from, yet very similar to, the sets of facts used
in [Karamanis et al., 2004].
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each possible ordering of the input set of facts and selects the
best scoring ordering as the output. When many orderings
score best, M chooses randomly between them. Crucially, our
hypothetical TS component only considers orderings starting
with the subclass fact (e.g. subclass(ex1, amph)
in Figure 1) following the suggestion of [Dimitromanolaki
and Androutsopoulos, 2003]. This gives rise to 5! = 120
orderings to be scored by M for each Testitem.

For the purposes of this experiment, a simple algorithm
was implemented that first produces the 120 possible order-
ings of facts in a Testitem and subsequently ranks them ac-
cording to the scores given by M. The algorithm outputs the
set of BestOrders for the Testitem, i.e. the orderings which
score best according to M. This procedure was repeated for
each metric and all Testitems employed in the experiment.

4.2 Random baseline
Following [Lapata, 2003], a random baseline (RB) was im-
plemented as the lower bound of the analysis. The random
baseline consists of 10 randomly selected orderings for each
Testitem. The orderings are selected irrespective of their
scores for the various metrics.

4.3 Consulting domain experts
Three archaeologists (E1, E2, E3), one male and two females,
between 28 and 45 years of age, all trained in cataloguing
and museum labelling, were recruited from the Department
of Classics at the University of Edinburgh.

Each expert was consulted by the first author in a separate
interview. First, she was presented with a set of six sentences,
each of which corresponded to a database fact and was printed
on a different filecard, as well as with written instructions de-
scribing the ordering task.5 The instructions mention that the
sentences come from a computer program that generates de-
scriptions of artefacts in a virtual museum. The first sentence
for each set was given by the experimenter.6 Then, the expert
was asked to order the remaining five sentences in a coherent
text.

When ordering the sentences, the expert was instructed to
consider which ones should be together and which should
come before another in the text without using hints other than
the sentences themselves. She could revise her ordering at
any time by moving the sentences around. When she was sat-
isfied with the ordering she produced, she was asked to write
next to each sentence its position, and give them to the ex-
perimenter in order to perform the same task with the next
randomly selected set of sentences. The expert was encour-
aged to comment on the difficulty of the task, the strategies
she followed, etc.

5 Dependent variable
Given an unordered set of sentences and two possible order-
ings, a number of measures can be employed to calculate the

5The instructions are given in Appendix D of [Karamanis, 2003]
and are adapted from the ones used in [Barzilay et al., 2002].

6This is the sentence corresponding to the subclass fact.

distance between them. Based on the argumentation in [How-
ell, 2002], [Lapata, 2003] selects Kendall’s τ as the most ap-
propriate measure and this was what we used for our analysis
as well. Kendall’s τ is based on the number of inversions
between the two orderings and is calculated as follows:

(1) τ = 1− 2I
PN

= 1− 2I
N(N−1)/2

PN stands for the number of pairs of sentences and N is the
number of sentences to be ordered.7 I stands for the number
of inversions, that is, the number of adjacent transpositions
necessary to bring one ordering to another. Kendall’s τ ranges
from−1 (inverse ranks) to 1 (identical ranks). The higher the
τ value, the smaller the distance between the two orderings.

Following [Lapata, 2003], the Tukey test is employed to in-
vestigate significant differences between average τ scores.8
First, the average distance between (the orderings of)9 two
experts e.g. E0 and E1, denoted as T (E0E1), is calculated as
the mean τ value between the ordering of E0 and the order-
ing of E1 taken across all 16 Testitems. Then, we compute
T (EXPEXP ) which expresses the overall average distance
between all expert pairs and serves as the upper bound for the
evaluation of the metrics. Since a total of E experts gives rise
to PE = E(E−1)

2 expert pairs, T (EXPEXP ), is computed
by summing up the average distances between all expert pairs
and dividing the sum by PE .

While [Lapata, 2003] always appears to single out a unique
best scoring ordering, we often have to deal with many best
scoring orderings. To account for this, we first compute the
average distance between e.g. the ordering of an expert E0
and the BestOrders of a metric M for a given Testitem. In
this way, M is rewarded for a BestOrder that is close to the
expert’s ordering, but penalised for every BestOrder that is
not. Then, the average T (E0M ) between the expert E0 and
the metric M is calculated as their mean distance across all
16 Testitems. Finally, yet most importantly, T (EXPM ) is the
average distance between all experts and M. It is calculated by
summing up the average distances between each expert and M
and dividing the sum by the number of experts. As the next
section explains in more detail, T (EXPM ) is compared with
the upper bound of the evaluation T (EXPEXP ) to estimate
the performance of M in our experiments.

RB is evaluated in a similar way as M using the 10 ran-
domly selected orderings instead of the BestOrders for each
Testitem. T (EXPRB) is the average distance between all ex-
perts and RB and is used as the lower bound of the evaluation.

7In our data, N is always equal to 6.
8Provided that an omnibus ANOVA is significant, the Tukey test

can be used to specify which of the conditions c1, ..., cn measured
by the dependent variable differ significantly. It uses the set of means
m1, ..., mn (corresponding to conditions c1, ..., cn) and the mean
square error of the scores that contribute to these means to calculate
a critical difference between any two means. An observed differ-
ence between any two means is significant if it exceeds the critical
difference.

9Throughout the paper we often refer to e.g. “the distance be-
tween the orderings of the experts” with the phrase “the distance
between the experts” for the sake of brevity.
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E0E1: ** ** **
0.692 E0E2: ** ** **

0.717 E1E2: ** ** **
0.758 E0E3:

CD at 0.01: 0.338 0.258 E1E3:
CD at 0.05: 0.282 0.300 E2E3:
F(5,75)=14.931, p<0.000 0.192

Table 1: Comparison of distances between the expert pairs

6 Predictions
Despite any potential differences between the experts, one ex-
pects them to share some common ground in the way they or-
der sentences. In this sense, a particularly welcome result for
our purposes is to show that the average distances between
E0 and most of her colleagues are short and not significantly
different from the distances between the other expert pairs,
which in turn indicates that she is not a “stand-alone” expert.

Moreover, we expect the average distance between the ex-
pert pairs to be significantly smaller than the average distance
between the experts and RB. This is again based on the as-
sumption that even though the experts might not follow com-
pletely identical strategies, they do not operate with absolute
diversity either. Hence, we predict that T (EXPEXP ) will be
significantly greater than T (EXPRB).

Due to the small number of Testitems employed in this
study, it is likely that the metrics do not differ significantly
from each other with respect to their average distance from
the experts. Rather than comparing the metrics directly with
each other (as [Karamanis et al., 2004] do), this study com-
pares them indirectly by examining their behaviour with re-
spect to the upper and the lower bound. For instance, al-
though T (EXPPF.KP ) and T (EXPPF.BFP ) might not be
significantly different from each other, one score could be sig-
nificantly different from T (EXPEXP ) (upper bound) and/or
T (EXPRB) (lower bound) while the other is not.

We identify the best metrics in this study as the ones whose
average distance from the experts (i) is significantly greater
from the lower bound and (ii) does not differ significantly
from the upper bound.10

7 Results
7.1 Distances between the expert pairs
On the first step in our analysis, we computed the T score
for each expert pair, namely T (E0E1), T (E0E2), T (E0E3),
T (E1E2), T (E1E3) and T (E2E3). Then we performed all
15 pairwise comparisons between them using the Tukey test,
the results of which are summarised in Table 1.11

The cells in the Table report the level of significance re-
turned by the Tukey test when the difference between two

10Criterion (ii) can only be applied provided that the average dis-
tance between the experts and at least one metric Mx is found to
be significantly lower than T (EXPEXP ). Then, if the average dis-
tance between the experts and another metric My does not differ
significantly from T (EXPEXP ), My performs better than Mx.

11The Table also reports the result of the omnibus ANOVA, which
is significant: F(5,75)=14.931, p<0.000.

E0E1: ** ** **
0.692 E0E2: ** ** **

0.717 E1E2: ** ** **
0.758 E0RB :

CD at 0.01: 0.242 0.323 E1RB :
CD at 0.05: 0.202 0.347 E2RB :
F(5,75)=18.762, p<0.000 0.352

E0E3:
0.258 E1E3:

0.300 E2E3:
CD at 0.01: 0.219 0.192 E3RB :
CD at 0.05: 0.177 0.302
F(3,45)=1.223, p=0.312

Table 2: Comparison of distances between the experts (E0,
E1, E2, E3) and the random baseline (RB)

distances exceeds the critical difference (CD). Significance
beyond the 0.05 threshold is reported with one asterisk (*),
while significance beyond the 0.01 threshold is reported with
two asterisks (**). A cell remains empty when the difference
between two distances does not exceed the critical difference.
For example, the value of T (E0E1) is 0.692 and the value of
T (E0E3) is 0.258. Since their difference exceeds the CD at
the 0.01 threshold, it is reported to be significant beyond that
level by the Tukey test, as shown in the top cell of the third
column in Table 1.

As the Table shows, the T scores for the distance between
E0 and E1 or E2, i.e. T (E0E1) and T (E0E2), as well as the
T for the distance between E1 and E2, i.e. T (E1E2), are quite
high which indicates that on average the orderings of the three
experts are quite close to each other. Moreover, these T scores
are not significantly different from each other which suggests
that E0, E1 and E2 share quite a lot of common ground in
the ordering task. Hence, E0 is found to give rise to similar
orderings to the ones of E1 and E2.

However, when any of the previous distances is compared
with a distance that involves the orderings of E3 the differ-
ence is significant, as shown by the cells containing two as-
terisks in Table 1. In other words, although the orderings of
E1 and E2 seem to deviate from each other and the orderings
of E0 to more or less the same extent, the orderings of E3
stand much further away from all of them. Hence, there ex-
ists a “stand-alone” expert among the ones consulted in our
studies, yet this is not E0 but E3.

This finding can be easily explained by the fact that by con-
trast to the other three experts, E3 followed a very schematic
way for ordering sentences. Because the orderings of E3
manifest rather peculiar strategies, at least compared to the or-
derings of E0, E1 and E2, the upper bound of the analysis, i.e.
the average distance between the expert pairs T (EXPEXP ),
is computed without taking into account these orderings:

(2) T (EXPEXP ) = 0.722 = T (E0E1)+T (E0E2)+T (E1E2)
3

7.2 Distances between the experts and RB
As the upper part of Table 2 shows, the T score between any
two experts other than E3 is significantly greater than their
distance from RB beyond the 0.01 threshold. Only the dis-
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tances between E3 and another expert, shown in the lower
section of Table 2, are not significantly different from the dis-
tance between E3 and RB.

Although this result does not mean that the orders of E3
are similar to the orders of RB,12 it shows that E3 is roughly
as far away from e.g. E0 as she is from RB. By contrast,
E0 stands significantly closer to E1 than to RB, and the same
holds for the other distances in the upper part of the Table.
In accordance with the discussion in the previous section, the
lower bound, i.e. the overall average distance between the
experts (excluding E3) and RB T (EXPRB), is computed as
shown in (3):

(3) T (EXPRB) = 0.341 = T (E0RB)+T (E1RB)+T (E2RB)
3

7.3 Distances between the experts and each metric
So far, E3 was identified as an “stand-alone” expert standing
further away from the other three experts than they stand from
each other. We also identified the distance between E3 and
each expert as similar to her distance from RB.

Similarly, E3 was found to stand further away from the
metrics compared to their distance from the other three ex-
perts.13 This result, gives rise to the set of formulas in (4) for
calculating the overall average distance between the experts
(excluding E3) and each metric.
(4) (4.1): T (EXPPF.BFP ) = 0.629 =

T (E0P F.BF P )+T (E1P F.BF P )+T (E2P F.BF P )
3

(4.2): T (EXPPF.KP ) = 0.571 =

T (E0P F.KP )+T (E1P F.KP )+T (E2P F.KP )
3

(4.3): T (EXPPF.NOCB) = 0.606 =

T (E0P F.NOCB)+T (E1P F.NOCB)+T (E2P F.NOCB)
3

(4.4): T (EXPM.NOCB) = 0.487 =

T (E0M.NOCB)+T (E1M.NOCB)+T (E2M.NOCB)
3

In the next section, we present the concluding analysis for
this study which compares the overall distances in formu-
las (2), (3) and (4) with each other. As we have already
mentioned, T (EXPEXP ) serves as the upper bound of the
analysis whereas T (EXPRB) is the lower bound. The aim
is to specify which scores in (4) are significantly greater than
T (EXPRB), but not significantly lower than T (EXPEXP ).

7.4 Concluding analysis
The results of the comparisons of the scores in (2), (3) and (4)
are shown in Table 3. As the top cell in the last column of
the Table shows, the T score between the experts and RB,
T (EXPRB), is significantly lower than the average distance
between the expert pairs, T (EXPEXP ) at the 0.01 level.

12This could have been argued, if the value of T (E3RB) had been
much closer to 1.

13Due to space restrictions, we cannot report the scores for these
comparisons here. The reader is referred to Table 9.4 on page 175
of Chapter 9 in [Karamanis, 2003].

This result verifies one of our main predictions showing that
the orderings of the experts (modulo E3) stand much closer
to each other compared to their distance from randomly as-
sembled orderings.

As expected, most of the scores that involve the met-
rics are not significantly different from each other, ex-
cept for T (EXPPF.BFP ) which is significantly greater than
T (EXPM.NOCB) at the 0.05 level. Yet, what we are mainly
interested in is how the distance between the experts and each
metric compares with T (EXPEXP ) and T (EXPRB). This
is shown in the first row and the last column of Table 3.

Crucially, T (EXPRB) is significantly lower than
T (EXPPF.BFP ) as well as T (EXPPF.NOCB) and
T (EXPPF.KP ) at the 0.01 level. Notably, even the dis-
tance of the experts from M.NOCB, T (EXPM.NOCB), is
significantly greater than T (EXPRB), albeit at the 0.05
level. These results show that the distance from the experts is
significantly reduced when using the best scoring orderings
of any metric, even M.NOCB, instead of the orderings of
RB. Hence, all metrics score significantly better than RB in
this experiment.

However, simply using M.NOCB to output the best
scoring orders is not enough to yield a distance from
the experts which is comparable to T (EXPEXP ). Al-
though the PF constraint appears to help towards this di-
rection, T (EXPPF.KP ) remains significantly lower than
T (EXPEXP ), whereas T (EXPPF.NOCB) falls only 0.009
points short of CD at the 0.05 threshold. Hence, PF.BFP
is the most robust metric, as the difference between
T (EXPPF.BFP ) and T (EXPEXP ) is clearly not signifi-
cant.

Finally, the difference between T (EXPPF.NOCB) and
T (EXPM.NOCB) is only 0.006 points away from the CD.
This result shows that the distance from the experts is reduced
to a great extent when the best scoring orderings are com-
puted according to PF.NOCB instead of simply M.NOCB.
Hence, this experiment provides additional evidence in favour
of enhancing M.NOCB with the PF constraint of coherence,
as suggested in [Karamanis, 2003].

8 Discussion
A question not addressed by previous studies making use of
a certain collection of orderings of facts is whether the strate-
gies reflected there are specific to E0, the expert who created
the dataset. In this paper, we address this question by enhanc-
ing E0’s dataset with orderings provided by three additional
experts. Then, the distance between E0 and her colleagues
is computed and compared to the distance between the other
expert pairs. The results indicate that E0 shares a lot of com-
mon ground with two of her colleagues in the ordering task
deviating from them as much as they deviate from each other,
while the orderings of a fourth “stand-alone” expert are found
to manifest rather individualistic strategies.

The same variable used to investigate the distance between
the experts is employed to automatically evaluate the best
scoring orderings of some of the best performing metrics in
[Karamanis et al., 2004]. Despite its limitations due to the
necessarily restricted size of the employed dataset, this eval-
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EXPEXP : ** ** **
0.722 EXPPF.BFP : * **

0.629 EXPPF.NOCB : **
0.606 EXPPF.KP : **

CD at 0.01: 0.150 0.571 EXPM.NOCB : *
CD at 0.05: 0.125 0.487 EXPRB :
F(5,75)=19.111, p<0.000 0.341

Table 3: Results of the concluding analysis comparing the distance between the expert pairs (EXPEXP ) with the distance
between the experts and each metric (PF.BFP, PF.NOCB, PF.KP, M.NOCB) and the random baseline (RB)

uation task allows us to explore the previously unaddressed
possibility that there exist many good solutions for TS in the
employed domain.

Out of a much larger set of possibilities, 10 metrics were
evaluated in [Karamanis et al., 2004], only a handful of which
were found to overtake two simple baselines. The additional
test in this study carries on the elimination process by point-
ing out PF.BFP as the single most promising metric to be used
for TS in the explored domain, since this is the metric that
manages to clearly survive both tests.

Equally crucially, our analysis shows that all employed
metrics are superior to a random baseline. Additional evi-
dence in favour of the PF constraint on coherence introduced
in [Karamanis, 2003] is provided as well. The general evalu-
ation methodology as well as the specific results of this study
will be useful for any subsequent attempt to automatically
evaluate a TS approach using a corpus of sentence orderings
defined by many experts.

As [Reiter and Sripada, 2002] suggest, the best way to treat
the results of a corpus-based study is as hypotheses which
eventually need to be integrated with other types of evalua-
tion. Although we followed the ongoing argumentation that
using perceptual experiments to choose between many possi-
ble metrics is unfeasible, our efforts have resulted into a sin-
gle preferred candidate which is much easier to evaluate with
the help of psycholinguistic techniques (instead of having to
deal with a large number of metrics from very early on). This
is indeed our main direction for future work in this domain.
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Abstract 
This paper describes ongoing work on the choice 
of modal expressions in the generation of recom-
mendations about courses of study within the B.A.-
program of the Ruhr-Universität Bochum. We fo-
cus our work on the German modal verbs müssen 
(must), können (can), the subjunctive form sollte 
(should), and dürfen (may). The idea is to combine 
insights from formal semantics into the meaning of 
modal verbs with requirements for their choice in 
NLG-systems in order to achieve a linguistically 
satisfying model of their choice. The overall model 
is implemented in the CAN-system that plans 
courses of study and generates recommendations 
about them.   

1 Introduction 
From a typological perspective, modality concerns the 
speaker’s estimation of the possible and necessary occur-
rence, respectively, of some state of affairs [van der Auwera 
and Plungian, 1998]. In many languages, modality is lin-
guistically realized by a whole bundle of different means, 
with modal verbs being the most prominent ones.  
In this paper, we will describe the realization of uses of the 
four German modal verbs müssen (must, have to, need to), 
können (can, to be able to), dürfen (may, could, to be al-
lowed to do) and the subjunctive form of sollen, i.e. sollte 
(should). As the English translations indicate, there is no 
simple correspondence between the meaning of these Ger-
man modal verbs and their counterparts in other languages. 
In particular, the pragmatic conditions for their use differ 
widely so that a straightforward adoption of the conditions 
we are giving in this paper to other languages will probably 
not be possible. 
In general, the problem of the choice of modal verbs is the 
fact that the use of modals is, among other things, deter-
mined by information that is usually only implicitly given in 
a discourse. This information must be made available during 
macroplanning for the entire text in a way that enables the 
choice of the contextually appropriate modal verbs.  
In what follows, we will first outline the semantics and 
pragmatics of modal verbs in general, and the four German 
modals plus sollen in particular. Based on this, we will de-

lineate our choice model for modals and its application to 
the aforementioned four modal verbs. Finally, we will show 
how this model is integrated into the CAN-System that we 
are currently developing.  

2 The meanings of modal verbs 
The meaning of modals is deeply rooted in information that 
is only implicitly given in a discourse, but plays a crucial 
role in the full understanding of the underlying speaker’s 
intention. This context-dependence results in different read-
ings. A sentence like Peter must attend the lecture on se-
mantics can be interpreted in numerous ways: It could ex-
press that according to the knowledge of the speaker it is 
necessary that Peter attends this lecture, or that Peter´s 
course of study requires his attendance in the lecture on se-
mantics.  
Since Kratzer´s (1977) seminal work on a uniform and for-
mal treatment of the semantics of modal verbs, the context-
dependence of the meaning of modals is traced back to so-
called conversational backgrounds (also called modal do-
mains or modal bases) that provide that information against 
which the modalized sentence has to be interpreted. Accord-
ing to her widely accepted analysis in formal semantics, the 
meaning of modal verbs depends on the class of permitted 
conversational backgrounds and the so-called modal force, 
i.e. whether the modal verbs express possibility or necessity. 
Possibility and necessity are defined as consistency and en-
tailment with respect to the respective conversational back-
ground: a proposition is possible if it is consistent with the 
relevant background, and it is necessary if it is entailed by 
the conversational background.  
Accordingly, modal verbs differ in their semantics with re-
spect to these two parameters: their inherent modal force, 
and the classes of modal domains associated with them.1 

                                                 
1 In more recent works, Kratzer`s (1977) original work has 

been extended to a doubly relative analysis of modal verbs: Their 
meaning does not only depend on one modal domain, but addition-
ally on a second one, the “ordering source”. An ordering source is 
a set of propositions that describes the plausibility of the states 
given in the primary modal domain. Since this refinement of 
Kratzer’s work does not concern our treatment of the choice of 
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The classifications of relevant conversational backgrounds 
that have been postulated for an adequate analysis of the 
meaning of modal expressions differ widely in the literature. 
They range from two types – a basic distinction between 
epistemic and “root” modals - to more than twenty in von 
Stechow’s (2004) classification.  
Kratzer uses a modal logic to describe the meaning of modal 
verbs. However, she leaves open what conversational back-
grounds really are (besides their characterization as sets of 
propositions), although this concept is the linchpin of a sat-
isfying analysis of the meaning of modals.  
Also discourse-oriented approaches to the meaning of mo-
dals as, e.g., Roberts (1989), Frank (1996), or Stone (1999) 
do not say much about the structure and content of conver-
sational backgrounds. These approaches analyze specific 
uses of modals as anaphoric expressions: in some discourse 
segments, modals pick up modal domains introduced by 
previous modal expressions, and must be interpreted against 
this already introduced hypothetical scenario. Stone (1999), 
for example, gives the following sentence pair:  
 
(1) A wolf might walk into the house. It would eat you. 
 
In order to interpret the second modalized sentence cor-
rectly, the anaphoric connection between the content of that 
sentence and the possible scenario of the first one must be 
made explicit.  
 

2.1 The meaning of müssen, dürfen, sollen, sollte, 
and können 

We will outline what semanticians have to say about the 
meaning of these modal verbs, and characterize those prag-
matic conditions for their use that are of importance for this 
paper.  
Müssen and sollen both express necessity as modal force. 
The semantic difference between these two verbs concerns 
the admissible conversational backgrounds: While müssen 
can be used with any conversational background, the use of 
sollen is restricted to specific ones, viz. those that express a 
specified ideal like laws or social norms. For example, while 
the sentence  
 
(2) Peter muss den Kurs besuchen  

(Peter must attend the lecture)  
 
can, in principle, be interpreted with respect to any kind of 
conversational background, some of these backgrounds are 
not possible for the sentence Peter soll den Kurs besuchen 
(Peter shall attend the lecture). The former sentence can be 
interpreted as: 

1. In view of what is known by the speaker/the lis-
tener/…, it is necessary that Peter attends the lec-
ture (epistemic interpretation) 

                                                                                  
modals in this paper, we will not go into the details. However, we 
will pick up that point in the depiction of our future work. 

2. In view of what the conditions of study determines, 
it is necessary that Peter attends the lecture (deon-
tic interpretation) 

3. in view of someone´s will, it is necessary that Peter 
attends the lecture (volitional interpretation) 

4. in view of achieving certain goals in is necessary 
that Peter attends the lecture (teleological interpre-
tation)  

   and so on.  
 
Sollen, however, cannot presuppose conversational back-
grounds that are evoked by the subject (cf, von Stechow, 
2004; Zifonun et al., 1997). For example, a deontic interpre-
tation of Peter soll den Kurs besuchen is not possible with 
the respective obligations as conversational backgrounds 
determined by Peter himself.  
In addition to the modal verbs, mood is also a linguistic 
means to express modality. Often, mood weakens the modal 
force so that sollte does not express the necessity of the em-
bedded proposition anymore, but a weaker modal force that 
comes close to possibility.  
Können and dürfen seem to be the counterparts of müssen 
and sollen. They express possibility as modal force. Können 
is not confined to specific conversational backgrounds, 
while dürfen can – similar to sollen - only be used with ex-
tra-subjective ideal backgrounds, preferably deontic ones. 
The sentence 
 
(3) Peter darf den Kurs besuchen  

(Peter may attend the lecture) 
 
means: his attendance of the lecture is compatible with his 
duties (imposed by someone else), the conditions of study, 
the will of a third person, some relevant facts, and so on.  
Although this semantic analysis shows convincingly the 
relevance of the modal force and the conversational back-
grounds for a systematic treatment of the meaning of mo-
dals, it cannot be the whole story of the meaning of modals. 
If conversational backgrounds and modal forces would suf-
ficiently explain the meaning of modals, every modal verb 
with a restricted set of admissible conversational back-
grounds could be replaced by the modals können and 
müssen, respectively, without changing the meaning of the 
respective sentence. Although this might be true with re-
spect to the truth conditions of the single sentences, replac-
ing the specific modals by more general ones nevertheless 
results in sentences with different readings. For example, 
replacing the sentence  
 
(4) Du darfst den Semantik-Kurs besuchen und du solltest 

 den Syntax-Kurs besuchen (You may attend the  
semantics lecture and you should visit the lecture on  
syntax) 

 
by the sentence 
 
(4´)  Du kannst den Semantik-Kurs besuchen und du  

müsstest den Syntax-Kurs besuchen (You can attend 
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the semantics lecture and you ought to attend the  
lecture on syntax) 

 
leads to different prominent meanings: while the first sen-
tence clearly expresses a permission and a recommendation, 
the second one is more neutral with respect to the relevant 
pragmatic meaning. Additionally, the second clause ex-
presses a weak deontically motivated entailment.  
Hence, the modal verbs are associated with specific prag-
matic conditions for their use. We will refer to those prag-
matics aspects only that are crucial for our treatment of the 
modals. We start from the assumption that the uses of 
müssen and können do not require specific pragmatic con-
straints. Sollte does not express necessity (as the indicative 
sollen does) but possibility, and shall be used if the goal of 
the system is to express the proposition as a strong advice. 
Dürfen shall be used if the system expresses a permission 
that is based on the courses the user has completed success-
fully so far, or if the user has the permission to study at all.  

2 Modality in natural language generation 
systems  

In general, there is not much work on the computational 
treatment of modals, be it in NL Understanding or NL Gen-
eration.  
There seems to be a clear gap between the relevance of mo-
dality in texts and dialogues produced by human speakers 
and its consideration in NLG-systems. While modal expres-
sions appear in all kinds of text genres produced by humans, 
be it newspaper articles or dialogue contributions, their re-
alization in NLG-systems did not receive much attention so 
far.2 This disregarding of modality might be due to the na-
ture of the text types that typically describe entities as, e.g., 
animals (Peba-II; Milosavljevic 1997) or air–qualities 
(TEMSIS, Busemann and Horacek 1997). All of these gen-
eration systems present data or knowledge units that are 
“true” in a certain sense. None of these systems have to 
cope with an estimation whether some events will happen 
with a specific probability, given the information state of the 
system and the user. However, estimations of such a kind 
are the basis for the use of modals.  
Our work is loosely inspired by the treatment of modals in 
Crouch and Pulman (1993), but differs from their work in 
several crucial respects. Crouch and Pulman investigate the 
use of temporal and modal expressions in an NL-interface to 
a planner that produces partial plans in an engineering do-
main. Instead of using a modal logic with its underlying 
possible world semantics, the authors determine possible 
and necessary propositions against the range of plans avail-
able to solve a task. The necessity relation holds if the 
proposition (more specifically, the temporal orders and rela-

                                                 
2 This statement might be too strong in case of the use of sys-

temic grammars. Systemic grammars are able to convert complex 
modality-related speech-functions into corresponding modal ex-
pressions. However, systemic grammars do not consider content 
planning tasks that we are describing in this paper. 

tions in the corresponding formula) can be inferred from the 
plan description. In contrast to this, a formula is possible if 
its negation can be inferred from the plan description.  

3 The choice of modal verbs in CAN 
We are currently developing the CAN-system (Conceptuali-
zation for Modal Expressions) that generates recommenda-
tions about courses of study within the B.A. program of the 
Ruhr-Universität Bochum. A user provides the system with 
his/her current term number and the lectures he/she has fin-
ished so far, and the system generates a recommendation 
which lectures he should/must/shall/may/can take.  
A planner provides the partially ordered plan which de-
scribes the progression of the overall study from the current 
semester to the final degree. The propositions are checked in 
a piecemeal fashion in order to determine whether they nec-
essarily or possibly hold with respect to the conversational 
background. This procedure determines the modal force, 
and a subclass of the relevant modal verbs with it. After-
wards the pragmatic conditions will be checked to select the 
appropriate modal verb, and that verb is inserted into a syn-
tactic template for the corresponding sentence.   
We confine our analysis to epistemic and deontic meanings 
of the aforementioned modal verbs, because these readings 
are the most prominent ones in our domain. Deontic mean-
ings are determined by the structure and content of the plan 
to be verbalized. Epistemic meanings are determined by the 
discourse state. Both knowledge sources will be handled by 
the same procedure which makes an extension to other types 
of modal meanings manageable. In other words, we adopt 
the bipartite distinction between necessary and possible 
formulae, although this might not completely correspond to 
the fine-grained modal forces expressed in natural lan-
guages. Furthermore, we adopt the modeling of possibility 
as consistency with the conversational background, and ne-
cessity as entailment from that background.  
If one of the modal relations is true, we know what the mo-
dal force is, and are able to determine that subclass of modal 
verbs that expresses the proven modal force. Otherwise the 
underlying proposition will linguistically not be modalized. 
The deontic background is determined by the plan. Accord-
ing to the partially ordered plan, some lectures can only be 
attended if other lectures had already been completed suc-
cessfully, but this order does not hold between all lectures. 
The obligation to attend certain lectures during some semes-
ter can directly be read from the plan. The modal force will 
be derived from the plans. 
An epistemic background is given by what the system 
knows of the user´s current course of his study and the in-
formation provided by the system so far. For this, we use a 
discourse record that keeps track of the user´s input and 
what he has been told.  

3.1 Planning for the choice of modals  
The task of the planner is to place the obligatory lectures at 
the right nodes in the plan, and to determine possible nodes 
of the optional lectures. For example, while all students of 
Linguistics have to attend a lecture on pragmatics in the 
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third semester, they can attend an additional lecture with a 
topic of their own choice, but the student must have satisfied 
its prerequisites already.  
An “action” of the plan is realized as a pair that represents 
the status of the lecture with respect to the semester (obliga-
tory, optional), and the title of the lecture.  
Suppose a fully specified plan contains the following order 
of single lectures, starting with the second semester:   
 
2nd semester   3rd semester      4th semester 
 
       obl: pragmatics 
obl: formal_ 
semantics   obl: syntax      opt:parsing 
 
       opt: hpsg 
 
If each “action” of this part of the plan shall linguistically be 
realized, only some of the four modal verbs are applicable.  
The use of the modals depends on the status of the lectures 
as being obligatory or optional in a certain semester, and the 
existence of certain preconditions of the planning operators. 
The distinguishing feature of obligatory lectures is that there 
are no alternatives for them; they are necessary courses in a 
certain semester. Hence, the lectures on semantics and prag-
matics will be mentioned in sentences with müssen as modal 
verb. Optional lectures appear to be more interesting be-
cause in principle they can be attended in any semester, as 
long as the prerequisites for their attendance have been 
achieved by the student. The prerequisites are modelled as 
preconditions of corresponding planning operators. Linguis-
tically, optionality is expressed by modals which express 
possibility as modal force, and the use of these modals is 
constrained by additional pragmatic conditions for their use. 
Whether the optional lectures on HSPG and parsing, respec-
tively, will be mentioned in sentences with können, dürfen, 
or sollte depends on the decision to recommend or permit 
these lectures, which will be derived from conditions we 
will mention in the following section.  
To sum up, the choice of the appropriate modal verbs de-
pends on:  

- the status of the lecture, whether it is optional or 
obligatory in one semester, 

- the user´s possible achievement of prerequisites of 
optional lectures, 

- the placement of optional lectures in the overall 
plan, 

- pragmatic functions like expressing a permission or 
a recommendation. 

The first three factors belong to the conversational back-
ground, while the last one seems to be an additional con-
straint for the use of some of the modal verbs. Dealing with 
these aspects of the conversational background can be char-
acterized in the following way:  
Let P be the plan with the obligatory lectures placed in the 
right positions, and T(P) the set of all totally specified plans 
based on P that include possible placements of the optional 
lectures.  

Every lecture in P marked as obligatory is necessary with 
respect to the study process.  
Additionally, for every proposition p we check whether T(P) 
→ p holds or T(P) ∪ {p} is true. If the former formula is 
true, the modal verb müssen can be realized. If the latter 
formula is true, we have to check whether the pragmatic 
conditions for the use of one of the modals verbs that ex-
press possibility are given in the discourse record. The cor-
responding decision results in the choice of the verb dürfen, 
können, and sollte, respectively.  

3.1 An example: the choice of dürfen and sollte  
The choice of dürfen and sollte may illustrate the choice 
mechanism that takes into account the plan structure and the 
discourse state, respectively.  
Both dürfen and sollte express possibility as modal force so 
that they compete with können as the unmarked modal verb 
for expressing possibility. Since dürfen and sollte can only 
be used if specific pragmatic conditions are satisfied (and 
with restricted sets of conversational backgrounds), können 
will always be chosen if the modal force is possibility and 
the other two modals cannot be used. 
Expressing a permission by using dürfen is based on the 
following conditions:  

(a) if the user is willing to begin his studies and CAN 
does not know whether he is registered at the uni-
versity at all, CAN asks for a corresponding con-
firmation. In case of a positive response the per-
mission to study the courses of the first semester 
can be given, and dürfen will be used.  

(b) If CAN does not know whether some courses as 
preconditions of a course are satisfied it asks the 
user whether he attended these required courses. 
The user has to give this information, and the sys-
tem integrates the courses into the plan. Since the 
preconditions for the respective course are now sat-
isfied, the permission to attend this course will be 
signalled by the use of dürfen.   

In general, our impression is that permissions – the prag-
matic function of dürfen when a deontic conversational 
background becomes relevant – can best be derived in dia-
logue situations. An NLG-system that permits to attend a 
certain course must be set into the position to express the 
permission at all. In our scenario, this is the cased if CAN 
requires additional information and asks for it. In this re-
spect permissions are different from recommendations ex-
pressed by sollte, which can be determined without refer-
ence to a dialogue situation.  
Recommendations declare a certain state of affairs as advan-
tageous with respect to some goal. In our scenario, attending 
a course in a specific semester is advantageous for the com-
pletion of the course of study, if its attendance optimizes the 
number of semesters that are necessary for that completion.  
The system checks whether the course can successfully be 
integrated into the overall plan and computes the corre-
sponding consequences: If attending this course during the 
current semester does not increase the number of semesters 
required to achieve the completion within the normal dura-
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tion of study, but a different course does, that is also offered 
for the current semester, then it is advantageous to attend 
this course, and the modal sollte is chosen. In other words, 
the system compares the consequences of attending courses 
with respect to the length of study.  

4 Future work 
The work reported in this paper describes the current state 
of the CAN-system. Our long-term goal is a wide coverage 
of modal expressions including all German modal verbs as 
well as other modals as, e.g., modal nouns, adverbs, and 
particles. The evaluation of the generated modal expressions 
is an additional research topic, as well as the interplay of 
modality with mood and temporality. 
Currently, our discourse record is a simplifying collection of 
propositions, but we will need a more sophisticated version 
of this knowledge store if modal subordination [Roberts, 
1989; Stone, 1999] becomes a topic of our research. Modal 
subordination becomes relevant in sentence pairs of the fol-
lowing kind: 
 
(5)  Du könntest den Semantik-Kurs besuchen. Dann musst 

du im folgenden Semester den Pragmatik-Kurs besu-
chen. (You could attend the semantics lecture. In this 
case you must attend the lecture on pragmatics in the 
next semester.) 

 
In order to choose müssen for the second sentence, the hy-
pothetical event introduced by the first sentence must be 
considered as background so that ordering sources will be-
come an additional factor for a discourse-sensitive choice of 
modals.  
Finally, the decision to modalize a proposition is often 
grounded in specific dialogue settings like the existence of 
social power relations between the participants, or their re-
spective beliefs of the beliefs states of the addressees. We 
assume that a dialogue situation explains the use of modals 
in a more natural way than the current model, as our current 
treatment of permissions already indicates. Therefore, in the 
long run CAN shall be able to react dynamically to user re-
quests. 
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Abstract

Reversibility is a key to efficient and maintain-
able NLG systems. In this paper, we present
a formal definition of reversible NLG systems
and develop a classification of existing natural
language dialog systems in this framework.

1 Introduction

Reversibility is a key factor in building efficient and
maintainable NLG and natural language dialog systems
(NLDSs). But previous formal descriptions of reversibil-
ity are still lacking in coverage and applicability to exist-
ing systems. In this paper, we extend former approaches
to this matter by formally defining reversibility in NLDSs
and developing a proper classification of such systems
in terms of reversibility. After that, existing NLG and
generic dialog systems are used as examples for the fea-
sibility and applicability of our classification.

In our point of view, it is useless to consider reversibil-
ity for an NLG system alone, because parsing and dia-
log management are equally important for developing an
NLDS. Hence, our classification applies to complete di-
alog systems and not only NLG systems.

2 A Formal Description of Reversibility

In this section, we will provide a formal definition of
reversibility which is based on previous work [Neumann
and van Noord, 1994]. To this end, we will first give
a short overview of the results obtained there in sect.
2.1. After that, we will present our extended definition
in sect. 2.2.

2.1 Previous definitions of Reversibility

In [Neumann and van Noord, 1994], a definition of re-
versibility for programs is provided. The authors start
with a definition for computing a relation r in both di-
rections (def. 1).

Definition 1. (Computing a relation in both directions
according to Neumann and van Noord)

A program P computes a relation r in both di-
rections, iff for a given input 〈dir, e〉 it recursively enu-
merates the set

{x | (〈e, x〉 ∈ r ∧ dir = 0) ∨ (〈x, e〉 ∈ r ∧ dir = 1)}.

In this definition, the parameter dir denotes the di-
rection in which the input is computed, and e represents
the content of the input for which the appropriate output
has to be obtained.

Let us state a simple corollary to def. 1 which relates
the notion of computing a relation in both directions to
the notion of inverse relations.

Corollary 1. A program P computes the relation r in
both directions, if P computes r and the inverse relation
of r, r−1.

Proof. According to def. 1, P recursively enumerates the
set {x | 〈e, x〉 ∈ r} for dir = 0 and the set {x | 〈x, e〉 ∈ r}
for dir = 1. Hence, it computes r for dir = 0 and
(using the standard definition of inverse relations) r−1

for dir = 1.

Based on def. 1, the following definitions for r-
reversibility of programs and relations are provided in
[Neumann and van Noord, 1994] (def. 2).

Definition 2. (Reversibility of programs and relations
according to Neumann and van Noord)

1. A program P is r-reversible if it computes r in
both directions.

2. A relation r is reversible iff an r-reversible pro-
gram exists.

The notion of reversible programs in def. 1 and 2 is
very general: In an extreme case, such a program can
consist of two completely independent parts tied to-
gether only by an initial conditional statement. This
statement decides, depending on the value of the direc-
tion parameter dir, whether the program part computing
relation r (for dir = 0) or the one computing r−1 (for
dir = 1) is used. In our opinion, such a program should
not be called reversible any more. Hence, definitions 1
and 2 are too general.

On the other hand, they are too specific; this is due
to three reasons:

1. Program and data are not distinguished.

2. Thus, different resources and resource types1 are
also not addressed.

1such as linguistic and pragmatic resources
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3. The availability time for a program or a resource2

is not considered.

Hence, in the next section we will replace these def-
initions by a more general description of reversibility
for generic program systems before we will describe re-
versibility in current NLDSs.

2.2 Extended definition of reversibility

In this section, we will present our definition of reversibil-
ity. We start with definitions of a generic program sys-
tem and of system and program relations (def. 3).

Definition 3. (Program system, system relations, and
program relations)

1. A program system S consists of a triplet
(COMPS , PROGS , RESS) of

(a) a set of preprocessing programs COMPS =
{C1, . . . , Ck} which are executed before system
start,

(b) a set of runtime programs PROGS =
{P1, . . . , Pl},

(c) and a set of resources RESS = {R1, . . . , Rm}.

2. The set of relations RELS = {r1, . . . , rn} computed
by the programs of PROGS is called the set of sys-
tem relations of S.

3. The set of relations RELP = {r1, . . . , rp} computed
by a single program Pi ∈ PROGS is called the set
of program relations of P .

By resources we denote every data structure needed by
a runtime program for its execution3. More precisely, the
resource RPi,rk

provides a necessary (but not sufficient)
condition for the runtime program Pi to compute one of
its program relations rk. All of these resources must be
available at system start, but they may be generated by
preprocessing programs.

Before we can state our definition of reversibility, we
have to give a formal description of inverse programs and
resources (def. 4).

Definition 4. (Inverse program and inverse resource)
Let S be a program system, R ∈ RESS a system re-

source, and P ∈ PROGS a program with a program re-
lation r ∈ RELP . Let R be a resource needed by P for
computing r.

1. Then every program P−1 computing the inverse re-
lation r−1 is called an inverse program to P with
respect to r.

2. The transformation of a resource R needed by P−1

to compute r−1 is called inverse resource R−1 to
R with respect to r.

A simple corollary relates self-inverse programs to r-
reversible programs.

2i.e. whether it is available only at runtime or already at
compile time

3contrary to the terminology used e.g. in operating sys-
tems programming

Corollary 2. If P ≡ P−1 holds, i.e. if P is self-inverse
with respect to r, then P is r-reversible.

Proof. If P computes r, P−1 computes r−1, and P ≡
P−1 holds, then P computes r−1 as well. Then, accord-
ing to def. 1, P computes r in both directions, and with
def. 2 P is r-reversible.

Algorithmic reversibility

For any program system of def. 3, we define algorithmic
reversibility in the following way (def. 5).

Definition 5. (Algorithmic reversibility)
Let S be a program system, P ∈ PROGS a program

in S, and r ∈ RELP a program relation of P .
Then S is algorithmic-reversible in P and r if P

is r-reversible.

Hence, P (and no other program Q ∈ PROGS with
Q 6= P )4 has to compute r and r−1 as well.

Data reversibility

Data reversibility, the counterpart of algorithmic re-
versibility, can be defined as follows (def. 6).

Definition 6. (Data reversibility)
Let S be a program system, R ∈ RESS a system re-

source of S, and r ∈ RELS a system relation of S.
Then S is data-reversible to R and r if two programs

P1, P2 ∈ PROGS exist which both need R to be executed
and for both of which r ∈ RELP1

and r−1 ∈ RELP2

holds.

Thus, P1 must compute r using R, and P2 must com-
pute the inverse relation r−1 (also by using R). If
P1 ≡ P2 ≡ P holds, S is also algorithmic-reversible to P
and r.

Static and dynamic reversibility

A different dimension of reversibility dealing with the
availability time of a program or a resource can be de-
scribed as follows (def. 7).

Definition 7. (Static and dynamic reversibility)
Let S be a program system, R ∈ RESS a system re-

source and r ∈ RELS a system relation of S.

1. S is static-reversible with respect to R and r if

(a) a program P ∈ PROGS with r ∈ RELP exists
which needs R for its execution,

(b) also r−1 ∈ RELS, P−1 ∈ PROGS, and R−1 ∈
RESS holds,
and additionally

(c) at least one preprocessing program C ∈
COMPS is needed for the construction of R−1

from R or of P−1 from P .

2. If no such program C is needed, S is called
dynamic-reversible with respect to R and r.

4By Q 6= P we denote syntactic in-equivalence here. This
is easily decidable, whereas semantic equivalence of programs
is certainly not.
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If, under the preconditions of def. 7, the inverse
program P−1 is constructed, S is also algorithmic-
reversible with respect to P and r. However, if the in-
verse resource R−1 is constructed, S is data-reversible
with respect to R and r. Obviously, both algorithmic
and data reversibility can occur simultaneously.

3 Reversibility in Dialog Systems

Consider the special relation sp→s between phonetic and
semantic structures. This is the relation computed by
the analysis part of a natural language dialog system
(NLDS). By applying our definitions of reversibility pre-
sented in sect. 2.2 on sp→s, we face an important ques-
tion of natural language processing: To what extent is
a given NLDS reversible? But before we consider this
question in more detail, we have to define our notion of
an NLDS first. Based on def. 3, we formally describe an
NLDS as follows (def. 8).

Definition 8. (NLDS)
Let rp→s be the relation between phonological and se-

mantic structures and r−1

p→s
the inverse relation of rp→s.

5

An NLDS is a program system S with rp→s ∈ RELS

and r−1

p→s
≡ rs→p ∈ RELS.

Hence, an NLDS must contain both the relations rp→s

and rs→p as system relations. This is quite obvious, since
natural language dialog requires both natural language
understanding (NLU) and natural language generation
(NLG).

4 Classification of Reversibility Types

As we have seen in the previous sections, generic pro-
gram systems and NLDSs in particular can be reversible
in two independent dimensions: On the one hand, they
can be static or6 dynamic, and on the other hand, al-
gorithms and/or data can be reversible. Given that a
system may also be not reversible at all in both dimen-
sions just mentioned, we obtain a classification of nine
possible reversibility types.

[Neumann, 1994], however, describes just four types of
reversibility in dialog systems and takes only the gram-
mar as a linguistic resource into account: Type A has
static reversibility (in terms of data and algorithms),
while type B has dynamic data reversibility. Type C has
statistically reversible data and dynamically reversible
algorithms, while type D has dynamic data and algo-
rithmic reversibility.

By further exploring the notions of algorithmic and
data reversibility introduced above, both of which can be
realized in three different variants (none, static, and dy-
namic), we are able to extend the classification in [Neu-
mann, 1994] by two more types: Type E is statically re-
versible in terms of data and algorithms, and type F has
dynamic data and static algorithmic reversibility. Our

5Henceforth, we will denote r−1

p→s just rs→p for obvious
simplicity reasons.

6The “or” here must be read as an “exclusive or”.

extended classification of reversible dialog systems is de-
picted in fig. 1.

There are three more possible types in our classifi-
cation, all of them without data reversibility: Type G
has statically and type H dynamically reversible algo-
rithms, whereas type I does not have any reversibility
at all. While types G and H are just not desirable for
real-world NLDSs, type I is even unacceptable. Hence
we decided to exclude types G, H, and I from fig. 1 and
depict them separately in fig. 2. However, the legend
displayed there applies to fig. 1 as well.

It has to be pointed out here that any classification of
reversible dialog systems must not be restricted to the
grammar, but has to be extended to the other resources
used in an NLDS as well. Apart from the grammar,
we distinguish five additional system resources: Lexicon
and morphology component are linguistic resources (to-
gether with the grammar), whereas discourse memory,
domain model, and user model are pragmatic system
resources. Hence, the reversibility of an NLDS can be
classified depending on (at least) six different resource
categories. Together with the six reversibility types in-
troduced above, these six resources form a 6-tuple which
enables us to describe the reversibility of an NLDS for-
mally and completely.

Let us take the Conald dialog system [Ludwig, 2003]
as an example. The system lexicon is precompiled into
an NLG lexicon at development time, hence we have
static reversibility of type E here. On the other hand, the
morphology component is used by both the parser and
the generator at runtime in a uniform way (cf. [Klarner
and Ludwig, 2004]), resulting in dynamic reversibility for
this component. Discourse memory and domain model
are used in the dialog manager for pragmatic integra-
tion and by the NLG component. The data structures
are identical, but the algorithms are different. Thus, we
have type B reversibility for these two resources. The
user model, however, is not used for parsing, only for
generation, hence the system is not reversible with re-
spect to the user model.

In table 1 the reversibility types of the different re-
sources are put together. They form a tuple (E, D, A, B,
B, none) completely describing reversibility in Conald.

Resource Type

Lexicon E
Morphology D
Grammar A
Discourse Memory B
Domain Model B
User Model none

Table 1: Reversibility of Conald.

The Amalia system [Gabrilovich et al., 1998] is a typ-
ical example for Prolog-based reversible NLG systems.
The system grammar is first inverted and then compiled
into two different versions, one for parsing and one for
generation. Thus, we have type C reversibility here. The
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same applies to the lexicon. As there are no pragmatic
resources and no morphology component, we can skip
their analysis here. Hence, Amalia can be characterized
by the reversibility tuple (C, n/a, C, n/a, n/a, n/a); cf.
table 2.

Resource Type

Lexicon C
Morphology n/a
Grammar C
Discourse Memory n/a
Domain Model n/a
User Model n/a

Table 2: Reversibility of Amalia.

Our third and final example is Trips [Ferguson and
Allen, 1998]. In this system, the Discourse Context and
the Reference component are shared between the Inter-
pretation Manager (which is used for parsing) and the
Generation Manager (cf. [Allen et al., 2001]). This re-
sults in type B for the discourse memory. The same
holds for the ontology of Trips (cf. [Stent, 2001], p.
139): Its domain model is of type B as well. As there
is no specific user model contained in the system, there
is also no degree of reversibility to be found there. For
various reasons, the Generation Manager uses its own
grammar and morphology component (cf. [Stent, 2001],
p. 180 & 182). The NLG lexicon of Trips is obtained
semi-automatically from various system resources and
off-line extraction (cf. [Stent, 2001], p. 180). Hence, we
have type A reversibility here. We therefore conclude
that Trips can be described by the reversibility tuple
(A, none, C, B, B, n/a); cf. table 3.

Resource Type

Lexicon A
Morphology none
Grammar none
Discourse Memory B
Domain Model B
User Model n/a

Table 3: Reversibility of Trips.

5 Re-usability as Static Reversibility of

Resources

Given our definitions of reversibility in sect. 2, we can
view re-using resources in an NLDS as static or dynamic
reversibility of the system for these resources. Compared
to the definition in [Neumann and van Noord, 1994] re-
ferred in sect. 2.1, this is a more general definition which
can be applied to a lot of existing NLDSs.

Let us again use the Conald system as an example,
this time only taking the data structures into account,
in order to search for possible re-use of resources. Two
core linguistic resources of its parsing branch are re-used
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in its NLG component Hyperbug [Klarner and Ludwig,
2004]: The system lexicon and the morphology compo-
nent are both used by the parser and the generator, with
static reversibility for the system lexicon and dynamic re-
versibility for the morphology component. As mentioned
in sect. 4, re-use is also done for the pragmatic resources,
namely discourse memory and domain model.

Generally speaking, the more linguistic and pragmatic
resources are re-used in an NLDS, the higher its degree of
reversibility becomes, and the more efficient the system
will be to develop and maintain.

6 Conclusion and Further Work

We have developed a formal description of reversibility
for NLDSs, using definitions for program systems, sys-
tem relations, and system resources. Based on these def-
initions, we have presented a classification of reversible
NLDSs in general and NLG systems in particular. Our
classification extends previous approaches in three di-
mensions: First, it covers static and dynamic reversibil-
ity, second, it considers algorithmic and data reversibil-
ity, and third, it takes the different resources of a dialog
system into account.

The 6-tuple used in our classification can, of course,
be extended to incorporate different linguistic and prag-
matic resources, should they prove useful for an NLDS.
However, we identified the set of resources mentioned
above by thorough investigation of existing systems
based on the results presented in [Maier, 1999] for text
planning; presently, we do not think we need additional
ones.

Unfortunately, our definition of reversibility does not
yet completely reflect all aspects of current NLDSs: For
example, it does not cover systems where preprocessing
and runtime programs cannot be clearly separated, be-
cause such systems allow a flexible choice for a given
resource and/or algorithm to be computed beforehand
(by preprocessing) or at runtime.7 This extended de-
gree of dynamic has yet to be taken into account in our
definitions.

The obvious practical application of our classification
is twofold: First, using it in a descriptive way to analyze
existing systems. Second, and more practical, using it in
a normative way to further develop one’s one NLDS to
be as reversible as possible (i.e., to obtain a “D” in all
six positions of the 6-tuple of reversibility types). Both
applications are important, but the second is the one we
are going to pursue in the near future.
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Abstract

We describe a Wizard-of-Oz experiment setup for
the collection of multimodal interaction data for a
Music Player application. This setup was devel-
oped and used to collect experimental data as part
of a project aimed at building a flexible multimodal
dialogue system which provides an interface to an
MP3 player, combining speech and screen input
and output. Besides the usual goal of WOZ data
collection to get realistic examples of the behav-
ior and expectations of the users, an equally im-
portant goal for us was to observe natural behavior
of multiple wizards in order to guide our system
development. The wizards’ responses were there-
fore not constrained by a script. One of the chal-
lenges we had to address was to allow the wizards
to produce varied screen output a in real time. Our
setup includes a preliminary screen output planning
module, which prepares several versions of possi-
ble screen output. The wizards were free to speak,
and/or to select a screen output.

1 Introduction
In the larger context of the TALK project1 we are develop-
ing a multimodal dialogue system for a Music Player appli-
cation for in-car and in-home use, which should support nat-
ural, flexible interaction and collaborative behavior. Thesys-
tem functionalities include playback control, manipulation of
playlists, and searching a large MP3 database. We believe
that in order to achieve this goal, the system needs to provide
advanced adaptive multimodal output.

We are conducting Wizard-of-Oz experiments
[Bernsenet al., 1998] in order to guide the development
of our system. On the one hand, the experiments should
give us data on how the potential users interact with such
an application. But we also need data on the multimodal
interaction strategies that the system should employ to
achieve the desired naturalness, flexibility and collaboration.
We therefore need a setup where the wizard has freedom of

1TALK (Talk and Look: Tools for Ambient Linguistic Knowl-
edge;www.talk-project.org) is funded by the EU as project
No. IST-507802 within the 6th Framework program.

choice w.r.t. their response and its realization through single
or multiple modalities. This makes it different from previous
multimodal experiments, e.g., in the SmartKom project
[Türk, 2001], where the wizard(s) followed a strict script.
But what we need is also different in several aspects from
taking recordings of straight human-human interactions: the
wizard does not hear the user’s input directly, but only getsa
transcription, parts of which are sometimes randomly deleted
(in order to approximate imperfect speech recognition);
the user does not hear the wizard’s spoken output directly
either, as the latter is transcribed and re-synthesized (to
produce system-like sounding output). The interactions
should thus more realistically approximate an interaction
with a system, and thereby contain similar phenomena (cf.
[Duranet al., 2001]).

The wizard should be able to present different screen out-
puts in different context, depending on the search results and
other aspects. However, the wizard cannot design screens on
the fly, because that would take too long. Therefore, we de-
veloped a setup which includes modules that support the wiz-
ard by providing automatically calculated screen output op-
tions the wizard can select from if s/he want to present some
screen output.

Outline In this paper we describe our experiment setup and
the first experiences with it. In Section 2 we overview the
research goals that our setup was designed to address. The
actual setup is presented in detail in Section 3. In Section 4
we describe the collected data, and we summarize the lessons
we learnt on the basis of interviewing the experiment partici-
pants. We briefly discuss possible improvements of the setup
and our future plans with the data in Section 5.

2 Goals of the Multimodal Experiment
Our aim was to gather interactions where the wizard can com-
bine spoken and visual feedback, namely, displaying (com-
plete or partial) results of a database search, and the user can
speak or select on the screen.

Multimodal Presentation Strategies The main aim was to
identify strategies for the screen output, and for the multi-
modal output presentation. In particular, we want to learn
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Figure 1: Multimodal Wizard-of-Oz data collection setup for
an in-car music player application, using the Lane Change
driving simulator. Top right: User, Top left: Wizard, Bottom:
transcribers.

when and what content is presented (i) verbally, (ii) graphi-
cally or (iii) by some combination of both modes. We expect
that when both modalities are used, they do not convey the
same content or use the same level of granularity. These are
important questions for multimodal fission and for turn plan-
ning in each modality.

We also plan to investigate how the presentation strategies
influence the responses of the user, in particular w.r.t. what
further criteria the user specifies, and how she conveys them.

Multimodal Clarification Strategies The experiments
should also serve to identify potential strategies for multi-
modal clarification behavior and investigate individual strat-
egy performance. The wizards’ behavior will give us an ini-
tial model how to react when faced with several sources of
interpretation uncertainty. In particular we are interested in
what medium the wizard chooses for the clarification request,
what kind of grounding level he addresses, and what “sever-
ity” he indicates.2 In order to invoke clarification behavior
we introduced uncertainties on several levels, for example,
multiple matches in the database, lexical ambiguities (e.g., ti-
tles that can be interpreted denoting a song or an album), and
errors on the acoustic level. To simulate non-understanding
on the acoustic level we corrupted some of the user utterances
by randomly deleting parts of them.

3 Experiment Setup
We describe here some of the details of the experiment. The
experimental setup is shown schematically in Figure 1. There
are five people involved in each session of the experiment: an
experiment leader, two transcribers, a user and a wizard.

The wizards play the role of an MP3 player application
and are given access to a database of information (but not
actual music) of more than 150,000 music albums (almost 1

2Severity describes the number of hypotheses indicated by the
wizard: having no interpretation, an uncertain interpretation, or sev-
eral ambiguous interpretations.

Figure 2: Screenshot from the FreeDB-based database appli-
cation, as seen by the wizard. First-level of choice what to
display.

million songs), extracted from the FreeDB database.3 Fig-
ure 2 shows an example screen shot of the music database
as it is presented to the wizard. Subjects are given a set of
predefined tasks and are told to accomplish them by using
an MP3 player with a multimodal interface. Tasks include
playing songs/albums and building playlists, where the sub-
ject is given varying amounts of information to help them
find/decide on which song to play or add to the playlist. In
a part of the session the users also get a primary driving task,
using aLane Changedriving simulator[Mattes, 2003]. This
enabled us to test the viability of combining primary and sec-
ondary task in our experiment setup. We also aimed to gain
initial insight regarding the difference in interaction flow un-
der such conditions, particularly with regard to multimodal-
ity.

The wizards can speak freely and display the search result
or the playlist on the screen. The users can also speak as well
as make selections on the screen.

The user’s utterances are immediately transcribed by a typ-
ist and also recorded. The transcription is then presented to
the wizard.4 We did this for two reasons: (1) To deprive
the wizards of information encoded in the intonation of utter-
ances, because our system will not have access to it either. (2)
To be able to corrupt the user input in a controlled way, sim-
ulating understanding problems at the acoustic level. Unlike
[Stuttleet al., 2004], who simulate automatic speech recogni-
tion errors using phone-confusion models, we used a tool that
“deletes” parts of the transcribed utterances, replacing them
by three dots. Word deletion was triggered by the experiment
leader. The word deletion rate varied: 20% of the utterances
got weakly and 20% strongly corrupted. In 60% of the cases
the wizard saw the transcribed speech uncorrupted.

The wizard’s utterances are also transcribed (and recorded)

3Freely available at http://www.freedb.org
4We were not able to use a real speech recognition system, be-

cause we do not have one trained for this domain. This is one ofthe
purposes the collected data will be used for.
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Figure 3: Screenshot from the display presentation tool offer-
ing options for screen output to the wizard for second-level
of choice what to display an how.

and presented to the user via a speech synthesizer. There are
two reasons for doing this: One is to maintain the illusion for
the subjects that they are actually interacting with a system,
since it is known that there are differences between human-
human and human-computer dialogue[Duranet al., 2001],
and we want to elicit behavior in the latter condition; the
other has to do with the fact that synthesized speech is imper-
fect and sometimes difficult to understand, and we wanted to
reproduce this condition.

The transcription is also supported by a typing and spelling
correction module to minimize speech synthesis errors and
thus help maintain the illusion of a working system.

Since it would be impossible for the wizard to construct
layouts for screen output on the fly, he gets support for his
task from the WOZ system: When the wizard performs a
database query, a graphical interface presents him a first level
of output alternatives, as shown in Figure 2. The choices are
found (i) albums, (ii) songs, or (iii) artists. For a second level
of choice, the system automatically computes four possible
screens, as shown in Figure 3. The wizard can chose one of
the offered options to display to the user, or decide to clear
the user’s screen. Otherwise, the user’s screen remains un-
changed. It is therefore up to the wizard to decide whether
to use speech only, display only, or to combine speech and
display.

The types of screen output are (i) a simple text-message
conveying how many results were found, (ii) output of a list
of just the names (of albums, songs or artists) with the cor-
responding number of matches (for songs) or length (for al-
bums), (iii) a table of the complete search results, and (iv)a
table of the complete search results, but only displaying a sub-
set of columns. For each screen output type, the system uses
heuristics based on the search to decide, e.g., which columns
should be displayed. These four screens are presented to the
wizard in different quadrants on a monitor (cf. Figure 3),
allowing for selection with a simple mouse click. The heuris-

tics for the decision what to display implement preliminary
strategies we designed for our system. We are aware that due
to the use of these heuristics, the wizard’s output realization
may not be always ideal. We have collected feedback from
both the wizards and the users in order to evaluate whether
the output options were satisfactory (cf. Section 4 for more
details).

Technical Setup To keep our experimental system modu-
lar and flexible we implemented it on the basis of the Open
Agent Architecture (OAA)[Martin et al., 1999], which is a
framework for integrating a community of software agents in
a distributed environment. Each system module is encapsu-
lated by an OAA wrapper to form an OAA agent, which is
able to communicate with the OAA community. The exper-
imental system consists of 12 agents, all of them written in
Java. We made use of an OAA monitor agent which comes
with the current OAA distribution to trace all communication
events within the system for logging purposes.

The setup ran distributed over six PCs running different
versions of Windows and Linux.5

4 Collected Data and Experience
TheSAMMIE-26 corpus collected in this experiment contains
data from 24 different subjects, who each participated in one
session with one of our six wizards. Each subject worked on
four tasks, first two without driving and then two with driving.
The duration was restricted to twice 15 minutes. Tasks were
of two types: searching for a title either in the database or in
an existing playlist, building a playlist satisfying a number of
constraints. Each of the two sets for each subject contained
one task of each type. The tasks again differed in how specific
information was provided. We aimed to keep the difficulty
level constant across users. The interactions were carriedout
in German.7

The data for each session consists of a video and audio
recording and a logfile. Besides the transcriptions of the spo-
ken utterances, a number of other features have been anno-
tated automatically in the log files of the experiment, e.g.,
the wizard’s database query and the number of found results,
the type and form of the presentation screen chosen by the
wizard, etc. The gathered logging information for a single
experiment session consists of the communication events in
chronological order, each marked by a timestamp. Based on
this information, we can recapitulate the number of turns and
the specific times that were necessary to accomplish a user
task. We expect to use this data to analyze correlations be-

5We would like to thank our colleagues from CLT Sprachtech-
nologiehttp://www.clt-st.de/ for helping us to set up the
laboratory.

6SAMMIE stands for Saarbrücken Multimodal MP3 Player In-
teraction Experiment. We have so far conducted two series ofdata-
collection experiments:SAMMIE-1 involved only spoken interaction
(cf. [Kruijff-Korbayová et al., 2005] for more details),SAMMIE-2 is
the multimodal experiment described in this paper.

7However, most of the titles and artist names in the music
database are in English.
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tween queries, numbers of results, and spoken and graphical
presentation strategies.

Whenever the wizard made a clarification request, the
experiment leader invoked a questionnaire window on the
screen, where the wizard had to classify his clarification re-
quest according to the primary source of the understanding
problem. At the end of each task, users were asked to what
extent they believed they accomplished their tasks and how
satisfied they were with the results. Similar to methods used
by [Skantze, 2003] and[Williams and Young, 2004], we plan
to include subjective measures of task completion and cor-
rectness of results in our evaluation matrix, as task descrip-
tions can be interpreted differently by different users.

Each subject was interviewed immediately after the ses-
sion. The wizards were interviewed once the whole experi-
ment was over. The interviews were carried out verbally, fol-
lowing a prepared list of questions. We present below some
of the points gathered through these interviews.

Wizard Interviews All 6 wizards rated the overall under-
standing as good, i.e., that communication completed suc-
cessfully. However, they reported difficulties due to delays in
utterance transmission in both directions, which caused un-
necessary repetitions due to unintended turn overlap.

There were differences in how different wizards rated and
used the different screen output options: The table containing
most of the information about the queried song(s) or album(s)
was rated best and shown most often by some wizards, while
others thought it contained too much information and would
not be clear at first glance for the users and hence they used
it less or never. The screen option containing the least infor-
mation in tabular form, namely only a list of songs/albums
with their length, received complementary judgments: some
of the wizards found it useless because it contained too little
information, and they thus did not use it, and others found it
very useful because it would not confuse the user by present-
ing too much information, and they thus used it frequently.
Finally, the screen containing a text message conveying only
the number of matches, if any, has been hardly used by the
wizards. The differences in the wizards’ opinions about what
the users would find useful or not clearly indicate the need
for evaluation of the usefulness of the different screen output
options in particular contexts from the users’ view point.

When showing screen output, the most common pattern
used by the wizards was to tell the user what was shown (e.g.,
I’ll show you the songs by Prince), and to display the screen.
Some wizards adapted to the user’s requests: if asked to show
something (e.g.,Show me the songs by Prince), they would
show it without verbal comments; but if asked a question
(e.g.,What songs by Prince are there?or What did you find?),
they would show the screen output and answer in speech.

Concerning the adaptation of multimodal presentation
strategies w.r.t. whether the user was driving or not, four
of the six wizards reported that they consciously used speech
instead of screen output if possible when the user was driving.
The remaining two wizards did not adapt their strategy.

On the whole, interviewing the wizards brought valuable
information on presentation strategies and the use of modal-

ities, but we expect to gain even more insight after the an-
notation and evaluation of the collected data. Besides ob-
servations about the interaction with the users, the wizards
also gave us various suggestions concerning the software used
in the experiment, e.g., the database interface (e.g., the pos-
sibility to decide between strict search and search for par-
tial matches, and fuzzy search looking for items with similar
spelling when no hits are found), the screen options presenter
(e.g., ordering of columns w.r.t. their order in the database in-
terface, the possibility to highlight some of the listed items),
and the speech synthesis system.

Subject Interviews In order to use the wizards’ behavior as
a model for interaction design, we need to evaluate the wiz-
ards’ strategies. We used user satisfaction, task experience,
and multi-modal feedback behavior as evaluation metrics.

The 24 experimental subjects were all native speakers of
German with good English skills. They were all students
(equally spread across subject areas), half of them male and
half female, and most of them were between 20 to 30 years
old.

In order to calculate user satisfaction, users were inter-
viewed to evaluate the system’s performance with a user sat-
isfaction survey. The survey probed different aspects of the
users’ perception of their interaction with the system. We
asked the users to evaluate a set of five core metrics on a
5-point Likert scale. We followed[Walkeret al., 2002] def-
inition of the overall user satisfaction as the sum of text-to-
speech synthesis performance, task ease, user expertise, over-
all difficulty and future use. The mean for user satisfaction
across all dialogues was 15.0 (with a standard derivation of
2.9).8 A one-way ANOVA for user satisfaction between wiz-
ards (df=5, F=1.52 p=0.05) shows no significant difference
across wizards, meaning that the system performance was
judged to be about equally good for all wizards.

To measure task experience we elicited data on perceived
task success and satisfaction on a 5-point Likert scale after
each task was completed. For all the subjects the final per-
ceived task success was 4.4 and task satisfaction 3.9 across
the 4 tasks each subject had to complete. For task success
as well as for task satisfaction no significant variance across
wizards was detected.

Furthermore the subjects were asked about the employed
multi-modal presentation and clarification strategies.

The clarification strategies employed by the wizards
seemed to be successful: From the subjects’ point of view,
mutual understanding was very good and the few misunder-
standings could be easily resolved. Nevertheless, in the case
of disambiguation requests and when grounding an utterance,
subjects ask for more display feedback. It is interesting to
note that subjects judged understanding difficulties on higher
levels of interpretation (especially reference resolution prob-
lems and problems with interpreting the intention) to be more
costly than problems on lower levels of understanding (like
the acoustic understanding). For the clarification strategy this

8[Walkeret al., 2002] reported an average user satisfaction of
16.2 for 9 Communicator systems.
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implies that the system should engage in clarification at the
lowest level a error was detected.9

Multi-modal presentation strategies were perceived to be
helpful in general, having a mean of 3.1 on a 5-point Lik-
ert scale. However, the subjects reported that too much in-
formation was being displayed especially for the tasks with
driving. 85.7% of the subjects reported that the screen out-
put was sometimes distracting them. 76.2% of the sub-
jects would prefer to more verbal feedback, especially while
driving. On a 3-point Likert scale subjects evaluated the
amount of the information presented verbally to be about
right (mean of 1.8), whereas they found the information pre-
sented on the screen to be too much (mean of 2.3). Stud-
ies by[Bernsen and Dybkjaer, 2001] on the appropriateness
of using verbal vs. graphical feedback for in-car dialogues
indicate that the need for text output is very limited. Some
subjects in that study, as well subjects in our study report that
they would prefer to not have to use the display at all while
driving. On the other hand subjects in our study perceived the
screen output to be very helpful in less stressful driving situa-
tions and when not driving (e.g. for memory assistance, clari-
fications etc.). Especially when they want to verify whethera
complex task was finally completed (e.g. building a playlist),
they ask for a displayed proof. For modality selection in in-
car dialogues the driver’s mental workload on primary and
secondary task has to be carefully evaluated with respect toa
situation model.

With respect to multi-modality subjects also asked for
more personalized data presentation. We therefore need to
develop intelligent ways to reduce the amount of data being
displayed. This could build on prior work on the generation
of “tailored” responses in spoken dialogue according to a user
model[Mooreet al., 2004].

The results for multi-modal feedback behavior showed no
significant variations across wizards except for the general
helpfulness of multi-modal strategies. An ANOVA Planned
Comparison of the wizard with the lowest mean against the
other wizards showed that his behavior was significantly
worse. It is interesting to note, that this wizard was using
the display less than the others. We might consider not to in-
clude the 4 sessions with this wizard in our output generation
model.

We also tried to analyze in more detail how the wizards’
presentation strategies influenced the results. The option
which was chosen most of the time was to present a table
with the search results (78.6%); to present a list was only cho-
sen in 17.5% of the cases and text only 0.04%. The wizards’
choices varied significantly only for presenting the table op-
tion. The wizard who was rated lowest for multimodality was
using the table option less, indicating that this option should
be used more often. This is also supported by the fact that the
show table option is the only presentation strategy which is
positively correlated to how the user evaluated multimodality
(Spearman’s r = 0.436*). We also could find a 2-tailed corre-

9Note that engaging at the lowest level just helps to save dialogue
“costs”. Other studies have shown that user satisfaction ishigher
for strategies that would “hide” the understanding error byasking
questions on higher levels[Skantze, 2003], [Rauxet al., 2005]

lation between user satisfaction and multimodality judgment
(Spearman’s r = 0.658**). This indicates the importance of
good multimodal presentation strategies for user satisfaction.

Finally, the subjects were asked for own comments. They
liked to be able to provide vague information, e.g., ask for “an
oldie”, and were expecting collaborative suggestions. They
also appreciated collaborative proposals based on inferences
made from previous conversations.

In sum, as the measures for user satisfaction, task experi-
ence, and multi-modal feedback strategies, the subjects’ judg-
ments show a positive trend. The dialogue strategies em-
ployed by most of the wizards seem to be a good starting
point for building a baseline system. Furthermore, the results
indicate that intelligent multi-modal generation needs tobe
adaptive to user and situation models.

5 Conclusions and Future Steps
We have presented an experiment setup that enables us to
gather multimodal interaction data aimed at studying not only
the behavior of the users of the simulated system, but also
that of the wizards. In order to simulate a dialogue system in-
teraction, the wizards were only shown transcriptions of the
user utterances, sometimes corrupted, to simulate automatic
speech recognition problems. The wizard’s utterances were
also transcribed and presented to the user through a speech
synthesizer. In order to make it possible for the wizards to
produce contextually varied screen output in real time, we
have included a screen output planning module which auto-
matically calculated several screen output versions everytime
the wizard ran a database query. The wizards were free to
speak and/or display screen output. The users were free to
speak or select on the screen. In a part of each session, the
user was occupied by a primary driving task.

The main challenge for an experiment setup as described
here is the considerable delay between user input and wizard
response. This is due partly to the transcription and spelling
correction step and partly due to the time it takes the wizardto
decide on and enter a query to the database, then select a pre-
sentation and in parallel speak to the user. We have yet to ana-
lyze the exact distribution of time needed for these tasks. Sev-
eral ways can be chosen to speed up the process. Transcrip-
tion can be eliminated either by using speech recognition and
dealing with its errors, or instead applying signal processing
software, e.g., to filter out prosodic information from the user
utterance and/or to transform the wizard’s utterance into syn-
thetically sounding speech (e.g., using a vocoder). Database
search can be sped up in a number of ways too, ranging from
allowing selection directly from the transcribed text to auto-
matically preparing default searches by analyzing the user’s
utterance. Note, however, that the latter will most likely prej-
udice the wizard to stick to the proposed search.

We plan to annotate the corpus, most importantly w.r.t.
wizard presentation strategies and context features relevant
for the choice between them. We also plan to compare the
presentation strategies to the strategies in speech-only mode,
for which we collected data in an earlier experiment (cf.
[Kruijff-Korbayováet al., 2005]).

For clarification strategies previous studies already showed
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that the decision process needs to be highly dynamic by tak-
ing into account various features such as interpretation uncer-
tainties and local utility[Paek and Horvitz, 2000]. We plan
to use the wizard data to learn an initial multi-modal clarifi-
cation policy and later on apply reinforcement learning meth-
ods to the problem in order to account for long-term dialogue
goals, such as task success and user satisfaction.

The screen output options used in the experiment will also
be employed in the baseline system we are currently imple-
menting. The challenges involved there are to decide (i) when
to produce screen output, (ii) what (and how) to display and
(iii) what the corresponding speech output should be. We will
analyze the corpus in order to determine what the suitable
strategies are.
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Abstract

In this paper, we propose an approach for con-
tent determination and surface generation of an-
swers in a question-answering system on the web.
The content determination is based on a coherence
rate which takes into account coherence with other
potential answers. Answer generation is made
through the use of classical techniques and tem-
plates and is based on a certainty degree.

1 Introduction
Search engines on the web and most of existing question-
answering systems provide the user with either a set of hyper-
links or web page extracts containing answer(s) to a question.

As provenance information (defined in [McGuinness et al.,
2004] e.g., source, date, author, etc.) is rather difficult to ob-
tain, we assume that all web pages are equally reliable. Then,
the problem the system has to solve is to generate an answer
to a question even if several possible answers are selected
by the extraction engine. For this purpose, we propose to
integrate, according to certain criteria, the different possible
answers in order to generate a single coherent answer which
take into account the diversity of answers (which can be re-
dundant, incomplete, inconsistent, etc.).

As our framework is WEBCOOP [Benamara, 2004], a co-
operative question-answering system on the web, our goal is
to generate answers in natural language which explain how
confident of the answer the user can be.

In this paper, we focus on aspects of content determination
and on the generation of answers in natural language. In the
following sections, we first present the main difficulties and a
general typology of integration mechanisms. Then we anal-
yse the content determination process in the case of answers
of type date. Finally, we present briefly a few elements about
generation of integrated answers and evaluation.

2 Motivations
When a user submits a question to a classical search engine
or question-answering system, he may obtain a set of poten-
tial answers which may be incoherent to some degree: we
mean by incoherent, answers that are a priori contradictory
but which can be in fact equivalent, complementary, etc. In

this case, the user may be unsastisfied because he does not
know which answer among those proposed is the correct one.

In the following sections, we present related works and a
general typology of relations between candidate answers.

2.1 Related works
Most of existing systems on the web produce a set of an-
swers to a question in the form of hyperlinks or page extracts,
ranked according to a relevance score (for example, COGEX
[Moldovan et al., 2003]). Other systems also define relation-
ships between web page extracts or texts containing possi-
ble answers ([Harabagiu et al., 2004], [Radev et al., 1998]).
For example, [Webber et al., 2002] defines 4 relationships be-
tween possible answers:

� equivalence: equivalent answers which entail mutually,
� inclusion: one-way entailment of answers,
� aggregation: answers that are mutually consistent but

not entailing, and that can be replaced by their conjunc-
tion,

� alternative: answers that are inconsistent or alternatives
and that can be replaced by their disjunction.

Most of question-answering systems generate answers
which take into account neither information given by all can-
didate answers nor their inconsistency. This is the point we
focus on in the following section.

2.2 A general typology of integration mechanisms
To better characterise our problem, we collected, via Google
or QRISTAL [QRISTAL], a corpus of around 100 question-
answer pairs in French that reflect different inconsistency
problems. We first assume that all candidate answers are po-
tentially correct. The corpus analysis enables us to define a
general typology of relations between answers. For each rela-
tion defined in [Webber et al., 2002], we identify integration
mechanisms in order to generate answers which take into ac-
count characteristics of all candidate answers.

Inclusion
The inclusion relation exists if a candidate answer entails an-
other answer (for example, between concepts of candidate an-
swers linked in an ontology by the is-a or part-of relations).

For example, in Brittany and in France are correct an-
swers to the question Where is Brest? and Brittany is a part
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of France. The content determination stage consists here in
choosing which answer will be proposed to the user - the
more specific, the more generic or all answers. This can be
guided by a user model, taking into account his knowledge.

Equivalence
Candidate answers which are linked by an equivalence rela-
tion are consistent and entail mutually. The corpus analysis
allows us to identify two main types of equivalence:

(1) Lexical equivalence: synonymy, metonymy, para-
phrases, proportional series, use of acronyms or foreign
languages. For example, to the question Who killed John
Lennon?, Mark Chapman, the murderer of John Lennon and
John Lennon’s killer Mark Chapman are equivalent answers.

(2) Equivalence with inference: in a number of cases, some
common knowledge, inferences or calculation are necessary
to detect equivalence relations. For example, The A320 is 21
and The A320 has been created in 1984 are equivalent an-
swers to the question How old is the Airbus A320?.

Aggregation
The aggregation relation defines a set of consistent answers
when the question accepts several different ones. In this case,
all candidate answers are potentially correct and can be inte-
grated in the form of a conjunction of all these answers. For
example, an answer to the question Where is Disneyland? can
be in Tokyo, Paris, Hong-Kong and Los Angeles.

If answers are numerical values, the integrated answer can
be given in the form of an interval, average or comparison.

Alternative
The alternative relation defines a set of inconsistent answers.
In the case of questions expecting a unique answer, only one
answer among candidates is correct. On the contrary, all can-
didates can be correct answers.

(1) A simple solution is to propose a disjunction of
candidate answers. For example, if the question When does
autumn begin? has the candidate answers Autumn begin on
September 21st and Autumn begins on September 20th, an
answer such as Autumn begins on either September 20th or
September 21st can be proposed.

(2) If candidate answers have common characteristics, it is
possible to integrate them according to these characteristics.
For example, the question When does the French music
festival take place? has the following answers June 1st 1982,
June 21st 1983, ..., June 21st 2004. Here, the extraction en-
gine selects pages containing the dates of all music festivals.
These candidate answers have day and month in common.
Consequently, an answer such as The French music festival
takes place every June 21st can be proposed.

(3) As for the aggregation relation, numerical values
can be integrated in the form of an interval, average or
comparison. For example, if the question How far is Paris
from Toulouse? has the candidate answers 713 km, 678
km and 681 km, answers such as Paris is at about 690 km
from Toulouse (average) or The distance between Paris
and Toulouse is between 678 and 713 km (interval) can be
proposed.

In the following sections, we focus on the content deter-
mination and generation of candidate answers of type date
linked by an aggregation or alternative relation, the most
common ones.

3 Content determination
The problem we focus on in this section is the problem of
content determination when several answers to a question of
type date are selected. We consider that candidate answers
can be in the form of date or temporal interval. A date is
defined as a vector which allows the temporal localisation of
an event. Some values of vectors can be underspecified: only
relevant values for the expected information are explicit (year,
hour, etc.). Then, an interval is a couple of dates, i.e. vectors
defining a date of beginning and a date of end.

As answers selected by the extraction engine are often in
different forms (dates or intervals or both), a first step consists
in standardizing data:

� all candidate answers are in the form of an interval: this
means that a date will be in the form of an interval hav-
ing the same date of beginning and of end,

� some candidate answers may be incomplete: for ex-
ample, year or date of end is missing, etc. In some
cases, unification with other candidate answers is pos-
sible. Otherwise, incomplete answers are omitted,

� from the semantic point of view, all candidate answers
must be in the same system of temporal reference (for
example, because of possible different time zones).

Once all candidate answers have been standardized, aber-
rant answers are filtered out by applying classical statistical
methods. Then, the answer selection process can be applied.

3.1 Answer selection process
Our goal is to select, among several candidate answers, the
best answer considered as the one which is the most coherent
with other answers. For this purpose, we define a coherence
rate of answers.

Let us assume that there are N candidate answers coming
from N different web pages. We consider that each candi-
date answer is a temporal interval

� ���������
	
where

���
is the

date of beginning and
���

the date of end of the event. Let������ � ��� ��� ��� 	
with ��������� be these N candidate an-

swers.
In terms of interval, we consider that the most coherent

answer is the interval which intersects the greatest number
of candidate intervals. For example, in Figure 1, we have 3
candidate answers

���������
and

���
. They form 4 sub-intervals:� ����� �
����!"	

,
� ���#!$������%&	

,
� ����%'�
���(%&	

and
� ����%$�����)�
	

.
The interval we consider as the most coherent is

� � � %$��� � %&	
because its occurrence frequency is 3 (i.e. the number of
times it intersects the candidate answers is 3).

In order to define sub-intervals, we need to have the
bounds of the N candidate intervals. Let * ,+ � �#- �
� �.-'/

,
1 �102� N, be the set of ordered bounds of the N intervals and
let 3 �54 * , 1 �6�7� 2N. Consequently, a sub-interval is in the
form of

� 3 �)� 3 �98 � 	
.

We now define :5; as the occurrence frequency of the
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Figure 1: Sub-intervals

interval
� ; , i.e. the number of times

� ; intersects the N
candidate answers:� � � � ���'��� � � :�� � �	� � ��
 �� ���������� + � 3 �(� 3 �98 � 	��
��� ����� � � � � 02� � � � 3 �(� 3 �98 � 	�� ��� / �

Then, the coherence rate ! � assigned to each sub-interval� 3 ��� 3 � 8 � 	
is a weighting of the occurrence frequency by the

number of candidate answers:� � � �7�"�'��� � � ! �  :�� � �#� � ��
 ��
�

Selecting the interval having the highest coherence rate
is not sufficient. The answer must also have a relevant
duration. For this purpose, we construct new intervals based
on previous sub-intervals: these new ones must have a
relevant duration, at least equal to the average duration of
the N candidate answers. Let

� �%$'& be the average duration
of candidate answers.

Then, we construct a coherent answer set composed of in-
tervals satisfying a constraint duration to which we assigned
a new coherence rate. This new rate is the average of the
coherence rates of sub-intervals composing the new one. So,
the coherent answer set ( is defined as:

(  +)��� 3 ��� 3 ; 8 � 	�� ! � � ; 8 �*� � � � � � �+�'��� � �

�-,". �+�'��� � � � 3 �)� 3 ; 8 � 	 
;/
�10 � � 3 �$� 3 ��8 � 	

2 �! � ! � � ; 8 �  ;3
�10 � ! �

.54 �6�1�
� ��� �*��� �

798 ! � � � $'& � � � � � � � � �;: 
 � � � 7<8 ! �#� � $'& � 4 � /

Once this coherent answer set has been obtained, there is
still to check if the expected answer/event is a unique or an
iterative event. We consider that an event is iterative if there is
a great number of intervals of ( that are distant in time. Let= be the minimum time between the end of an interval and
the beginning of the following one. Let > be the minimum
number of intervals that have to be = distant from the others
(the parameters = and > depends on data granularity). Then,
an event is iterative if:

� � � � ���'��� � � �-,". �+�'��� � ��������?� + � 3 �(� 3 ; 	 4 ( such as
� � + � �102�+�'��� � �� 3 �98 �'� 3 � 	 4 ( �A@ 3 � 8 � � 3 ; @CB = /;� B >

At this stage, there are two possibilities:
� either the event is unique: the answer set ( 8 � is com-

posed of intervals of ( having the highest coherence
rate:
( 8 �  +)�)� 3 � � 3 ; 	.� ! � ; � � � � � �+�'� - � � ��� �*�D� �� �)� 3 � � 3FE 	.� ! � E � 4 ( �

1 �10 � 2N-1, ! � ;  3 �9GH� ! � E �5/
� or the event is iterative: there may be some temporal

constraints due to the question: for example, the ques-
tion expects an event in the past or in the future, an event
in a particular year, etc. Let (JI be the set of intervals of( satisfying the question constraints. Then, ( 8 � is the
set of answers/intervals (having the highest coherence
rate) which can be proposed to the user:
( 8 �  +)�)� 3 � � 3 ; 	.� ! � ; � � � � � �+�'� - � � ��� �*�D� �� �)� 3 �$� 3 E 	�� ! � E � 4 (KI � 1 � 0 � 2N-1, ! � ;  3 ��GL� ! � E � /

In this section, we proposed a method for content deter-
mination based on coherence rate in the case of answers of
type date and in particular of type interval. In the following
section, we apply this method to an example.

3.2 Example
Let us suppose that the question When did Hugo hurricane
take place? is submitted to a question-answering system. The
following table presents the candidate answers:

Question When did Hugo hurricane take place?
September 16th, 1989

Candidate September 1989, from 10 to 22
Answers September 16th, 1989

September 17th, 1989
from 10th to 25th September, 1989

September 16th, 1989
September 16th, 1989

from 16th to 22nd September, 1989
September 1989, from 10 to 25

September 16th, 1989
September 16th, 1989

The following table presents the 11 candidate answers in
the form of interval and their respective duration (number of
days):

Question When did Hugo hurricane take place?� �
= [16-9-1989,16-9-1989],

� � � = 1
Candidate

� �
= [10-9-1989,22-9-1989],

� � � = 12
Answers

� �
= [16-9-1989,16-9-1989],

� � � = 1�<M
= [17-9-1989,17-9-1989],

� � M = 1�9N
= [10-9-1989,25-9-1989],

� � N = 15�9O
= [16-9-1989,16-9-1989],

� � O = 1�9P
= [16-9-1989,16-9-1989],

� � P = 1�9Q
= [16-9-1989,22-9-1989],

� � Q = 6�9R
= [10-9-1989,25-9-1989],

� � R = 15� �TS
= [16-9-1989,16-9-1989],

� � �TS = 1�����
= [16-9-1989,16-9-1989],

� � ��� = 1
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The ordered set of interval bounds is for example:*  + � � !$� � � � � � � �'� � ��� � � ��� � � � %$� � � � /
Consequently, we have (cf. Figure 2):3 �  � � ! 

10-9-1989, 3 �  � � � 
16-9-1989,3 �  ���)� 

16-9-1989, 3 M  ��� � 
17-9-1989,

3 N  � ��� 
17-9-1989, 3 O  � � % 

22-9-1989,3 P  � � �  25-9-1989,

Figure 2: 11 candidate answers

The coherence rates of each sub-interval are:

! �  : � � � � � ! �
�

 ������� �)� 3 � � 3 � ��� ����� ��	 - 	�
� �
�

��
�$�

���� ���
! �  : � � ! � � % �

�
 ������� �)� 3 � � 3 �&	�� � ��� ��	 - 	�
� �

�
 � �

� �
���� � �

! �  : � � % � � � �
�

 ������� � 	 3 � � 3 M ��� ����� ��	 - 	�
� �
�

��
�$�

���� ���
! M  : � � � � � � �

�
 ������� �)� 3 M�� 3 N 	�� � ��� ��	 - 	�
� �

�
��

� �
���� � �

! N  : � � � � ���'�
�

 ������� � 	 3 N � 3 O$��� ��� � ��	 - 	�
� �
�

 �
�$�

���� ���
! O  : � � � � �! �

�
 ������� �)� 3 O � 3 P&	�� ����� ��	 - 	�
� �

�
 �

� �
���� �#"

The average duration of candidate answers is 5 days. Now,
we construct the answer set ( with sub-intervals having a
duration between 5 and 6 days and we assign to them a new

coherence rate:� � � � � � � ! �  � � 8 � ! �)�  ! � ���� ���
� � � � � � � % �  � � 8 � ! �)�  ! � 4 ! �

�
$��� � �

� � � � ! � ���'�  � � 8 � ! � O  ! � 4A! � 4A! M 4 ! N� ���� � �
� � � � % � ���'�  � � 8 � ! � O  ! � 4A! M 4A! N� ���� � �
� � � � �*� � � �  � � 8 � ! M O  ! M 4A! N

�
%��� � �� � � � � � � � �  � � 8 � ! N O  ! N ���� �&�

Consequently, the intervals satisfying the average duration
are: (  + � 3 � � 3 � � �7� 3 � � 3 � 	.�7� 3 � � 3 O � � 	 3 � � 3 O�� �� 3 M � 3 O � � 	 3 N � 3 O � /

The event is non-iterative since every interval of ( is
contiguous to the following one. So, the answer is the
interval of ( having the highest coherence rate: ( 8 � �)� 3 � � 3 � 	��'��� � � � i.e. from September, 10th to 16nd 1989.

4 Answer generation
Once the most coherent answer has been elaborated, it has to
be generated in natural language. Our strategy is to couple
classical NLG techniques with generation templates.
As our framework is the cooperative system WEBCOOP, the
answer proposed to the user has to explain why this answer
has been selected. The idea is to introduce possibility degrees
to explain to the user how confident of the answer he can be.
For this purpose, we define a certainty degree of answers
which depends on several parameters:

� the number of candidate answers ( � ): if � and the co-
herence rate of the selected answer are high, then this
means that there were not many contradictions among
candidate answers and that the answer is more certain
(as � is already taken into account in the coherence rate,
only this rate is a sufficient parameter),

� if the difference ( between the best coherence rate and
the second best one is high, then this means that the se-
lected answer is more certain.

Consequently, we define the certainty degree ) � ; of the an-
swer

� 3 �)� 3 ; 	 as:) � ; +* � ,�- ! � ;  �(/.F! � ; 0!,�132/4
�)� 3 � � 3 ; 	.� ! � ; � 4 ( 8 � and (  ! � ; �"! � E where ! � ; is the
best coherence rate and ! � E the second best one.

As
� � ! � ; � � and

� �5( � � , the more ) � ; tends towards
1, the more the answer

� 3 � � 3 ; 	 is certain. Thus, we define
generation schemas for each type of answer depending on this
certainty degree. We distinguish 3 main cases:
(1) either ( 8 � 76

, i.e. no answer has been selected. The
idea is to select the candidate answer which has the highest
coherence rate even if its duration is not appropriate but the
generated answer has to explain that this answer is not sure,
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(2) or ) � ;  � , i.e. the selected answer
� 3 �)� 3 ; 	 is certain,

(3) or ) � ;�� � , then the generated answer has to take into
account ( . If ( is low, the coherence rate of the selected an-
swer is very close to other rates: in this case, several answers
are potentially correct and can be proposed to the user.

The idea is to generate answers with different certainty de-
grees depending on ) : we choose to express this degree by
the use of adverbs. For this purpose, we define a lexicalisa-
tion function lex which lexicalises the selected answers and a
function lexD which lexicalises ) . The Table 1 presents the
different generation schemas ( ( is the selected answer and(�� the answer having the coherence rate the closest to )�� ).
Underlined fragments are predefined texts.

case (1) subject lexD( )�� , min) verb lex(A, Reg)

case (2) subject verb lex(A, Reg)

case (3) ( is high:
subject lexD( )�� , ) verb lex(A, Reg)

( is low: ( and ( � are proposed
if ( is a date:
subject lexD( )�� , ) verb lex(A, Reg)
or lex(A � , Reg)

if ( is an interval:
subject lexD( )���� , ) verb lex(A � , Reg)
but lexD( ) � � , plus) lex(A, Reg)

Table 1: Generation schemas

Adverb intensity is represented by the following propor-
tional serie (cf. Figure 3):

Figure 3: Adverb intensity

Consequently, if ) is high, it will be lexicalised by an ad-
verb of high intensity. The second argument of the function	�
 G�

( 3�� 8 � � or � 	 � � ) forces the function to lexicalise ) as
an adverb of lower or higher intensity than the one that would
have been used normally (case (1) and (3)).

The
	�
 G

function has 2 arguments: the answers that have
to be generated and � 
�� indicating if the event is regular or
not. Indeed, if an iterative event is regular, i.e. happens at
regular intervals (i.e. the parameter = is always the same for
all answers of ( ), then generalisation can be made on com-
mon characteristics. For example, if = = 1 year, a possible
generalisation is: X takes place every year on ....

Example 1
To the question When was Chomsky born?, the only potential
answer and its respective coherence rate is ([07-12-1928, 07-

12-1928], 1). Its certainty degree is: )  � .
We are in case (2) so the generated answer is in the form:
subject verb lex(A, Reg).
The answer is not a regular event. Consequently, the answer
in natural language is:
Chomsky was born on December, 7th 1928.

Example 2
To the question In which year did D. Tutu receive the Nobel
Peace Prize?, the potential answers and their respective co-
herence rate are: (1931, 0.08), (1984, 0.87) and (1986, 0.04).
The answer (1984, 0.87) is selected because it has the highest
coherence rate and its certainty degree is:)  ����� "�� � ��� � " � . ��� "�� ���� � �
We are in case (3) with a high ( (

��� "��%� ��� � " ) so the generated
answer is in the form:
subject lexD( ��� , ) verb lex(A, Reg).
The answer is not a regular event and its certainty degree is
high so the adverb intensity has to be high. Consequently, the
answer in natural language is:
D. Tutu probably received the Nobel Peace Prize in 1984.

Example 3
To the question When did the American Civil War take
place?, the potential answers and their respective coherence
rate are:
- ([01-01-1861, 09-04-1865], 0.29),
- ([12-04-1861, 09-04-1865], 0.32),
- ([17-04-1861, 09-04-1865], 0.33).

The answer ([17-04-1861, 09-04-1865], 0.33) is selected
because it has the highest coherence rate and its certainty
degree is: )  � ��� ��� � ��� � � � . ��� �&� %��� ��� �
We are in case (3) with a low ( (

��� ��� � ��� � � ) and the answer
is an interval so the generated answer is in the form:
subject lexD( � � � , ) verb lex(A � , Reg) but
lexD( � � � , plus) lex(A, Reg),
with ( � = [01-01-1861, 09-04-1865] (since all other answers
have a quasi-similar coherence rate, ( � is the interval includ-
ing all the others). The answer is not a regular event and its
certainty degree is very low so the adverb intensity has to be
very low. Consequently, the answer in natural language is:
The American Civil War possibly took place from 1861 to
April, 9th 1865 but most possibly from April, 17th 1861 to
April, 9th 1865.

In this paper, we did not detail the lexicalisation of dates
but classical lexicalisation and aggregation techniques are
applied for example to group common characteristics (from
September, 10th to 22th instead of from September, 10th to
September, 22th, etc).

5 Evaluation

We evaluate our approach by applying our answer selection
method to 72 questions expecting an answer of type date.
Among these questions, 36 questions expected an answer of
type date and 36 expected an temporal interval.
These 72 questions were submitted to QRISTAL. Applying
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our answer selection process (called Cont.Det. in the follow-
ing tables), we distinguish several cases: either the proposed
answer is correct, or it is incorrect or the proposed answer is
included in the interval defining the exact date of the event or
the answer is incomplete. We note ”impossible” cases when it
is impossible to select an answer (when all candidate answers
have the same occurrence frequency).

Figure 4: Evaluation on 72 questions

We compare the results of our content determination
method not only to QRISTAL’s results but also to the results
obtained by a ”most frequent answer” method. Our approach
obtains better results on questions expecting an answer of
type temporal interval and particularly on questions about it-
erative events (for example, When does the next X take place?
When did the first Y happen?, ...). This is partly due to the
fact that a ”most frequent answer” method, for example, is

not able to solve temporal references.
Among the ”incorrect” answers, most errors can be ex-

plained by the fact that some incorrect candidate answers
introduce a bias in the calculation of the average duration.
A way to solve this problem is to eliminate some candidate
answers by analysing in more depth their contexts of occur-
rence. Linguistic information and semantic knowledge about
answer concepts may allow to determine if a candidate an-
swer selected by QRISTAL is appropriate or not, incomplete,
etc.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an approach for content deter-
mination, based on a coherence rate, and surface genera-
tion, based on a certainty degree of answers in a question-
answering system on the web. Several future directions are
obviously considered:

� analyse in more depth of the contexts of occurrence of
candidate answers in order to filter out incorrect answers
or to precise some of them. This analysis will avoid hav-
ing answers which introduce a bias in calculations,

� evaluation of the quality of answers in natural language:
are adverbs sufficient to explain the certainty degree of
the answer?.
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Abstract

Productions systems, traditionally mainly used
for developing expert systems, can also be em-
ployed for implementing chart generators. Fo-
cusing on bottom-up chart generation, we de-
scribe how the notions of chart algorithms re-
late to the knowledge base and Rete network
of production systems. We draw on experience
gained in two research projects on natural lan-
guage generation (NLG), one involving surface
realization, the other involving both a content
determination task (referring expression gener-
ation) and surface realization. The projects
centered around the idea of ‘overgeneration’,
i.e. of generating large numbers of output can-
didates which served as input to a ranking com-
ponent. The purpose of this paper is to extend
the range of implementation options available
to the NLG practitioner by detailing the spe-
cific advantages and disadvantages of using pro-
duction systems for NLG.

1 Introduction
A general question faced by the NLG practitioner is
whether to use an o!-the-shelf generator or develop one
‘from scratch.’ Often, understanding the workings of
the o!-the-shelf generator and providing the required
input structures requires substantial work. Further-
more, the o!-the-shelf generator may not provide the
required functionality without additional programming,
the project may dictate the use of a particular program-
ming language or frequent interaction with components
written in that language.

In this paper, we describe how to implement chart
generators in production systems, i.e. from scratch.
Production systems have traditionally mainly been used
for developing expert systems [Giarratano and Riley,
1993]. The particular production system we use, JESS
[Friedman-Hill, 2003] is implemented in Java, making it
easy to interact with other Java components. The rule
encodings described in this paper should also work for
other production systems such as CLIPS (“C Language
Integrated Production System”, [Riley, 1999]).

We used JESS in two projects centering around the
concept of overgeneration-and-ranking. Both involved
the generation of a large number of alternative outputs
which served as input to a ranker written in Java. Search
was directed by influencing the agenda ordering of the
chart generator. At the syntactic level, realization in
both projects was ‘shallow.’ However, since we were us-
ing expert system technology, we were able to use more
sophisticated domain reasoning for content planning –
more specifically, referring expression generation – to
drive the realizer in one of the projects.

The two characteristics just described, the ability to
deal with issues of search and the integration with rea-
soning capabilities, make generation using production
systems quite di!erent from other methods of shallow
generation. For example, pipelines of XSLT stylesheets
can be used to transform XML trees encoding linguistic
structures [Wilcock, 2001; Moore et al., 2004]. However,
the focus in using XSLT for generation is more on pur-
suing a single alternative than on searching for the best
one. Furthermore, rewriting XML trees with XSLT lends
itself toward top-down generation, whereas the use of
production systems naturally results in bottom-up gen-
eration.

In the following section, we relate chart algorithms to
production systems at a more abstract level. We then
discuss two generators implemented in the production
system JESS.

2 Chart algorithms and production
systems

Knowledge-based expert systems consist of rules (or
‘productions’) and a knowledge base of facts (KB). Rules
express logical implications and facts contingent truths.
Facts match (possibly partially defined) fact descrip-
tions, or ‘conditions’, in the antecedent of rules, and
if all conditions required in a rule antecedent are sat-
isfied, the consequent follows. In a production system,
this means the production is ‘activated.’ All activated
rules are collected in a ‘conflict set.’ After this, a de-
cision is made about what rule to fire according to the
search strategy (breadth-first and depth-first are usually
built-in strategies). Processing can be thought of as a
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sequence of cycles where each cycle is defined as adding
one fact to the KB, matching it against the rules, and
computing what rules to fire next. This may result in
new facts, and a new cycle begins.

The basic outline of knowledge-based expert systems
is similar in spirit to declarative rule systems based on
the logic programming paradigm in NLP in which the
order of rule execution does not a!ect the result. The
knowledge base serves as a store for proven facts and is
hence comparable to the chart data structures in NLP.
More precisely, the knowledge base corresponds to a pas-
sive chart since it only contains completed chart edges.
Executing a rule consequent can involve the assertion
or retraction of facts to/from the KB. Since a chart is
monotonically accumulating, grammar rules only assert
new edges in our implementations.

Another way of thinking about production systems is
in terms of a blackboard architecture: the KB serves as a
blackboard and rules/productions are triggered by new
facts that are added to it.

Probably the most distinctive property of production
systems is the compilation of the productions into a net-
work. The Rete networks of production systems (‘rete’
is Latin for ‘net’) exploit structural similarities between
rule antecedents by creating a network that allows facts
to match antecedents in several rules at once. The idea
is to create tests for conditions in rule antecedents and to
share the results between rules [Forgy, 1982]. Matching
a fact against the Rete network can partially ‘activate’
a whole set of rules that share that node. This avoids
cycling over possibly large numbers of rules in turn and
repeatedly matching the same elements.

Standardly, a forward chaining interpreter is used to
execute productions. This corresponds to bottom-up
tree traversal algorithms in computational linguistics
terminology. The ‘conflict resolution strategy’ addresses
the above mentioned question which of the activated
rules should fire. It corresponds to the agenda strategy
in chart parsing/generation. The following table relates
the terminologies:

Production Systems NLP

productions in grammar rules
Rete network
working memory/ passive chart
knowledge base
facts in knowledge base passive edges
partially activated active edges
productions (inside
Rete network)
conflict resolution agenda with
strategy ordering function

Since the partially activated productions are part of
the Rete network, they are more di"cult to observe in
practice than the active edges of a chart. However, pro-
duction systems such as JESS provide means to inspect
the network.

3 Case study 1: realization with
automatically derived rules

The first project involves overgeneration (and ranking)
with rules that were extracted from a semantically an-
notated subset of the Penn Treebank II. The input to
the realizer consists of a bag of semantic tags with asso-
ciated values in the management succession domain, for
example PERSON=Piere Vinken, AGE=61 or POST=chairman.1

We use structured (or ‘unordered’) facts of attribute-
value pairs to define chart edges. Figure 1 shows a
slightly simplified production that, given two facts with
heads NP-POST DESCR ADJ and PP-POST NODET generates a
new fact with head VP-POST DESCR ADJ:

(defrule phrasal-rule-83
(NP-POST_DESCR_ADJ (idx ?i0) (coidx ?cx0) (syn ?s0)

(consumes $?c0) (terms ?t0)
(instances ?table0) (deriv $?d0))

(PP-POST_NODET (idx ?i1) (coidx ?cx1) (syn ?s1)
(consumes $?c1&:(set(create$ $?c0 $?c1)))
(terms ?t1) (instances ?table1)
(deriv $?d1))

(phrasal-rule-83)
=>
(assert

(VP-POST_DESCR_ADJ
(idx (bind ?idx (npt))) (coidx ?cxc)
(syn VP) (consumes (create$ $?c0 $?c1))
(terms was named to ?t0 ?t1)
(instances (combine-tables ?table0 ?table1))
(deriv [VP p83-0366 ?idx was named to $?d0 $?d1])
(fired-by phrasal-rule-83))))

Figure 1: Grammar rule encoded as production

This production e!ectively results in the bottom-up
traversal of a local tree. The names of the fact heads
combine syntactic and semantic information. The facts
have slots such as idx, a unique edge identifier, and
deriv, which represents the derivation tree. Slot values
are mainly only picked up by variables (prefixed by ?
and $?) and passed on to the rule consequent. However,
there is an exception: the condition matching the second
edge with head PP-POST NODET performs a test in order to
prevent combinations of edges that express overlapping
semantics, based on semantic indices associated with the
attribute-value pairs of the input. These are stored in
the consumes slot.

Typically, the facts matched on the left-hand side of
the production shown above provide realizations such as
‘the additional post’ and ‘of chief executive o"cer.’ The
newly generated edge combines this into ‘was named to
the additional post of chief executive o"cer.’ Phono-
logical forms are handled in the terms slot where they
are represented in combination with semantic tags, for
example ‘the [POST DESCR ADJ additional] post.’ These

1These semantic labels are slightly simplified. For reasons
of space we cannot discuss the semantic annotation and rule
construction here. See [Varges, 2003] for more details.
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rules/productions encode a phrasal generator with shal-
low syntax: they only use syntactic categories. However,
other simple syntactic features, for example for model-
ing number/gender/person agreement, could be incorpo-
rated by adding the appropriate slots and values.

The instances slot provides an example of the tight in-
tegration of the production system JESS with Java. The
slot contains references to Java objects that are relevant
to the ranker. Furthermore, combine-instance-tables on
the right-hand side of the production is a function call
that is simply passed on to the ranker written in Java.

The left-hand side of the example production also con-
tains a condition that matches a simple unique fact for
the name of the rule (phrasal-rule-83). In this way,
rules can be dynamically blocked and unblocked. Only
those rules are able to fire whose name has been asserted
into the KB. Matching the name fact last in the rule an-
tecedent allows the Rete compiler to identify possible
common prefixes of match patterns across rules. This
would not be possible if a unique match condition was
placed first.

The realizer uses 476 automatically constructed pro-
ductions. Sharing in the Rete network is mostly limited
to the ‘pattern network.’ In contrast, the ‘join network’
is not able to reduce the number of match computa-
tions substantially because most grammar rules are bi-
nary (see [Varges, 2003] for more details). The realizer is
capable of generating several hundred sentences within a
few seconds. Averaged over 40 inputs taken from a test
set, it produced 350 sentences within 5 seconds.

4 Case study 2: referring expression
generation

The second use of a production system for NLG is for
a manually written referring expression generator devel-
oped in the TUNA2 project [Varges, 2004]. Conceptu-
ally, it consists of two modules: a reasoner that pro-
duces logical forms (descriptions of domain objects) from
a domain representation and a realizer for those logical
forms. Both modules are interleaved in the sense that
the reasoner ‘marks’ logical forms that it is able to real-
ize, and the domain reasoner is only allowed to combine
simpler logical forms into more complex ones if they have
been realized successfully. One way to describe this pro-
cessing architecture is in terms of two interleaved chart
algorithms that exchange chart items. The other is in
terms of a blackboard architecture – in fact, the KB al-
most acts as whiteboard [Cahill et al., 1999]. This is
particularly intuitive here, and also closer to the imple-
mentation: the reasoner automatically responds to the
marking of a logical form fact as being realized since pro-
ductions are activated whenever a matching fact is added
to the KB (or changed). In other words, the productions
of the modules communicate via the KB.

The modules of the referring expression generator,
i.e. reasoner and realizer, are implemented by means of
namespaces for the facts and productions they contain.

2EPSRC grant GR/S13330/01

In addition, we define namespaces for facts representing
the domain model and for the lexicon. We show some
facts of the domain model since this is the starting point
of the computation:
(DOMAIN::vertex (index v1))
(DOMAIN::type (name musician) (index v1))
(DOMAIN::attribute (name hair-colour) (value black)

(index v1))
(DOMAIN::vertex (index v2))
(DOMAIN::type (name instrument) (index v2))

(DOMAIN::relation (name hold) (rel-index r1))
(DOMAIN::out-relation (out v1) (rel-index r1))
(DOMAIN::in-relation (in v2) (rel-index r1))

Facts define object types, attribute-values pairs and
relations between the objects. In the example above,
they describe a musician with black hair holding an in-
strument. The facts are defined in namespace DOMAIN
and are related by means of the indices held in the index
and other slots. The use of vertex facts indicates that
the representation is inspired by the Graph approach to
referring expression generation [Krahmer et al., 2003].

At the first stage of processing, content determination
rules produce logical forms paired with a list containing
the vertices of the domain objects they describe:
(LF::type-extension (extension v1) (id 3)

(lf "(" type "=" musician ")")
(depth 1) (type musician))

(LF::neq-type-extension (extension v1) (id 17)
(lf "(" NOT "(" type "=" instrument ")" ")")
(depth 2) (negated 3))

The first fact lists, in slot extension, all domain ob-
jects of type ‘musician’, which is only v1 in our exam-
ple. The second fact contains the vertices of all objects
that are not of type instrument, which again is v1. The
facts contain the logical form as a sequence of atoms and
strings. However, the fact heads are more important
for matching since the logical forms (and many other
slot values) are just passed on to the right-hand side.
Facts can contain slots that are only relevant to their
particular type, for example negated for facts with head
neq-type-extension.

The namespace of the realization module is populated
with facts that contain syntactic information and surface
forms:
(REALIZER::np (phon not an instrument)

(id 35) (dtr-left 5) (dtr-right 11)
(num sing) (pers 3) (form neq-indefinite))

(REALIZER::syntax-semantics-mapping
(sem-id 17) (syn-id 35))

The REALIZER::np fact above is the realization of
a corresponding description fact in the LF namespace.
The separate REALIZER::syntax-semantics-mapping
fact records which description fact in the LF namespace is
realized by which fact in the REALIZER namespace, again
by means of indices. An alternative to using a mapping
fact is to modify the REALIZER::np fact directly.
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The implementation currently consists of 95 produc-
tions and 71 additional functions that are invoked on the
right-hand sides of the productions. These functions per-
form tasks such as counting domain objects and relations
between objects, and computing the agenda ordering of
the chart generator.

5 Discussion and conclusions

We consider the use of a production system in these two
projects successful. Production systems are suitable for
the e"cient exploration of alternatives and for robust,
‘data-driven’ bottom-up processing. Such processing is
particularly robust if ‘flat’ input structures are used, and
this in turn is encouraged by the unnested structure of
the facts in the knowledge base. This points to a char-
acteristic of production languages that at the same time
is a source of their e"ciency (by allowing the construc-
tion of the Rete networks) and a limitation: since the
slot values of facts cannot contain recursive data struc-
tures, we need to resort to the use of indices to express
that certain facts ‘belong together.’ This is evident in
the index slots of the domain model in the second case
study, for example. The same technique is used in the
NL-SOAR project [Rubino! and Lehman, 1994], to our
knowledge the most extensive use of production systems
for NLP. However, if indices are used extensively, more
work needs to be done in the join network part of the
Rete network, partially o!setting its benefits. In sum,
we see the following advantages of using production sys-
tems for NLG:

• they are able to deal with large numbers of (pos-
sibly machine-learned) rules (case study 1, see also
[Doorenbos, 1993]),

• they are suitable for integrating NLG with more
general inferencing/reasoning (case study 2),

• general advantages: (largely) declarative behaviour;
seamless integration with Java if JESS is used; de-
velopment: rapid prototyping, read-eval-print loop.

On the other hand, we see the following disadvantages:

• facts of limited structure and unavailability of uni-
fication: production systems are not well-suited for
developing generators based on unification-based
grammar formalisms such as HPSG;

• general disadvantages: alternative tree-traversal
strategies such as head-driven approaches not
straightforward to implement; development: limited
compile-time checks.

One possibility of addressing the lack of nested data
structures might be to compile complex feature for-
malisms into a more shallow cfg-like format, i.e. again
to automatically generate productions (as we did in the
first project). A further avenue of future work is the
pre-compilation of descriptions for the referring expres-
sion generator. This is motivated by the fact that in our
approach a large part of the computation of descriptions

is independent of the specific generation input. Such pre-
compilation should result in significant e"ciency gains.

In this paper we have not been able to explore pro-
duction systems and, in particular, their Rete networks
in full detail. However, we hope to have convinced the
reader that the use of production systems for NLG can
be advantageous when relatively shallow but rule-based
generation capabilities are required.
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Abstract

We discuss work-in-progress on a hybrid ap-
proach to the generation of spatial descriptions,
using the maps of the Map Task dialogue cor-
pus as domain models. We treat spatial de-
scriptions as referring expressions that distin-
guish particular points on the maps from all
other points (potential ‘distractors’). Our ap-
proach is based on rule-based overgeneration
of spatial descriptions combined with ranking
which currently is based on explicit goodness
criteria but will ultimately be corpus-based.
Ranking for content determination tasks such
as referring expression generation raises a num-
ber of deep and vexing questions about the role
of corpora in NLG, the kind of knowledge they
can provide and how it is used.

1 Introduction, or: The lack of domain
model annotation in corpora used for
ranking in NLG

In recent years, ranking approaches to Natural Language
Generation (NLG) have become increasingly popular.
They abandon the idea of generation as a determinis-
tic decision-making process in favour of approaches that
combine overgeneration with ranking at some stage in
processing. A major motivation is the potential reduc-
tion of manual development costs and increased adapt-
ability and robustness.

Several approaches to sentence realization use rank-
ing models trained on corpora of human-authored texts
to judge the fluency of the candidates produced by the
generation system. The work of [Langkilde and Knight,
1998; Langkilde, 2002] describes a sentence realizer that
uses word ngram models trained on a corpus of 250 mil-
lion words to rank candidates. [Varges and Mellish, 2001]
present an approach to sentence realization that employs
an instance-based ranker trained on a semantically an-
notated subset of the Penn treebank II (‘Who’s News’
texts). [Ratnaparkhi, 2000] describes a sentence realizer
that had been trained on a domain-specific corpus (in the
air travel domain) augmented with semantic attribute-

value pairs. [Bangalore and Rambow, 2000] describe a
realizer that uses a word ngram model combined with
a tree-based stochastic model trained on a version of
the Penn treebank annotated in XTAG grammar format.
[Karamanis et al., 2004] discuss centering-based metrics
of coherence that could be used for choosing among com-
peting text structures. The metrics are derived from the
Gnome corpus [Poesio et al., 2004].

In sum, these approaches use corpora with various
types of annotation: syntactic trees, semantic roles, text
structure, or no annotation at all (for word-based ngram
models). However, what they all have in common, even
when dealing with higher-level text structures, is the ab-
sence of any domain model annotation, i.e. information
about the available knowledge pool from which the con-
tent was chosen. This seems to be unproblematic for
surface realization where the semantic input has been
determined beforehand.

This paper asks what the lack of domain information
means for ranking in the context of content determina-
tion, focusing on the generation of referring expressions
(GRE). A particularly intriguing aspect of GRE is the
role of distractors in choosing the content (types, at-
tributes, relations) used to describe the target object(s).
For example, we may describe a target as ‘the red car’
if there is also a blue one, but we may just describe it
as ‘the car’ if there are no other cars in the domain (but
possibly objects of other types). [Stone, 2003] proposes
to use this observation to reason backwards from a given
referring expression to the state of the knowledge base
that motivated it. We may call this the ‘presupposi-
tional’ or ‘abductive’ view of GRE. The approach is in-
tended to address the knowledge acquisition bottleneck
in NLG by means of example specifications constructed
for the purpose of knowledge acquisition. It seems to us
that, if the approach were to be applied to actual text
corpora, one needed to address the fact that people of-
ten include ‘redundant’ attributes that do not eliminate
any distractors. Thus, ‘the red car’ does not necessar-
ily presuppose the existence of another car of di!erent
colour. Furthermore, there are likely to be a large num-
ber of domain models/knowledge bases that could have
motivated the production of a referring expression.

[Siddharthan and Copestake, 2004] take a corpus-
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based perspective and essentially regard a text as a
knowledge base from which descriptions of domain ob-
jects can be extracted. Some NPs are descriptions of
the same object (for example if they have the same head
noun and share attributes and relations in certain ways),
others are deemed distractors. It seems that, in contrast
to [Stone, 2003], this approach cannot recover those do-
main objects or properties that are never mentioned be-
cause it only extracts what is explicitly stated in the
text.

Both the work reported in [Stone, 2003] and in [Sid-
dharthan and Copestake, 2004] can be seen as attempts
to deal with the lack of domain model information in
situations where only the surface forms of referring ex-
pressions are given. Obtaining such a domain model
is highly desirable in order to establish which part of
a larger knowledge pool is actually selected for realiza-
tion. This could be used to automatically learn models
of content selection, for example. However, as we ob-
served above, most corpora do not provide this kind of
knowledge for obvious practical reasons. For example,
how can we know what knowledge a Wall Street Journal
author had available at the time of writing?

In this paper, we describe work-in-progress on exploit-
ing a corpus that provides not only surface forms but
also domain model information: the MapTask dialogue
corpus [Anderson et al., 1991].

2 Spatial descriptions as referring
expressions

In the Map Task dialogues, a subject gives route direc-
tions to another subject, involving the production of de-
scriptions such as ‘at the left-hand side of the banana
tree’ and ‘about three quarters up on the page, to the
extreme left’. 16 Maps and 32 subjects (8 groups of 4
speakers) were used to produce 128 dialogues. The sub-
jects were not able to see each other’s maps and thus
had to resort to verbal descriptions of the map contents.
There are some (intentional) mismatches the subject’s
maps such as additional landmarks, changed names etc.
This is a good source of spatial descriptions, for exam-
ple: ‘have you got gorillas? ... well, they’re in the bottom
left-hand corner.’

Figure 1 shows one of the ‘giver’ maps, which, in
contrast to the corresponding ‘follower’ map, shows the
route the follower is supposed to take. A main charac-
teristic of both giver and follower maps is the display of
named landmarks. These names typically refer to the
type of the landmark. With a few exceptions, for exam-
ple the ‘great viewpoint’ in figure 1, most of the land-
mark names only occur once. This seems to make it dif-
ficult to use the MapTask dialogues from the perspective
of GRE: the names/types rule out most distractors and
there is not much left to do for a GRE algorithm. How-
ever, as can be seen in figure 1, the routes do not lead
through the landmarks but rather around them along
feature-less points. The subjects of the MapTask exper-
iments therefore often refer to points on the route, for

Figure 1: A ‘giver’ map of the MapTask experiments

example to those where the next turn had to be taken.
These observations can be used to frame the genera-

tion of spatial descriptions as a GRE task in which target
points on the map are distinguished from all other points
(the distractors). Since most points are feature-less, two
of the properties commonly used in GRE, types and at-
tributes, cannot be used in many cases. This leaves the
third property, relations, which can be used by a GRE
algorithm to relate the target position to surrounding
landmarks on the maps. This is also what the subjects
in the MapTask experiments are doing.

Our current, on-going work addresses the generation of
descriptions referring to individual points on the maps.
Ultimately, we hope to move on to the generation of de-
scriptions of (straight) paths encompassing start and end
points, and a description of how to travel between these.
Looking at the MapTask corpus from the perspective of
GRE, we make the following observations:

• The MapTask corpus consists of transcriptions of
spoken language and contains many disfluencies. A
spatial description can even span more than one
turn, for example: ‘okay ... fine move ... upwards
... an– ... so that you’re to the left of the broken
gate .’ TURN ‘and just level to the gatepost .’ We
expect more polished, written language as output of
our generator.

• GRE only deals with a subset of the corpus. We
need to find ways of making use of the appropriate
parts of the data while ignoring the other ones.
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• Spatial descriptions containing some form of vague-
ness seem to be frequent:1 ‘quite close to the moun-
tain on its right-hand side’, ‘just before the middle
of the page’, ‘a bit up from the fallen pillars on the
left’, ‘about two inches southwest’. There even seem
to be rare cases of vague types: ‘a sort of curve’.

• Discourse context is of crucial importance, i.e. many
spatial descriptions do not mention a particular
point for the first time. Furthermore, already es-
tablished information is not always given explicitly,
for example ‘two inches to the left [from where I am
now].’

• Perspective is a related issue: it seems that the sub-
jects zoom in on parts of the map, ignoring for ex-
ample a second lake at the other end of the map.

• The subjects switch between referring to objects
from an inside-the-map perspective (‘beneath the
tree’) to using the physical maps as a perspective
(‘a couple of centimeters ... from the bottom of the
page’). The latter may be caused by the lack of a
grid indicating the distances in miles or kilometers.

In sum, the MapTask corpus contains a wealth of data
combined with a domain model (the maps). The chal-
lenge is to make best use of these resources. In the fol-
lowing sections, we report on work-in-progress on hybrid
rule-based/instance-based generation of spatial referring
expressions.

3 Overgenerating spatial descriptions
Following the inferential approach to GRE [Varges, 2004;
Varges and van Deemter, 2005], we are implementing a
system that finds all combinations of properties that are
true of a given target referent and distinguish it from
its distractors. The approach pairs the logical forms de-
rived from a domain representation with the correspond-
ing ‘extensions’, the set of objects that the logical form
denotes. We represent spatial domains as grids and do-
main objects (landmarks) as sets of coordinates of those
grids. For example, the telephone kiosk in figure 1 is
represented as the set {(2, 18), (2, 19)}. The grid resolu-
tion has implications for the definition of targets, which
are, in fact, target areas, i.e. they often consist of more
than one coordinate.

We implemented a number of content determination
rules that recursively build up descriptions, starting from
(NPs realizing) the landmarks of the domain model:

1. spatial functions: Prep NP ! PP: ‘above the west
lake’. The spatial functions used so far are: ‘above’,
‘below’, ‘to the left of’, ‘to the right of’.

2. intersection: PP and PP ! PP: ‘above the west
lake and to the left of the great viewpoint’.

3. union: NP or NP ! NP: ‘the stile or the ruined
monastery’.

1The following examples do not always refer to the map
shown in figure 1.

+------------------+
| | grid resolution: 17 x 24
| x x | (last two rows omitted from grid)
| x xxxxxx |
| x xxxxx |
| xxxxx |
| x x |
| x |
| |
| xx | This map is the ‘extension’ of
| xx x | ‘the telephone kiosk or the great
| x | viewpoint or the ruined monastry
| xxxx | or the stone circle or the dead
| xxxxxx | tree ...’
| xxxxx |
| xxxxx |
| xxxx |
| x |
| |
| #x | #: target area of example
| #x xx | (see section 4)
| xx xxxxx |
| xxx xxxxx |
| |
+------------------+

Figure 2: Grid representation of map in fig. 1

The descriptions generated by these rules are all associ-
ated with an extension. For example ‘above X’ denotes
all all the points above X (this may be changed to those
points that are also ‘close’ to X). The grid in figure 2
is a graphical depiction of an extension associated with
the disjoined NPs shown on the right. All generated
descriptions can be visualized in this way.

The three content determination rules listed above are
not su"cient for singling out all areas of the maps. For
example, the corners of the maps are typically not ‘reach-
able’. Therefore, we define a further rule:

4. recursive spatial functions: Prep PP ! PP: ‘above
the points to the left of the farmer’s gate’.

We intend to generate a wide variety of realization can-
didates. For example, rule 4 could also produce the more
fluent (and realistic) ‘above the farmer’s gate slightly to
the left’, which will also require us to make vagueness
more precise. An alternative is to use non-recursive PPs
like ‘southeast of X’.

4 Ranking spatial descriptions

As candidates for ranking we use those NPs and PPs that
contain at least one target coordinate, a loose definition
that increases the number of candidates. We always gen-
erate NP ‘the points’ as a candidate which refers to all
coordinates. However, it should be ranked low because
it does not rule out any distractors. We currently use
the ratio of extension size to described target coordi-
nates as our first (non-empirical) ranking criterion (‘e/t’
below). The second (non-empirical) criterion is brevity,
measured by the number of characters (‘chars’). Here
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are some ranked output candidates for the target area
labeled ‘#’ in figure 2 (which contains two points):
e/t | chars | realization | extension size
--------------------------------------------------
2 34 to the left of the telephone kiosk 4
2 71 to the left of the farmer’s gate

and to the left of the telephone kiosk 2
2 88 above the points to the left of the

farmer’s gate and to the left of the
telephone kiosk 2

10 32 to the left of the farmer’s gate 10
225 10 the points 450

The first candidate is preferred because it has the same
e/t ratio as some of its competitors but in addition is also
shorter than these. In fact, this is how one of the subjects
refers to the starting point in one of the dialogues. The
third candidate requires the use of appropriate bracket-
ing to yield the desired reading. For example, the gen-
erator could introduce a comma after ‘gate’.

5 Toward using empirical data for
ranking

The generation rules sketched above produce non-
redundant spatial descriptions, i.e. the generator is ‘eco-
nomical’ [Stone, 2003] and follows the ‘local brevity’ in-
terpretation of the Gricean Maxims [Dale and Reiter,
1995]. The candidate of least ‘complexity’ is the ‘full
brevity’ solution. A word similarity-based ranker could
align the generation output (i.e. the highest-ranked can-
didate) with previous utterances in the discourse con-
text. To increase choice, we intend to also generate ad-
ditional candidates that include a limited amount of re-
dundant information. One could furthermore generate
candidates that, by themselves, do not rule out all dis-
tractors. In contrast to the inclusion of redundant in-
formation, these candidates would only be safe to use
in combination with, for example, a reliable model of
discourse salience that reduces the set of possible dis-
tractors.

It is possible (but not without di"culty) to annotate
parts of the corpus with map coordinates. For exam-
ple, we can annotate the turn ‘on the right side of the
tree’ with coordinates (15,9), (15,10) in figure 2. Further
markup could be applied to ‘redundant’ information (in
the GRE sense) or highlight available discourse context.
However, for obvious reasons it is preferable to use cor-
pus data without any additional annotation for ranking.
The maps enable us to determine how much we gain from
the availability of a domain model.
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Abstract

In many text-to-text generation scenarios (for in-
stance, summarisation), we encounter human-
authored sentences that could be composed by re-
cycling portions of related sentences to form new
sentences. In this paper, we couch the generation
of such sentences as a search problem. We in-
vestigate a statistical sentence generation method
which recombines words to form new sentences.
We propose an extension to the Viterbi algorithm
designed to improve the grammaticality of gener-
ated sentences. Within a statistical framework, the
extension favours those partially generated strings
with a probable dependency tree structure. Our
preliminary evaluations show that our approach
generates less fragmented text than a bigram base-
line.

1 Introduction
In abstract-like automatic summary generation, we often re-
quire the generation of new and previously unseen summary
sentences given some closely related sentences from a source
text. We refer to these as Non-Verbatim Sentences. These
sentences are used instead of extracted sentences for a variety
of reasons including improved conciseness and coherence.

The need for a mechanism to generate such sentences is
supported by recent work showing that sentence extraction is
not sufficient to account for the scope of written human sum-
maries. Jing and McKeown [1999] found that only 42% of
sentences from summaries of news text were extracted sen-
tences. This is also supported by the work of Knight and
Marcu [2002] (cited by [Daumé III and Marcu, 2004]), which
finds that only 2.7% of human summary sentences are ex-
tracts. In our own work on United Nations Humanitarian
Aid Proposals, we noticed that only 30% of sentences are
extracted from the source document, either verbatim or with
trivial string replacements.

While the figures do vary, it shows that additional mecha-
nisms beyond sentence extraction are needed. In response to
this, our general research problem is one in which given a set
of related sentences, a single summary sentence is produced
by recycling words from the input sentence set.

In this paper, we adopt a statistical technique to allow easy
portability across domains. The Viterbi algorithm [Forney,
1973] is used to search for the best traversal of a network of
words, effectively searching through the sea of possible word
sequences. We modify the algorithm so that it narrows the
search space not only to those sequences with a semblance of
grammaticality (via n-grams), but further still to those that are
grammatical sentences preserving the dependency structure
found in the source material.

Consider the following ungrammatical word sequence typ-
ical of that produced by an n-gram generator, “The quick
brown fox jumped over the lazy dog slept by the log ”. One
diagnosis of the problem is that the word dog is also used
as the subject of the second verb slept. Ideally, we want to
avoid such sequences since they introduce text fragments, in
this case “slept by the log”. We could, for example, record
the fact that dog is already governed by the verb jumped, and
thus avoid appending a second governing word slept.

To do so, our extension propagates dependency features
during the search and uses these features to influence the
choice of words suitable for appending to a partially gener-
ated sentence. Dependency relations are derived from shal-
low syntactic dependency structure [Kittredge and Mel’cuk,
1983]. Specifically, we use representations of relations be-
tween a head and modifier, ignoring relationship labels for
the present.

Within the search process, we constrain the choice of fu-
ture words by preferring words that are likely to attach to
the dependency structure of the partially generated sentence.
Thus, sequences with plausible structures are ranked higher.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we describe the problem in detail and our approach.
We outline our use of the Viterbi algorithm in Section 3. In
Section 4, we describe how this is extended to cater for de-
pendency features. We compare related research in Section 5.
A preliminary evaluation is presented and discussed in Sec-
tion 6. Finally, we conclude with future work in Section 7.

2 Narrowing the Search Space: A Description
of the Statistical Sentence Generation
Problem

In this work, sentence generation is essentially a search for
the most probable sequence of words, given some source text.
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However, this constitutes an enormous space which requires
efficient searching. Whilst reducing a vocabulary to a suit-
able subset narrows this space somewhat, we can use statis-
tical models, representing properties of language, to prune
the search space of word sequences further to those strings
that reflect real language usage. For example, n-gram models
limit the word sequences examined to those that seem gram-
matically correct, at least for small windows of text.

However, n-grams alone often result in sentences that,
whilst near-grammatical, are often just gibberish. When com-
bined with a (word) content selection model, we narrow the
search space even further to those sentences that appear to
make sense. Accordingly, approaches such as Witbrock and
Mittal [1999] and Wan et al. [2003] have investigated models
that improve the choice of words in the sentence. Witbrock
and Mittal’s content model chooses words that make good
headlines, whilst that of Wan et al. attempts to ensure that,
given a short document like a news article, only words from
sentences of the same subtopic are combined to form a new
sentences. In this paper, we narrow the search space to those
sequences that conserve dependency structures from within
the input text.

Our algorithm extension essentially passes along the long-
distance context of dependency head information of the pre-
ceding word sequence, in order to influence the choice of the
next word appended to the sentence. This dependency struc-
ture is constructed statistically by an O(n) algorithm, which
is folded into the Viterbi algorithm. Thus, the extension is
in an O(n4) algorithm. The use of dependency relations fur-
ther constrains the search space. Competing paths through
the search space are ranked taking into account the proposed
dependency structures of the partially generated word se-
quences. Sentences with probable dependency structures are
ranked higher. To model the probability of a dependency re-
lation, we use the statistical dependency models inspired by
those described in Collins [1996].

3 Using The Viterbi Algorithm for Sentence
Generation

We assume that the reader is familiar with the Viterbi al-
gorithm. The interested reader is referred to Manning and
Schutze [1999] for a more complete description. Here, we
summarise our re-implementation (described in [Wan et al.,
2003]) of the Viterbi algorithm for summary sentence gener-
ation, as first introduced by Witbrock and Mittal [1999].

In this work, we begin with a Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) where the nodes (ie, states) of the graph are uniquely
labelled with words from a relevant vocabulary. To obtain a
suitable subset of the vocabulary, words are taken from a set
of related sentences, such as those that might occur in a news
article (as is the case for the original work by Witbrock and
Mittal). In this work, we use the clusters of event related sen-
tences from the Information Fusion work by Barzilay et al.
[1999]. The edges between nodes in the HMM are typically
weighted using bigram probabilities extracted from a related
corpus.

The three probabilities of the unmodified Viterbi algorithm
are defined as follows:

Transition Probability (using the Maximum Likelihood Esti-
mate to model bigram probabilities)1:

ptrngram
(wi+1|wi) =

count(wi, wi+1)

count(wi)

Emission Probability: (For the purposes of testing the new
transition probability function described in Section 4, this is
set to 1 in this paper):

pem(w) = 1

Path Probability is defined recursively as:
ppath(w0, . . . , wi+1) =

ptrngram
(wi+1|wi)× pem(w)× ppath(w0 . . . wi)

The unmodified Viterbi algorithm as outlined here would
generate word sequences just using a bigram model. As noted
above, such sequences will often be ungrammatical.

4 A Mechanism for Propagating Dependency
Features in the Extended Viterbi Algorithm

In our extension, we modify the definition of the Transition
Probability such that not only do we consider bigram prob-
abilities but also dependency-based transition probabilities.
Examining the dependency head of the preceding string then
allows us to consider long-distance context when append-
ing a new word. The algorithm ranks highly those words
with a plausible dependency relation to the preceding string,
with respect to the source text being generated from (or sum-
marised).

However, instead of considering just the likelihood of a
dependency relation between adjacent pairs of words, we can
consider the likelihood of a word attaching to the dependency
tree structure of the partially generated sentence. Specifically,
it is the rightmost root-to-leaf branch that can still be modified
or governed by the appending of a new word to the string.
This rightmost branch is stored as a stack. It is updated and
propagated to the end of the path each time we add a word.

Thus, our extension has two components: Dependency
Transition and Head Stack Reduction. Aside from these mod-
ifications, the Viterbi algorithm remains the same.

In the remaining subsections, we describe in detail how the
dependency relations are computed and how the stack is re-
duced. In Figure 3, we present pseudo-code for the extended
Viterbi algorithm.

4.1 Scoring a Dependency Transition
Dependency Parse Preprocessing of Source Text
The Dependency Transition is simply an additional weight on
the HMM edge. The transition probability is the average of
the two transition weights based on bigrams and dependen-
cies:

ptr(wi+1|w1) =

average(ptrngram
(wi+1|w1), ptrdep

(wi+1|w1))

Before we begin the generation process, we first use a depen-
dency parser to parse all the sentences from the source text to

1Here the subscripts refer to the fact that this is a transition prob-
ability based on n-grams. We will later propose an alternative using
dependency transitions.
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obtain dependency trees. A traversal of each dependency tree
yields all parent-child relationships, and we update an adja-
cency matrix of connectivity accordingly. Because the status
of a word as a head or modifier depends on the word order in
English, we consider relative word positions to determine if
a relation has a forward or backward2 direction. Forward and
backward directional relations are stored in separate matri-
ces. The Forward matrix stores relations in which the head is
to the right of modifier in the sentence. Conversely, the Back-
ward matrix stores relations in the head to left of the modifier.
This distinction is required later in the stack reduction step.

As an example, given the two strings (using characters
in lieu of words) “d b e a c” and “b e d c a” and the
corresponding dependency trees:

a

b

d e

c

c

d

b

e

a

we obtain the following adjacency matrices:

Forward (or Right-Direction) Adjacency Matrix






0 a b c d e

a 0 1 0 0 0

b 0 0 0 1 0

c 0 0 0 1 0

d 0 1 0 0 0

e 0 0 0 0 0







Backward (or Left-Direction) Adjacency Matrix






0 a b c d e

a 0 0 1 0 0

b 0 0 0 0 2

c 1 0 0 0 0

d 0 0 0 0 0

e 0 0 0 0 0







We refer to the matrices as Adjright and Adjleft
respectively.

The cell value in each matrix indicates the number of times
word i (that is, the row index) governs word j (that is, the
column index).

Computing the Dependency Transition Probability
We define the Dependency Transition weight as:

ptrdep
(wi+1|wi) =

p(Depsym(wi+1, headStack(wi))

where Depsym is the symmetric relation stating that some
dependency relation occurs between a word and any of the
words in the stack, irrespective of which is the head. Intu-
itively, the stack is a compressed representation of the depen-
dency tree corresponding to the preceding words. The prob-
ability indicates how likely it is that the new word can attach
itself to this incrementally built dependency tree, either as a
modifier or a governer. Since the stack is cumulatively passed
on at each point, we need only consider the stack stored at the
preceding word.

This is estimated as follows:
p(Depsym(wi+1, headStack(wi))) =

max
h∈headStack(wi)

p(Depsym(wi+1, h))

2These are defined analogously to similar concepts in Combina-
tory Categorial Grammar [Steedman, 2000].

the quick brown fox jumps

jumps over the lazy dog .

[
the

]
[

quick

the

]
[

brown

quick

the

]
[

fox

]

[
jumps

]
[

over

jumps

]
[

the

over

jumps

]
[

lazy

the

over

jumps

]
[

dog

over

jumps

]

Figure 1: A path through a lattice. Although separated on
two lines, it represents a single sequence of words. The stack
(oriented upwards) grows and shrinks as we add words. Note
that the modifiers to dog are popped off before it is pushed on.
Note also that modifiers of existing items on the stack, such
as over are merely pushed on. Words with no connection to
previously seen stack items are also pushed on (eg. quick) in
the hope that a head will be found later.

Here, we assume that a word can only attach to the tree
once at a single node; hence, we find the node that max-
imises the probability of node attachment. The relation-
ship Depsym(a, b) is modelled using a simplified version of
Collins’ [1996] dependency model.

Because of the status of word as the head relies on the
preservation of word order, we keep track of the direction-
ality of a relation. For two words a and b where a precedes b
in the generated string,

p(Depsym(a, b)) ≈
Adjright(a, b) + Adjleft

(b, a)

cnt(co-occur(a, b))

where Adjright and Adjleft
are the right and left adjacency

matrices. Recall that row indices are heads and column in-
dices are modifiers.

4.2 Head Stack Reduction
Once we decide that a newly considered path is better than
any other previously considered one, we update the head
stack to represent the extended path. At any point in time,
the stack represents the rightmost root-to-leaf branch of the
dependency tree (for the generated sentence) that can still
be modified or governed by concatenating new words to the
string.3 Within the stack, older words may be modified by
newer words. Our rules for modifying the stack are designed
to cater for a projective4 dependency grammar.

There are three possible alternative outcomes of the reduc-
tion. The first is that the proposed top-of-stack (ToS) has
no dependency relation to any of the existing stack items, in
which case the stack remains unchanged. For the second and
third cases, we check each item on the stack and keep a record

3Note that we can scan through the stack as well as push onto
and pop from the top; this is thus the same type of stack as used in,
for example, Nested Stack Automata.

4That is, if wi depends on wj , all words in between wi and wj

are also dependent on wj .
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reduceHeadStack(aNode, aStack) returns aStack

Nodenew ←aNode

Stack ←aStack # duplicate

Nodemax ←NULL

Edgeprob ←0

# Find best chunk

While notEmpty(aStack)

Head ←pop(aStack)

if p(depsym (Nodenew, Head)) > Edgeprob

Nodemax ←Head

Edgeprob ←depsym(Nodenew, Head)

# Keep only best chunk

While top(aStack) 6= Nodemax

pop(aStack)

# Determine new head of existing string

if isReduced(Nodenew,Nodemax)

pop(aStack)

else

push(Nodenew, aStack)

Figure 2: Pseudocode for the Head Stack Reduction operation

only of the best probable dependency between the proposed
ToS and the appropriate stack item. The second outcome,
then, is that the proposed ToS is the head of some item on
the stack. All items up to and including that stack item are
popped off and the proposed ToS is pushed on. The third out-
come is that it modifies some item on the stack. All stack
items up to (but not including) the stack item are popped off
and the proposed ToS is pushed on. The pseudocode is pre-
sented in Figure 2. An example of stack manipulation is pre-
sented in Figure 1. We rely on two external functions. The
first function, depsym/2, has already been presented above.
The second function, isReduced/2, relies on an auxiliary
function returning the probability of one word being governed
by the other, given the relative order of the words. This is in
essence our parsing step, determining which word governs
the other. The function is defined as follows:

isReduced(w1, w2) =

p(isHeadRight(w1, w2)) > p(isHeadLeft(w1, w2))

where w1 precedes w2, and:

p(isHeadRight(w1, w2))

≈
Adjright(w1, w2)

cnt(hasRelation(w1, w2, wherei(w1) < i(w2)))

and similarly,

p(isHeadLeft(w1, w2))

≈
Adjleft

(w2, w1)

cnt(hasRelation(w1, w2, wherei(w1) < i(w2)))

where hasRelation/2 is the number of times we see
the two words in a dependency relation, and where i(wi)
returns a word position in the corpus sentence. The
function isReduced/2 makes calls to p(isHeadRight/2)
andp(isHeadLeft/2). It returns true if the first parameter

viterbiSearch(maxLength, stateGraph) returns bestPath

numStates ←getNumStates(stateGraph)

viterbi ←a matrix[numStates+2,maxLength+2]

viterbi[0,0].score ←1.0

for each time step t from 0 to maxLength do

# Termination Condition

if ((viterbi[endState, t].score 6= 0)

AND isAcceptable(endState.headStack))

# Backtrace from endState and return path

# Continue appending words

for each state s from 0 to numStates do

for each transition s
′ from s

newScore ←

viterbi[s,t].score × ptr(s
′|s) × pem(s

′)

if ((viterbi[s
′,t+1].score = 0) OR

(newScore > viterbi[s
′, t+1]))

viterbi[s
′,t+1].score ←newScore

viterbi[s
′,t+1].headStack ←

reduceHeadStack(s
′,viterbi[s,t].headStack)

backPointer[s
′,t+1] ←s

Backtrace from viterbi[endState,t] and return path

Figure 3: Extended Viterbi Algorithm

is the head of the second, and false otherwise. In the com-
parison, the denominator is constant. We thus need only the
numerator in these auxiliary functions.

Collins’ distance heuristics [1996] weight the probability
of a dependency relation between two words based on the
distance between them. We could implement a similar strat-
egy by favouring small reductions in the head stack. Thus a
reduction with a more recent stack item which is closer to the
proposed ToS would be less penalised than an older one.

5 Related Work
There is a wealth of relevant research related to sentence gen-
eration. We focus here on a discussion of related work from
statistical sentence generation and from summarisation.

In recent years, there has been a steady stream of research
in statistical text generation. We focus here on work which
generates sentences from some sentential semantic represen-
tation via a statistical method. For examples of related sta-
tistical sentence generators see Langkilde and Knight [1998]
and Bangalore and Rambow [2000]. These approaches be-
gin with a representation of sentence semantics that closely
resembles that of a dependency tree. This semantic represen-
tation is turned into a word lattice. By ranking all traversals
of this lattice using an n-gram model, the best surface realisa-
tion of the semantic representation is chosen. The system then
searches for the best path through this lattice. Our approach
differs in that we do not start with a semantic representation.
Instead, we paraphrase the original text. We search for the
best word sequence and dependency tree structure concur-
rently.
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Research in summarisation has also addressed the prob-
lem of generating non-verbatim sentences; see [Jing and
McKeown, 1999], [Barzilay et al., 1999] and more recently
[Daumé III and Marcu, 2004]. Jing presented a HMM for
learning alignments between summary and source sentences
trained using examples of summary sentences generated by
humans. Daume III also provides a mechanism for sub-
sentential alignment but allows for alignments between multi-
ple sentences. Both these approaches provide models for later
recombining sentence fragments. Our work differs primarily
in granularity. Using words as a basic unit potentially offers
greater flexibility in pseudo-paraphrase generation since we
able to modify the word sequence within the phrase.

It should be noted, however, that a successful execution of
our algorithm is likely to conserve constituent structure (ie. a
coarser granularity) via the use of dependencies, whilst still
making available a flexibility at the word level. Addition-
ally, our use of dependencies allows us to generate not only a
string but a dependency tree for that sentence.

6 Evaluation
In this section, we outline our preliminary evaluation of gram-
maticality in which we compare our dependency based gener-
ation method against a baseline. To study any improvements
in grammaticality, we compare our dependency based gener-
ation method against a baseline consisting of sentences gen-
erated using bigram model.

In the evaluation, we do not use any smoothing algorithms
for dependency counts. For both our approach and the base-
line, Katz’s Back-off smoothing algorithm is used for bigram
probabilities.

For our evaluation cases, we use the Information Fusion
data collected by [Barzilay et al., 1999]. This data is made
up of news articles that have been first grouped by topic,
and then component sentences further clustered by similar-
ity of events. There are 100 sentence clusters and on average
there are 4 sentences per cluster. Each sentence in the cluster
is initially passed through the Connexor dependency parser
(www.connexor.com) to obtain dependency relations. Each
sentence cluster forms an evaluation case in which we gener-
ate a single sentence. Example output and the original text of
the cluster is presented in Figure 4.

To give both our approach and the baseline the greatest
chance of generating a sentence, we obtain our bigrams from
our evaluation cases.5 Aside from this preprocessing to col-
lect input sentence bigrams and dependencies, there is no
training as such. For each evaluation case, both our system
and the baseline method generates a set of answer strings,
from 3 to 40 words in length.

For each generated output of a given sentence length, we
count the number of times the Connexor parser resorts to re-
turning partial parses. This count, albeit a noisy one, is used
as our measure of ungrammaticality. We calculate the aver-
age ungrammaticality score across evaluation cases for each
sentence length.

5Note that this is permissible in this case because we are not
making any claims about the coverage of our model.

Original Text
A military transporter was scheduled to take off in the afternoon from Yokota air base
on the outskirts of Tokyo and fly to Osaka with 37,000 blankets .

Mondale said the United States, which has been flying in blankets and is sending a
team of quake relief experts, was prepared to do more if Japan requested .

United States forces based in Japan will take blankets to help earthquake survivors
Thursday, in the U.S. military’s first disaster relief operation in Japan since it set up
bases here.

Our approach with Dependencies and End of Sentence Check

6: united states forces based in blankets

8: united states which has been flying in blankets

11: a military transporter was prepared to osaka with 37,000 blankets

18: mondale said the afternoon from yokota air base on the united states which has been

flying in blankets

20: mondale said the outskirts of tokyo and is sending a military transporter was pre-

pared to osaka with 37,000 blankets

23: united states forces based in the afternoon from yokota air base on the outskirts of

tokyo and fly to osaka with 37,000 blankets

27: mondale said the afternoon from yokota air base on the outskirts of tokyo and is

sending a military transporter was prepared to osaka with 37,000 blankets

29: united states which has been flying in the afternoon from yokota air base on the

outskirts of tokyo and is sending a team of quake relief operation in blankets

31: united states which has been flying in the afternoon from yokota air base on the out-

skirts of tokyo and is sending a military transporter was prepared to osaka with 37,000

blankets

34: mondale said the afternoon from yokota air base on the united states which has

been flying in the outskirts of tokyo and is sending a military transporter was prepared

to osaka with 37,000 blankets

36: united states which has been flying in japan will take off in the afternoon from

yokota air base on the outskirts of tokyo and is sending a military transporter was pre-

pared to osaka with 37,000 blankets

Figure 4: A cluster of related sentences and sample generated
output from our system. Leftmost numbers indicate sentence
length.
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Figure 5: Ungrammaticality scores for generated output.
Higher scores indicates worse performance.

The results are presented in Figure 5. Our approach almost
always performs better than the baseline, producing less er-
rors per sentence length. Using the Wilcoxon Signed Rank
Text (alpha = 0.5), we found that for sentences of length
greater than 12, the differences were usually significant.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we presented an extension to the Viterbi al-
gorithm that statistically determines dependency structure of
partially generated sentences and selects of words that are
likely to attach to this structure. The resulting sentence is
more grammatical than that generated using a bigram base-
line. In future work, we intend to conduct experiments to see
whether the smoothing approaches chosen are successful in
parsing without introducing spurious dependency relations.
We would also like to re-integrate the emission probability
(that is, the word content selection model). We are also in
the process of developing a measure of consistency. Finally,
we intend to provide a comparison evaluation with Barzilay’s
Information Fusion work.
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